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Predicting Transition in
Turbomachinery—Part I:
A Review and New Model
Development
Here we report on an effort to include an empirically based transition modeling capa-
bility in a Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes solver. Well known empirical models for both
attached- and separated-flow transition were tested against cascade data and found
unsuitable for use in turbomachinery design. Consequently, a program was launched to
develop models with sufficient accuracy for use in design. As a first step, accurate pre-
diction of free stream turbulence development was identified as a prerequisite for accu-
rate modeling. Additionally, a demonstrated capability to capture the effects of free
stream turbulence on pre-transitional boundary layers became an impetus for the work. A
computational fluid dynamics (CFD)-supplemented database of 104 experimental cas-
cade cases was constructed to explore the development of new correlations. Dimensional
analyses were performed to guide the work, and appropriate non-dimensional parameters
were then extracted from CFD predictions of the laminar boundary layers existing on the
airfoil surfaces prior to either transition onset or incipient separation. For attached-flow
transition, onset was found to occur at a critical ratio of the boundary-layer diffusion
time to a time scale associated with the energy-bearing turbulent eddies. In the case of
separated-flow transition, it was found that the length of a separation bubble prior to
turbulent reattachment was a simple function of the local momentum thickness at sepa-
ration and the overall surface length traversed by a fluid element prior to separation.
Both the attached- and separated-flow transition models were implemented into the de-
sign system as point-like trips. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2366513�

Introduction
In axial-flow turbomachinery, the design trend is toward in-

creasing airfoil loading in an effort to reduce weight and cost of
future systems. Transition prediction is critical for accurate loss
predictions of high lift airfoils, and the full multi-moded �Mayle
�1�� nature of the transition process must be considered. Lakshmi-
narayana �2�, Simoneau and Simon �3�, Simon and Ashpis �4�,
Dunn �5�, and Yaras �6� all provide detailed reviews of the state of
the art in predictive techniques for turbomachinery, and they point
to the need for improved models for transition.

Elevated levels of free stream turbulence �Tu�1.0% � have a
significant effect on pre-transitional, or “quasi-laminar �QL�”
boundary layers. Further, it is the authors’ opinion that the quality
of the laminar boundary layer at transition onset must be predicted
accurately before transition modeling can be used most effec-
tively. Therefore, it is important to capture accurately the field-
wise development of free stream turbulence quantities. To that
end, the ability of the k-� turbulence model of Wilcox �7� to
predict the development of Tu was validated against the experi-
mental data of Ames �8�. Additionally, an accurate technique for
modeling the effects of Tu on laminar boundary layers within the
framework of the k-� model was developed.

In testing against cascade data it was found that open-literature
models for attached and separated-flow transition were not suffi-
ciently accurate for implementation in a design system. Conse-
quently, an effort was launched to develop new correlations for

attached- and separated-flow transition. A dimensional analysis
was performed considering all transition-relevant quantities avail-
able within the framework of a Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes
�RANS� simulation performed with a two-equation turbulence
model. A database of the resulting dimensionless groups was con-
structed from open-literature and Pratt & Whitney in-house cas-
cade data. The cascade data were supplemented with quantities
based on the aforementioned modeling techniques for free stream
turbulence development and its effects on laminar boundary lay-
ers. An investigation of the resulting database enabled the devel-
opment of new models for attached- and separated-flow transition.
The details of this process are documented below.

A computational-methods section will be presented first with
discussions on boundary conditions, free-stream-disturbance
propagation and quasi-laminar boundary layers. Then, sections
concerning attached- and separated-flow transition are presented,
where reviews of the state-of-the-art and current model develop-
ment details are discussed. Validation and benchmarking of the
new models is presented in Part II of this paper.

Computational Methods
Steady-state and time-resolved turbine flow fields were pre-

dicted using the three-dimensional �3D�, Reynolds Averaged
Navier-Stokes �RANS� code described both by Ni �9� and Davis
et al. �10�. Numerical closure for turbulent flow is obtained via the
k-� model of Wilcox �7�. An O-H grid topology was employed for
all simulations, and approximately 600,000 grid points per pas-
sage were used for three-dimensional simulations executed for
this study �without tip clearance�. The viscous grid provides near-
surface values of y+ less than 1 over no-slip boundaries and gives
approximately 7 grid points per momentum thickness in airfoil
and end wall boundary layers. These grid densities and spacings
provide essentially grid-independent solutions for capturing ther-

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute �IGTI� of ASME for pub-
lication in the JOURNAL OF TURBOMACHINERY. Manuscript received October 1, 2003;
final manuscript received March 1, 2004. IGTI Review Chair: A. J. Strazisar. Paper
presented at the International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition
Vienna, Austria, June 13–17, 2004, Paper No. 2004-GT-54108.
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mal fields, surface heat transfer, and transition-related streamwise
gradients in gas turbines. The code is accurate to second order in
space and time and multi-grid techniques are used to obtain rapid
convergence. Uniform-temperature, constant heat-flux, and
adiabatic-wall thermal boundary conditions are available and were
employed when appropriate. The inlet boundary conditions used
for each simulation are described as necessary.

Development of Freestream Disturbances. Free stream dis-
turbances have been shown to play an important role in transition
�see, e.g., Abu Ghannam and Shaw �11� and Mayle �1��. In order
to develop a RANS-based transition-prediction system, some form
of free stream turbulence modeling must be implemented in the
solver. Two-equation turbulence models, which provide modeling
of the convection, dissipation, and diffusion of free stream distur-
bances, are currently the state of the art in turbomachinery design
systems. However, the ability of any two-equation model to cap-
ture accurately the development of free stream turbulence quanti-
ties in prototypical turbomachinery flow fields should be demon-
strated before empirical modeling based on free stream
disturbances can be applied.

Two-equation turbulence models present the user with two
quantities that must be specified at the inlet of a simulation. �1�
The turbulence kinetic energy, k, is directly proportional to the
local turbulence intensity and velocity and, when simulating ex-
perimental data, is typically set based on measured levels. �2� The
dissipation parameter should be set to match the experimental
decay rate of free stream turbulence when it is derivable from
published data. When it is necessary to estimate inlet boundary
conditions for two-equation turbulence models, there are a num-
ber of techniques that may be employed.

When simplifications for zero pressure-gradient steady flow are
applied to the k-� equations �Wilcox, �12�� one can obtain the
following relations for the free stream development of k and �:

k�x� = kin� 1

�in
�1.2�3x/40

U�

+
1

�in
�−1.2

�1�

��x� = �3x/40

U�

+
1

�in
�−1

�2�

where x is streamwise distance, kin and �in are inlet quantities, and
U� is the free stream velocity. If the measured turbulence decay
rate upstream of the cascade is known, Eqs. �1� and �2� can be
used to solve for the inlet values of k and �. The predicted decay
rate of free stream turbulence obtained from Eqs. �1� and �2�
varies with x to the −0.62 power, and this falls within the range of
−0.60 to −0.68 reported by Baines and Peterson �13� and Hinze
�14�.

If the free stream turbulence decay rate upstream of the test
section is not known then there are three other means of deriving
the inlet value of the specific dissipation rate, �in. First, if the
decay rate is not reported for a configuration with grid generated
turbulence, and either the grid location, or the bar size of the grid
is known, then the decay rate can be estimated quite accurately by
using the following relation which is similar to one from Baines
and Peterson �13�:

Tu�x� = 1.12� x

d
�−0.65

�3�

Here d is the cross-stream dimension of the bar elements that
comprise the grid. If the experimentally estimated dissipation rate
is available, the inlet value for � can be estimated based on the
relation from Wilcox �7�:

� =
2

3

�

C�u�2 �4�

where � is the measured dissipation rate and C�=0.09.
Finally, as a third, less-preferred methodology, the authors have

found that the following relation from Wilcox �7� gives a reason-
able estimate for � at the inlet in cases where the length scale for
an experimental configuration is reported as well as the inlet tur-
bulence level:

� =
u�

C��
�5�

where � is the measured integral length scale and u� is deduced
from the free stream turbulence level. Use of Eq. �5� for grid-
generated turbulence typically results in inlet values for � close to
those obtained with Eq. �1�.

Using these techniques for deriving k and � boundary condi-
tions, comparisons were made between computational fluid dy-
namics �CFD� simulations with the k-� model and the measured
free stream development of turbulence quantities in the vane cas-
cade from Ames �8� and Ames and Plesniak �15�. In his reports,
Ames provides detailed measurements of turbulence quantities
within the passage of the C3X vane. In one case free stream
turbulence was generated with a passive grid, providing a turbu-
lence intensity of 8%, nominally, at the inlet to the cascade.

Figure 1 is a comparison of the measured and predicted turbu-
lence levels around the airfoil. Also shown is the distribution of
Tu obtained if “frozen” turbulence �constant u�� is assumed within
the passage. The frozen-turbulence method results in over predic-
tions of local levels of Tu of up to 40% on the pressure side and in
the stagnation region while giving good estimates on the suction
side. Overall, better agreement is obtained with the prediction
supplied by the k-� model. Although, experimentally, the isotropy
of the free stream turbulence is significantly reduced by the po-
tential field of the airfoil, the evolution of the simulated isotropic
turbulence is within ±0.5% of the measured levels based on the
stream-wise component of turbulence on both the pressure and
suction sides of the airfoil.

For accurate multi-row modeling of multi-stage turbomachinery
turbulence fields, it is also important to capture accurately the
development of the turbulence length scale/dissipation rate. Figure
2 is a comparison of the predicted and experimentally estimated
dissipation rates around the airfoil tested by Ames �8�. While the
agreement between CFD and data is not as good here as for the
turbulence intensity, it is shown in Part II of the present work that
this level of fidelity appears adequate for making multi-row pre-
dictions of attached- and separated-flow transition. Again, further
validation of the ability of the k-� model to predict the develop-
ment of free stream disturbances in multi-stage environments will
be presented in Part II of this paper.

Fig. 1 Measured and predicted distributions of free stream
turbulence around the C3X airfoil. Data are from Ames †8‡.
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Modeling Pre-Transitional Boundary Layers. Moss and Old-
field �16� concluded from their experimental study of the effects
of turbulence level and length scale on heat transfer in laminar
boundary layers that, “accurate prediction of heat transfer en-
hancement due to free stream turbulence is not possible using the
turbulence level alone.” Considering Reynolds’ analogy, it seems
that accurate predictions of quasi-laminar thermal and momentum
boundary layers cannot be obtained without attention to turbu-
lence length scale �i.e., specific dissipation� as well as intensity.

The importance of capturing turbulence intensity and length-
scale effects on laminar boundary layers was emphasized by
Boyle et al. �17�, where the authors developed a model that con-
siders both turbulence level and length scale to increase turbulent
viscosity above zero in laminar regions to account for what they
refer to as “turbulence enhancement.” Boyle and co-workers re-
ported a “noticeable” improvement in spatially averaged laminar-
region heat transfer predictions using their model, but no model
tested produced accurate local heat load levels. Similarly, Roach
and Brierley �18� point to the importance of modeling the effects
of turbulence level and length scale on pre-transitional boundary
layers. However, the authors assumed that the integral quantities
of quasi-laminar boundary layers are the same as the equivalent
purely laminar �Tu=0� boundary layer. Sharma et al. �19� re-
viewed experimental evidence that turbulence from upstream
rows imparts a significant influence on the pre-transitional bound-
ary layers on turbine airfoils. Additionally, the importance of cap-
turing the effects of free stream turbulence on laminar boundary
layers has been identified in experimental studies of convective
heat transfer rates by Ames �20� and Van Fossen et al. �21�.

The phenomenon of a quasi-laminar boundary layer is demon-
strated in the cascade heat transfer data of Arts et al. �22�. Figure
3 is a plot of measured heat transfer distributions from Arts et al.
�22� with nominal inlet free stream turbulence levels of 1% and
6%. Additional flow conditions for both data sets in Fig. 3 were
Rec=1�106 and Mexit=0.77, where Rec is Reynolds number
based on true chord. Heat transfer augmentations in the leading-
edge and pressure-side regions of the airfoil of up to approxi-
mately 50% are evident. Given that the only difference between
the two conditions is the turbulence level, the enhanced energy
transfer across the quasi-laminar boundary layer in the high Tu
case is primarily due to the penetration of free stream turbulence
into the laminar boundary layer.

The data from Arts et al. �22� were employed to assess various
methods for modeling quasi-laminar boundary layers. Uniform
surface-temperature conditions were held for each of the simula-
tions, and this was consistent with the measurements. CFD simu-
lations �Fig. 3� were run fully laminar on both the suction and

pressure sides of the airfoil employing common modifications
from literature to simulate laminar regions. One such technique
tested, which is commonly employed in transitional RANS simu-
lations, involves setting the eddy viscosity, �T, from the turbu-
lence model to zero within laminar regions. Also tested was the
technique reported by Schmidt and Patankar �23� in which the
production term in the k equation is set to zero in laminar regions.

The heat transfer distribution predicted by setting the eddy vis-
cosity equal to zero with Tu=6% is shown in Fig. 3. The results
for this simulation duplicate the convective heat-load distribution
from a purely laminar simulation �not shown�. Results from set-
ting the production of k equal to zero with Tu=6%, shown in Fig.
3, indicate only a slight increase in the predicted heat-load levels
around the airfoil compared to the prediction with �T=0. From
these simulations it is concluded that neither method for modeling
laminar flow with elevated free stream turbulence accurately pre-
dicts the wall gradients of the quasi-laminar boundary layer. Sub-
sequently, a model was developed based on studies performed
with the data of Arts et al. �22�. Results based on the new model
for quasi-laminar boundary layers are shown in Fig. 4 and labeled
as “QL model.” As seen in this figure, the results from the QL
model are more accurate in quasi-laminar regions than the results
shown in Fig. 3. The current method is based on physical reason-
ing which links the production terms in the k and � equations to

Fig. 2 Comparison of measured and predicted turbulence dis-
sipation around the C3X airfoil. Data are from Ames †8‡.

Fig. 3 Measured convective heat transfer coefficient distribu-
tions from Arts et al. †22‡ and CFD predictions run with fully
laminar boundary layers

Fig. 4 Results from CFD simulations run with the QL model
for capturing pre-transitional quasi-laminar boundary layers
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the concept of self-sustaining turbulence in turbulent boundary
layers. The analogy is drawn that in laminar regions of the bound-
ary layer, where disturbances are damped by the action of viscos-
ity, the production of both k and � should be negligible. Implicit
in this analogy is that the eddy viscosity in a quasi-laminar bound-
ary layer is independent of the mean strain. Minimizing the pro-
duction terms in the k and � equations, in contrast to setting �T
=0, allows for the convection and diffusion of free stream turbu-
lence into quasi-laminar �QL� boundary layers. For the length
scales �i.e., dissipation rates� and turbulence intensities present in
the data of Arts et al. �22�, the QL model was found to capture
convective heat loads to within ±10% in quasi-laminar regions for
all conditions reported.

Additional testing of the QL model was performed with the
cascade data of Ames �8� with similar accuracy for convective
heat loads for levels of Tu up to 12% from a simulated combustor
�Praisner et al. �24��. Additionally, predictions of stagnation-point
heat transfer levels from the QL model are within ±10% of the
correlation of Van Fossen et al. �21� for a range of
turbomachinery-specific turbulence and dissipation levels.

To verify that the quasi-laminar boundary layer shape is also
modeled accurately by the QL model, a study was performed with
the favorable pressure-gradient, flat-plate data of Blair �25�. Fig-
ure 5 is a plot of non-dimensionalized velocity and temperature
profiles in the quasi-laminar flow region immediately upstream of
transition onset with K=0.2�10−6 and Tu=3%, where K is the
acceleration parameter. Also shown are results from CFD predic-
tions performed with the laminar regions simulated by setting
�T=0 �purely laminar� and the QL model. Both the momentum
and thermal boundary layer shapes are well matched with the QL
model as compared to the method of setting �T=0. Also, the
predicted convective heat transfer levels within the quasi-laminar
region were as accurately captured as those in the benchmarking
against the data of Arts et al. �22�.

For the momentum boundary layer shown in Fig. 5 the pre-
dicted values of momentum-thickness Reynolds number, Re�, are
23% and 6% below the measured value for the �T=0 technique
and QL model, respectively. In turn, the shape factors predicted
with the �T=0 technique and QL models are 21% and 3% above
the measured level of 2.57, respectively. Also, the approximate
location of transition onset for the case with Tu=6% in Fig. 4 is at
s=28 mm on the suction side. The QL-model predicted values of
Re� for this streamwise location differ by 15% between the two
turbulence levels considered. These results, taken together with
the flat-plate results for Re�, indicate that a transition prediction
system that does not accurately capture the turbulence-enhanced
transfer characteristics of quasi-laminar boundary layers may pro-
vide inaccurate quantities for transition onset prediction.

Additionally, if one assumes the Re� value for the �T=0 tech-
nique is essentially an exact numerical solution for a condition
with Tu=0%, these results are in contrast with the assumption
made by Roach and Brierley �18� that integral quantities of pre-

transitional boundary layers are unaffected by free stream turbu-
lence. The aforementioned authors supported their assumption by
referencing turbulent boundary layer data with elevated Tu levels.
Since turbulence levels within turbulent boundary layers are of the
order 10–15% with low free stream Tu, it is not surprising that
they are not appreciably affected by elevated levels of free stream
turbulence. In contrast, because laminar boundary layers contain
low levels of turbulence, they are more susceptible to significant
momentum- and heat-transfer enhancement with the addition of
turbulence convected and diffused from the free stream. The re-
sults presented here are supported by the results of Yaras �6� who
reported increases in measured Re� values as high as 30% in
pre-transitional boundary layers subjected to elevated levels of Tu
measured.

Results obtained with the QL model for various values of tur-
bulent Prandtl number, PrT, show little variation in boundary layer
qualities. Variation of PrT from a molecular level of 0.7 to a tur-
bulent level of 0.9 resulted in variations in predicted heat flux and
skin-friction levels of less than 5% in quasi-laminar regions. This
may be related to the fact that turbulent mixing in quasi-laminar
boundary layers is significantly lower than in turbulent boundary
layers. While not comprehensively validated, it appears that there
may be no need to employ different turbulent Prandtl numbers for
laminar and turbulent regions of the flow field in simulations that
employ the QL model.

Finally, it was found that the effects of roughness on pre-
transitional boundary layers were not accurately captured with the
combination of the QL model and the modified wall boundary
condition for � from Wilcox �7� for rough walls. This is not
surprising considering that the formulation of Wilcox’s modifica-
tion was specific to turbulent boundary layers. However, the as-
sumption of admissible roughness is typically valid for all but the
high-pressure turbine in large commercial and military engines.
Resolution of pre-transitional boundary layers subjected to signifi-
cant levels of roughness is a topic that requires more attention.

Modeling Attached-Flow Transition
The ability to capture the development of turbulence level and

dissipation rate outside boundary layers as well as viscous layer
details demonstrated above gives one confidence that transition
modeling in such flows is possible. Accordingly, a database of
experimental test cases was constructed to evaluate methods for
transition onset prediction in turbomachines. The construction in-
volved performing laminar simulations of experimental cascade
configurations with appropriate free stream and wall boundary
conditions. Inlet levels of turbulence and dissipation rate were set
employing the aforementioned techniques for matching the decay
rate of Tu. The k-�-based QL model for capturing the pre-
transitional boundary layers was employed as well. For each ex-
perimental case considered, the measured and predicted airfoil
static-pressure distributions were in close agreement. Transition

Fig. 5 Non-dimensional momentum and thermal boundary layer profiles in a
quasi-laminar boundary layer just prior to transition. Data are from Blair †25‡.
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onset was considered to occur in the data sets where wall-gradient
quantities first began to deviate from fully laminar simulations.
Only cascade geometries of turbomachinery-specific airfoils were
considered, and both open-literature and in-house data were used
to build the database of 57 cases. The 57 cases themselves con-
sisted of seven different geometries tested in experiments with
various boundary conditions.

Review of Models for the Onset of Transition. The most suc-
cessful physical model for the transition process is that due to
Emmons �26�, Schubauer and Klebanoff �27�, and Narasimha
�28�. In this model, transition is considered to be the result of the
random formation of “spots” of turbulence in the boundary layer
over some finite region in the streamwise direction. These turbu-
lent spots grow as they convect downstream, and the intermittency
�i.e., the fraction of time the flow is turbulent� increases in the
streamwise direction until the entire surface is covered with them.
At that point, the boundary layer is considered fully turbulent.

The foregoing would suggest that an assessment of the effects
of various flow field parameters on transition must be an evalua-
tion of the way in which they affect the formation and subsequent
growth of turbulent spots and/or wake-induced turbulent strips.
Several authors have conducted experimental studies in that re-
gard �e.g., Clark et al. �29�, Gostelow et al. �30�, and Halstead et
al. �31��, and others �e.g., Chen and Thyson �32�, Dey and
Narasimha �33�, and Solomon et al. �34�� have incorporated infor-
mation on turbulent-spot formation and kinematics into integral
methods for calculating intermittency and, by extension through a
“linear combination model” after Dhawan and Narasimha �35�,
skin friction. Still others �e.g., Suzen and Huang �36� and Steelant
and Dick �37�� have made use of the “universal” intermittency
distribution to derive transport equations for intermittency that are
solved alongside the RANS equations or used some combination
of the correlations of Abu-Ghannam and Shaw �11�, Drela �38�,
and Solomon et al. �34� to evaluate intermittency �e.g., Gier et al.
�39�, Thermann et al. �40�, Roux et al. �41�, and Roberts and Yaras
�42�� through transition. Subsequently, some of the same authors
modified the calculated eddy viscosity according to the fraction of
time the flow is predicted to be turbulent through the transition
zone. As previously stated, pre-transitional boundary layers with
elevated Tu levels may not be adequately modeled by setting �T
equal to zero upstream of transition onset.

The review article of Mayle �1� spurred renewed interest in the
ideas of Emmons �26� and Narasimha �28� for the prediction of
transition in turbomachines, and much of the recent work de-
scribed above followed recommendations from that paper closely.
In particular, the concept of the universal intermittency distribu-
tion as described in detail by Narasimha �43� has been used to
build correlations for transition onset �Mayle �1��, as well as
turbulent-spot generation rates and transition length �Fraser et al.
�44� and Gostelow et al. �30��.

At the root of many correlations used to predict transition onset
is the F�	� technique of Narasimha �43�, whereby measured
streamwise variations of intermittency, 	, are plotted in the form

F�	� = �− ln�1 − 	��1/2 �6�

Narasimha �28� first proposed that all turbulent spots are formed
randomly in time and spanwise location at a single streamwise
station in the flow. Under that hypothesis, which is now known
generally as “concentrated breakdown,” Eq. �6� becomes

F�	� = � n


U�
�1/2

�x − xt� �7�

for constant-velocity flow along a flat plate. In Eq. �7�, xt is the
streamwise location where all spots are formed, n is the number of
spots formed at that position per unit time and per unit spanwise
distance, U� is the free stream velocity, 
 is Emmons �26� non-
dimensional spot-propagation parameter, and x is a location on the

flat-plate surface further downstream than xt.
Dhawan and Narasimha �35� also showed that variations of

intermittency through the transition zone possess a high degree of
similarity if the streamwise distance is suitably non-
dimensionalized. They demonstrated that the transitional intermit-
tency variations from a number of experiments collapsed on a
single curve when the streamwise distance was represented by

� =
x − xt

x75 − x25
�8�

where x75 and x25 are the streamwise positions where the intermit-
tency is 0.75 and 0.25, respectively. The same authors also
showed that the available intermittency data were well represented
by the equation

	 = 1 − e−0.412�2
�9�

Equation �9� has become known as the universal intermittency
distribution �Narasimha �45,46��. Like Eq. �7�, Eq. �9� is a conse-
quence of the assumption of concentrated breakdown as applied to
the transition model of Emmons �26� in constant velocity, flat-
plate flow.

Many authors have shown that it is possible to linearize inter-
mittency distributions using Eqs. �6� and �7� and, consequently, to
plot the data in the universal form of Eq. �9� �e.g., Owen �47��.
This is true even under conditions of changing pressure gradient
and/or free stream velocity �Sharma et al. �48�, Gostelow et al.
�30�, and Fraser et al. �44��. As an illustration of this phenomenon,
representative data from Clark �49� are plotted in Fig. 6. Experi-
mental intermittency distributions for flat-plate flows under both
favorable and adverse pressure gradient conditions are plotted,
and both agree with the universal curve very well. This is surpris-
ing in the case with the favorable pressure gradient since the local
velocity varies by a factor of more than 6.7 over the streamwise
distance represented in the figure. Note that both the spot shape
parameter and the free stream velocity itself are considered con-
stant and brought outside an integrand in the derivation of Eq. �7�,
and neither of these assumptions is valid in the experiment of
Clark �49�. Intermittency variations predicted with a time-
marching simulation of the transition zone like that described by
Narasimha �50� are also plotted in Fig. 6. These predicted inter-
mittency distributions are taken along the centerline of a flat-plate
flow at Mach 0.5. Spot propagation parameters were as measured
by Clark et al. �29�, and three different distribution functions for
spot generation were considered. The universal curve fits the pre-

Fig. 6 A comparison between the “universal” curve of
Narasimha †43‡ and both experimental data and simulations
from Clark †49‡
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dicted intermittency distributions very well, not just when concen-
trated breakdown prevails, but also for both a bivariate normal �in
streamwise and spanwise directions� spot generation function and
a point source located off the plate centerline.

Observations like those presented here with respect to the uni-
versal curve are not new �see, e.g., Dhawan and Narasimha �35��.
In more recent times Mayle �1� used the F�	� technique to de-
velop a correlation for transition onset, where onset was taken to
be the x intercept of the F�	� plot. Also, correlations for length as
well as turbulent-spot generation rates under a variety of flow
conditions �Mayle �1�, Gostelow et al. �30�, and Fraser et al. �44��
have been derived. From the discussion above, it does not follow
that if it is possible to linearize experimental data by plotting
F�	�, then the transition is consistent with a flat-plate flow under-
going transition via a concentrated breakdown of the laminar
boundary layer. When the current database for attached-flow tran-
sition onset is compared to one such correlation from Mayle �1�,
as in Fig. 7, there is considerable scatter. Testing against the da-
tabase revealed a success rate of approximately 50% in predicting
onset within 10% of the measured location in terms of surface
distance. Also, transition onset typically occurs at lower Reynolds
numbers than predicted by the Mayle �1� relation. Similar results
to those in Fig. 7 are reported by Simon and Ashpis �4� for com-
parisons made between data and the Mayle �1� correlation. In light
of these findings, it might be better to develop correlations for
transition onset and turbulent-spot production rates, for example,
from direct measurements like those first reported by Hofeldt �51�.
Such direct measurements are difficult, however, and little data
are available at present to create such correlations.

Both Tani �52� and Reshotko �53� review a number of models
that are not based on the concept of universal intermittency, and
they both point out that one of the first was due to Liepmann �54�.
Many authors refer to Liepmann �55� as the source of this idea,
but the 1945 publication is the correct one. Liepmann supposed
that transition onset occurs when the local Reynolds stress in the
perturbed laminar boundary layer equals the local friction veloc-
ity. Liepmann’s idea has been recast and used by others. For ex-
ample, Van Driest and Blumer �56� correlated the local vorticity
Reynolds number, which like the friction velocity depends on the
normal gradient of streamwise velocity in two dimensional �2D�
flow, at transition onset with free stream turbulence and pressure
gradient. Recently, Mayle and Schulz �57� referred to the formu-
lation of Liepmann’s criterion due to Sharma et al. �48� as appro-
priate for transition onset. Sharma et al. �48� argued that the local

Reynolds stress itself depends on the local root mean square of
streamwise velocity perturbations and stated that transition onset
occurs when

u�

u* = 3.0 �10�

based on experimental data related to a turbine airfoil suction-side
flow field. In Eq. �10�, u* is the local friction velocity and u� is the
fluctuating component of the local streamwise velocity. Liepmann
�54� argued the same case based on his own experimental data.
Following Liepmann’s analysis and recasting his correlation in the
form of Eq. �10� results in a constant on the right-hand side
equal to 7.5 rather than 3. In addition, Roach and Brierley �18�
report that the constant in Eq. �10� varies from 3.0 to 7.4 for the
ERCOFTAC T3 test cases.

If one assumes that u� within the quasi-laminar boundary layer
is modeled to a reasonable level of accuracy with the QL model, it
might be possible to predict transition onset based on a relation
like that in Eq. �10�. In Fig. 8 the quantity u� /u*, evaluated at
transition onset, is plotted for all cases in the current database. For
comparison both the constants of Sharma et al. �48� and Liepmann
�54� are also plotted. Transition onset seems to occur at much
lower levels of u� /u* than those indicated by Sharma et al. �48�
and Liepmann �54� over the entire database.

The poor correlation of the database in Fig. 8 may likely be a
result of the assumption of isotropic turbulence within the quasi-
laminar boundary layer inherent in the QL model. Also, one notes
that the studies of Sharma et al. �48� and Liepmann �54� predate
the use of conditional sampling techniques for boundary-layer
measurements �see, e.g., Suder et al. �58� and Kim et al. �59��. So,
it could be that the local rms of velocity fluctuations in the bound-
ary layer was largely influenced by the passage of turbulent spots
over the fixed hot wires in the experiments of both Liepmann �54�
and Sharma et al. �48�. As such, the criteria represented by Eq.
�10� might be more indicative of turbulent-spot detection than of
the state of a quasi-laminar boundary layer at transition onset. The
foregoing argument is supported by the results of a simple calcu-
lation. Consider a boundary layer profile undergoing transition to
be a linear combination of laminar and fully turbulent profiles
weighted on the intermittency, as suggested first by Dhawan and
Narasimha �35�, and let onset occur in a Blasius boundary layer
on a flat plate at a local streamwise Reynolds number of 250,000.

Fig. 7 A comparison between the current database for
attached-flow transition onset and the correlation of Mayle †1‡

Fig. 8 A comparison between the transition onset criteria of
Liepmann †54‡, Sharma et al. †48‡, and Mayle and Schulz †57‡
and the current attached-flow database
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If one represents the turbulent profiles by a 1/7th power law and
presumes there is no change in boundary layer thickness at tran-
sition onset �strictly speaking, there can be no change in the local
momentum thickness�, then at y+=25, the local rms becomes
about three times the local friction velocity if the intermittency is
10%. This is in keeping with the results of Sharma et al. �48�. In
any regard, the results shown in Fig. 8 suggest that with the cur-
rent modeling of pre-transitional boundary layers, accurate
RANS-based transition predictions cannot be obtained with a
model of the type in Eq. �10�.

A correlation for transition onset that was developed indepen-
dently of the concept of intermittency is due to Abu-Ghannam and
Shaw �11�. Their work was recast by Drela �38� using the bound-
ary layer shape factor as a correlating parameter and collectively
these relations were used by a number of others �e.g., Fraser et al.
�44�, Gier et al. �39�, and Roux et al. �41��. Abu-Ghannam and
Shaw �11� measured the time-mean near-wall streamwise velocity
with a hot wire, and they determined the start of transition to
occur where that parameter began to deviate from the reference
laminar level. As such, their method is consistent with demarcat-
ing transition start by an increase in the local skin friction over the
laminar level, and that is in essence the technique used to deter-
mine onset for the current database. The percent difference be-
tween the momentum-thickness Reynolds number predicted with
the correlations of Abu-Ghannam and Shaw �11� and the actual
values found in the current database is plotted in Fig. 9. It was
found that the correlation of Abu-Ghannam and Shaw �11� pro-
duces errors in the momentum-thickness Reynolds number in ex-
cess of 20% in 39 of the 57 cases in the database. Testing against
the database revealed a success rate of approximately 68% in
predicting onset within 10% of the measured location in terms of
surface distance. Testing of the correlation utilizing inlet turbu-
lence levels instead of local �at transition onset� levels, which is
consistent with the original formulation of the model, did not
improve the correlation of the database.

Early in the course of this work, three separate transition-length
correlations were evaluated in conjunction with the onset model
of Abu-Ghannam and Shaw �11� to predict the development of
intermittency through transition for flow fields in the current da-
tabase. These were the models of Gostelow et al. �30�, Fraser et al.
�44�, and Solomon et al. �34�. However, the modeling of transition
length was eventually discarded, and abrupt trips at onset were
used exclusively in this effort. This decision was made for a num-

ber of reasons. First, the present authors found it was inadvisable
to stack any correlation for length upon another correlation for
transition onset since each relation must have its own attendant
uncertainty. Moreover, it was noted that all three aforementioned
length models depended on correlations for turbulent-spot produc-
tion rates that were derived from experimental data using the F�	�
technique. On account of the discussion presented above relative
to the F�	� technique, none of these models were adopted. Finally,
the implementation of a transition-length model requires that a
streamline-based application of the modeling be implemented.
That is, it becomes necessary to track particles from transition
onset through 3D flow fields along airfoil surfaces. So, without the
use of an intermittency-transport equation �Suzen and Huang
�36��, such a model becomes difficult to implement. Since an
abrupt trip, applied in a simulation, implies the sudden increase in
turbulence production in the context of this work, and because
there is some finite distance over which the boundary layer and
turbulence model respond to that, a finite transition length is ob-
tained in practice �Praisner et al. �24��.

New Model for Attached-Flow Transition. Morkovin �60�
coined the term bypass transition, and he has often alerted
designers to the implications of such phenomena. In his NATO
AGARDograph he stated that designers must become “rather sen-
sitive to bypasses when transition risks imply risks to the basic
mission of the design.” Morkovin also pointed out that “it is easy
to criticize; it is another matter to offer a constructive suggestion
to the designer.” With these ideas in mind and with the current
capability to predict local flow features at the onset of transition
for experiments pertinent to turbomachinery design, the database
was analyzed to build a new model for attached-flow transition
onset.

It was postulated that the boundary-layer momentum thickness
at the onset of transition ��� depends upon a number of local flow
variables at the edge of the boundary layer and the local wall
temperature �Tw�. These flow variables were taken to include the
density ���, the dynamic viscosity ���, the sonic speed �a�, the
driving temperature for heat transfer �Tg�, the thermal conductiv-
ity of the fluid �k�, the specific heat at constant pressure �cp�, the
magnitude of the flow velocity �U��, the streamwise velocity gra-
dient �dU� /ds, the root mean square of streamwise velocity fluc-
tuations �u��, and their length scale ���.

Applying the Buckingham-Pi Theorem via the “step-by-step”
technique of Massey �61�, it is possible to represent the physical
process as a function of seven non-dimensional parameters. The
relation is

Re� = f�M,Tg/Tw,K,Tu,Pr,�/�� �11�

The non-dimensional parameters in Eq. �11� are the momentum-
thickness Reynolds number at transition onset �Re��, the Mach
number �M�, the gas-to-wall temperature ratio �Tg /Tw�, the accel-
eration parameter �K�, the local turbulence intensity �Tu�, the mo-
lecular Prandtl number �Pr�, and the ratio of turbulent length scale
to momentum thickness �� /��. Note that the physical dimensions
used to define the indicial matrix are mass �m�, length �L�, time
�t�, temperature �T�, and heat �H�. Because heat is invoked as a
dimension, it is assumed that there is no substantial conversion of
mechanical energy into thermal energy. So, the results are re-
stricted to flows of gases with moderately supersonic Mach num-
bers, but this is not a limitation for the gas-turbine situation.

The non-dimensional parameters in Eq. �11� were tabulated at
transition onset for each case in the database, and the results were
correlated to determine the combination of non-dimensional pa-
rameters that provided the best collapse of the data. The best
correlation for transition onset was found when

Fig. 9 A comparison of the efficacy of the current transition-
onset model for attached flow with that of Abu-Ghannam and
Shaw †11‡
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Re� = A�Tu
�

�
�B

�12�

where A and B are constants equal to 8.52 and −0.956, respec-
tively. The entire database is plotted in Fig. 10. Equation �12�
implies that the local momentum thickness at transition onset is a
function of only one non-dimensional parameter that is a product
of two of the basic non-dimensional parameters derived directly
from the step-by-step method of Massey �61�.

An ability to determine the edge of the boundary layer in a
robust manner is an important aspect of transition modeling tech-
niques based on integral and edge quantities. The edge of the
boundary layer was taken to be the distance from the wall at
which the local vorticity dropped to 1% of the maximum value in
the O grid at that streamwise grid location. This method, reported
by Michelassi et al. �62�, provides a robust and accurate edge
detection technique for laminar boundary layers. Variations in the
percentage of the maximum vorticity used to define the boundary
layer edge between 0.8% and 1.8% resulted in variations in the
coefficient of correlation of the least-squares fit for Eq. �12� on the
range from 0.95 to 0.96.

As seen in Table 1, all the non-dimensional parameters, save
the molecular Prandtl number, varied markedly at transition onset
over this database. For example, transition onset occurred under
both favorable and adverse pressure gradients. The strength of the
pressure gradients covers the range from above relaminarization
�K�3�10−6� on the favorable side through Thwaite’s separation
criterion �K Re�

2−0.09, see White �63�� under decelerating con-
ditions. Both adiabatic flows and those with velocity profiles that
were affected by the temperature dependence of viscosity were
part of the database. Also, the range of Mach numbers covered
incompressible through transonic flows. The local turbulence in-
tensity varied by two orders of magnitude, and while the maxi-

mum value may at first consideration seem low, one must remem-
ber that the inlet turbulence intensity was much higher. Further,
the ratio of local turbulence length scale to momentum thickness
at onset varied by an order of magnitude. Again, the molecular
Prandtl number was essentially constant for all points in the data-
base.

Physical Significance of the Current Attached-Flow Model.
Equation �12� was incorporated into the airfoil design system di-
rectly with the factor and power in the equation set equal to 8.52
and −0.956, respectively. However, it is possible to recast the
relation in such a way that gives insight into its possible physical
significance. One notes that the constant B in the relation is very
close to −1. If that value is accepted, then, after some algebraic
manipulation, Eq. �12� becomes:

100�u�

�
�����2

�
� = A1 �13�

where A1 is another constant that may be evaluated directly as the
mean of values occurring at transition onset in the database. Here,
A1 was found to be 7.0±1.1. Note that Eq. �13� implies that tran-
sition onset occurs when the ratio of a boundary-layer diffusion
time ���2 /�� to a time scale associated with the large-eddy tur-
bulent fluctuations �te=� /u�� becomes a critical value.

It is instructive to consider the implications of Eq. �13� for a
Blasius boundary layer undergoing transition. The usual form of
the laminar diffusion time scale, td, is ��2 /� �see, e.g., Schlichting
�64�, and Hofeldt et al. �65�� where � is the thickness where the
local velocity becomes 99% of the free stream value and � is the
fluid density. The ratio of 99% velocity thickness to momentum
thickness in a Blasius boundary layer is 5:0.664. Substituting into
Eq. �13�, taking A1 equal to 7.0, and rearranging gives

te = 0.25td �14�
Now, the time for a Blasius boundary layer to grow to a thickness
� is 1 /25th the laminar diffusion time scale �Schlichting �64��. So,
transition onset would occur for the Blasius boundary layer when
the local eddy time scale approached a level associated with a
growth of 	6 boundary layer thicknesses. Schlichting �64� gives
the smallest unstable wavelength of a Blasius boundary layer as
	6�. So, Eq. �14� implies that the onset of bypass transition oc-
curs when the local eddy time scale reaches a time scale associ-
ated with the wavelength of a Tollmien-Schlichting �TS� wave.

Although one typically does not associate TS activity with by-
pass transition, it has been noted by Herbert �66� that the ultimate
breakdown associated with the appearance of “spikes” in hot-wire
records and the first formation of turbulent spots in natural tran-
sition occurs over a length scale of about 1 TS wavelength. Also,
Walker and Gostelow �67� have measured frequencies consistent
with TS activity in boundary layers undergoing bypass transition
in adverse pressure gradients. Additionally, Mack �68� noted that
often TS frequencies persist in boundary layers undergoing natu-
ral transition beyond the range of applicability of small distur-
bance theory. Volino �69,70� also reported that for separated-flow
transition, TS frequencies were detected for both low and high
levels of Tu. Again, the real implication of this discussion is that
when the ratio of the turbulent-eddy time scale to the laminar
diffusion time reaches a critical value, bypass transition occurs.
Further, the critical value of this ratio is nearly constant over a
range of flow conditions consistent with gas-turbine engines.

Modeling Laminar Separation and Turbulent Reattach-
ment

“Of all the transition modes, there is none more crucial to com-
pressor and low-pressure turbine design and none more neglected
than separated-flow transition” �Mayle �1��. As attempts are made
to reduce airfoil counts, and hence component cost and weight,
airfoil loadings need to increase. Highly loaded airfoils are more

Fig. 10 The current model for the onset of attached-flow tran-
sition compared to the database

Table 1 Variation of non-dimensional parameters at transition
onset

Variable Range

Re�
73–856

K�106 −1.9 to 4.8
KRe�

2 −0.15 to 0.06
M 0.05–1.24

Tg /Tw
1.0–1.41

Tuonset �%� 0.11–5.09
� /� 4.26–66.2
Pr 0.71–0.71
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prone to experiencing laminar separations �Fig. 11� and stall. In
the stalled condition profile losses can increase as much as 500%
over the case where the separation reattaches to the airfoil. Lami-
nar separations occur in the leading-edge, suction-side regions of
compressors and the aft suction-side regions of low-pressure tur-
bine �LPT� airfoils. Airfoil stall causes compressor surge and poor
performance of LPTs at cruise conditions.

If the laminar shear layer formed by a separation transitions to
a turbulent state close enough �i.e., in a stream-wise sense� to the
separation location, it typically reattaches to the airfoil surface as
a result of turbulent mixing that entrains high-momentum fluid
into the near-wall region. This scenario is schematically depicted
in Fig. 11�a�. However, if transition of the shear layer occurs
sufficiently far downstream of separation, the layer typically does
not reattach, resulting in a stalled condition as shown in Fig.
11�b�. It is therefore critical that a design system be capable of
predicting the existence of a laminar separation and whether or
not the laminar separation will reattach.

As a first step in developing a transition modeling capability for
separated flow, a proof-of-concept study was executed with the
goal of determining if a separated-flow transition model could be
effectively implemented in a RANS code. For this study, CFD
simulations of cascade experiments were run with imposed abrupt
trips, set according to experimental hot-film data. Figure 12 is a
plot of separation and reattachment locations as a function of exit
Reynolds number for a cascade airfoil with Tu=5%. The total
suction-side surface length of the airfoil for this case was
37.1 mm, and both experimental and computational results are
shown in Fig. 12.

It can be seen in Fig. 12 that the separation and reattachment
locations from simulations utilizing the QL model for the pre-
transitional boundary layers are in close agreement with the data
at all but the lowest simulated Reynolds number. The deviation
from the data at the lowest Reynolds number is a result of stall
occurring in the simulation and subsequent unsteadiness in the
steady simulation. For a Reynolds number of 1.5�105 a simula-
tion was also run with the turbulent viscosity set to zero in laminar
regions and the results are also plotted in Fig. 12. For this simu-
lation the separation location occurs upstream of the measured
location. This is consistent with the quasi-laminar boundary layer
shape, and hence near-wall momentum, not being accurately mod-
eled by setting �T=0. The calculated loss levels from the simula-
tions shown in Fig. 12 were in good agreement with the measured
values. The conclusion of this study was that the RANS code with

abrupt trips and some form of modeling for quasi-laminar, pre-
transitional boundary layers would provide an accurate framework
for separated-flow transition modeling.

So, in addition to the attached-flow transition studies, a CFD-
supplemented database of laminar separations with turbulent reat-
tachment was constructed based on 47 in-house and open-
literature experimental cascade data sets. The test cases for the
separated-flow database include laminar separations with turbu-
lent reattachment on both compressor- and turbine-specific
geometries. Some of the data sets included in the database are
from airfoils on the verge of stall. Like the attached-flow database,
the separated-flow database covers a significant range of
turbomachinery-specific flow parameters.

Review of Models for the Onset of Separated-Flow
Transition. One common method for predicting the transition lo-
cation of a near-wall bounded shear layer involves the use of a
correlation that was developed for attached-flow transition such as
either the Mayle �1� or Abu-Ghannam and Shaw �11� model.
These models rely on a non-dimensional boundary layer thickness
�Re� or shape factor� for the prediction of transition onset and
were developed with data for attached-flow transition. As depicted

Fig. 11 Schematic representation of suction-side, laminar-separation characteristics showing
both reattached „a… and stalled „b… conditions

Fig. 12 Measured and predicted separation and reattachment
locations. Transition was specified in the simulations based on
data.
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in Fig. 11, in the separated region, the only attached boundary
layer that exists is the reverse-flow boundary layer within the
separation bubble. The primary issue with employing an attached-
flow transition model in a region where the flow is separated is
that the physical significance of Re� fundamentally changes once
the boundary layer separates.

A rather unique model for the prediction of separated-flow tran-
sition was reported by Roberts �71�, in which the distance from
the separation location to the shear layer transition location �L in
Fig. 11� is related to free stream turbulence quantities. This model
is unique in that it considers both turbulence intensity and length
scale in predicting separated-flow transition onset. Figure 13 is a
comparison between predictions performed with the model of
Roberts �71� and the separated-flow database. Plotted in this figure
is Reynolds number based on L versus the local “turbulence fac-
tor” which is defined as TF=Tu�C /��0.2, where C is the airfoil
chord. The highest level of turbulence factor considered in the
development of the Roberts �71� model was approximately 0.06.
This model was developed for external flows with low free stream
turbulence levels �0.2% �. The only database cases that are well
correlated by this model are the cases in which Tu0.6% �Fig.
13�. The Roberts model �71� does not correlate database cases
with Tu�0.6% well enough for implementation in a design sys-
tem. Additionally, alteration of the model by leaving out the
length scale in the calculation of TF, as suggested as a possible
modification by Roberts �71�, did not improve the correlation of
the database.

Other separated-flow transition models have been reported by
Walker �72�, Mayle �1�, and Hatman and Wang �73�. These mod-
els relate separation length to the conditions of the laminar bound-
ary layer at the separation location. RANS-based simulations em-
ploying models of this type have proven to be at least trend
accurate in the prediction of separated transition �see, e.g., Volino
�69,70� and Houtermans et al. �74��. The separated-flow transition
database was employed to test the models of Mayle �1� for “long”
and “short” bubbles and a comparison of the predicted and mea-
sured bubble lengths is shown in Fig. 14. It can be seen in this
figure that neither the long- nor the short-bubble model provides
sufficient accuracy for design purposes. Similar results were ob-
tained for comparisons between the models due to Walker �72�
and Hatman and Wang �73� and the separated-flow database.
These results are supported by Volino �69,70� who reported that
the correlations of Hatman and Wang �73�, Mayle �1�, and Davis
et al. �75� give “rough” estimates for the transition behavior of his
experimental test cases.

New Model for Separated-Flow Transition. In RANS-based

simulations the authors believe that the multi-moded �1� nature of
transition is best captured by employing two separate models for
attached and separated transition. So, following the body of ma-
terial concerning models for separated-flow transition summarized
above, a new model has been developed based on the separated-
flow database. The same dimensional-analysis technique used for
the attached-flow model was employed in the development of this
model. The best correlation of the database was obtained when the
length of the bubble was related to the state of the boundary layer
at separation. The form of the current model is:

L

Ssep
= CRe�−sep

D �15�

where C and D are constants equal to 173.0 and −1.227, respec-
tively, L is the distance between separation and transition onset,
and Ssep is the surface distance from the stagnation point to the
separation location.

The separated-flow database is shown in Fig. 15 along with the
current transition model �Eq. �15��. The reasonably good correla-
tion of the database with the recasting of Walker’s original idea
�72� supports the assertion that for viscously dominated, near-wall
bounded separations, the bubble size scales on the state of the
boundary layer at separation. While Eq. �15� does not explicitly
contain turbulence quantities, they are still important in the deter-
mination of Re� at the separation location if a model, such as the

Fig. 13 A comparison between the separated-flow transition
model of Roberts †71‡ and the separated-flow transition
database

Fig. 14 A comparison between the separated-flow transition
models of Mayle †1‡ and the separated-flow transition database

Fig. 15 The current model and database for separated-flow
transition. The model with a conservative shift is also shown.
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current QL model, is employed to capture the effects of free
stream turbulence on the pre-separation quasi-laminar boundary
layer. Additionally, it should be noted that Eq. �15� was imple-
mented in the design system in a conservative fashion by setting C
at a level 20% higher than the least-squares-fit value plotted on
Fig. 15 as “current model.” This conservatively defined correla-
tion is also plotted in Fig. 15 as “shifted model” and represents an
upper bound for bubble sizes in the database.

If modeling of the effects of free stream turbulence on the pre-
transitional/separation boundary layers is not used in conjunction
with the attached- and separated-flow models presented here, a
conservative predictive system for low-Reynolds number sepa-
rated flows results. As demonstrated earlier �Figs. 5 and 12�,
onset/separation values of Re� are under-predicted �by 15% or
more� when quasi-laminar effects are not modeled. This, taken
with the inverse relation between Re� and the length of the sepa-
rated region presented in Eq. �15�, results in an over prediction of
bubble length and hence a conservative prediction of the perfor-
mance of an airfoil with separated flow. That is, the analytically
determined stall Reynolds number is larger when Eq. �15� is used
in the absence of pre-transitional modeling, and thus airfoils de-
signed in that fashion may have better than predicted Reynolds-
lapse characteristics. Such was the case for the L1M airfoil de-
signed at AFRL and tested by Bons et al. �76�. The designers of
the L1M used an entirely different design system than that em-
ployed in this study and made use of Eq. �15� without the benefit
of pre-transitional modeling. The L1M airfoil had a design
Zweifel coefficient of 1.34, and it was stall free for the range of
Reynolds numbers tested in the experiment, as predicted. The
lowest Reynolds number achieved in the experimental verification
of the airfoil performance was 20,000. At that Reynolds number,
the suction-side bubble was predicted to close at 92% of the axial
chord, whereas the measured re-attachment was at approximately
80%.

In his experimental assessment of the Pack B airfoil, Volino
�69,70� reported that boundary layer reattachment occurs essen-
tially simultaneously with transition onset for separated flow tran-
sition. This supports the assertion made by Lou and Hourmouzia-
dis �77� that the transition length is very short because of the lack
of wall damping in the shear layer. Also, Walker et al. �78� re-
ported that abrupt transition is a relatively �compared to
transition-length models for separated flow� realistic model of the
transition region in laminar separation bubbles. So, as in the case
of attached-flow transition, abrupt transition is assumed for the
implementation of the current separated-flow model. Validation of
the many assumptions involved in the development of both mod-
els as well as their implementation is reported in Part II of this
work.

Physical Significance of the Current Separated-Flow Model.
While the concept of long and short bubbles has been discussed in
literature relating to separated-flow transition for many decades,
the present results suggest that the concept may not be important
in turbomachinery configurations. The present database is in con-
flict with reports of Hatman and Wang �73� and Houtermans et al.
�74� where the existence of two bubble regimes seems evident
from data. In the current database, no long bubbles, that signifi-
cantly alter airfoil pressure distributions, were found that also
reattached to the airfoil. In other words, separations that do not
reattach, and hence alter the turning characteristics and loadings
of airfoils, are not referred to as bubbles here as they are not
closed. Large reattaching bubbles that significantly alter pressure
distributions are possible on flat-plate configurations such as that
employed by Hatman and Wang �73� if reattachment occurs
downstream of the simulated trailing edge. Therefore, their corre-
lation may still be useful in predicting where the laminar shear
layer transitions downstream of an airfoil trailing edge. The
present database shows a continuous distribution of separation
behavior up to the point of stall. This is consistent with the results
of Houtermans et al. �74� for their short bubble regime. The data

regarded as reflecting long bubble behavior by Houtermans et al.
�74� is here interpreted as arising from stalled conditions. So, the
authors believe that the short bubble regime primarily describes
separation behavior with reattachment. In this work, if separated-
flow transition onset is predicted to occur downstream of the air-
foil trailing edge, then the airfoil is run fully laminar.

Conclusions
The ability to model accurately the development of free stream

disturbances has been shown to be an important aspect of any
transition modeling capability. Evidence has been presented that
capturing the effects of free stream turbulence on pre-transitional
boundary layers may enhance the accuracy of empiricisms used
for the prediction of transition. The k-� model, along with the
current method for modeling quasi-laminar boundary layers, was
employed to supplement 104 cascade data sets from literature and
in-house studies �i.e., Pratt & Whitney proprietary data� to build
databases for attached- and separated-flow transition. Existing
models for both transition mechanisms were assessed with the
databases and deemed not to have sufficient accuracy for design
purposes. Consequently, dimensional analysis was employed as a
guide for the extraction of pertinent flow variables from flow field
predictions of the experiments, and new models were developed.

Two correlations were developed, one for the onset of attached-
flow transition and the other for the length of a separation bubble
prior to turbulent reattachment. The current models are based on
local flow field parameters, and they appear to have greater effi-
cacy than a number of extant correlations. In particular, the model
for attached-flow transition appears to have a physical basis with
respect to the fundamental mechanism of bypass transition in
compressible flow. That is, it was found that the onset of transition
occurs when the ratio of a boundary-layer diffusion time to a time
scale associated with the local, energy-bearing turbulent fluctua-
tions at the edge of the shear layer reaches a critical value. Fur-
ther, it was found that the critical value of the ratio was nearly
constant over a wide range of flow field conditions consistent with
turbomachinery airfoils. By contrast, no such underlying physical
basis was apparent from considerations of the separated-flow
model: it appeared to be more of a straight correlation of vari-
ables.

The models have been implemented as point-wise trips in a 3D
RANS solver that forms part of a turbomachinery design system.
It should be noted that both the attached- and separated-flow mod-
els are based solely on two-dimensional data and applications of
them in three-dimensional flow fields may elucidate deficiencies.
In addition, no modeling has been implemented to account for the
effects of roughness on pre-transitional/separation boundary lay-
ers. Part II of this paper �79� focuses on the validation of the
current models for use in an airfoil design system
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Predicting Transition in
Turbomachinery—Part II: Model
Validation and Benchmarking
The ability to predict boundary layer transition locations accurately on turbomachinery
airfoils is critical both to evaluate aerodynamic performance and to predict local heat-
transfer coefficients with accuracy. Here we report on an effort to include empirical
transition models developed in Part I of this report in a Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes
(RANS) solver. To validate the new models, two-dimensional design optimizations utiliz-
ing transitional RANS simulations were performed to obtain a pair of low-pressure tur-
bine airfoils with the objective of increasing airfoil loading by 25%. Subsequent experi-
mental testing of the two new airfoils confirmed pre-test predictions of both high and low
Reynolds number loss levels. In addition, the accuracy of the new transition modeling
capability was benchmarked with a number of legacy cascade and low-pressure turbine
(LPT) rig data sets. Good agreement between measured and predicted profile losses was
found in both cascade and rig environments. However, use of the transition modeling
capability has elucidated deficiencies in typical RANS simulations that are conducted to
predict component performance. Efficiency-versus-span comparisons between rig data
and multi-stage steady and time-accurate LPT simulations indicate that loss levels in the
end wall regions are significantly under predicted. Possible causes for the under-
predicted end wall losses are discussed as well as suggestions for future improvements
that would make RANS-based transitional simulations more accurate.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2366528�

Introduction
The need to incorporate transition modeling in turbomachinery

prediction and design methods has been described many times in
related literature. A representative example is found in Greitzer et
al. �1� where the authors describe turbulence and transition as
being the key small-scale phenomena of interest in unsteady-flow
research. Indeed, the effect of unsteadiness on boundary-layer
transition in turbomachines has been studied extensively �see, e.g.,
Hodson �2�, Doorly and Oldfield �3�, LaGraff et al. �4�, and Hal-
stead et al. �5��. One of the most detailed investigations on un-
steady phenomena involved in transition on low-pressure turbines
is that due to Halstead et al. �6�. However, it is not always appar-
ent how designers can capitalize on such work �Wadia �7��, no
matter how rigorous and detailed it is. Still, there have been at-
tempts to incorporate knowledge of transition physics into airfoil
design systems in the past, and some success has been achieved
with boundary-layer calculation methods �see, e.g., Sharma et al.
�8��. Also, thanks to the Minnowbrook conferences, in the past
decade there has been a greater degree of communication among
members of the transition community engaged in research aimed
at the turbomachinery environment and those working at a more
fundamental level �see, e.g., LaGraff and Ashpis �9��. Conse-
quently, the incorporation of existing transition models �see Part I
�10�� into Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes �RANS�-based de-
sign systems within industry has started to emerge �see, e.g., Dor-
ney and Ashpis �11�, Gier et al. �12�, Höhn and Heinig �13�, Ther-
mann et al. �14�, Roux et al. �15�, and Walker et al. �16��, but it is
unclear whether or not the state of the art in airfoil design has
been affected yet.

In Part I of this work, Praisner and Clark �10� summarize the

current state of the art in transition modeling for both attached and
separated boundary layer flows. The available literature on the
subject is extensive, and the authors draw on a range of it to
determine whether or not transitional simulations are practicable
in a RANS-based design system for turbomachinery airfoils. The
work resulted in new models for attached- and separated-flow
transition. The resulting transition modeling system that was de-
veloped in Part I of this report is validated here against a number
of cascade and rig tests.

Motivation
While RANS-based computational fluid dynamics �CFD� simu-

lations typically provide accurate predictions of pressure fields
and flow capacities, limited success has been achieved in the ac-
curate prediction of viscous losses. This situation needs attention
since the trend in both industry and government is toward the
reduction of development time and cost of new engines. From this
follows a need to reduce the amount of experimental testing per-
formed in the design cycle. This in turn creates challenges for
aerodynamic designers because they must often provide aerody-
namic embodiments that provide performance improvements over
legacy designs that themselves were positively affected by a great
deal of testing. As a result, tools are needed that accurately cap-
ture the salient flow phenomena that determine component and,
ultimately, engine performance. Ordered by decreasing level of
fidelity, the aerodynamicist needs design tools that can provide:

1. Absolute efficiency predictions
2. An ability to predict performance differences between de-

signs
3. Accurate efficiency deltas between operating points for a

given design

Ideally these predictive capabilities should be robust enough for
the design of turbomachines for many aircraft applications: single
aisle, wide-body, military.

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute �IGTI� of ASME for pub-
lication in the JOURNAL OF TURBOMACHINERY. Manuscript received October 1, 2003;
final manuscript received March 1, 2004. IGTI Review Chair: A. J. Strazisar. Paper
presented at the International Gas Turbine Institute and Aeroengine Congress and
Exhibition, Vienna, Austria, June 13–17, 2004, Paper No. 2004-GT-54109.
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Figure 1�a� is a plot of measured-versus-predicted efficiency
levels for five low-pressure turbines �LPTs�. The predicted values
were obtained from fully turbulent steady CFD simulations run
with ideal �i.e., smooth� end walls. First, the absolute levels of
efficiency can not be accurately predicted with fully turbulent
CFD simulations as executed here, as evidenced by the fact that
only one of the five predictions falls on the “exact-match” line.
Second, the ranking of the five designs from the CFD results is far
different than the actual �measured� ranking. So, the fully turbu-
lent simulations executed for this effort also do not predict perfor-
mance differences, even qualitatively, between designs. Finally,
the measured and predicted results for a LPT at takeoff and cruise
Reynolds numbers are shown in Fig. 1�b� While the absolute ef-
ficiency is well predicted by the turbulent simulation for the take-
off condition, the cruise efficiency level is significantly over pre-
dicted. The results in Fig. 1�b� indicated that turbulent CFD
simulations of LPTs are also not able to predict efficiency deltas
between design points for a given design. So, fully turbulent CFD
is not capable of fulfilling any of the aerodynamicist’s three re-
quirements for an effective design tool as regards the LPT.

It is believed that inaccuracies in efficiency predictions ob-
tained from fully turbulent, steady RANS simulations are a con-
sequence of an inability to predict accurately:

1. Non wall-bounded shear flows which include:

1.1. Mixing of flow distortions/wakes
1.2. Losses associated with end wall/secondary flows
1.3. Effects of cavity and main-gas-path interactions

2. Unsteady effects
3. The transitional nature of attached and separated airfoil

boundary layers.

The goal of this study is to develop a tool that can accurately
model the transitional nature of airfoil boundary layers in axial-
flow turbomachinery. However, some attention will be paid to
unsteady effects and non-wall bounded shear flows, and an effort
has been made to elucidate other RANS modeling issues through
the systematic validation of the transition-prediction capability.

This validation/benchmarking effort focuses on LPT airfoils be-
cause the high aspect ratios that typify these airfoils can allow for
the clear discrimination of profile loss levels from other loss
mechanisms. Additionally, LPT airfoils display the full multi-
moded �Mayle �17�� nature of turbomachinery-related transition,
and an inability to predict attached- and separated-flow transition
in the LPT can mean the difference between success and failure of
the design.

Particular attention will be paid to the prediction of loss and
efficiency levels in this report as they are the primary quantities of
concern to the aerodynamic designer. Only a fraction of the
benchmarking cases executed for validation and benchmarking of

the modeling capability are presented here. The cases that are
presented were chosen to demonstrate the systematic approach of
the validation effort. Benchmarking with profile-loss data from
high aspect ratio cascades is presented first, and this is followed
by comparisons between predicted and measured spanwise loss
data from cascades. Next, results from validation studies with
spanwise efficiency data from multi-stage LPT rigs are presented.
Finally, comparisons are made between measured and predicted
levels of integrated and mid-span efficiency levels for engines and
rigs.

Computational Methods
Steady-state and time-resolved turbine flowfields were pre-

dicted using the three-dimensional �3D� RANS code described
collectively by Ni �18�, Ni and Bogoian �19�, and Davis et al.
�20�. Numerical closure for turbulent flow is obtained via the
k-� turbulence model as described by Wilcox �21�. An O-H grid
topology was employed with approximately 40,000 grid points
per passage for two-dimensional �2D� simulations and approxi-
mately 600,000 grid points per passage for three-dimensional
simulations without tip clearance. These grid counts provided es-
sentially grid-independent solutions with values of y+ of the order
1 and approximately 7 grid points per momentum thickness. In
steady mode the code is accurate to second order in space, multi-
grid techniques are used to obtain rapid convergence, and a
mixing-plane model is employed at each inter-row boundary. To
account for losses generated by the mixing of flow distortions, the
exit flow field from each row is circumferentially “mixed out” by
a control-volume analysis that assumes a constant-area condition
for the mixing process. The resulting one-dimensional span-wise
profiles are then passed into the downstream row.

When run in time-accurate mode, the code employs implicit
dual time stepping to solve for the periodic, unsteady flow field,
and a sliding grid interface exists at inter-row boundaries. The
code is accurate to second order in space and time, and multi-grid
techniques are used for the inner subiterations. For the time-
accurate LPT rig simulations, up to 27 million grid points, distrib-
uted across 102 CPUs, were needed per simulation. Finally, free
stream values of k and � were set for each validation case accord-
ing to the methods outlined in Praisner and Clark �10� �i.e., Part I�.

The attached- and separated-flow transition models developed
in Praisner and Clark �10� were incorporated into the solver with-
out any additional modifications or tuning to data beyond their
development. As stated in Praisner and Clark �10�, predicted tran-
sition locations were handled as abrupt trips in the code. Extrapo-
lation outside of the development space of each model is allowed
in the code. However, if extrapolation occurs in a simulation,
detailed feedback is output to the user indicating the dimension-
less parameters that were outside the bounds of the database used
to build the correlation.

Attention was paid to postprocess the predicted flow fields con-
sistently with the data reduction techniques used for each bench-
mark data set. The boundary conditions used for each simulation
are described in detail below, as warranted. For simplicity, end
wall flows were treated as fully turbulent for all computational
results presented. As mentioned in Part I of this report, no mod-
eling for roughness effects on pre-transitional laminar boundary
layers exists in the current transition-prediction system. Conse-
quently, only validation cases for which aerodynamically smooth
surface conditions existed are presented.

Steady 2D Validation Results
Figure 2 is a plot of measured and predicted convective heat

load distributions around the high-pressure turbine inlet guide
vane of Arts et al. �22�. Results are shown from CFD simulations
with fully turbulent, fully laminar, and transitional modeling of
the boundary layers on the airfoil. Note that modeling of the ef-
fects of free stream turbulence on the pre-transitional boundary
layers �Praisner and Clark �10�� was employed for the transitional

Fig. 1 Measured-versus-predicted efficiencies for five LPTs at
takeoff conditions „a…, and for an LPT at takeoff and cruise con-
ditions „b…
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and laminar simulations. The suction and pressure sides of the
airfoil are denoted by PS and SS under the abscissa. Additional
flow conditions for both data sets in Fig. 2 were Tu=6%, Rec
=1�106 and Mexit=0.92.

It is possible to use Fig. 2 to illustrate a general conclusion of
the transition modeling effort. Transition onset on the suction side,
as marked by a deviation from the fully laminar solution, occurs at
a surface distance of approximately 35 mm. Then, a gradual in-
crease above the laminar level is noted between s=35 and 60 mm.
However, at s=60 mm there is a sudden increase in the slope of
the heat transfer distribution. This sudden change in slope is con-
sistent with a subtransition �Narasimha �23�� caused by the im-
pingement of the cross-passage shock on the airfoil surface. Note
that Narasimha �24� interprets a subtransition as indicative of an
alteration of spot-propagation characteristics. The authors believe
the shock/boundary-layer interaction in Fig. 2 is more apt to be a
source of additional spot generation. The case is made that the
considerable and spatially limited increase in measured heat trans-
fer rate at the shock location �s=60 mm� may not be explained by
altered spot-propagation rates alone. This implies that “concen-
trated breakdown” may occur at more than one location on the
suction side. The attached-flow model does not predict transition
onset to occur at the initial transition location, but instead, predicts
onset at the location of shock impingement �i.e., at the experimen-
tal sub-transition point�. In the course of developing the database
of experimental attached-flow transition cases, observations like
these played a part in rejecting both existing transition length
correlations and the universal intermittency distribution behind
them as guides to modeling transition in favor of point-like trips.

On the pressure side the approximate transition onset location is
relatively well predicted at s=20 mm. However, downstream of
the onset location on the pressure side, the boundary layer is sub-
jected to very high acceleration �K�6.0�10−6�, and the apparent
transition length evidenced by the data appears to be dramatically
drawn out as a result. The application of an abrupt trip on the
pressure side gives rise to the gross over prediction of heat-load
levels downstream of transition onset on the pressure side.

Overall the agreement between the transitional simulation and
the data is better than the turbulent and laminar simulations. How-
ever, the results presented in Fig. 2 demonstrate significant defi-
ciencies in heat load predictive capabilities. It should be noted that
the experimental case provided by Arts et al. �22� is not well
suited for evaluating viscous losses arising from the transitional
nature of the airfoil boundary layers. This is a result of the loss

levels being dominated by shock losses. In fact mid-span losses
were well predicted by both fully turbulent and transitional simu-
lations.

Benchmarking against steady incompressible cascade data was
performed with the Pack B data from Bons et al. �25�. The Pack B
airfoil is a low Mach number design for a typical highly loaded
LPT airfoil. Figure 3 is a comparison between the measured and
predicted profile losses with a free stream turbulence level �Tu� of
1% and incompressible-flow conditions. For calculation of the
loss coefficient plotted in Fig. 3, Pt and Ps are the total and static
pressures, respectively, and 1 and 2 denote inlet and exit locations,
respectively. Also, the profile loss data in Fig. 3 are plotted against
exit Reynolds number, Re2, while the original data were reported
based on inlet values. The data with Tu=1% was employed for
benchmarking because stall conditions are evident in the data set
for exit Reynolds numbers below 70,000.

In the context of high-lift designs, the most important feature of
the data in Fig. 3 is the Reynolds number at which the airfoil
stalls. In Figure 3 the transitional predictions accurately capture
the stall Reynolds number of 80,000. The stall Reynolds number
is here taken to be the location at which loss begins to increase
significantly above levels typical of attached flow transition.
Streamline topologies for each of the simulated Reynolds numbers
are also shown in Fig. 3. For Re2=127,000 �Fig. 3�e�� the suction-
side boundary layer is predicted to remain attached to the airfoil
and transition just downstream of the minimum pressure location.
For Re2=78,000 �Fig. 3�d�� the suction-side boundary layer is
predicted to undergo a laminar separation with turbulent reattach-
ment with only a small distortion to the overall streamline topol-
ogy. For Re2�78,000 �Figs. 3�a�–3�c��, the size of the separation
bubble increases significantly in the surface-normal direction and
significant unsteadiness precluded convergence of the simulations
with respect to the loss. No attempts were made to perform time-
accurate simulations for Re2�70,000, so loss levels calculated
from the steady simulations are approximate.

In addition to benchmarking with pre-existing data, an effort
was conducted to design new airfoils with the goal of increasing
the loading by 25%. Computer-aided optimizations were per-
formed with two-dimensional transitional CFD simulations in
which the airfoil pitch was systematically increased from the start-
ing geometry of the Pack B airfoil. For each pitch increase the
airfoil shape was re-optimized to minimize profile loss. Ultimately
two airfoils were designed: one aft loaded �Pack D-A� and the

Fig. 2 Measured and predicted heat-load distributions at the
midspan of an high-pressure turbine vane cascade. Data are
from Arts et al. †22‡.

Fig. 3 Measured and predicted profile losses versus Reynolds
number for Pack B. Data are from Bons et al. †25‡.
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other front loaded �Pack D-F�. An exit Reynolds number of
128,000, which is typical of cruise conditions, was held for the
designs of the Pack D airfoils. A Zweifel load coefficient of 1.40
was achieved with both Pack D designs. For reference the Pack B
has a Zweifel load coefficient of approximately 1.15, where the
load coefficient is defined as:

CL = 2
�

bx
sin2 �2�Cx1

Cx2
cot �1 + cot �2� �1�

In Eq. �1�, � is the pitch, bx is the axial chord, �1 and �2 are the
inlet and exit flow angles, and Cx1 and Cx2 are the inlet and exit
axial velocities, respectively. Both the Pack D-A and D-F airfoils
violated standard design practices at Pratt & Whitney for LPT
designs. In addition, no airfoils were present in the database of
cases used to develop the two transition models with CL�1.2.
Finally, it was not necessary to use extrapolation of the transition
models beyond their development space in the design of the Pack
D airfoils

Low Mach number testing �M �3� of the Pack D geometries
was conducted with a passive-grid generated free stream turbu-
lence level of 2% at an engine-specific turbulence length scale of
approximately 10% of axial chord. Profile loss-versus-Reynolds-
number data and transitional CFD predictions are shown in Fig. 4
for the Pack D-A airfoil. The data depicted in this figure are from
Sjolander �26� and the computational results presented were per-

formed before the experimental data were recorded �i.e., they are
true pre-test predictions�. As indicated by the loss data, the Pack
D-A airfoil has a stall Reynolds number of approximately 120,000
for the free stream conditions considered. Transitional simulations
accurately predict the stall Reynolds number for the Pack D-A
airfoil in that the airfoil experienced non-reattaching separations
for Re2�120,000. Loss levels for Reynolds numbers higher than
the stall Reynolds number are also well predicted. The significant
under prediction of losses for Reynolds numbers below 120,000 is
related to the fact that a steady solution could not be obtained
once stall occurred. Also, the streamline topology shown in Fig. 4
for the lowest Reynolds number indicates that the separation in
the stalled condition for this high-lift, aft-loaded design is more
dramatic than that of the lower lift, mid-loaded Pack B design. As
in the Pack-B validation study, time-accurate simulations were not
run for Reynolds numbers below the stall value.

Also shown in Fig. 4 is the loss data for the Pack D-F airfoil
with the same free stream conditions as those held for the Pack
D-A testing. For the Reynolds numbers and free stream conditions
considered in testing, the Pack D-F airfoil did not experience stall.
The predicted loss levels are within the experimental uncertainty,
for all Reynolds numbers for this airfoil. Additionally, the loss
levels of the Pack D-F airfoil matched, with experimental uncer-
tainty, those of the base line, Pack B design at all Reynolds num-
bers for the same flow conditions. The Pack B data are not shown
in Fig. 4 for clarity. So, in addition to predicting the stall Reynolds
number accurately for the Pack D-A design, the transition model-
ing capability predicted the performance benefits of a front-loaded
design.

Figure 5 is a plot of measured and predicted static-pressure
distributions for the aft region of the Pack D-F airfoil at Re2
=56,000 and the Pack D-A airfoil at Re2=160,000. The local
variation in the pressure distributions caused by laminar separa-
tions on both airfoils is evident in the data. These separation-
related features in the static-pressure distributions are reasonably
well captured by the transition modeling system. As the computa-
tional separation bubbles for both cases are very thin in the wall
normal dimension, no streamline images were included in Fig. 5.

The results of the 2D steady validation effort show that, for
systematic reductions in Reynolds number, the interplay of the
attached- and separated-flow transition models captures loss-
versus-Reynolds-number behavior for the test cases considered. In
other words, the attached-flow model predicts transition in a man-
ner that results in the formation of a laminar separation at the
appropriate Reynolds number. Following the formation of a lami-

Fig. 4 Measured and predicted profile losses plotted versus
exit Reynolds number for the Pack D-A and Pack D-F airfoils

Fig. 5 Measured and predicted pressure loadings for the aft region of „a… the
Pack D-F airfoil at Re2=56,000 and „b… the Pack D-A airfoil at Re2=160,000. Data
are from Sjolander †26‡.
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nar separation, the separated-flow model predicts the proper
growth of the separation bubble with decreasing Reynolds number
to the point of stall.

Steady 3D Validation Results
Building upon the 2D validation results, benchmarking was

conducted against spanwise loss data that were obtained with ac-
tual LPT vane hardware. Spanwise loss data with turbulent and
transitional CFD results are shown in Fig. 6. The flow conditions
for the experiment were: M2=0.65, Re2=375,000, and Tu=2%.
Distributions of k and � that were physically consistent with the
measured inlet end wall boundary layers were set at the inlet.
Total-pressure losses are referenced to the inlet mid-span total
pressure.

The transitional simulation provides a more accurate prediction
�within 10%� in the 20–80 % span region compared to the fully
turbulent simulation �50% over prediction�. While the secondary
losses are matched well in the inside-diameter �i.d.� region �0–
20 % span�, the peak secondary loss level is under predicted in the
outside-diameter �o.d.� region by approximately 35%. The pri-
mary difference between the i.d. and o.d. geometries for this cas-
cade was that the o.d. end wall was highly oblique relative to the
airfoil stacking line as compared to the i.d. end wall.

Steady 3D Multi-Stage Validation Results
Critical to capturing the physics of attached- and separated-flow

transition in a multi-stage environment is an ability to predict
accurately the development of turbulence quantities through the
machine. There is a paucity of experimental data in the open lit-
erature that can be used to validate the predictive capability de-
veloped here, but one useful study is that due to Binder et al. �27�.
The authors measured spanwise profiles of turbulence intensity at
various streamwise locations in a mutli-stage LPT rig. In Fig. 7
measurements are compared with levels predicted both with
steady and time-resolved transitional simulations. The steady pre-
diction is within 3% of the measured value between 20% and 80%
of the span where the flow field is dominated by the wakes from
upstream airfoil rows as opposed to secondary flows. The time
mean of the time-accurate prediction is even better, falling within
1% over the same spanwise range. This gives some credence to
the use of the k-� turbulence model in conjunction with the tran-
sitional modeling capability for predicting the efficiency of multi-
stage rigs. The largest inaccuracies obtained from the simulations
occur at 5% span and the cause of this is unclear.

Steady multi-stage validation of the transition modeling capa-
bility was conducted with efficiency data from a four-stage LPT

rig �Rig A� of a large commercial engine. As in the cascade bench-
marking, inlet boundary layer turbulence quantities were set ac-
cording to experimental data with Tu=2% in the free stream. The
exit Reynolds number for the first vane in the rig was 200,000,
which for this LPT is characteristic of cruise conditions. Figure 8
is a plot of the measured radial efficiency profile from the four-
stage rig and the corresponding turbulent and transitional CFD
results. End walls were modeled as “ideal” in that cavity and
platform-overlap details were not considered in the geometry.
Measured efficiency levels are matched to within ±0.25% be-
tween 40% and 70% span with the transitional simulation while
the turbulent one under-predicts efficiency levels in this region by
approximately 1%. The accuracy of the transitional simulation in
the mid-span region is encouraging in that the development of the
free stream turbulence and length scale through all eight rows of
airfoils plays an important role in determining transition onset
locations, and hence performance. The most pronounced deviation
from data occurs in the o.d. region for both the transitional and
turbulent simulations.

Cavity and main-gas-path interactions have been shown to play
an important role in determining end wall efficiency levels both
experimentally and computationally by Schlienger et al. �28� and
Gier et al. �29�. However, since inter-row cavities were not mod-

Fig. 6 Annular cascade loss-versus-span data with fully tur-
bulent and transitional CFD predictions. Data are from Soder-
berg et al. „1988….

Fig. 7 Measured and predicted „steady and time-accurate… ra-
dial turbulence-intensity distributions downstream of the first
two stages of a LPT rig. Data are from Binder et al. †27‡.

Fig. 8 Four-stage LPT rig „Rig A… efficiency-versus-span data
at cruise conditions with fully turbulent and transitional steady
CFD predictions
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eled for this study, the losses associated with cavity/main-gas-path
interactions are not present in the simulations. So, at least part of
the over prediction of end wall efficiency levels is due to the
ideal-end wall simplifications in the simulations.

Time-Accurate 3D Multistage Validation Results
Time-accurate transitional simulations of Rig A were performed

to assess the behavior and accuracy of the transition modeling in
an unsteady environment. Again, ideal end walls were assumed
for all time-accurate simulations. Airfoil counts for each row of
airfoils in the LPT were such that a half-wheel simulation would
have been needed for a true-count prediction with circumferen-
tially periodic boundaries. As a result, airfoil scaling was em-
ployed to reduce the total number of passages modeled in the
simulations. However, the airfoil counts were selected to keep the
level of scaling to less than 7% on a row-by-row basis. Comparing
spanwise efficiency profiles from steady transitional simulations
run with and without airfoil scaling revealed no more than a
0.14% variation in local efficiency between scaled and un-scaled
cases. Additionally, the integrated efficiency levels of the scaled
and un-scaled steady cases were within 0.02% of each other.

Alteration of airfoil counts necessitated an evaluation of clock-
ing effects that might be present in the scaled simulation and not
in the experiment. To accomplish this, both rows of the first stage
were indexed through one pitch by increments of 20% of local
pitch. As clocking effects are thought to have a pronounced effect
on boundary-layer transition behavior �see, e.g., Sharma et al. �30�
and Höhn and Heinig �13��, transitional CFD was employed for
the clocking study. Typically 20 periodic cycles were required for
convergence of the LPT efficiency signal with 100 time steps per
blade passing. The resulting time-mean integrated efficiency lev-
els, for all clocking positions considered, varied by less than
±0.05%. Spanwise efficiency profiles corresponding to the two
most disparate clocking positions are shown in Fig. 9. There are
minimal variations, at any spanwise location, related to the first
stage clocking. These results are consistent with the fact that the
vortexing of the original design was not tailored to take advantage
of clocking effects. Based on the weak effect of clocking from the
first-stage study, clocking effects of the second and third stages
were not investigated.

Figure 10 is a plot of efficiency-versus-span data for Rig A as
compared to time-accurate transitional and turbulent CFD predic-
tions at clocking position 1. Similar to the steady results, the mid-
span efficiency levels are better matched with the transitional
simulation. The time-accurate transitional simulation provides a
significant improvement in accuracy for the 10–30 % span region

over the steady transitional results. Note that the same efficiency
variations between steady turbulent and steady transitional simu-
lations exist for the time-accurate simulations. This suggests that
wall-bounded loss generating mechanisms are not the primary
cause of the differences between the steady and time-mean effi-
ciency profiles. Also, as described by Denton �31�, the accelera-
tion or deceleration of a velocity defect can cause increased or
decreased loss generation associated with the mixing process. So,
a possible cause for the poorer accuracy of the steady simulations,
as compared to the time-accurate results, is believed to be the
assumptions associated with the mixing-plane implementation.
The mixing-plane calculation assumes a zero pressure-gradient
condition for the mixing calculation at each row interface, which
is not valid for the case in which distortions are convected through
potential fields of downstream rows. Work is currently under way
to determine if this effect is in fact responsible for the variations
in predicted efficiency levels between steady and time-accurate
simulations.

Specific information of the character of the predicted mid-span
transition location on the suction side of a select airfoil for Rig A
is shown in Fig. 11. In the steady prediction, the boundary layer
was predicted to experience laminar separation and turbulent re-
attachment at approximately 70% and 78% of the total surface

Fig. 9 Measured and predicted „time-accurate… efficiency-
versus-span results for Rig A. Predictions for two clocking po-
sitions of the first stage at cruise conditions are shown.

Fig. 10 Rig A efficiency-versus-span data with time-accurate
transitional and turbulent CFD predictions at clocking position
1 at cruise conditions

Fig. 11 Mid-span transition information from the second row
of steady and time-accurate simulations of Rig A
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distance, respectively. However, when run in time-accurate mode,
the simulation predicted a complete suppression of the separation.
Instead, attached-flow transition was predicted, and the transition-
onset location fluctuated with time in response to the wake im-
pingement from the upstream row. Both the onset location and the
local free stream turbulence level at the edge of the boundary
layer are also plotted against time in Fig. 11. It is interesting to
note that at some instances the boundary layer remained attached
while experiencing a predicted transition onset location father aft
than both the separation and reattachment locations predicted in
the steady simulation. Also, while there is no provision in the code
for modeling the effect of the becalmed region that is known to
follow an impinging wake on the airfoil suction side �see, e.g.,
Mayle �17��, the periodic-unsteady flow does appear to have a
significant effect on the resistance of the boundary layer to sepa-
ration.

Efficiency-versus-span data for a second LPT rig, Rig B, is
shown in Fig. 12. Time-accurate turbulent and transitional predic-
tions are also shown. This rig is also from a large commercial
engine and was run at an exit Reynolds number for the first vane
equal to 170,000, which again is characteristic of cruise condi-
tions. As in the case of the previously presented time-accurate rig
results, the transitional simulation provides the most accurate pre-
diction between 10% and 80% span. Also, the most pronounced
inaccuracies produced by the transitional simulation occur in the
end wall regions. In contrast to the transitional results, the fully
turbulent assumption results in as much as a 2% under prediction
of the efficiency between 10% and 80% span.

Results presented for the LPT rigs considered in this report are
typical of results obtained from steady and time-accurate com-
parative studies performed with other LPT rig data sets where end
wall losses did not propagate into the mid-span region. For two
other LPTs considered in the validation effort �and not reported
here� that had either lower airfoil aspect ratios or unusually high
levels of end wall steepness, penetration of end wall losses into
the mid-span region confounded the interpretation of the bench-
making results.

Integrated Efficiency Predictions
Figures 13�a� and 13�b� are plots of measured-versus-predicted

LPT efficiencies from fully turbulent and transitional CFD simu-
lations, respectively. All predicted values plotted in Fig. 13 were
obtained from steady CFD simulations. Based on these results,
steady transitional simulations more accurately capture the perfor-
mance differences between design points than the turbulent simu-
lations. This is most obvious in the case with the largest variation

between the measured takeoff and cruise efficiencies of 1.7%. The
efficiency delta for this case predicted by turbulent simulations is
1.1% while the transitional simulations predict a 1.7% delta. That
the transitional simulations predict accurate efficiency deltas for a
given configuration suggests that the loss mechanisms that are not
modeled accurately in the transitional simulations are relatively,
compared to profile losses, independent of Reynolds number.

An important feature of Figs. 13�a� and 13�b� is that the accu-
racy of the transitional simulations is, on average, less than that of
fully turbulent ones. Reviewing the spanwise-efficiency validation
results such as those in Fig. 8, the cause for the lower accuracy in
absolute efficiency predictions associated with transitional simu-
lations becomes apparent. Fully turbulent simulations under pre-
dict mid-span efficiency levels, which in turn compensates for the
over prediction of efficiency levels in end wall regions �Fig. 8�.
So, the fact that turbulent simulations appear to provide more
accurate efficiency predictions is both fortuitous and spurious.

Measured-versus-predicted mid-span efficiency levels from
steady turbulent and steady transitional simulations of a number
of LPTs are shown in Figs. 14�a� and 14�b�, respectively. Mid-
span efficiency levels were obtained by integrating both measured
and predicted levels over the central 20% of span. Note that one
of the cases presented in Fig. 14 is for a low Reynolds number
condition that results in stalled airfoils in the transitional simula-
tion. In Fig. 14�a�, turbulent predictions result in as much as a 2%
under prediction of mid-span efficiencies. In contrast, the transi-
tional simulations are within approximately 0.25% of measured
levels. These comparisons indicate that profile losses, and hence
the transitional nature of the airfoil boundary layers, are most
accurately modeled in the transitional simulations. Since only
small variations between steady and time-accurate predictions of
mid-span efficiencies exist �Figs. 8 and 10�, Fig. 14�b� changes
little if plotted for time-accurate simulations.

Fig. 12 Rig B efficiency-versus-span data at cruise condi-
tions. Time-accurate predictions are shown.

Fig. 13 Measured-versus-predicted integrated efficiencies for
five LPTs at takeoff and cruise conditions. Fully turbulent re-
sults are shown in „a… and transitional results are shown in „b….

Fig. 14 Measured-versus-predicted mid-span efficiencies for
four LPTs. Fully turbulent results are shown in „a… and transi-
tional results are shown in „b….
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Spanwise-integrated steady efficiency predictions of a limited
number of the LPTs are compared to measured levels in Fig. 15�a�
while time-accurate results for the same LPTs are shown in Fig.
15�b�. The efficiency over predictions for time-accurate simula-
tions are, on average, approximately half those from steady tran-
sitional simulations. These results are consistent with the compari-
sons made between steady and time-accurate spanwise efficiency
results for the four-stage LPT rig presented in the preceding sec-
tion.

It was shown in previous sections of this paper that secondary
loss predictions from the CFD simulations can be inaccurate for
annular cascade data, particularly in the o.d. region �e.g., see Fig.
6.�. Since secondary losses are generally known to be independent
of Reynolds number, it is believed that the inability of the RANS
simulations presented here to capture accurately the end wall
losses, contributes to the inaccurate absolute efficiency predic-
tions. An additional cause for the poor absolute predictions is
believed to be the simplified geometric modeling of the end walls.
However, the primary cause for over-predicted efficiency levels
from steady simulations �as presented here� may be attributable to
assumptions made in the inter-row mixing-plane implementation.
This was demonstrated in the significant reductions in efficiency
over predictions between steady and time-accurate simulations
�Fig. 15�.

Conclusions
Three levels of fidelity that might be provided by RANS simu-

lations for efficiency predictions of turbomachinery components
are: �1� absolute efficiency levels, �2� performance differences be-
tween designs, and �3� efficiency deltas between operating points
for a given design. The goal of this work was to model the tran-
sitional nature of boundary layers on turbomachinery airfoils in
RANS simulations to determine if efficiency-prediction improve-
ments could be realized in any of the aforementioned categories.
Attached- and separated-flow transition models, developed in Part
I of this paper, were incorporated into a RANS-based system for
airfoil design, and a validation and benchmarking study was con-
ducted.

The transition models were implemented here using point-wise
trips with no transition length modeling or use of the universal
intermittency distribution. The models provided a significant im-
provement in the accuracy of predicted profile losses for both
cascades and multi-stage LPT rigs over the fully turbulent as-
sumption. Validation against cascade data also demonstrated that
the new modeling capability accurately captures the interplay be-
tween the physics of attached- and separated-flow transition
modes for the test cases considered. To further demonstrate the
modeling capabilities, two low-pressure turbine airfoils were de-
signed that had Zweifel load coefficients of 1.4 �a 25% increase
over the base line level�. The stall Reynolds numbers of both

airfoils were accurately predicted with the transition-modeling ca-
pability in advance of testing. Further, one design �i.e., the front-
loaded one� was resistant to stall for exit Reynolds numbers below
50,000 while also matching the performance level of the base line
design. So, by incorporating modeling of the physics of transition
into the design system at an adequate level, it was demonstrated
that the design space for LPT airfoils was significantly extended.

More accurate predictions of profile losses were demonstrated
both for airfoils that experienced attached-flow transition �where
fully turbulent RANS over predicts loss� and for those that expe-
rienced separated-flow transition �where fully turbulent RANS un-
der predicts loss�. However, considering the relative merits of the
attached- and separated-flow models, it appears that the former is
more effective than the latter. This is not surprising since, as seen
in Part I of this work �10�, the attached-flow model is grounded in
the basic physics of bypass transition, while the separated-flow
model is more of a straightforward correlation of variables. Con-
sequently, the authors believe that future work should focus on
modeling separated flow transition. In addition, a modeling capa-
bility that captures the effects of surface roughness on pre-
transitional boundary layers is needed.

It was found that the addition of transition modeling to the
design system proved effective for determining efficiency deltas
between design points and profile losses for individual low-
pressure turbines. No improvements were realized concerning the
accuracy of predicted absolute levels of efficiency and the ability
to predict efficiency deltas between engine designs. However, the
ability to predict mid-span performance allows one to infer much
about secondary-flow and cavity/main-gas-path interaction loss
mechanisms and the ability of RANS simulations, employing two-
equation turbulence models and ideal end walls, to capture them
properly. This means that, particularly for low-aspect-ratio com-
ponents, further work is necessary in the pursuit of accurate pre-
dictions of secondary-flows and cavity/main-gas-path interactions.
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Experimental and Computational
Comparisons of Fan-Shaped
Film Cooling on a Turbine Vane
Surface
The flow exiting the combustor in a gas turbine engine is considerably hotter than the
melting temperature of the turbine section components, of which the turbine nozzle guide
vanes see the hottest gas temperatures. One method used to cool the vanes is to use rows
of film-cooling holes to inject bleed air that is lower in temperature through an array of
discrete holes onto the vane surface. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the
row-by-row interaction of fan-shaped holes as compared to the performance of a single
row of fan-shaped holes in the same locations. This study presents adiabatic film-cooling
effectiveness measurements from a scaled-up, two-passage vane cascade. High-resolution
film-cooling measurements were made with an infrared camera at a number of engine
representative flow conditions. Computational fluid dynamics predictions were also made
to evaluate the performance of some of the current turbulence models in predicting a
complex flow such as turbine film-cooling. The renormalization group (RNG) k-� turbu-
lence model gave a closer prediction of the overall level of film effectiveness, while the
v2-f turbulence model gave a more accurate representation of the flow physics seen in the
experiments. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2370747�

Introduction
The nozzle guide vanes in a gas turbine, located directly down-

stream of the combustion section, are particularly susceptible to
thermal failure, with gas temperatures commonly reaching levels
above component latent melting temperatures. Combustion tem-
peratures continue to rise in an effort to increase the efficiency and
power output from gas turbine engines. This rise has led to the
increased demand to devise better cooling schemes and more re-
silient materials from which to manufacture the turbine vanes.
Many cooling strategies are typically used at the same time, in-
cluding impingement cooling, internal passage cooling, and exter-
nal film cooling. Although designing various cooling configura-
tions, consideration must also be given to the structural integrity
of the vanes, since turbine vanes are under extremely high thermal
stresses.

Ideally, film cooling aims to inject cooler temperature fluid over
the surface of the vane, shielding it from the high-temperature
freestream gases. This goal is sometimes difficult to achieve, how-
ever, as the nature of the flow through the turbine passage tends to
be uncompromising with conditions, including high freestream
turbulence, secondary flows, high surface curvature, rapid flow
acceleration, and high-pressure gradients, all of which have been
shown to affect cooling performance. Film cooling offers the en-
gine designer an enticing way to extend part life; however, the use
of too much coolant flow from the compressor takes a toll on the
overall engine efficiency. To counteract this consequence, engine
designers are constantly on the lookout for ways to maintain or
even increase the cooling performance but with less coolant.

Alternative hole geometries are sometimes used by engine de-
signers, such as the diffused or so-called fan-shaped holes, to
maximize the performance of the injected coolant. By expanding
the exit of the cooling hole in the lateral direction, the effective
momentum of the surface coolant can be reduced prior to injec-

tion. Goldstein et al. �1� showed that fan-shaped holes provide
better surface attachment at higher blowing ratios, as well as bet-
ter lateral spreading of the coolant than cylindrical holes. A slight
deviation of this design is the laidback fan-shaped hole, wherein a
forward expansion is also included, further inhibiting jet liftoff.
The major drawback for noncylindrical hole geometries is in-
creased initial manufacturing costs. The benefits, however, of fan-
shaped holes are many, including increased part life �fewer re-
placements needed�, less required coolant �increased engine
efficiency�, and fewer holes needed �increased structural stability
of the vane�.

Computational fluid dynamics �CFD� is becoming an essential
design tool in the gas turbine industry because it is both cheaper
and faster than performing experiments. However, in order to rely
on CFD results, it is first necessary to validate the predictions with
measurements to ensure computational reliability. In this study,
detailed comparisons of the measured adiabatic effectiveness data
are made to CFD predictions using both the renormalization group
�RNG� k-� and v2-f turbulence models.

The standard k-� turbulence model is a Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes �RANS� model with two transport equations—one
for the turbulent kinetic energy �k� and one for the eddy viscosity
���—which are used to approximate the turbulent viscosity ��t�.
The RNG k-� model involves renormalization group theory and
adds a term to the eddy viscosity transport equation, which makes
the model better for high strain flows than the standard k-� model.
One major drawback of the RNG k-� model in wall-bounded
flows, such as film cooling, is the assumption of isotropic turbu-
lence. The existence of the wall introduces anisotropy in the nor-
mal fluctuations, the presence of which are not accounted for in
the wall functions used to approximate the behavior in the bound-
ary layer in the k-� turbulence models. Wall functions lose their
reliability in three-dimensions or separated flow regimes, such as
sometimes seen in film cooling.

Durbin �2� incorporated turbulence anisotropy in the near wall
region into the existing k-� RANS model by adding two transport
equations—one for the normal fluctuations �v2� and one for an
elliptic relaxation function �f�—and effectively removed the ne-
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cessity of wall functions. The v2-f turbulence model correctly
models the blocking phenomenon near the wall that is responsible
for attenuating the normal turbulent fluctuations, eliminating the
requirement of damping functions in wall bounded flows.

Film-cooling effectiveness has been predicted using both the
RNG k-� and the v2-f turbulence models in our paper. The com-
plete passage, including the contoured end wall was modeled in
the RNG k-� simulation for a baseline case. A spanwise periodic
section of the vane passage was modeled using the v2-f turbulence
model for the same blowing ratios that were measured experimen-
tally.

This study is the first to present detailed high-resolution adia-
batic film-cooling effectiveness measurements for a turbine vane
with multiple rows of fan-shaped film-cooling holes at engine
representative blowing ratios. Contours and laterally averaged val-
ues of adiabatic film-cooling effectiveness are presented for both
the pressure and suction sides. Adiabatic film-cooling effective-
ness data are critical information for engine designers, necessary
to predict not only metal temperatures but also to validate CFD
predictions.

Past Studies
Because of its crucial role in preventing thermal failure in gas

turbine engines, film cooling has been an extensively researched
topic over the last 30–35 years �3,4�. Flat-plate studies have en-
compassed a variation of every possible geometrical parameter,
including surface angle, entrance length, hole spacing, compound
angle, lateral expansion angle, forward expansion angle, area ra-
tio, and multiple row configurations. External conditions have also
been thoroughly investigated for flat plates, including such effects
as turbulence intensity, pressure gradient, and the state of the ap-
proaching boundary layer. An excellent review of the relevant
shaped hole literature, which primarily focused on flat-plate stud-
ies, was given by Bunker �5�. Although flat plate studies are a key
first step in understanding the flow physics for a given cooling
hole geometry, to completely understand the flow physics and
evaluate a given film-cooling design, it must be tested on the
actual turbine vane. It stands to reason that the flow physics on a
highly curved surface, such as a turbine vane, coupled with mul-
tiple cooling row interaction, could yield results that are different
from the flat-plate special case. Some studies have presented re-
sults for partially and/or fully cooled nozzle guide vanes, but the
deficiency of many of those studies is the lack of high-resolution
effectiveness measurements.

Studies involving a single row of fan-shaped cooling holes on a
vane surface have been performed by Zhang et al. �6�, Zhang and
Pudupatty �7�, and Colban et al. �8�. Using the same experimental
procedure and facilities for both studies, effectiveness measure-
ments were made with fan-shaped holes on the suction side by
Zhang et al. �6� and on the pressure side by Zhang and Pudupatty
�7�. Results indicated an increase in effectiveness on the suction
side for the blowing ratio range from 0.5 to 1.5 and a decrease in
effectiveness on the pressure side for the blowing ratio range from
1.5 to 2.5.

Colban et al. �8� presented adiabatic effectiveness measure-
ments for eight single rows of fan-shaped holes on both the pres-
sure and suction sides in the same facilities as this paper. Their
results indicated that in regions of high convex curvature, particu-
larly on the suction side near the leading edge, jet liftoff was
prevalent and increased with blowing ratio. Colban et al. �8� also
noted a decrease in effectiveness with increased blowing on the
pressure side, which was attributed to partial jet liftoff and hot gas
entrainment.

Despite the knowledge gained by studying single-row cooling
on the vane, it is still necessary to study multiple-row film cooling
on the vane. Goldstein et al. �9� showed that on a flat plate, a
single row of cooling holes separated with increasing blowing
ratio, resulting in decreased film effectiveness. However, with a
double-row cooling configuration, the upstream row provided the

impetus for the downstream row to stay attached to the surface.
This resulted in an increased film effectiveness with blowing ratio.
The study by Goldstein et al. �9� suggested that an accurate study
of vane film cooling would not be complete unless all of the
engine-present film-cooling rows were tested together.

Effectiveness measurements were made by Guo et al. �10� in a
transonic facility for a turbine airfoil with multiple rows of fan-
shaped holes. Results showed higher values of effectiveness for
fan-shaped holes than for cylindrical holes. However, the decay in
effectiveness on the pressure side was faster for fan-shaped than
for cylindrical holes, which was most likely the result of a better
lateral coverage for the fan-shaped holes. Sargison et al. �11� also
measured effectiveness in an annular turbine cascade with mul-
tiple rows of cylindrical, fan-shaped, and converging slot holes.
They reported similar levels of performance for the fan-shaped
and converging slot holes, both of which had superior perfor-
mance than cylindrical holes.

Effectiveness measurements on the pressure side were made for
three rows of fan-shaped holes and isothermal showerhead blow-
ing by Schnieder et al. �12�. They reported that the presence of
isothermal showerhead blowing caused increased mixing of the
first pressure side row, lowering effectiveness. However, with
showerhead cooling, perhaps the increased mixing of the first
pressure side row might actually improve effectiveness. Polanka
et al. �13� also studied the effect of showerhead blowing on the
first downstream pressure side row, using cylindrical instead of
fan-shaped holes. They reported that showerhead blowing caused
the jets to stay attached, where they would normally separate
without upstream blowing. Polanka et al. �13� suggested that in-
creased turbulent mixing caused by the showerhead dispersed the
jet toward the wall, reducing liftoff.

Colban et al. �8� presented effectiveness for fan-shaped holes
combined with upstream showerhead blowing. Their results indi-
cated that upstream showerhead blowing increased jet dispersion
toward the vane surface for the first row of film-cooling holes
downstream on the pressure side, a result consistent with the re-
sults of Polanka et al. �13�. Although Colban et al. �8� presented a
complete set of high-resolution data for single-row fan-shaped
holes on a turbine vane, it is further necessary to understand the
row-to-row interaction, as the state of the approaching boundary
layer has been shown to have a significant effect on the perfor-
mance of a film-cooling jet �14�.

There have been a limited number of computational studies
involving shaped hole film cooling on a flat plate. Kohli and Thole
�15� used the standard k-� model with nonequilibrium wall func-
tions to show the importance of modeling the interior plenum
conditions correctly. A similar flat-plate study was performed by
Hyams and Leylek �16�, who investigated the effect of hole ge-
ometry on the thermal and flow field using the high Reynolds
number k-� model with generalized wall functions. They showed
that laterally diffused shaped holes had the highest adiabatic ef-
fectiveness levels downstream of the hole exit location.

Computational film-cooling studies on a turbine vane surface
with fan-shaped holes have been done by Hildebrandt et al. �17�,
Ferguson et al. �18�, and Heidmann et al. �19�. Only Heidmann et
al. �19�, however, modeled more than one row of holes on the
vane. Their study used the k-� model to simulate a periodic sec-
tion of the vane with six staggered rows of cylindrical showerhead
holes, four rows of fan-shaped holes on the pressure side, and two
rows of cylindrical holes on the suction side. The numerical re-
sults presented by Heidmann et al. �19� were not validated with
experiments; thus, the validity of the method was not established.
The single-row numerical results of Ferguson et al. �18� showed
good agreement with experimental results for blowing ratios of
�1.5 using the RNG k-� model with a two-layer wall treatment.
Above a blowing ratio of 1.5, the agreement was not so good.

Nothing, to the author’s knowledge, as of yet has been pub-
lished applying the v2-f turbulence model to film-cooling flow
applications. However, because the v2-f model is valid all the way
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to the wall, with no need for wall functions or damping models in
the viscous sublayer, it stands to reason that it should be expected
to perform at least as good as the existing two-equation models if
not better. The v2-f model has been used with success in modeling
three-dimensional turbulent boundary layers �20� as well as sepa-
rated flow conditions, such as the backward-facing step and vortex
shedding flows �21�.

Of the previous fan-shaped film-cooling studies that have been
performed on a vane, the obvious deficiency is for high-resolution
data for the fully cooled situation. This study offers the first com-
pletely cooled turbine vane study with fan shaped film cooling
giving detailed experimental adiabatic film cooling effectiveness
results. Similarly, past computational studies of film cooling have
been limited in their scope.

Experimental Facilities
The experiments were performed in the VTExCCL large-scale,

low-speed, recirculating wind tunnel facility shown in Fig. 1. This
facility was identical to the one used by Colban et al. �8� and was
described in detail by that study. The main features of the facility
were a flow split section that divided the flow into two channels,
one that was heated to by a 55 kW heater bank and used as the
mainstream combustor exit flow and the other that was cooled
using a 40 kW chiller in series with a heat exchanger and used as
coolant flow.

The test section was a linear, two-passage cascade with a con-
toured upper end wall. The inlet freestream turbulence intensity
was measured to be 1.2% a distance of 0.2 C upstream of the vane
leading edge with a hot wire anemometer. Typical mainstream
temperature was 60°C, with a nominal difference between the
mainstream and coolant of 20°C, yielding a density ratio of 1.06.
The pressure at the test section inlet was nearly atmospheric. A list
of pertinent geometrical parameters for the test section is given in
Table 1, along with certain relevant inlet conditions.

Test Section Design. To match the engine static pressure dis-
tribution around the vane to that found in the engine, a contoured
surface was implemented for the upper end wall. The contoured
end wall, which contracted to roughly 54% of the inlet span
height, is shown schematically and graphically in Fig. 2. A de-
tailed account of the contour design was given by Colban et al.

�8�. The contoured end wall resulted in an excellent match of the
experimental static pressure distribution at the midspan to that of
the engine. Also, since this investigation was not focused on any
three-dimensional effects of the contour on the vane cooling, a
rigorous investigation, including CFD predictions and experimen-
tal examination, was used to verify the presence of a two-
dimensional flow regime in the area where the measurements
were taken. All of the film-cooling effectiveness measurements
were made between 5% and 32% span, while the flow was essen-
tially two-dimensional below 40% span.

A schematic of the vane test section is shown in Fig. 3. Bleed
valves were used to ensure flow periodicity between the two pas-
sages, and the flexible wall was used to make minor adjustments
to the flow distribution around the center vane. Also shown in Fig.
3 are the plenum locations relative to the holes, as well as the hole
designations, to be used throughout the rest of the report.

A detailed discussion of the vane design and construction was
given by Colban et al. �8�. The vane contained four interior ple-
nums, which allowed for flow-rate control among the rows of
holes to obtain the desired blowing ratio distribution. Coolant was
supplied to the plenums from the upper channel in the wind tunnel
using the blower shown in Fig. 1. Discharge coefficients, which
were presented in the study of Colban et al. �8�, were used to set
the combined flow rates through each plenum based on the desired
blowing ratios.

The test vane contained showerhead cooling with five in-line
rows, four fan-shaped pressure side rows, and four fan-shaped
suction side rows of film-cooling holes. The diameter of the cy-
lindrical inlet section of the fan-shaped holes was 0.38±0.015 cm.
The diameters of each hole were measured to verify that the cor-
rect flow area was used to determine the total mass flow rate and
individual blowing ratios because of slight manufacturing varia-

Fig. 1 Schematic of the low-speed recirculating wind tunnel
facility

Table 1 Operating conditions and vane parameters

Scale 3X

C �m� 0.53
Smax,PS �m� 0.52
Smax,SS �m� 0.68
Uinlet �m/s� 10
Reinlet �-� 3.0�105

�TFC �°C� 20
Vane pitch �m� 0.465

Fig. 2 Contoured end-wall surface definition

Fig. 3 Schematic of experimental test section
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tion resulting from the five-axis water-jet machining process.
Slight variations did occur in fan shape of the holes as a result of
the manufacturing process. Some hole-to-hole variation can be
seen in the effectiveness contours, which were attributed to varia-
tion in hole shape as well as experimental uncertainty. An illus-
tration of the fan-shaped hole geometry is shown in Fig. 4, and
relevant parameters for the film-cooling holes are listed in Table 2.
The cylindrical showerhead holes had fairly high-surface inclina-
tion angle of 60 deg along with a 90 deg compound angle. The
fan-shaped holes had a surface inclination angle of 30 deg and
lateral and forward expansion angles of 10 deg.

High-resolution surface temperature measurements were ob-
tained with an infrared �IR� camera. Thermocouples placed in the
vane surface were used to calibrate the images, which were taken
from below the test section at 45 deg relative to the surface for
optical access. Postprocessing of the images required a three-
dimensional transformation, calibration, conduction correction,
and assembly. A detailed description of the complete measurement
technique can be found in Colban et al. �8�.

Two blowing ratios were defined for this study. For the show-
erhead region, blowing ratios are reported based on inlet velocity
Uin,

M� =
mc

AhUin�in
�1�

For the fan-shaped holes, however, it is more appropriate to
report blowing ratios in terms of local velocity Ulocal,

M =
mc

AhUlocal�in
�2�

Three sets of blowing ratios were measured for the fan-shaped
holes, while the showerhead blowing ratio of M�=2.0 was held
constant for all cases. The range of measured blowing ratios,
shown in Fig. 5, was chosen to encompass typical operating con-
ditions in an industrial gas turbine. As described earlier, blowing
ratios were set by using previously measured discharge coeffi-
cients.

Experimental Uncertainty. Surface temperatures were mea-
sured for a reference case with hot mainstream flow and cool
plenum flow, but no surface film cooling. This procedure yielded
values of surface effectiveness without blowing between 0.04 and

0.12. A one-dimensional conduction correction was then applied
to the data using the reference values, as described in Ethridge et
al. �22�. The partial derivative and sequential perturbation method
as explained by Moffat �23� was used to determine uncertainties
for the experimentally reported effectiveness values. High values
of �=0.9 had uncertainties of ±0.012, whereas low values of �
=0.2 had an uncertainty of ±0.011.

Computational Methodology
CFD predictions were done with both the RNG k-� and v2-f �2�

turbulence models. The RNG k-� was chosen because it is perhaps
the most common turbulence model currently used in industry and
serves as a baseline computational comparison for the v2-f model.
The v2-f model was chosen to see if the improvements made in
the near-wall modeling would offer a significant improvement in
predictive capability over the current industry standard. The con-
straints of the two models dictated different approaches in select-
ing the computational domain and in meshing. All the CFD pre-
dictions were done using FLUENT 6.0.1, a commercially available
CFD solver with a special module for the v2-f model.

RNG k-� Model. The computational domain for the RNG
k-� simulation consisted of one periodic vane passage. A two-
dimensional view of the domain is shown in Fig. 6. The domain
began one chord length upstream of the vane leading edge, using
a velocity inlet condition. The exit boundary was located 1.5 C
downstream of the trailing edge, a distance suggested by Herman-
son and Thole �24� so as not to affect the upstream flow field. The
interior plenum geometry was consistent with the experimental
setup, using mass flow inlet boundaries. The mass flow rates were
specified such that the average blowing ratios exiting the holes
would correspond to the experimentally desired values. The con-
toured end wall was also modeled to see how far down the vane
span the effects of the contour reached. The RNG k-� domain
included the entire vane height and all of the cooling holes, 215 of
which were fan-shaped holes and 130 of which were cylindrical
showerhead holes.

Approximately 2.2 million unstructured tetrahedral cells were
used to mesh the domain. This resulted in �1500 volumetric cells
to define each fan-shaped hole �Fig. 7�a��, and �400 volumetric
cells to define each cylindrical hole. Because the RNG k-� turbu-
lence model is not valid within the laminar sublayer, nonequilib-
rium wall functions were used to model the viscous effects of the
boundary layer near the wall. This required cells with centroids
located within a range of 30�y+�60 near the vane surface. Con-
vergence required �1000 iterations on four parallel processors.

Fig. 4 Fan-shaped cooling hole detailed geometry

Table 2 Film-cooling hole parameters

Fan shaped Showerhead

D �cm� 0.38 D �cm� 0.24
	 �deg� 30 	 �deg� 60

1 �deg� 10 � �deg� 90

2 �deg� 10 t �cm� 0.48
t �cm� 0.81 t / P �-� 0.22

t / P �-� Sexit /Smax �-�
Row PA 0.540 −0.840
Row PB 0.405 −0.615
Row PC 0.405 −0.384
Row PD 0.270 −0.135
Row SA 0.405 0.090
Row SB 0.405 0.214
Row SC 0.405 0.345
Row SD 0.810 0.519

Fig. 5 Test matrix of blowing ratios for each case
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The simulations took approximately two days to converge. Con-
vergence was determined not only from residuals, but also by
monitoring area-averaged surface temperatures on both the suc-
tion and pressure sides. The drag coefficient around the vane was
also monitored as a check on aerodynamic convergence. A grid
independence study was also performed by adapting the grid up to
3.9 million cells, but no significant change in results was observed
so the initial grid size of 2.2 millions cells was deemed sufficient.

v2-f Model. Unlike the RNG k-� model, the v2-f model is valid
to the wall. This required a structured grid in the vicinity of the
wall, resolving the boundary layer to within y+�3. Consequently,
modeling the entire span was not a possibility for the v2-f model
due to the higher cell density required near the wall. For this

reason, only a 6 cm spanwise periodic section was included in the
computational domain, which is shown schematically in Fig. 6.
Both the experimental results and the RNG k-� CFD results
showed periodicity below the midspan; thus, it was valid to model
only the small periodic section, thus making the computations
feasible.

The v2-f model grid contained �1.6 million cells in order to
get the near-wall resolution. The vane surface was meshed with an
unstructured grid, and a boundary layer mesh was applied to the
vane surface �shown in Fig. 7�b��. Consequently, there were pris-
matic cells to a distance of 1.5 cm from the wall, at which point
the remainder of the domain was meshed with unstructured tetra-
hedral cells. The surface mesh resolution is shown for the v2-f
simulations in Fig. 7�c�. Solutions were run for 500 iterations on a
first-order upwind scheme, before being switched over to a
second-order upwind scheme with SIMPLEC coupling for 1500 it-
erations. The v2-f model computations were run on three parallel
processors and required approximately three days to reach conver-
gence. As with the RNG k-� model, the surface temperatures and
drag coefficient were monitored as additional convergence crite-
ria.

Results
Prior to performing the multiple-row adiabatic film-cooling

measurements, the experimental method and data reduction pro-
cedure were validated for a single-row and compared to existing
published data. Figure 8 shows laterally averaged single-row ef-
fectiveness downstream of row SC, a row that was located in a
relatively flat region of the vane. Because of differences in hole
geometry and spacing, the distance downstream of the hole exit
was normalized with respect to the equivalent exit slot width s,
where s was the ratio of the hole breakout area to the hole spacing
P. The results show excellent agreement with the flat-plate study
by Gritsch et al. �25�, thus validating both the experimental and
data reduction methods.

Pressure Side. Adiabatic film-cooling effectiveness contours
for each case are shown in Fig. 9 for the pressure side. In total,
five images were required to completely capture the pressure side,
with measurements taken in the nominally 2D flow region of the
vane. The showerhead cooling was largely ineffective at cooling
the leading edge region, which Colban et al. �8� attributed to jet
liftoff from the high surface angle. The first row of fan-shaped
holes showed liftoff by a narrowing in the jet contour just down-
stream of the hole exit. However, downstream near S /Smax=
−0.20, the jets began to spread laterally. This was a result of the

Fig. 6 2D view of the CFD domain „the RNG k-� model fea-
tured the entire span and contour, whereas the v2-f prediction
featured only a 6 cm spanwise periodic section…

Fig. 7 Computational grid sample of „a… the RNG k-� surface
mesh, „b… the v2-f boundary layer mesh, and „c… the v2-f surface
mesh

Fig. 8 Comparison of results to previously published data
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holes in row PD being placed in a region of concave curvature on
the pressure side. The jets lifted off initially, but downstream they
impinged on the vane surface, which caused lateral spreading.
These results were consistent with the cylindrical film-cooling
study performed by Ito et al. �26� on a concave pressure surface.

Overall, there was an increase in � with distance from the lead-
ing edge, which is evident from the increased � levels between the
jets in rows PC, PB, and PA. Laterally averaged � values �shown
in Fig. 10� also show an increase in cooling effectiveness with
increased blowing. This result differs from the single-row results
for the pressure side �8�, which showed a decrease in film effec-
tiveness with increased blowing. The belief is that the upstream
coolant caused increased turbulent mixing in the downstream jet
�both laterally and normal to the surface�. The enhanced mixing
coupled with the upstream coolant caused better film-cooling jet
diffusion and, consequently, more effective surface cooling. Fig-
ure 11 shows the single-row data from Colban et al. �8� plotted
with the multirow data for the nominal case. The multirow data
has overall much higher �, which became increasingly pro-

nounced with surface distance. The increase in � from single-row
cooling to multirow cooling is due to a combination of two ef-
fects. First, the upstream coolant filled in the gaps or spaces be-
tween the downstream rows, leading to a greater cooled surface
area. Second, as mentioned before, the upstream film cooling
makes the downstream row more effective by increasing the
amount of turbulent mixing and reducing the normal momentum.
This was particularly evident for row PD, which separated from
the surface for both the single-row and multirow tests. The differ-
ence, however, was that the amount of liftoff was significantly
reduced for the multirow cases, indicating that the upstream show-
erhead blowing had the effect of keeping the jets attached to the
surface. This finding was consistent with the flat-plate study of
Goldstein et al. �9� and the airfoil study of Polanka et al. �13�,
both of which used cylindrical holes.

Computational film-cooling effectiveness contours are shown in
Fig. 12 for the pressure side. Results from both turbulence models
show a spanwise skewness in jet trajectory for row PD �row PC as
well for the v2-f model�. This directionality was caused by the
orientation of the showerhead cooling. However, the experimental
results did not indicate a directional influence from the shower-
head on the downstream rows �Fig. 9�.

Differences between the two models show that the RNG k-�

Fig. 9 Pressure side experimental results

Fig. 10 Experimental laterally averaged adiabatic film-cooling
effectiveness on the pressure side

Fig. 11 Comparison of multirow and single-row data on the
pressure side at nominal conditions

Fig. 12 CFD contours for the pressure side
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predictions were more accurate in terms of the overall level of
film-cooling effectiveness. However, the RNG k-� prediction
showed a wider coolant footprint than the experimental results,
whereas the v2-f predictions showed a much narrower coolant
footprint similar to the experimental results. Another physical
trend shown by the v2-f that was not picked up by the RNG k-�
prediction was the spreading of the coolant downstream of the
first fan-shaped row due to liftoff and reattachment. Neither model
accurately predicted the showerhead behavior. The RNG k-�
model underpredicted the showerhead liftoff, while the v2-f
model overpredicted the amount of liftoff in the showerhead
region.

A comparison of laterally averaged effectiveness at nominal
conditions between the experimental results and both computa-
tional models is shown in Fig. 13. Again, the RNG k-� model
more accurately predicted the overall levels of �, while the v2-f
model grossly overpredicted � on the pressure side. It is interest-
ing to note that the v2-f model predicted a continual rise in effec-
tiveness, indicating a buildup of coolant from upstream rows. The
RNG k-� model however, showed no row-to-row increase in ef-
fectiveness, which can be seen not only in the laterally averaged
values of Fig. 13, but in the contour of Fig. 12.

The difference in behavior between the two models in the near
leading-edge region can be seen by examining the streamlines.
Streamlines for the nominal blowing conditions are shown in Fig.
14 for both turbulence models. The RNG k-� model showed the
streamlines stay attached to the surface with little lateral spread-
ing, whereas the v2-f model showed greater lateral spreading after
an initial jet liftoff. Also, the skewness in the jets for both models
was illustrated by the streamlines as a compound effect from the
showerhead film cooling, which had a 90 deg compound angle
with respect to the main flow.

Suction Side. Contours of � are shown for the experimental
results on the suction side in Fig. 15. Significant showerhead lift-
off occurred, as on the pressure side, causing poor leading-edge
region cooling. The jets on the first two suction side rows �SA and
SB� separated from the surface at high blowing ratios due to the
high curvature and acceleration in that region. Overall, � in-
creased with surface distance from the stagnation line on the suc-
tion side, as seen from the laterally averaged � values in Fig. 16.
Near the leading edge, � decreased with blowing ratio because of
the jet separation. However, as we progress along the suction side,
the curvature decreases, and the amount of liftoff consequently
also decreases. This led to a reversal in trend of � with blowing
rates by the end of the suction side.

The effect of multiple cooling rows as opposed to the single-
row results of Colban et al. �8� for the nominal flow conditions are
shown in Fig. 17. In contrast to the pressure side, where shower-
head liftoff also occurred, the effect of the showerhead on the first
suction side row was not as significant. On the suction side, the
separated showerhead coolant could not remain close enough to

Fig. 13 Pressure-side comparison of laterally averaged film
effectiveness with computations

Fig. 14 Streamlines near the leading edge for „a… RNG k-� and
„b… v2-f models at nominal conditions

Fig. 15 Experimental results on the suction side

Fig. 16 Experimental laterally averaged adiabatic film-cooling
effectiveness on the suction side
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the surface to have an effect on the downstream rows because of
the severe surface curvature. Rows SB and SC show a more sig-
nificant effect of upstream cooling, with results mirroring the
trends observed on the pressure side. Further downstream, row SD
showed little effect of upstream cooling. This was because of the
extremely close hole spacing for row SD, there was no room for
extra coolant between the holes.

Contours of � are shown in Fig. 18 for the CFD results on the
suction side. Just as row PD on the pressure side, row SA was
directionally influenced by the showerhead cooling. The v2-f re-
sults mimic the experimental results near the leading edge in that
they also predicted liftoff for the first two rows of fan-shaped
holes, and that liftoff also increases with blowing ratio. The v2-f
model also closely predicts the amount of liftoff in the shower-
head region. As shown in the laterally averaged � values for the
nominal case in Fig. 19, the RNG k-� model exhibits a much
faster decay in � downstream of the attached fan-shaped rows
than was measured in the experiments. On the other hand, the v2-f
model exhibits more lateral spreading of the attached jets than was
measured experimentally, leading to less decay in � with distance
downstream. The streamlines on the suction side �Fig. 20� also
show the greater lateral spreading of the fan-shaped holes pre-
dicted by the v2-f model as compared to the RNG k-� model.

Conclusions
This study presented a detailed experimental and computational

investigation of film cooling on a gas turbine vane with fan-
shaped holes. Multirow data were presented at a range of engine
representative blowing ratios on both the pressure and suction
sides and compared to CFD predictions using both the RNG k-�
and v2-f turbulence models.

Experiments showed that on the pressure side the showerhead
blowing was not very effective, with excessive liftoff leading to
little cooling in that region. Downstream, the first pressure side
fan-shaped row exhibited liftoff and reattachment, as evidenced
by a narrowing and widening in jet contours, although the liftoff
was not as significant as the single-row case. Overall, � levels
increased on the pressure side with both surface distance and
blowing ratio.

Showerhead blowing was also relatively ineffective on the suc-
tion side, again exhibiting substantial liftoff and low film-cooling
effectiveness. In the near leading-edge region of high curvature on
the suction side, jet liftoff was accentuated by blowing ratio yield-
ing much lower levels of � at high blowing rates.

The CFD predictions did not agree well with the experimental
results, for the most part, at best capturing either the correct �
levels or the correct physics, but not both. The v2-f model more
nearly predicted the actual flow physics, whereas the RNG k-�
model offered a better match with the experimental data in terms
of correct effectiveness levels. Although there have been matching
CFD predictions for flat-plate film cooling, clearly more advances
in CFD turbulence modeling are required before the highly com-
plex flow of film cooling on a gas turbine vane can be modeled
accurately.
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Fig. 17 Comparison of multirow and single-row data on the
suction side at nominal conditions

Fig. 18 CFD contours for the suction side

Fig. 19 Suction-side comparison of laterally averaged film ef-
fectiveness with computations

Fig. 20 Streamlines near the leading edge for „a… RNG k-� and
„b… v2-f models at nominal conditions
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Nomenclature
A � area
C � vane true chord

CD � discharge coefficient
D � film-cooling hole diameter
f � elliptic relaxation function
k � turbulent kinetic energy

kcond � thermal conductivity
m � mass flow rate
M � blowing ratio using local velocity,

M =mc /AhUlocal�in
M� � blowing ratio using inlet velocity,

M�=mc /AhUin�in
P � hole spacing measured normal to streamwise

direction
P � vane pitch

Re � Reynolds number, Re=UinC /
s � equivalent slot width, s=Abreak/ P
S � distance along the vane surface
t � hole breakout width

T � temperature
U � velocity
v2 � normal velocity fluctuations
X � distance downstream of the hole exit

y+ � wall coordinate
Z � distance measured along the vane span

Greek
	 � inclination angle
� � compound angle
� � eddy viscosity, surface emmissivity

�t � turbulent viscosity
 � kinematic viscosity
� � adiabatic film-cooling effectiveness, �= �T�

−Tad� / �T�−Tc�
� � density


1 � lateral diffusion angle

2 � forward expansion angle

Subscripts
ad � adiabatic

break � hole breakout area
c � coolant

exit � hole exit
h � metering area of film-cooling holes based on D

in � inlet condition
local � local conditions
max � maximum

plenum � plenum conditions
surf � surface

� � freestream conditions
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The Effect of Hot-Streaks on HP
Vane Surface and Endwall Heat
Transfer: An Experimental and
Numerical Study
Pronounced nonuniformities in combustor exit flow temperature (hot-streaks), which
arise because of discrete injection of fuel and dilution air jets within the combustor and
because of endwall cooling flows, affect both component life and aerodynamics. Because
it is very difficult to quantitatively predict the effects of these temperature nonuniformities
on the heat transfer rates, designers are forced to budget for hot-streaks in the cooling
system design process. Consequently, components are designed for higher working tem-
peratures than the mass-mean gas temperature, and this imposes a significant overall
performance penalty. An inadequate cooling budget can lead to reduced component life.
An improved understanding of hot-streak migration physics, or robust correlations based
on reliable experimental data, would help designers minimize the overhead on cooling
flow that is currently a necessity. A number of recent research projects sponsored by a
range of industrial gas turbine and aero-engine manufacturers attest to the growing
interest in hot-streak physics. This paper presents measurements of surface and endwall
heat transfer rate for a high-pressure (HP) nozzle guide vane (NGV) operating as part of
a full HP turbine stage in an annular transonic rotating turbine facility. Measurements
were conducted with both uniform stage inlet temperature and with two nonuniform
temperature profiles. The temperature profiles were nondimensionally similar to profiles
measured in an engine. A difference of one-half of an NGV pitch in the circumferential
(clocking) position of the hot-streak with respect to the NGV was used to investigate the
affect of clocking on the vane surface and endwall heat transfer rate. The vane surface
pressure distributions, and the results of a flow-visualization study, which are also given,
are used to aid interpretation of the results. The results are compared to two-dimensional
predictions conducted using two different boundary layer methods. Experiments were
conducted in the Isentropic Light Piston Facility (ILPF) at QinetiQ Farnborough, a
short-duration engine-sized turbine facility. Mach number, Reynolds number, and gas-to-
wall temperature ratios were correctly modeled. It is believed that the heat transfer
measurements presented in this paper are the first of their kind.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2370748�

Introduction

Heat transfer rates in the first stage turbine have been studied
for many years. Increases in turbine inlet temperature, to achieve
higher thrust and efficiency, have been made possible by the de-
velopment of advanced materials �high-temperature super-alloys
of nickel and thermal barrier coatings�, and by employing more
sophisticated cooling systems. Modern turbine blades are cooled
with a combination of film cooling, impingement cooling, and
passage cooling. For given level of material and design sophisti-
cation, however, inlet temperatures are limited in practice by the
energy cost associated with requiring an increase in the cooling air
flow rate: the cooling air is usually extracted from the engine
compressor, and therefore the energy associated with compression
is the most significant term in calculating the overall cycle perfor-
mance. In engines in which hot-streaks are pronounced, an addi-
tional performance penalty is incurred in designing for higher
temperatures than the mass-mean gas temperature: if the hot-
streak migration process is not fully understood the designer must

effectively design for the peak gas temperature, and budget for
this in the overall engine performance calculation.

This paper seeks to address the problem of quantifying the in-
fluence of inlet temperature distortion �ITD� on vane surface and
endwall heat transfer rates. A detailed aerodynamic survey of the
HP vane was conducted, and heat transfer rates were measured at
a number of locations over the vane surface and endwalls. These
data are unique, as they have been taken in a facility equipped
with an ITD generator that simulates combustor-representative
hot-streaks at the HP stage inlet. Both heat transfer and aerody-
namic measurements were performed for three inlet temperature
profiles. Blind predictions of heat transfer using an integral
method, and using the TEXSTAN code were also conducted, and
these are presented. Although the streamline pattern within a vane
passage cannot be affected by ITD, it can be affected by platform-
slot or cooling-hole injection, and a study that combines engine-
representative ITD, engine geometry, and cooling flow, for
engine-representative main flow, is clearly desirable.

HP Vane and Endwall Heat Transfer Studies
HP vane aerodynamics and heat transfer are more amenable to

reasonably accurate numerical prediction than other vane/blade
rows. Only the trailing edge region of the vane is subject to the
strong forced periodic oscillations in the pressure field that are
caused by the relative motion of vane rows �1�. In addition, the
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leading edge region is unaffected by the strong localized regions
of unsteadiness associated with viscous phenomena such as trail-
ing edge wakes, secondary flow features, and shock wave bound-
ary layer interactions that affect downstream vane rows. The pri-
mary factors that affect heat transfer rate are secondary flows,
high freestream turbulence, and shock boundary layer interaction
in the trailing edge region of the vane. In addition, the migration
of hot-streaks as they pass through the vane passage, deforming
under the influence of the pressure field set within the passage,
must be considered. It is easy to demonstrate �on physical
grounds� that hot-streaks do not directly influence the streamline
pattern within a stator passage: the temperature essentially acts as
a marker for the streamline �the same is not true as the streak
enters the rotor passage where preferential migration has been
shown to occur�.

Turbulence and Heat Transfer. Many authors have studied
the effect of increased free-stream turbulence on the heat transfer
rate at the vane surface. High turbulence has been shown to pro-
mote earlier transition from a laminar to a turbulent boundary
layer �2–4�. Universal correlations—even for a relatively limited
class of vane geometry—for predicting both the point of transi-
tional onset, and the length of transition, have so far evaded in-
vestigators, however. This must be due to the number of param-
eters that appear to be significant for the physics of the transitional
boundary layer: surface curvature, surface roughness, Reynolds
number, turbulence intensity, turbulence length scale, and pressure
gradient are a nonexhaustive list. Despite the limitations, the data
that are available have proven very useful, and are used exten-
sively when applying integral methods �5� for predicting heat
transfer rate.

Secondary Flow and Heat Transfer. The importance for pre-
dicting and analyzing heat transfer of understanding secondary
flow processes within the HP turbine cannot be overstated. A very
accurate picture of the dominant secondary flow mechanisms has
been developed through the work—outstanding among others—of
Klein �6�, Langston et al. �7� and Sieverding �8�. In predicting
vane suction surface �SS� and vane endwall heat transfer, regions
in which the near-wall flow can be dominated by secondary flow,
it is essential for the secondary flow pattern to be well character-
ized. Likewise, in experimental investigations the secondary flows
must be representative of those of an engine. In practice, this
means that it is insufficient to use anything but either actual en-
gine components or geometrically similar counterparts.

Vane Surface. A number of early studies of HP vane surface
heat transfer supported a model of high leading and trailing edge
heat transfer, with span-wise variation particularly on the SS of
the vane close to the endwalls, a region of strong secondary flow.
An increasing appreciation of the importance of correctly model-
ing secondary flows led to experiments by Dunn and Stoddard �9�
who used actual engine hardware, Wedlake et al. �10�, and Taul-
bee et al. �11�. A particularly comprehensive aerothermal survey
of a highly loaded modern HP vane and endwall, at conditions of
M, Re, Tu, and Tg /Tw representative of an engine, was conducted
by Harvey et al. �12� �also: Harvey �13�, Harvey and Jones �14��.
In addition to simulating in unprecedented degree actual turbine
conditions �the cascade geometry was also fully representative of
engine components�, the study included very detailed aerody-
namic and heat transfer measurements, surface flow visualization
experiments, and predictions of both surface streamline pattern
�3-D DENTON Euler Solver� and heat transfer �Integral Method�.
It is now recognized that to understand vane and endwall heat
transfer it is necessary to achieve conditions very close to those of
an engine, and that a multi-faceted approach similar to that de-
scribed is required.

Endwall. A large number of studies of heat transfer and cooling
on HP vane endwalls have been conducted. An early study of film
cooling effectiveness with slot ejection �15� confirmed the diffi-

culty of cooling the pressure-surface-corner region of the endwall:
low-momentum coolant was swept across the passage by the
strong cross-passage pressure gradient, collecting in the SS corner.
This useful, if with hindsight rather predictable, conclusion is sup-
ported by numerous later studies. Although it had been generally
agreed for a number of years that secondary flow can significantly
affect heat transfer, one of the first studies to relate a secondary
flow pattern—determined using flow visualization—to an experi-
mentally measured heat transfer distribution for a vane endwall,
was that of Gaugler and Russell �16�.

There have been a number of recent endwall studies, both of
secondary flow control mechanisms �to reduce losses in the tur-
bine�, and of the endwall heat transfer process �see, for example:
Harvey et al. �17� Kang et al. �18�, Kang and Thole �19��. Other
investigations have sought to: determine the extent to which im-
proved film coverage may be achieved by influencing the near-
wall secondary flow pattern using angled holes �20�; develop op-
timized endwall film-cooling configurations �21,22�; investigate
contoured endwall effects �23�; and investigate the effect of back-
ward facing injection slots on film cooling performance �24�. The
wealth of recent literature demonstrates how active an area of
research this currently is.

In 2000, a significant European research project commenced for
Aerothermal Investigations on Turbine Endwalls and Blades �the
AITEB program�. The project attracted a large number of indus-
trial partners, whose primary objective was the development of
more robust design package �correlation based models, and nu-
merical simulations� for heat transfer prediction in the typically
highly loaded—both thermally and aerodynamically—
environment of the HP turbine. A key part of this program is a
study of HP vane endwalls, with slot-ejected platform cooling.
The work-packages that constitute the program are summarized
by Haselbach and Schiffer �25�. The authors note that there may
be a trend towards flatter combustor exit temperature profiles,
which, for the same mean gas temperature, would push near-wall
gas temperatures higher than at present. This would require more
aggressive platform cooling than is currently the norm: if there
exists a strong radial temperature profile such that the near-
endwall flow is cooler than at midspan, there is clearly a lesser
requirement on the platform cooling system. Whether or not the
high platform-cooling burden is alleviated by radial temperature
distortion at the combustor exit, it is clearly the case that an im-
proved understanding of the heat transfer distribution on the end-
wall is essential.

Studies of Nonuniform Inlet Temperature Effects
There are two design philosophies for HP stages influenced by

hot-streaks. For integer vane/injector-port count ratio, the hot-
streak can be aligned with the leading edge or with the center of
the passage. For noninteger ratios, clearly a combination of both
situations is unavoidable. The former imposes a greater heat load
on the HP vane, and necessitates higher cooling flow rates, but has
the effect of cooling and breaking up the hot streak, moderating
the unsteady thermal and mechanical loading imposed on the rotor
by the hot-streaks. The latter results in a lower heat load on the
HP vane, allowing a reduction in cooling flow, but results in
higher unsteady aerothermal loading of the rotor. Both strategies
are investigated in this study.

Although there have been numerous studies of heat transfer
rates in first stage turbines, there have been relatively few experi-
mental studies to quantify the impact of hot streaks on heat trans-
fer. In an early experiment of Butler et al. �26� conducted in a
large-scale low-speed rotating facility �the United Technologies
LSRR facility�, the authors concluded that the nature and degree
of flow redistribution occurring during convection though a HP
vane passage was not affected by the inlet temperature profile.
This important result had been proven theoretically many years
earlier by Munk and Prim �27�, who noted that inflow temperature
nonuniformities cannot alter the streamline pattern of a stationary
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blade row, the latter being influenced only by inlet total pressure
nonuniformities. It is important not to infer—incorrectly—from
this statement that mixing does not occur within the passage. It is
true only that ITD does not give rise to additional mixing.

It is the case, therefore, that changes in heat transfer associated
with the introduction of temperature nonuniformity �for the same
mean temperature� arise, in the case an HP vane passage, because
of changes in driving temperature rather a change in heat transfer
coefficient. The results of the first truly comprehensive study of
heat transfer on an HP vane and endwall with and without tem-
perature nonuniformity �28� support this assertion. Measurements
were performed with the hot-streak aligned with the leading edge
of the vane, and aligned with the vane mid passage. This paper
presents a summary of those results. The measurements were
taken in a rotating annular turbine facility �the Isentropic Light
Piston Facility at QinetiQ, Farnborough, UK� in which M, Re, Tu,
and Tg /Tw were all correctly modeled, as was the geometry. The
HP vane count was 32, and 32 hot-streaks were simulated. The
measurements are the first of their kind, to the authors’ knowl-
edge.

The HP vane of the present study was operated as part of a
complete stage, and, later, as part of a 1.5 stage turbine with a
downstream IP vane. The effect of hot-streaks both on the down-
stream rotor and on the IP vane has been studied. The results of
these investigations are reported in companion papers by Povey et
al. �29�, for the case of the IP vane, and Chana and Jones �30�, for
the case of the HP rotor. While the result of Munk and Prim �27�
holds for all blade/vane rows, for flow passing between vane/
blade rows which are in relative motion, the inlet total pressure
fields and incidence angles are altered by the introduction of ITD.
Because of this effect, both the inviscid flow and the secondary
flow structures are altered. In this case, it is very difficult to sepa-
rate the changes in heat transfer that arise because of changes in
heat transfer coefficient, and those that arise because of changes in
the local driving temperature, even if, in some cases, there may be
good reason to suspect that one of these processes is dominant. �It
is experimentally very difficult, especially in the case of nonuni-
form inlet temperature, to deduce the local gas temperature with
sufficient resolution and accuracy to resolve this question of pre-
dominance.�

There are examples from engine test experience of local over-
heating within the HP turbine, and on the HP rotor pressure sur-
face �PS� and blade tip in particular. These effects are difficult to
explain without invoking hot-streak migration within the turbine.
A number of studies of hot-streak migration within the HP turbine
blade passage have been conducted, and the effect is now reason-
ably well understood. The principal effect is incidence angle in-
duced temperature segregation �26,31,32�, which can lead to pref-
erential migration of hotter gas towards the PS of the rotor blade.

That there is growing interest in the effects of nonuniform inlet
temperature on turbine heat transfer is evidenced by the number of

programs developed to study these effects. Experimental pro-
grams in five different rotating facilities have been recorded. In
chronological order of first publication these are:

�i� The Warm Core Turbine Test Facility at the NASA Lewis
Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio, USA �33,34�.

�ii� The Low Speed Rotating Rig �LSRR� at the United Tech-
nologies Research Center, East Hartford, Connecticut,
USA �26,35�.

�iii� The Rotating Blow-down Facility at the Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA
�31,32�.

�iv� The Isentropic Light Piston turbine-test Facility �ILPF� at
QinetiQ, Farnborough, Hampshire, UK �28,30�.

�v� The Turbine Research Facility �TRF� at the Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton, Ohio, USA �36�.

Hot-streak experiments have also been conducted in non-
rotating facilities. Varadarajan and Bogard �37� �see also Jenkins
and Bogard �38�� measured adiabatic effectiveness on the SS of a
film-cooled nozzle guide vane for uniform inlet temperature and
for a hot-streak incident on the leading edge of the vane. Experi-
ments were conducted in a large-scale two-dimensional cascade of
two vane passages �at The University of Texas at Austin, Austin,
Texas, USA�. Re was correctly modeled, but, because a linear
cascade was used, the effect of realistic secondary flows could not
be quantified. Investigations of the effects of mainstream turbu-
lence on the vane film cooling and hot-streak dispersion were
conducted in the same facility �39�.

In addition to experimental studies, there have been a large
number of numerical studies to investigate the aerothermal, aero-
dynamic, and aeromechanical impact of hot streaks in the high-
pressure turbine. Publications in the period 2000 to 2004 include:
Busby et al. �40�, Dorney and Sondak �41�, Gundy-Burlet and
Dorney �42�, Orkwis et al. �43�, Prasad and Hendricks �44�, Dong
et al. �45�, Hurrion �28�, Sondak et al. �46�, and He et al. �47�.

The Isentropic Light Piston Facility
The ILPF is a short duration wind tunnel, capable of testing an

engine size turbine at the correct nondimensional parameters for
fluid mechanics and heat transfer. The facility has been used to
test both a single HP turbine stage �48� and a 1.5 turbine stage
turbine �49�. For the experiments described in this paper, only the
HP stage was installed. During a run M, Re, Tu, and Tg /Tw are all
representative of engine conditions. A novel feature of the facility
is the aerodynamic turbo-brake �50�, which is on the same shaft as
the turbine and is driven by the turbine exit-flow. At the design
speed, the turbobrake power is matched with the turbine, and thus
constant speed is maintained during a run. A schematic of the
facility is presented in Fig. 1. Air from a high-pressure reservoir
drives a piston down a piston tube, isentropically compressing and

Fig. 1 Schematic of the ILPF
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heating the working gas �air� inside the tube. When the desired
pressure is reached, the compressed air is suddenly discharged, by
means of a fast acting valve, into the working section. Typically,
steady conditions are achieved for 500 ms.

The working section of the facility is shown diagrammatically
in Fig. 2. The desired turbine pressure ratio is set by means of an
adjustable second throat.

The design operating conditions of the ILPF are given in Table
1. Measurements confirmed that the same stage inlet conditions
were achieved both with and without ITD.

Temperature Distortion Factors
Measurements of temperature at the exit-plane of combustors

show large radial and circumferential variations in temperature.
The flow is, in addition, highly unsteady. The time-mean tempera-
ture field measured at the exit plane of a combustor typical of a
modern military engine is presented in Fig. 3. Peak temperatures
are in excess of 2200 K, while at the hub and casing endwalls
there are relatively cool regions of flow, with temperatures as low
as 1500 K. Circumferential variations �hot-spots� arise because of
the discrete nature of fuel and dilution air jets. In addition, com-
bustor lining coolant flow causes a strong radial temperature gra-
dient.

To quantify temperature nonuniformity, temperature distortion
factors �TDFs� are used. There are several definitions in current
use, many of which are essentially the same. Combustor flow is
highly turbulent, and, because hot and cold gas streams are subject
to aggressive mixing, typical time-mean combustor exit tempera-
ture profiles are generally rather smooth spatially. It may be suf-
ficient, therefore, to describe an ITD with a single numerical

value. A distinction is sometimes drawn, however, between the
overall TDF �OTDF�, which is a measure of the divergence of the
hottest gas streak from the mean temperature, and the radial TDF
�RTDF�, which is a measure of the nonuniformity of the circum-
ferentially averaged temperature field. The definitions that are
used are as follows:

OTDF =
Tmax − T̄area

�Tcomb
, RTDF =

T̄max
circ − T̄area

�Tcomb

where T̄area is the area mean temperature, T̄circ is the circumferen-
tial mean temperature �expressed as a function of radial height�,
�Tcomb is the temperature rise across the combustor, and T is the
local temperature �a function of span, or area�. The subscript
“max” identifies that the maximum of the quantity has been taken.
Where a description of the form of the profile is required, the local
OTDF �LOTDF� and local RTDF �LRTDF� forms follow natu-
rally:

LOTDF =
T − T̄area

�Tcomb
, LRTDF =

T̄circ − T̄area

�Tcomb

The usefulness of these TDF definitions is not universally under-
stood. In the engine situation, the parameter quantifies how com-
pletely hot and cold gas streams mix. There is no direct analogy in
the test-facility situation. It is worth noting, however, that, where

heat transfer similarity is concerned, and where both T̄area /Tw and
Tcool /Tw �where Tcool is the temperature of the cold gas introduced
to simulate ITD in the test rig situation�, equivalent TDFs may be
defined.

Fig. 2 The working section of the ILPF: HP turbine stage and
turbobrake

Table 1 Operating point of the HP turbine stage with and with-
out ITD.

Parameter

Predicted
uniform

inlet
temperature

Measured:
Uniform

inlet
temperature

Measured:
ITD

p01, bar 4.6 4.6±2% 4.6±2%
T01, K 444 444±2% 444±2%
M2

hub 1.054 1.034±2% 1.063±2%
M2

case 0.912 0.925±2% 0.926±2%
�, r.p.m. 9500 9500±2% 9500±2%
p3

hub, bar 1.434 1.428±2% 1.451±2%
p3

case, bar 1.439 1.435±2% 1.453±2%
p02r, bar 2.697 2.707±2% No data

Fig. 3 Typical measured combustor exit temperature profile
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LOTDFrig =
T − T̄area

T̄area − Tcool

, LRTDFrig =
T̄circ − T̄area

T̄area − Tcool

It can be shown that if LOTDFrig �rig situation� is matched to
LOTDF �engine situation�, the nondimensional vane inlet tem-

perature profile �T / T̄area� will also be approximately matched.
This is so whether or not there is similarity of mixing processes
�rig to engine� upstream of the vane inlet plane.

The Temperature Distortion Generator
In a typical civil engine, fuel-injector-to-vane-count ratios near

1:2 are not uncommon. Count ratios are often noninteger, how-
ever, and therefore the possible benefits associated with hot-streak
clocking are difficult to realize in practice. HP vane surface cool-
ing systems must be designed for peak combustor exit tempera-
tures. There has been, therefore, considerable interested in the
effects of hot streak clocking �relative circumferential position�.

The ITD generator used in the ILPF is described in detail by
Chana et al. �51�. Hot-streaks, rotatable with respect to the NGV
leading edge, are generated by blowing cool air through struts
upstream of the HP NGVs. The number of hot streaks was the
same as the HP vane count: 32. Experimental results for two
clocking positions are discussed in this paper. The temperature
profiles measured at the inlet plane of the HP vane �average of
area surveys at three locations around the annulus� are presented
in Fig. 4. The scale is presented both as time-mean temperature,

and as temperature ratio, T / T̄area: it is worth noting that where
hot-streak migration physics is concerned, it is sufficient to match

T / T̄area alone, although a number of parameters—essentially
identical—have been used by other authors. The two profiles for
which data is presented are referred to as OTDF1 �hot-streak
aligned geometrically with the vane midpassage� and OTDF2
�hot-streak aligned with the vane leading edge�. Thus, the effect of
clocking the hot-streak with respect to the HP vane could be in-
vestigated.

The maximum and minimum measured gas temperatures were
approximately 480 and 412 K �note that measurements were not
conducted very close to the wall—within 5% span of the end-
wall�. The mean temperature was the same for both uniform and
nonuniform inlet temperature: 444 K. Because cool air was in-
jected to create an ITD, a higher main flow temperature was re-
quired. This was achieved by increasing the pump-tube compres-
sion ratio. The peak-to-mean and minimum-to-mean temperature
ratios were approximately 1.08 and 0.93, respectively.

There was no significant difference between the radial tempera-

ture profiles �circumferentially averaged�, T̄circ / T̄area, for OTDF1
and OTDF2. The measured radial profile is presented in Fig. 5 and
is compared to the temperature profile of a typical engine �mea-
surements were not taken very close to the endwall—within 5%
span of the endwall—and the temperature at the nearest point was
used in this region�. The measured temperature profile without
ITD is also given, and is indicated in Fig. 5 by “Measured Uni-
form.” The measured radial profiles for OTDF1 and OTDF2 were
very similar in both magnitude and form to the engine profile. The

peak measured value of T̄circ / T̄area was 1.045, while the peak en-

gine value was 1.055. The minimum measured value of T̄circ / T̄area

was 0.93, while the corresponding engine value was 0.89. There
are many ways of comparing the intensities of peaks of nonuni-
form temperature profiles. A useful comparison may be made in
terms of a nondimensional intensity factor such as the ratio �rig-
to-engine� of nondimensionalzed peak-to-min temperature differ-
ences in the radial profile:

�T̄max
circ /T̄area − T̄min

circ/T̄area�rig

�T̄max
circ /T̄area − T̄min

circ/T̄area�engine

In terms of this parameter, the ratio was approximately 0.7:1.0.
The nondimensional temperature field of the experiment was
therefore similar in magnitude to that of a typical engine.

Instrumentation and Processing
The HP vane was instrumented with static pressure tappings at

10, 50, and 90% spans on both the pressure and suction surface of
the vane. Surface heat transfer measurements were conducted us-
ing thin-film platinum resistance heat transfer gauges of the type
described by Oldfield and Doorly �52�. On the vane pressure and
suction surfaces, a thin Upilex™—polyimide—substrate was used
to support the gauges, as shown in Fig. 6 �two-layer substrate�. To
conduct measurements on the endwalls, gauges were painted and
fired directly onto vanes made from Macor™, a machinable glass,
as shown in Fig. 7 �single-layer substrate�.

Uncertainty in Nusselt Number. Equations for the transient
thermal response of a thin-film gauge on a two-layer substrate are
presented by Doorly and Oldfield �53�. The corresponding equa-
tions for a single-layer substrate are given by, for example, Jones
�54�. A full uncertainty analysis for thin-film heat transfer mea-
surements is quite involved. Povey �55�, considers the following
sources of uncertainty:

Fig. 4 Measured inlet temperature profiles: OTDF1 and OTDF2

Fig. 5 Comparison of the ILPF radial temperature profile with
typical engine profile
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�i� Uncertainty in directly measured physical parameters �T0,
p0, p, R20, I, Vg, etc.� and derived physical parameters
�Tw ,Taw�.

�ii� Uncertainty in experimentally determined physical �ther-
mal� properties where a full independent analysis of the
experimental uncertainty must be conducted
��1c1k1 ,�2c2k2 ,a /k1 ,��.

�iii� Process uncertainties: analog-to-digital conversion, aver-
aging a fluctuating signal over a finite period, numerical
uncertainties associated with discrete Fourier transform
processing, etc.

�iv� Additional uncertainties arising from, for example, gauge
lead temperature coefficient of resistance, etc.

It is essential �order of magnitude changes� to consider the time
dependency of the sensitivity coefficients of each parameter, and
also to perform separate analyses that include only those uncer-
tainties that affect gauge-to-gauge, run-to-run, and absolute uncer-
tainties. In the ILPF, the heat flux history to the vane and endwall
surfaces can be approximated by a step in heat transfer of 500 ms
duration. The analytical solution for Tw �gauge on two-layer sub-
strate� for a step function in q̇ has been calculated by Doorly �56�.
The author shows that Tw�t� is initially dominated by the thermal
product of the surface substrate layer, �1c1k1. Once the thermal

wave has penetrated the upper layer, the gauge acts very much
like a direct heat-flux gauge �57�, and the surface temperature
rises much more slowly �for �2c2k2��1c1k1�; Tw�t� is now most
strongly linked to �2c2k2, the thermal product of the lower layer.
The time at which the second term becomes dominant in describ-
ing Tw�t� is termed the switch point, and for a 100 �m Upilex™
layer over aluminum, this occurs at approximately tsp�70 ms.

A mean value of heat transfer q̄̇ was obtained by averaging
during the period 350 to 450 ms. For t� tsp, the heat flux uncer-
tainty is highly insensitive to uncertainty in both �1c1k1 and
�2c2k2, and depends primarily on the uncertainty in the value of
a /k1. The same result can easily be obtained using a perturbation
analysis technique using experimental data. The value of a /k1 was
determined experimentally by methods described by Piccini et al.
�58�: the uncertainty was approximately 3.0%. The absolute un-

certainties in the values of in Tw and q̄̇ �precision �1.5%� were
approximately 0.5% and 3.4%, respectively.

The uncertainty in Nusselt number is dominated by the uncer-
tainty in the term Taw−Tw, the uncertainty in Taw arising as the
result of uncertainty in T0, with a negligibly small additional con-
tribution from uncertainty in p / p0. T0 is measured during a run
using ten thermocouples in the leading edge plane of the HP
NGVs. Absolute uncertainties are based on estimates of boundary
layer thickness etc., and, for the case of ITD, accuracy in match-
ing a nonuniform temperature field based on a finite number of
point measurements. Estimates of measurement precision and ab-
solute uncertainty are given in Table 2, below.

Numerical Methods for Heat Transfer Rate Prediction
The measured HP vane surface heat transfer rate distribution

was compared to predictions conducted using an integral method,
and using the TEXSTAN code. An outline of these codes and the
input conditions are given below.

Integral Method Predictions. Surface heat transfer rate was
calculated using the integral method technique of Kays and Craw-
ford �5�. This gives an approximate solution to the momentum and
energy equations in a region of varying free-stream velocity, and
for varying fluid properties for an isothermal surface. The velocity
profile of the vane was accurately known from experiment. The
stagnation point heat transfer and enhancement due to turbulence
were calculated using the correlations of Lowery and Vachon �59�,
which have been verified by other authors. The point of transi-
tional onset was predicted with a correlation that was developed
by Abu-Gannam and Shaw �2�. The correlation of Fraser et al. �4�
was used for the transition length, although this is notoriously
difficult to predict accurately. Enhancement factors for free-stream
turbulence effects were treated using the correlations of Krish-
namoorthy and Sukhatme �60�. These have been compared with a
wide range of experimental data and have been shown to offer
reasonable accuracy over a wide range of conditions. Predictions
of heat transfer rate at 50% span were made at the mean inlet total
temperature of 444 K, and using a total pressure of 4.6 bar. The
measured surface aerodynamics given in Fig. 8 was used. Predic-

Fig. 6 Thin film gauges on the HP vane PS at 50% span

Fig. 7 Heat transfer gauges on the HP vane hub and case
endwalls

Table 2 Measurement precision and absolute uncertainty.

Variable

Precision Absolute uncertainty

Uniform ITD Uniform ITD

T0 ±1 K ±3 K ±5 K ±7 K
Taw ±1 K ±3 K ±5 K ±7 K
Tw ±1.5 K ±1.5 K ±1.5 K ±1.5 K

Taw−Tw
1.9% 3.6% 5.6% 7.6%

q̄̇ 1.5% 1.5% 3.4% 3.4%

Nuaw
2.4% 3.9% 6.6% 8.3%
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tions were made for an isothermal wall at 300 K, to replicate the
conditions of the experiment. One of the difficulties of comparing
experimental and predicted results in terms of Nusselt number is
the choice of total temperature that is used to derive Nusselt num-
ber from heat transfer rate. Ideally, a local recovery temperature
would be used, but in the case of nonuniform inlet temperature in
particular, this can be very difficult to determine. For this reason,
a local recover temperature based on the mean inlet total tempera-
ture of 444 K, and the measured aerodynamics, was used through-
out.

TEXSTAN Predictions. Nusselt number measurements were also
compared to predictions conducted using Academic Version 1999
of the boundary layer code TEXSTAN �61�. The code was run using
the measured 50% span pressure distribution, to output surface
heat transfer rate. No allowance for the surface curvature was
included. Predictions were performed at a number of inlet turbu-
lence levels. The turbulence model used was that of Lam and
Bremhorst �62�, a two-equation k-epsilon model. The inlet total
temperature was set to 444 K, and the total pressure to 4.6 bar.
The boundary layer was initiated 0.1 mm from the leading edge at
a nominal thickness. Transition location was determined using the
same correlation as for the integral method above. The Nusselt
number was then calculated using an adiabatic wall temperature
based on an inlet total temperature of 444 K and the measured
aerodynamics. The isothermal wall temperature was set to 300 K.

Experimental Results
Interpretation of the measurements of HP vane surface heat

transfer rate was informed by investigations of HP vane aerody-
namics and surface flow visualization �using an oil paint method�.
These experiments were conducted for uniform and nonuniform
inlet temperatures and will now be described.

Aerodynamics. The HP vane surface Mach number distribu-
tions at 10, 50, and 90% span are presented in Fig. 8. The passage
was fully choked, with a peak Mach number at 10% span of
approximately 1.22, and a peak Mach number at 90% span of
approximately 1.03. A sudden drop in Mach number across the
shock on the SS of the vane can be seen at approximately 87%
axial chord at 10% span. A QinetiQ TRANSCode prediction �not
shown� was in good agreement with the measurements.

The measured steady pressure distribution showed little change

with the introduction of ITD �see also Hurrion �28��. The most
pronounced effect of ITD on the HP vane was on the unsteady
pressure measurements in the trailing edge region �not discussed
in this paper�. As expected, the effect of ITD on the operating
point of the rotor �both steady and unsteady� was more pro-
nounced than that on the HP vane. This is because, although ITD
does not affect the inviscid flow field within the HP vane passage,
temperature distortions cause a change both in rotor-relative inlet
total pressure and in rotor-relative incidence angle.

Surface Flow Visualization. A photograph of a surface flow
visualisation experiment is presented in Figure 9. In this photo-
graph of the SS of the vane, the leading edge �LE� and trailing
edge �TE� are marked, and the surface streamlines are highlighted
by using layers of oil paint dissimilar in color. The hub and casing
platforms are marked “H” and “C” respectively. On the SS, there
was significant radial flow migration on to the surface of the vane.
The hub endwall vortex was relatively small in extent, and mi-
grated to approximately 10% span. The point at which the vortex
leaves the vane is marked “g.” At the casing, the vortex was
considerably larger, as expected, and migrated to approximately
30% span. The point at which the vortex leaves the vane is
marked “q.” The PS flow was largely parallel to the endwalls. The
heat transfer rate at midspan is therefore likely to be largely un-
affected by the secondary flows, while on the SS at 10% span, but
also—especially −90%, one would expect a reduction in heat
transfer rate for uniform inlet temperature as a result of the sec-
ondary flows.

HP Vane Surface Nusselt Number. The measured HP vane
surface Nusselt number distribution for uniform inlet temperature
is presented in Fig. 10. Nu was calculated using an adiabatic wall
temperature based on the mean inlet temperature of 444 K, using
a tangential chord length of 70.1 mm, and using the measured
wall temperature. In Fig. 10, error bars indicate the absolute un-
certainty in the measurement, which was 6.6%. The precision of
the measurement was approximately 2.4%. Two runs are pre-
sented that agree �on average� to within less than 1%. The results
are plotted against percentage surface distance �SD�.

The stagnation point peak measured Nu was approximately
2500. The Nu distribution on the PS of the vane suggests gradual
transition from a laminar to a turbulent boundary layer. The point
of transitional onset was at approximately 10% SD, where the
minimum value of Nu was approximately 1200. The value of Nu
increased continuously from 10% SD to the trailing edge of the
vane, where the peak Nu was approximately 2750. The increase
towards the trailing edge is expected because the flow accelerates
in this region, and therefore thinning of the boundary layer occurs.

On the SS, the transition process was more clearly defined. At
25% SD, the value of Nu �1300� suggests a laminar boundary
layer, whilst at 70% SD the level suggests a fully turbulent bound-

Fig. 8 HP vane isentropic Mach number at 10, 50, and 90%
span

Fig. 9 Surface flow visualization on the HP vane SS †13‡
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ary layer. From 70% SD to the trailing edge of the vane, the Nu is
almost constant �approximately 2500�. It is not possible to deter-
mine the length of the transitional region exactly, but the available
data place a maximum bound on the length of 45% SD; it is likely
to be significantly shorter than this.

Comparison of Measured HP Vane Surface Nusselt Number
With TEXSTAN and Integral Method Predictions. The integral
method prediction for HP vane surface Nusselt number distribu-
tion is compared to the experimental data at 50% span in Fig. 11.
Predictions were made for a free-stream turbulence level of 5%.
Experimental points are marked as open circles. The blind predic-
tion and the prediction for a fully laminar boundary layer are
presented. The latter is useful in comparing prediction and experi-
ment in the transitional region.

The leading edge Nu number is in excellent agreement with the
experimental value. Similarly, the predicted Nu on the SS plateau
�towards the trailing edge of the vane� is in reasonable agreement
with the measured results, the predicted value being approxi-
mately 30% greater. On the PS of the vane, the predicted onset
and length of transition are in reasonable agreement with the ex-
perimental results, although the predicted Nu distribution is some-
what higher than the measured values from 30% SD onwards. It is
clear that on the SS, however, the correlations for onset and length
of transition do not accurately represent what was measured. The
prediction is for fully developed turbulent flow at 25% SD, while
the experimental results suggest transitional flow at 50% SD.

Similarly, the prediction is for transitional onset at 10% SD, while
measurements suggest a fully laminar boundary layer at 25% SD.
The large discrepancies between the measured and predicted dis-
tributions of Nu on the SS arise because the transitional region is
poorly modeled. The results highlight a common problem in pre-
dicting transitional behavior in regions of strong streamwise pres-
sure gradient.

The same correlations as those used in the Integral Method
code were used for prediction of transitional onset and length of
transition in the TEXSTAN code, resulting in similar discrepancies
between predicted and measured values. Imposing start and end
points of transition resulted in good agreement between measured
and predicted values of Nu. The Integral Method and the TEXSTAN

predictions—for forced transition—are compared to the experi-
mental measurements in Fig. 12. The TEXSTAN results are pre-
sented using a gas temperature of 444 K �“Uncorrected”� and us-
ing a recovery temperature based on a total temperature of 444 K
�“Corrected”�. When the transition locations are imposed, the pre-
dictions agree well with experimental results. On the SS, the
TEXSTAN prediction is everywhere within 30% of the measured
results, with the greatest discrepancy in the leading edge region.
On the SS, the TEXSTAN and Integral Method predictions are very
similar in magnitude and form. On the PS, the TEXSTAN prediction
is somewhat closer to the experimental results than the Integral
Method prediction and the discrepancy between TEXSTAN predic-
tion and experiment was everywhere less than 20%.

Overall, the TEXSTAN prediction is in slightly better agreement
with the experimental results than the Integral Method, but both
codes have similar limitations: in particular, the problem with the
accurate prediction of the point of transitional onset and the length
of transitional region.

Comparison of HP Vane Surface Nusselt Number With and
Without Inlet Temperature Distortion. The measured Nusselt
number at 50% span is presented in Fig. 13. Results are given for
uniform inlet temperature, and for ITDs OTDF1 and OTDF2. Nu
was calculated using local recovery temperature based on a mean
inlet temperature �444 K� and on the tangential chord of the vane.
Error bars represent absolute uncertainty in the data points: 6.6%
for uniform inlet temperature, and 8.3% for ITD. Precision �re-
peatability� uncertainties were 2.4% and 3.9%, respectively, al-
though in practice significantly better repeatability was obtained
between runs.

The stagnation point Nu was similar �within �10%� for uni-
form inlet temperature and for ITD. The exact location of the peak
is not significant, as different instrumentation was used for uni-
form temperature and ITD measurements, and the number of
gauges was insufficient to determine exactly the location of the
stagnation point. On the PS of the vane, there was little change in

Fig. 10 Measured HP vane surface Nusselt number
distribution

Fig. 11 Integral Method prediction for HP vane surface Nu
compared to experimental data

Fig. 12 Integral method and TEXSTAN predictions for HP vane
surface Nu compared to experimental data
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Nu with ITD. Differences between the measurements were of the
order of 10% or lower. On the SS, in contrast, there was a marked
change with the introduction of ITD. On the SS, the general form
of the measurements was similar for the three temperature pro-
files: high Nu ��2500� at the leading edge stagnation point; a
reduction in Nu in the laminar boundary layer region; a rapid
increase in Nu as the flow undergoes transition; a plateau in Nu
towards the trailing edge in the fully turbulent boundary layer
region. The measurements conducted for OTDF2 show that the
value of Nu is consistently higher on the SS than for either uni-
form inlet temperature or for OTDF1. In contrast, the measured
Nu distribution for OTDF1 was similar to that for uniform inlet
temperature over the early SS, but lower towards the trailing edge
than for either of the other two profiles.

The results are now discussed with reference to Figure 14,
which is a schematic representation of the streamlines at 50%
span for ITDs OTDF1 and OTDF2. In Fig. 14, a schematic cross
section of the temperature profile is presented, depicting the
clocking position of the hot-streak with respect to the vane leading
edge. Regions of high, intermediate, and low temperature are in-
dicated by red, green, and blue, respectively. Although the ITD
generator was configured so that the hot-streaks were aligned—
geometrically—with the HP vane midpassage �OTDF1�, and with
the vane leading edges �OTDF2�, circulation in the approach to
the vane leading edge region introduces a shift in the location of
the peak with respect to the vane leading edge. The left side of the
figure is a schematic of OTDF1. Because of the effect of circula-
tion, the low temperature region is not incident equally on the

pressure and suction surfaces of the vane, but moves towards the
SS. Thus, there is a reduction in driving gas temperature only on
the SS of the vane: consider the results presented for OTDF1 in
Fig. 13. Likewise, for OTDF2, circulation causes the hot-streak to
impact the SS of the vane, rather than equally on both surfaces:
consider the results presented for OTDF2 in Fig. 13. The results
demonstrate that the effect of ITD on heat transfer is significant,
and highlight the necessity of correctly calculating the displace-
ment effect of circulation ahead of the vanes if clocking is to be
used to advantage in engine design.

Comparison of HP Vane Endwall Nusselt Number With and
Without Inlet Temperature Distortion. The midpassage Nu on
the HP vane hub endwall is shown in Fig. 15. Heat transfer mea-
surements were conducted throughout the passage �approximately
40 locations� and the data were fitted with a three-dimensional
spline. Nu based on mean inlet total temperature �T01=444 K�
was then calculated from the spline fit. Results are presented for
uniform inlet temperature, and for ITDs OTDF1 and OTDF2. Nu
is plotted against percentage axial chord �0% =leading edge,
100% =trailing edge�.

For uniform inlet temperature, the hub endwall Nu at inlet to
the vane passage was approximately 1400. Close to the trailing
edge Nu plateaus at approximately 3000, then falls rapidly to
approximately 2300 downstream of the vane. Harvey �13� con-
ducted similar measurements on the vane endwall, which are pre-
sented for comparison. The data are in agreement, and this lends
confidence to the results.

The results for OTDF1 and OTDF2 are very similar, and show
a significant reduction—over the results for uniform inlet
temperature—in midpassage Nu based on mean inlet temperature.
Between 0 and 95% axial chord the reduction in Nu is between 30
and 50%. The reduction in Nu �as defined above� implies either a
reduction in driving temperature, or a reduction in the heat trans-
fer coefficient. These effects are, in fact, impossible to separate,
and this highlights a common problem with heat transfer investi-
gations. The aerodynamic survey �presented above� gave strong
evidence, however, that there was little change with ITD in the
vane flow-field. This is in accord with the theoretical result of
Munk and Prim �27�, which states that no additional redistribution
of the mainstream flow �because here viscous forces are negli-
gible� is expected with ITD. It seems likely, therefore, that the
observed change in Nu is largely driving-temperature-induced,
rather than caused by a change in heat transfer coefficient. The
reduction of Nu on the hub endwall suggests that the mean gas
temperature in the near-endwall region is lower for OTDF1 and
OTDF2 than for uniform inlet temperature. This is expected, and
demonstrates the beneficial effect on endwall heat load of ITD. It

Fig. 13 Comparison of HP vane surface Nusselt number dis-
tribution with and without ITD at 50% span

Fig. 14 Schematic of the 50 percent span streamlines for
OTDF1 and OTDF2

Fig. 15 Nusselt number on the HP vane hub endwall with and
without ITD
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is worth noting that whether the radial temperature profile arises
primarily because of combustor lining coolant flow, or because of
slot injection at the combustor/turbine interface, the above result
would still hold: the endwall heat load is significantly lower than
might be expected for a uniform inlet temperature flow of the
same mean temperature.

If the heat transfer coefficient is assumed unchanged, the driv-
ing temperature may be approximated using the following expres-
sion

NuTD

NuU
�Tg

ass − Tw� + Tw = Tg
act

where NuU and NuTD are the Nusselt numbers for uniform inlet
temperature and for ITD, respectively, and Tw, Tg

ass, and Tg
act are

the wall temperature, the assumed gas temperature, and the actual
gas temperature, respectively. Using values of Tw=310 K, and
Tg

ass=444 K the above expression reduces to

Tg
act =

NuTD

NuU
�134� + 310

Accepting the assumptions implicit in the above analysis the local
driving temperature can be calculated. For reductions in Nu with
ITDs of 30 and 50%, the driving temperatures calculated using the
above expression are Tg

act=404 K and Tg
act=377 K respectively.

The measured flow temperature at the closest location to the end-
wall was 412 K. The above-calculated temperatures are somewhat
lower than this. The suggestion is that, while the results are in
rough accord with the measured temperature distributions, the
near-wall flow temperature �which was not measured� was even
lower than expected. The evidence suggests a driving temperature
induced reduction in Nusselt number, with driving temperatures in
the range 377 K to 404 K in the near-wall flow.

It is worth nothing that towards the trailing edge �from 80%
axial chord onwards� the reduction in Nu with ITD was lower
than elsewhere in the passage. It is likely that this was predomi-
nantly the result of secondary flow induced mixing, which acts to
raise the gas temperature in the near-wall region �for OTDF1 and
OTDF2� by mixing with it gas from the mainstream, which is
likely of higher temperature. Thus, the values of Nu with and
without ITD are more similar than in regions unaffected by sec-
ondary flow: for fully mixed out flow, of course, it is expected that
the values of Nu would be the same.

It should be understood that while this analysis provides a very
satisfying semi-quantitative explanation of the observed heat
transfer rates with and without ITD, the accuracy of the analysis is
limited because the driving gas temperature is not directly known.
Even in the case of uniform inlet temperature, the driving tem-
perature is not uniform. Secondary flows develop, which, result-
ing from intimate contact with cooler metal surfaces, are of lower
temperature than the inlet temperature. In addition, because the
vane is operating in the transonic regime, the recovery tempera-
ture can differ by several degrees from the mainstream
temperature.

The midpassage Nusselt number on the HP vane casing endwall
is shown in Fig. 16. Results are presented for uniform inlet tem-
perature and for IDTs OTDF1 and OTDF2. The results are pre-
sented in the same way as for the hub endwall. For uniform inlet
temperature, the measured Nu is in excellent agreement with the
results of Harvey �13�. A smooth increase in Nu in the down-
stream direction from 1100 to 2750 was observed. Results for the
two distorted temperature fields were similar: there was a signifi-
cant reduction in Nu over the entire chord of the casing endwall at
midpassage. At the leading edge, Nu was reduced from 1100 to
770, a reduction of 30%. In the region close to the trailing edge,
Nu was reduced from 2750 to 1800, a reduction of 35%. The
magnitude of the reduction in Nu with ITD was everywhere be-
tween 25 and 35%.

Conclusions
Aerodynamic and surface heat transfer measurements were

conducted on HP nozzle guide vane and endwall with both uni-
form and engine-representative turbine inlet temperature distribu-
tion functions. In addition, surface flow visualization experiments
were performed, to aid interpretation of the results. The measured
surface Nusselt number distribution on the HP vane �run with a
uniform inlet temperature� has been compared to two numerical
predictions. The first was made using an integral method that was
written specifically for this purpose, and the second was made
using the TEXSTAN code. This is the first time, to the authors’
knowledge, such a comprehensive survey of the effect of hot-
streaks on the HP vane heat transfer has been conducted, in which
all relevant nondimensional parameters were also matched.

Aerodynamic measurements indicated that the HP vane operat-
ing point was unaffected by the introduction of ITD. In the trailing
edge region, there was a small influence with the introduction of
ITD on the unsteady pressure distribution of the vane. Surface
flow visualization experiments showed that the secondary flows
were relatively small in extent �extending 10% and 30% of span
from the hub and the case, respectively�, and that the midspan
flow was essentially unaffected by radial flow migration.

The Nusselt number results for uniform inlet temperature indi-
cated relatively early transitional onset on both the pressure sur-
face �10 mm� and the suction surface �22 mm� of the vane. The
transition to fully turbulent flow was relatively rapid on the SS,
although on the PS the transitional region was less clearly defined.
Both the integral method code and the TEXSTAN code were mark-
edly poor at predicting the point of transitional onset and the
length of the transitional region, especially on the suction surface
of the vane. By setting the start and end points of transition in the
integral method code and in the TEXSTAN code, a reasonable match
between prediction and experimental data was achieved. Discrep-
ancies were everywhere lower than 35% in magnitude, and 20%
or less over much of the vane surface. In terms of the mean level,
the TEXSTAN prediction was somewhat better than the integral
method prediction, although both codes predicted higher heat
transfer rates in the turbulent region than were measured.

Measurements of the effect of an engine-representative turbine
inlet temperature distribution on the HP vane heat transfer at mid-
span were conducted for two clocking positions of a hot-streak
with respect to the vane. Measurements were performed with the
hot-streak aligned with the leading edge of the vane, and aligned
with the vane mid passage. The heat transfer rate on the SS at 50
percent span was substantially increased—over the uniform inlet
temperature result—when the hot-streak was aligned with the
vane leading edge, and was slightly decreased when the hot-streak

Fig. 16 Nusselt number on the HP vane case endwall with and
without ITD
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was aligned with the vane midpassage. The same result was not
observed on the PS at 50% span, which was insensitive to changes
in ITD. The results were explained qualitatively in terms of a
model that included the effect of circulation in the approach to the
vane leading edge. The results demonstrate that hot-streaks can
have a significant impact on HP vane heat transfer, and highlight
the need to carefully characterize the streamline pattern in this
region if the effects of clocking are included in the turbine design
process.

Detailed measurements of the heat transfer rate to the HP vane
passage end-walls with and without ITD were conducted. The
results for uniform inlet temperature were in excellent agreement
with measurements conducted in the same facility by Harvey
�1991�; this was in support of the robustness of the measurements.
With the introduction of ITD there was a large decrease in heat
transfer rate over the entire endwall surface at both hub and the
casing. Along the mid-passage streamline, the decrease in Nu
�based on mean inlet temperature� with ITD at the hub endwall
was between 30 and 50%. Along the casing endwall, the reduction
was between 25 and 35%. The reduction was very similar for both
clocking positions of the hot-streak, suggesting the effect is not
affected by the relative circumferential positions of the hot-streak
and the HP vane. The form of the results �and other evidence
discussed in the text� suggested that the decrease in heat transfer
rate was the result of a lower local total temperature of the gas
near the endwalls rather than a decrease in the heat transfer coef-
ficient. The driving gas temperatures were calculated by assuming
the same heat transfer coefficient as measured for uniform inlet
temperature, and were in approximate agreement with tempera-
tures measured close to the endwall at inlet to the vane. The re-
sults demonstrate that ITD can have a very significant effect on
the endwall heat transfer.
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Nomenclature
a � thickness of Upilex™ �upper substrate�

layer
c � specific heat capacity
I � gauge supply �constant� current
k � thermal conductivity

M � isentropic Mach number
p ; p0 ; p01 � static pressure; total pressure; total pressure

at stage inlet
R20 � gauge resistance at 20°C
Re � Reynolds number
Tu � turbulence intensity

T0 ;T01 � total temperature; total temperature at stage
inlet

Tcool � temperature of injected coolant flow

Tg� ;Tg
ass ;Tg

act � local gas temperature; assumed; actual
Tmax;�Tcomb � peak combustor exit temperature; tempera-

ture rise across combustor
Tw ;Taw � local wall temperature; adiabatic wall

temperature

T̄area � area mean temperature

T̄circ � circumferential mean temperature �ex-
pressed as a function of radial height�

Vg � gauge output voltage
� � temperature coefficient of resistance

� � material density
� � angular speed of turbine

Abbreviations
HP � high-pressure

ITD � inlet temperature distortion
NGV � nozzle guide vane

OTDF & RTDF � overall & radial temperature distortion
factors

PS; SS � pressure surface; suction surface
SD � surface distance

TDF � temperature distortion factor

Subscripts
1 � HP vane inlet; upper substrate index

�Upilex™, Macor™�
2 � HP vane exit; lower substrate index

�aluminium�
3 � HP rotor exit
r � rotor relative

hub; case � Evaluated at hub; case
max; min � maximum; minimum
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In the current paper we introduce an innovative new concept in turbochargers—that of
using active control at the turbine inlet with the aim of harnessing the highly dynamic
exhaust gas pulse energy emanating at high frequency from an internal combustion
engine, in order to increase the engine power output and reduce its exhaust emissions.
Driven by the need to comply to increasingly strict emissions regulations as well as
continually striving for better overall performance, the active control turbocharger is
intended to provide a significant improvement over the current state of the art in turbo-
charging: the Variable Geometry Turbocharger (VGT). The technology consists of a
system and method of operation, which regulate the inlet area to a turbocharger inlet,
according to each period of engine exhaust gas pulse pressure fluctuation, thereby ac-
tively adapting to the characteristics of the high frequency, highly dynamic flow, thus
taking advantage of the highly dynamic energy levels existent through each pulse, which
the current systems do not take advantage of. In the Active (Flow) Control Turbocharger
(ACT) the nozzle is able to adjust the inlet area at the throat of the turbine inlet casing
through optimum amplitudes, at variable out-of-phase conditions and at the same fre-
quency as that of the incoming exhaust stream pulses. Thus, the ACT makes better use of
the exhaust gas energy of the engine than a conventional VGT. The technology addresses,
therefore, for the first time the fundamental problem of the poor generic engine-
turbocharger match, since all current state of the art systems in turbocharging are still
passive receivers of this highly dynamic flow without being able to provide optimum
turbine inlet geometry through each exhaust gas pulse period. The numerical simulation
and experimental work presented in this paper concentrates on the potential gain in
turbine expansion ratio and eventual power output as well as the corresponding effects
on efficiency as a result of operating the turbocharger in its active control mode com-
pared to its operation as a standard VGT. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2372778�

Introduction
The benefits accrued by the use of variable geometry devices

for exhaust gas flow control to the turbine are well known and
include improved transient response, fuel economy, and more im-
portantly reduced emissions in the face of ever stringent emissions
regulations, Ikeya et al. �1�, Tsujita et al. �2�, and Minegashi et al.
�3�. The common problems encountered with VGT were reliabil-
ity �for long periods of time while exposed to high temperature
and corrosive exhaust gases�, complexity because of the VGT
actuation mechanism and control system, and subsequent, high
cost �4�. However, recent research has tended to provide accept-
able solutions to most of these problems and today VGTs have
already had a significant impact in the design of diesel engines.

A fundamental issue that has so far not been addressed satisfac-
torily, however, is the less than ideal combination of a reciprocat-
ing engine providing energy to drive a rotodynamic machine such
as a turbocharger turbine. Yet even with the advent of VGTs, this
mismatch is not eliminated, since a VGT responds to operating
point changes only, i.e., for steady-state operation the nozzle set-
ting of a VGT regulates the turbine inlet area to one constant,
optimal value. However, regardless of the engine operating at

steady-state or transient mode, the inlet conditions to the turbo-
charger still include a highly pulsating flow field with widely
varying pressure and mass flow rate levels at all times �5�. It may
still be possible to harness that energy by continually altering the
effective throat area of the turbine by means of a fast-response
nozzle.

Automotive turbochargers almost in their entirety are equipped
with radial turbines, due to the efficiency superiority of radial
designs when compared to other turbine types relative to a given,
small size. But radial turbines are limited in their potential, due to
their radial leading edge. A mixed flow turbine differs from a
radial turbine in that the leading edge is swept radially downward,
as opposed to the zero blade angle of the radial turbine. Research
has shown a substantial amount of exhaust gas energy to be avail-
able at velocity ratios of less than 0.7 �6�—the point of highest
energy recovery for a radial turbine. For a nonzero blade angle the
velocity ratio and thus the peak efficiency point moves to a lower
velocity ratio, which means a higher pressure ratio. Shifting the
peak efficiency point to a higher pressure ratio is advantageous in
a turbocharger application, which is subjected to pulsating flows
from the reciprocating engine, where the greater energy of the
flow is contained at high pressures �7�.

Extensive research work has already been carried out by the
turbocharger research group at Imperial College on mixed flow
turbine �MFT�-based, fixed geometry turbochargers �FGTs� and
obtained promising results so far. Thus, it was decided to expand
the scope by studying a novel variable geometry turbocharger
capable of actively controlling the flow into the turbine, in com-
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bination with the present MFT installed. The Active Control Tur-
bocharger �ACT� is a special type of VGT, where the nozzle �in
this case a sliding wall type� is able to alter the inlet area at the
throat of the turbine inlet casing �volute� through optimum ampli-
tudes, at variable out-of-phase conditions and at the same fre-
quency as that of the incoming exhaust pulses �Fig. 1�. For this
purpose it is actuated by a suitable electrodynamic shaker,
which—supplied by a powerful amplifier—is capable of meeting
the frequency and amplitude requirements of this intensive and
continuous operation.

In early production VGTs, open-loop control systems were used
to provide the required boost pressure without taking into account
engine volumetric efficiency. Current production VGT systems
provide closed-loop control with engine volumetric efficiency be-
ing taken into account. An undue reduction in volumetric effi-
ciency causes specific fuel consumption and emissions penalties.
Excessive volumetric efficiency reduction is the result of exces-
sive negative pressure drop across the engine, i.e., when the ex-
haust manifold pressure instantaneously exceeds the inlet mani-
fold pressure. In variable geometry mechanisms this is the result
of excessive inlet area restriction. However, there are a number of
mechanisms available to prevent this from happening. Minimum
turbine inlet area limits need to be imposed in order to avoid this
excessive pressure buildup and in the case of ACT operation the
minimum inlet area per cycle can be phased in such a way as to
avoid the valve overlap period of the engine. Minimal valve over-
lap is, therefore, a desirable engine characteristic. The minimal
inlet areas that were tested were phased in such a way as to occur
30°, 60°, 90°, and 240° after the start of the exhaust gas pulse.
Since the valve overlap period occurs at any point after 180° of
crankshaft rotation from the time of the exhaust valve opening the
240° and 30° cases are susceptible to poorer results. However, the

actual phasing will be a function of exhaust manifold length as
well as geometry and the wave dynamics of the particular exhaust
process under consideration.

Our aim in this paper is to introduce the concept of Active
�Flow� Control in a turbocharger turbine. In addition, the experi-
mental setup of the laboratory is described and the design and
operating details pertaining of the ACT are explained. Numerical
simulation results are provided showing a nominal benefit to be
expected due to ACT operation over the current VGT operation.
Finally, experimental results obtained so far are discussed.

Literature Review

Mixed Flow Turbines. The concept of a mixed flow turbine
was initially studied for the first time in the early 1950s for aero-
space application. By the early 1970s the possibility of using
mixed flow turbines was introduced to overcome the problems
associated with a radial turbine. For the past three decades re-
search has concentrated in proving the superiority of the mixed
flow turbine in terms of lower velocity ratio operation and higher
mass flow rate �8–11�. Apart from these, the mixed flow turbine
has also been developed as part of engine development in recog-
nition of its advantages �1–3,12�. Despite some disadvantages,
such as a larger weight in comparison to a radial turbine, giving
rise to dynamic problems as well as being more complicated to
design for stress reduction as indicated by Rodgers �13�, the
mixed flow turbine offers a potential alternative to the radial tur-
bine for engine operation.

Variable Geometry Turbocharging. Although the concept of
VGT is not entirely new �the first examples appearing in the early
1960s�, their development did not gain impetus until fairly re-

Fig. 1 The active control concept for turbochargers. Exhaust process cycle „240° CA… for one cylinder, where the nozzle gap
„1… is in the minimum gap position at the start of the exhaust process, and progressively opens up to the fully open position
„2… at peak pressure and then retracts back to the minimum vane gap position „3… at the end of the exhaust process
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cently. Up until the early 1980s, VGTs were rarely used, except on
gas turbine plants and experimental turbochargers, but today they
constitute standard equipment for both SI and CI internal combus-
tion engines.

Many VGT devices have been tested over the years, such as
movable volute tongues, pivoting nozzle vanes, movable side-
walls and sliding nozzles. Comparison of the performance of the
various VGT types has shown that pivoting vanes and sliding
nozzles afford higher performance and better reliability and are
the designs of choice for turbochargers produced today �14–16�.
The current project utilized a lightweight sliding nozzle for VGT
and ACT testing �Fig. 3 later�.

Most available published work on VGTs is still based on
steady-state data. Exceptions have used averaged pulsating data in
combination with VGT, from which empirical factors are derived
to compare steady and unsteady data �17�. The present experimen-
tal facility, however, offers the ability for both steady and pulsat-
ing flow testing of the VGT for the first time. The scope of steady
state testing of a VGT is to focus the development of optimal ACT
operating schedules. From past research, however, it has been
shown that the turbine performance during pulsating flow departs
substantially from the quasisteady assumption �6,7,18�. Thus
unsteady-state VGT testing is required in order to define alternate
and perhaps more optimal ACT operating schedules and more
importantly to provide a basis to compare against ACT data since
unsteady tests provide a closer match to real life engine operation.

It is clear from a review of literature that there has not been any
attempt as yet to apply active flow control means on a turbo-
charger turbine with published results. This confirms the novelty
of the idea and the results are presented in this paper.

Experimental Test Facility
The turbocharger aerodynamic test facility is a simulated recip-

rocating engine test bed for turbocharger testing. In Fig. 2�a� a
schematic of the laboratory setup for ACT testing is illustrated.
Three screw compressors supply air at room temperature up to a
maximum mass flow rate of 1.2 kg/s. A 76 kW heater stack is
used to bring the air to the required test condition. The pulsations
are generated by a pair of counter-rotating plates situated 755 mm
upstream of the inlet measurement plane. The unsteady flow gen-
erated replicates an engine exhaust manifold, albeit at a lower
temperature; the nondimensional mass flow rate and speed param-
eters are correctly matched. The airflow is split into two pipes
soon after leaving the heaters; this feature allows testing of twin
entry turbochargers. The current turbine is part of a single entry
system, thus the air flow is merged prior to entering the volute.

The hot exhaust gases of a real engine are simulated in this rig
with the supply of warm air scaled according to the equivalent
conditions, which are summarized in Table 1.

The present facility introduces three new features to the re-
search already carried out by this group previously on MFTs. In
addition to other instrumentation, a permanent magnet, eddy cur-
rent dynamometer is now used as the loading device in place of
the previous compressor, as well as a novel Active �flow� Control
Turbocharger �Fig. 2�a��.

Instrumentation. The instrumentation for control, monitoring,
data logging, and data reduction has been modified and upgraded
to an automated system through the use of two computers, which
now undertake the entire experimental task.

One computer handles all normal control functions such as air-
flow and pulse generator frequency regulation, as well as steady-
state monitoring and data logging through the use of distributed,
network I/O modules to the static pressure, temperature, and fre-
quency counters. The second computer is used for high speed data
acquisition as well as to control the electrodynamic shaker that
actuates the ACT. For this task, two high-speed, data acquisition
cards are utilized. In addition, an external function waveform gen-
erator is used as part of the ACT control system.

Figure 2�b� shows the hardware setup for high-speed data log-
ging and ACT control. Various sensors along the pipework up-
stream of the turbine and on the turbine itself are utilized. Pres-
sures from the measurement plane, and turbine inlet casing
stations, CTA �constant temperature anemometer�, LVDT nozzle
position, and FWG �Function waveform generator� signals are
directed to the high-speed analog input data acquisition and con-
trol card, while the signal from the magnetic pickup sensor mea-
suring pulse generator frequency, and the signal from the turbine
speed optical sensor are directed toward the high-speed, counter-
timer card.

In addition, an eddy current dynamometer is used to measure

Fig. 2 „a… Turbocharger test rig schematic and „b… laboratory schematic of major high-speed data acquisition hardware and
software as well as the setup for ACT control

Table 1 Design conditions

Parameter
Design
condition

Equivalent Design
condition Units

Pressure ratio 2.91 2.91 —
Inlet
temperature

923 344 K

Mass flow
rate

0.414 0.678 kg/s

Rotational
speed

98 000 60 000 rpm
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the power, from which the efficiency of turbocharger turbines can
be estimated. Because of the wide operating conditions of the
turbocharger turbines, the power range requirement of the dyna-
mometer is large. When engine simulations are carried out using
quasisteady methods to model the pulsating flow conditions in the
engine manifold and its turbocharger, a turbine map with very
wide operating conditions is required. A possible method to obtain
such a map is by using the compressor of the turbocharger to load
the turbine. Unfortunately, the range of data using this method
would be insufficient given the surge and choke margins of the
compressor. An eddy current dynamometer used as the loading
device thus offers a much broader range of testing without the
associated aerodynamic limitations of the compressor it replaces.
The dynamometer utilizes the principle of eddy-current braking
by incorporating neodymium-iron-boron magnets in a spider cre-
ating a low inertia axial flux rotor.

Active Control Turbocharger

Design. The main ACT components can be seen in Figs. 3–5. A
nozzleless Holset H3B turbocharger turbine was modified to ac-
cept a nozzle for VGT testing. Due to the very small space avail-
able and dynamic requirements, a very thin �1.5 mm thickness�
section, tubular form, sliding nozzle was designed. Two embedded
attachment points at the end away from the turbine inlet casing are
used to mount the nozzle on to its actuating arm �yoke� via two
small bearing pads, which fit between the nozzle and the yoke and

assist in translating the pivoting movement of the yoke into a
linear motion by the nozzle. The nozzle itself is guided toward the
throat by an inner guide, which serves both as a bearing surface to
the nozzle as well as forming the exducer section of the turbine.
An outer guide houses the entire assembly and at its lower end is
shaped into a bracket on which the yoke is attached and can freely
pivot about. The entire assembly is held together and attached to
the face of the turbine by six 50 mm M5 bolts. The throat width to
the turbine is 26 mm wide and the nozzle can block 21.5 mm off
that passage width before reaching the stops.

The materials used for the assembly were 6082-T6 aluminium
alloy, for the entire assembly except for the nozzle, providing light
weight, with adequate strength to overcome �in the case of the
yoke� fatigue, which is the major issue in this type of operation.
At its most severe type of operation, the yoke achieved a safety
factor of 10 with respect to the maximum bending stress applied
to it at its corners by the bearing pads. The nozzle was of carbon
fiber reinforced plastic �CFRP� construction, providing adequate
strength for an ultralow weight against the high pressure airflow
used during testing—the low nozzle weight being critical for the
ACT in achieving good force performance.

An electrodynamic shaker was used to drive the nozzle in the
ACT mode. The shaker was chosen so as to be able to provide the
required force for the limiting frequencies and amplitudes ex-
pected during testing �60 Hz and approximately 20 mm, respec-
tively�. Direct coupling of the shaker and nozzle was not possible
due to the nozzle being driven from the exhaust side of the tur-
bine, thus forcing the shaker to be offset to the side of the exducer.
The simplest way to drive the nozzle from this position was with
a single-piece, pivoting yoke-type actuator arm. This makes the
design simpler, more compact, and more importantly, allows for
far better fatigue endurance with the added advantage of signifi-
cant vibration damping due to the rocker-arm type operation of
the yoke used to drive the nozzle, which largely damps out what
would otherwise have been severe vibrations through the turbo-
charger. The total mass of all moving parts �Parts No. 2, 3, 4, 8
and 9 in Fig. 3�a�� is only 0.241 kg, which was important in order
to be able to achieve the force performance required for testing,
even though a penalty in terms of vibration results, since at
present it is not possible to balance both sides of the yoke, as the
top part �nozzle� is significantly lighter to the bottom part that also
contains approximately 0.2 kg of the moving part of the shaker.

Operation. The electrodynamic shaker is connected to the
lower part of the yoke through an adjustable lever �Fig. 2� used to

Fig. 3 ACT sectional view with Mixed Flow Turbine. The thin
section nozzle can be seen protruding axially at the inlet to the
turbine. The supporting guides and part of the actuator yoke
are, also, shown

Fig. 4 „a… Active control turbocharger exploded view and „b…
assembled turbocharger

Fig. 5 Active control turbocharger with electrodynamic shaker
and dynamometer
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set the nozzle restriction ��VGT� in the VGT mode or the null
point ��null� in the ACT mode. For VGT testing once �VGT is set,
its value does not change through either steady or unsteady test-
ing, while for ACT testing �null is set as the midpoint between the
maximum intended open nozzle area point ��VGT=�max� and the
minimum area available �see Table 2�. The amplitude, frequency,
and form of the controlling signal is controlled by a function
waveform generator, which sends a control input signal in the
form of a selected waveform to a 100 W amplifier as well as to
the controlling computer. From the amplifier the signal is routed
to the shaker and transformed into motion by the nozzle. High
speed pressure transducers located at the measurement plane as
well as just upstream of the nozzle are used to measure the inlet
pressure level. Timing is achieved through the use of the magnetic
pickup sensor on the pulse generator to define accurately the pulse
period and its start and end. The pulse generator opening signal is
used to trigger the FWG, which in turn causes the nozzle to move
in response to its signal. The known length of the pipework from
the pulse generator to the nozzle is used to derive the pressure
wave travel time �which travels at the acoustic velocity� for the
inlet temperature of the test at hand from:

t =
l

��RT
�1�

In addition, the total system �control input to feedback� time
response is known through testing and a time constant is thus
derived that is input into the controlling software that controls the
operation of the ACT. Thus, the shaker is always in phase with the
inlet pressure signal. Additional out-of-phase, resulting due to the
fact that the total energy travel time is dependent on both the
acoustic velocity of the pressure wave in addition to the local flow
velocity, is detected through suitable software and adjusted as
required, thus achieving a reasonably accurate phasing of inlet
pressure and nozzle motion signals. All acquired data are phase
shifted �lagged� eventually, from their measurement location �Fig.
2�b�� to the turbine inlet entry according to the procedure de-
scribed by Szymko and Martinez-Botas �19�.

For VGT testing, �VGT can be set by adjusting the lever only.
For ACT testing �null is adjusted manually, while ��ACT �ampli-

tude� and the shaker frequency are preset on the waveform gen-
erator according to the test parameters required. Typical �VGT test
points used during testing are included in Table 2 �in normalized
throat open area form�:

Steady-State Test Results
The steady-state VGT results can be seen in Figs. 6–8. Turbine

map plots of efficiency against velocity ratio and MFP versus ER
are presented for the three constant speed parameters �26.82, 32.2,
and 37.55 rps/ �K, which in equivalent turbine speed terms rep-
resent 50%, 60%, and 70% of the design speed, respectively�. The
50% equivalent turbine speed corresponds to approximately
29 400 rpm, while 70% to 41 400 rpm.

From the efficiency plots it immediately becomes apparent that
there is a large efficiency drop as the throat restriction increases.
This was expected as with every VGT mechanism disturbing the
flow to the turbine, in the form of stagnating flow on the outside
surface of the sliding nozzle as well as increased turbulence off
the sharp edged tip of the nozzle. It is significant to note that for
relatively small restrictions �down to 0.692 or even 0.538� the
drop in efficiency is typically less than 10%, while it becomes
higher at larger restrictions.

On the other hand, from the mass flow parameter against ex-
pansion ratio plots, it can be seen that even though the smaller
restrictions do not suffer a significant drop in efficiency, they do
not produce initially any appreciable increase in expansion ratio,
whereas at approximately the same restrictions, where the effi-
ciency drop becomes significant the expansion ratio gain becomes
more pronounced �Fig. 8�. Therefore, the effect that the throat
restriction has on expansion ratio increase becomes evident.

Table 2 Nozzle VGT settings for the 26 mm wide throat area

Nozzle restriction
into throat �mm� �VGT

0 1 �fully open area�
4 0.846
8 0.692
12 0.538
16 0.385
20 0.231

21.5 0.173 �fully restricted area�

Fig. 6 „a… to „f… Steady state turbine maps for 50%, 60%, and 70% equivalent speeds

Fig. 7 Overall steady state VGT map for 70% equivalent
speed. At each normalized throat open area „0.538, 0.385, 0.231,
0.173… constant speed parameter curves can be seen „26.8,
32.2, and 37.5…
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Unfortunately, due to project constraints it was not possible to
match an optimal MFT-oriented nozzle design to the present MFT.
Instead, a straight nozzle was used with the MFT rotor as opposed
to a downward inclined nozzle in the radial direction to follow the
MFT leading edge angle, thus resulting in interspace diffusion
effects causing degradation of VGT performance, since the result-
ing triangular interspace between the nozzle and rotor causes this
flow diffusion and therefore a decrease of the velocity component,
C, hence less actual energy recovered by the turbine itself.

Active Control Turbocharger

Numerical Simulation. Our main aim of the numerical simu-
lation was to demonstrate the ability of an ACT to enhance the
exhaust gas energy recovery in the turbine, by comparison to a
conventional VGT, since outside the optimum engine/
turbocharger matching point the energy recovery capability suf-
fers significantly.

A standard one-dimensional �1-D� matching calculation was
used and is based on a procedure described in the literature �8�,
along with elements from the model of Chen et al. �20�, where a
tapered duct is considered as a simplification for a 1-D quasi-
steady calculation. The main, general assumptions, therefore,
made in this model involve a quasisteady approach and a high
response actuator responding to a sine wave control input. In ad-
dition, standard 1-D compressible isentropic flow equations Y �21�
were applied for the derivation of the main thermodynamic pa-
rameters. For a known inlet temperature, pressure, Mach number
and area, and a known exit area as modified by the nozzle, all exit
parameters may be obtained by obtaining the exit Mach number
first.

Due to the nature of the engine-turbocharger match �volume
machine combined with a speed machine� the cycle averaged
power output of the turbocharger is less than what it could be if
the turbine inlet pressure level �and the exhaust gas energy level in
general� could be raised instantaneously to its peak pressure in-
stead of fluctuating substantially between atmospheric levels and
its peak value. The ideal case, therefore, is for an ACT turbo-
charger to virtually eliminate exhaust gas pulsation at entry to the
turbine rotor so that the turbine inlet pressure at any instant of
time is equal to the peak pressure of an equivalent pulse in a
standard VGT-equipped turbocharger. This, however, is not pos-
sible due to limitations on the maximum nozzle displacement,
efficiency drop, and the fact that at the end of the pulse period the
inlet pressure levels are near atmospheric and therefore, it is not
possible to increase the inlet pressure significantly at this stage.

An example of the gain afforded by an ACT can be seen in
Table 3, where a significant increase in pressure and power levels
can be seen by comparison to a conventional turbocharger �6.1%
and 4.58%, respectively�. It may, also, be observed that this power
increase comes at the expense of efficiency �a drop of 5.82%�,
which was expected, but this did not have a very detrimental
effect on the power recovered.

In addition, Fig. 9 illustrates the variation of the most important
parameters affecting ACT operation over the pulse cycle. Actual
power and pressure recovery are evident at the start and end of the
pulse, while at or near the peak the effect is negligible or the same
as in VGT. Efficiency drop is proportional to the increase in pres-
sure, as can be seen in Fig. 9�c�.

Operating Schedule Based on Steady-State VGT Test
Results. The purpose of the steady-state VGT tests carried out
was to develop a realistic nozzle ACT schedule �in terms of nozzle
displacement amplitude and null points� for different operating
conditions �turbine speed, dynamometer load, and pulse generator
frequency�. From Fig. 7 it may be observed that on the initial

Fig. 8 „a… Turbine expansion ratio, „b… actual power, and „c…
efficiency plots with changing turbine inlet areas at 70%
equivalent speed for different loads

Table 3 Conventional turbocharger comparison with ACT per-
formance „max. nozzle restriction…

Parameter
Cycle-averaged

VGT data
Equivalent

data for ACT

Inlet pressure �bar� 1.584 1.68
Mass flow rate �kg/s� 0.2531 0.1538–0.3498
Turbine speed �rps� 685.9 694.2
Actual Power �W� 17859 18716
Isentropic Power �W� 24770 28510
Cycle-averaged
efficiency

0.721 0.679
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steep gradient part of the MFP over ER curves, for a constant
MFP �which is what quasisteadily applies to an ACT nozzle� large
nozzle amplitudes are required to achieve modest inlet pressure
gains. Above approximately 1.4 bar, the slope becomes signifi-
cantly flatter, offering much larger gains in terms of pressure.
However, at the same time there is a corresponding decrease in
efficiency �Fig. 8�c��. The measure of energy availability and cor-
responding actual energy recovered by the turbine is given by the
following equations:

Wt,is = ṁtCpexhT3�1 − �P03

P4
�1−�exh/�exh	 �1��

Wt,act = �tt−s
Wt,is �2�

In an effort to recover more energy out of the exhaust gases,
increasing the pressure drop across the turbine is one way of
achieving this aim provided, however, that the resultant efficiency
drop can be held within tolerable limits, according to Eqs. �1� and
�2�. Therefore, the disparity between the FGT efficiency and the
efficiency at any intermediate nozzle position ���t−s� needs to be
minimal. From Fig. 6, a minimum efficiency drop occurs only at
the ends of the velocity ratio range as between 0.6 and 0.7 the
FGT efficiency reaches its peak, whereas the VGT efficiencies
exhibit a flatter curve thus increasing the disparity at the FGT
peak efficiency velocity ratio range.

In Fig. 8 it may be seen that only at the higher loads and in any
case only at significant throat area restrictions �below 0.5 or 50%
open for the higher loads� does energy become available for in-
creased recovery. At very low powers �10, 7, and even 5 mm
dynamometer gaps� a high percentage of energy may be recov-
ered. At 5 mm gap, some energy may be recovered but in any case
at low powers a throat area of 25% open or less is required for any
sort of appreciable effect.

In addition, ACT operation is also limited by the frequency of
the generated pulse. In Fig. 10 it may be observed that due to
actuator dynamic performance the maximum amplitudes are avail-
able, only at the lower frequencies �below 30 Hz�. It, therefore,
becomes apparent that the most beneficial area for ACT energy
extraction is at inlet pressures above 1.4 bar and at velocity ratios
below 0.6 �or at very high velocity ratios—above approximately
0.9� and at frequencies of less than 30 Hz.

Figure 11 shows the traces of the control input signal from the
FWG �activated by the pulse generator magnetic pickup sensor
signal� and the corresponding feedback signal from the LVDT for
a 90° case. The system lag �mainly due to the mechanical re-
sponse of the actuator� is indicated as well. For simplicity the
FWG provides a sine wave to the shaker as the controlling signal.

A typical pressure waveform is not a sine wave but was con-

Fig. 9 A comparison of VGT and ACT simulation results. „a…
Benefit in actual power, „b… pressure recovered, and „c… effi-
ciency drop during one pulse

Fig. 10 Available nozzle amplitude performance over the test
frequency range

Fig. 11 Nozzle „LVDT position signal… lag in relation to the
FWG control input waveform „35 ms lag in this case… during a
50 ms pulse period „20 Hz…
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sidered similar enough to a sine wave in order for the latter to be
selected as the controlling waveform. The instantaneous position
of the nozzle is evaluated from:

�ACT = �ACT,min + ��ACT�1 − „sin��t�/sin��t�min…� �3�
where

��ACT = �VGT − �ACT,min �4�

ACT Experimental Test Results. Experiments have so far
concentrated on investigating, primarily, the effects of the nozzle
throat area variation on pressure recovery, when the nozzle re-
sponds to a sinusoidal waveform input signal. Various phasing
schemes have been attempted in order to match inlet pressure and
nozzle displacement traces for improved energy recovery. Unlike
the original idea to extract energy only at the lower �near ambi-
ent�, energy levels of the pulse �peak-to-peak match�, where the
minimum area provided by the nozzle occurs when the maximum
throat area and the peak of the pulse are in phase �i.e., the mini-
mum area occurs 240° after pulse generator opening�. Three other
minimum nozzle area �maximum restriction� phase settings were
tested: one, 30° after pulse generator opening, the second at 60°
�at the nominal peak of the pulse�, and the third at 90° �Fig. 12�.
In addition, various nozzle amplitudes, ��ACT, have been tested
and comparisons against different VGT test points could be made.

Nozzle lag by comparison to the inlet pressure trace is of the
order of 100° during peak-to-peak phasing at 20 Hz. At the same
frequency when operating with the 90° out-of-phase control
scheme, the nozzle lag is of the order of 210° �see Fig. 11 and the
mechanical response period in crank angle terms�.

In Fig. 12, a 90° out-of-phase control scheme is illustrated. This
type of control can be very useful as it takes advantage of the
higher energy content of the gas while the pulse generator is still
open, as opposed to peak-to-peak phasing where energy recovery
is primarily attempted through the utilization of the low energy
gas stream �at near ambient levels� when the pulse generator is
closed. From this graph a clear pressure rise results �2.8% in cycle
average terms�. This test corresponded to an area variation due to
nozzle displacement of between 17.3% to 38.4% open throat area,
with the VGT operating constantly at the latter figure throughout
the fluctuations of the exhaust pulses. With reference to the dif-
ferent out-of-phase control schemes tested, while at the pressure
peak the other settings have a maximum throat area, the 90° set-
ting due to its phasing has less than 40% available throat area. The
consequence of this is a higher pressure drop but a reduction in
efficiency that may locally reduce the amount of power recovered.
This is a well recorded tradeoff of variable inlet area turbines.
However, in cycle-average terms there is a clear benefit from this
type of operation, as indicated by Table 4 for the case of 60 Hz at
4 mm load in relation to the original 240° control scheme.

In low power VGT conditions where there is more restriction
from this device, the benefit to be gained by ACT operation is

higher than at the higher engine speed/load conditions, where
VGTs restrict the inlet to the turbine less. This is due to the
smaller efficiency drop occurring at the lower available isentropic
powers. Conversely, the turbocharger will again comparatively
benefit at the very high powers as the efficiency drop tends to
follow a constant rate that improves slightly as exemplified by the
loads of 2 mm in Fig. 8�c�.

There is a discrepancy between experimental and numerical
gain in inlet pressure recovery. However, direct comparisons can-
not be drawn due to the fact that the two operating points are
significantly different. Since the results illustrated concern low
power tests, higher benefit can be expected at the higher power
setting, where there is more potential for energy recovery.

Conclusions
The application of a VGT operation to a nozzleless FGT

equipped with a MFT rotor, requires large throat restrictions for
appreciable gains in ER to be achieved, but also with significant
efficiency losses too. The latter are part of the nonoptimal design
match between the straight nozzle and the inclined MFT leading
edge causing interspace losses.

In terms of employing the turbocharger for ACT operation,
there is a clear potential as confirmed by simulation results and
early ACT tests, however, this is hampered by high losses and
therefore the energy recovery is not as high as theoretically pos-
sible. By focusing on certain parts of the operating envelope �low
pulse frequency operation, operation at low or very high powers
and large area restrictions� the potential of the present ACT may
be demonstrated. The ACT results even for this first prototype
suggest a notable improvement in power �typically between 3%
and 7%� when compared to a standard VGT operation.

Nomenclature
U � blade tip speed
ṁ � mass flow rate

FGT � fixed geometry turbocharger
VGT � variable geometry turbocharger
ACT � active control turbocharger

C � gas inlet velocity
ER � turbine expansion ratio or pressure ratio

P � pressure
T � temperature

Cp � specific heat at constant pressure
MFP � mass flow parameter, MFP= ṁ�T0 / P0

Uinlet /Cis � velocity ratio
Uinlet /Cis=U3 /��2CPT01�1− �P3 / P04���−1�/���

MFT � mixed flow turbine
LVDT � linear variable displacement transducer
CFRP � carbon fiber reinforced plastic
FWG � function waveform generator

P � pressure
N � turbine rotational speed

N / �T � pseudo nondimensional speed parameter

Greek Symbols
� � ratio of specific heats
� � efficiency

Fig. 12 Pressure recovery achieved by an ACT compared to a
VGT at 50% equivalent speed at 20 Hz „simulated exhaust gas
frequency…

Table 4 ACT energy extraction benefit over VGT at 60 Hz,
4 mm load

VGT
ACT1
240°

ACT2
90°

240°
% Increase

90°
% Increase

Wact
�W�

5495 5667 5902 3.13 7.41

ER 1.55 1.69 1.74 9.18 12.57
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�, �� � nozzle position and position amplitude,
respectively

� � angular velocity

Subscripts
is � isentropic

act � actual
min � minimum area
max � maximum area

0 � total/stagnation condition
2 � pulse generator
3 � turbine inlet
4 � turbine exit
t � turbine

t-s � total to static
null � null position of actuator or nozzle
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A Direct Performance
Comparison of Vaned and
Vaneless Stators for Radial
Turbines
An extensive performance investigation has been conducted on a radial turbine with three
different vaneless volutes and three corresponding vaned stators. Previously published
comparisons have been based on turbines with unmatched flow rates, meaning that the
impact of stator losses was not isolated from rotor and exit losses. Each vaned stator
configuration tested in this investigation matched the flow rate of the corresponding
vaneless volute to within 1%. The volutes and the vaned stators were all machined in
order to achieve high quality and comparable surface finishes. At all operating condi-
tions, the vaneless volutes were shown to deliver a significant efficiency advantage over
the vaned stators. However, the vaneless volute turbines did not demonstrate any greater
tolerance for off-design operating conditions than the vaned stator configurations. Full
performance data are presented for the six different turbine configurations tested and a
one-dimensional turbine performance model is evaluated as a means of predicting and
extrapolating turbine performance. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2218518�

Introduction
A radial flow turbine is employed in almost all turbocharging

applications for its compactness, robustness, economic produc-
tion, and relatively low specific speed. The radial turbine com-
prises two main elements; a rotating component that extracts work
from a swirling fluid, and a stationary component that produces
the swirl by accelerating a high pressure fluid. The stationary
component, referred to as the stator, can be either a series of
angled guide vanes around the periphery of the rotor or alterna-
tively a vaneless housing where the flow accelerates through a
throat in the tangential inlet section of the housing. In some cases
both approaches are combined where a larger vaneless housing
directs flow through a row of stator vanes into the rotor.

While there are other important roles for radial turbines, such as
small gas turbine engines, turbo-compounding, and cryogenic ex-
panders, turbocharging is the most common application. For pack-
aging and economic reasons, in the past practically all turbocharg-
ers used a vaneless turbine stator, referred to as a volute.
However, air management challenges on modern engines with
high EGR flows have promoted the use of VGTs which combine a
volute with a row of stator vanes. The stator vanes have an ad-
justable element, usually a moveable vane endwall or pivoting
vanes, permitting variation of the stator throat area.

Ideally a vaneless volute should provide a free vortex flow at
rotor inlet with properties that are uniform around the circumfer-
ence of the rotor. Bhinder �1� proposed a linear relationship be-
tween A and r, where A is the cross-sectional area of the volute at
any given azimuth angle and r is the radius of the centroid of the
cross-sectional area at the same angle. Bhinder’s approach as-
sumed incompressible flow and vaneless volutes designed on this
criterion did not demonstrate uniformity of flow conditions around
the rotor circumference. Chapple et al. �2� made allowance for the
compressible nature of the flow when proposing a method for
determining volute geometry. They also described how the analy-
sis was modified to account for frictional effects by employing the

approach conventionally used to predict frictional losses in pipe
flows. Turbine performance maps were presented to show im-
provements in overall stage efficiency with the new volute design
approach and good accuracy in the prediction of mass flow rate at
the specified design point. The angle of the volute tongue, which
is the angle through which the flow entering the volute is turned
before it clears the trailing edge of the tongue, has also been
identified as an important factor in volute design, although the
optimum values proposed by different researchers vary consider-
ably �2,3�. There have been several methods proposed for predict-
ing the losses incurred through the volute, all of which are based
on a mixture of fundamental fluid flow theory and empiricism
�2,4,5�. A comprehensive nondimensional approach to the design
of vaneless volutes has been presented by Whitfield et al. in a
series of publications �6–8� and it is not proposed to repeat the
design methodology in any more detail in this publication.

Vaned stators for radial turbines have used guide vanes ranging
from simple flat plates to complex cambered aerofoil shapes.
Many different formats of simple 1D stator loss models have been
proposed to assist the turbine design process, although all rely
heavily on empiricism and do little to help improve the existing
level of technology. One of the more useful loss models appli-
cable to vaned stators is that used by Glassman �9�, which origi-
nates from work on axial flow cascades by Stewart et al. �10�.

One of the persistent difficulties with the improvement of radial
turbine technology has been the lack of comprehensive published
data sets providing back-to-back comparisons of the effect of dif-
ferent design parameters. Satisfactory comparisons cannot be
made on the basis of isolated tests on different turbines. The two
main radial turbine test programs providing extensive amounts of
comparable test data are those undertaken by NASA, for example,
�11–14� and also by Ricardo & Co., for example, �15,16�, and
Hiett and Johnston �17�. Bhinder �1� stated that when all other
factors are equal, the peak efficiency of a vaneless turbine will be
2–3% lower than that of a turbine with a vaned stator. However,
this assertion was not supported with experimental data. Only one
published performance comparison of vaned and vaneless stators
with the same turbine rotor has been found: Baines and Lavy �18�.
The vaneless volute was cast iron while the vaned stators were
machined and therefore likely to have a much better surface finish
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than the vaneless volute. The authors originally aimed to compare
performance of the vaned and vaneless stators at points of
matched mass flow rate, although they reported that this had not
been completely achieved in the experimental comparisons. The
vaned turbine was shown to be around 15% more efficient than
the vaneless configuration. Internal flow investigations in the
vaneless volute identified large variations in flow angle and veloc-
ity around the volute exit, which the authors cited as the reason
for poorer stage efficiency due to varying rotor incidence angle
around the circumference. While the results provided a useful in-
dication, unfortunately the variation in surface finishes and the
discrepancy in the flow rates meant that the intended direct com-
parison of vaned and vaneless stators had not been achieved.
Rodgers �19� also states that further efficiency reductions of sev-
eral percentage points occur due to the exclusion of vaned
nozzles.

In the present program of work the authors have sought to
address the issue of efficient stator design through a series of
performance tests on a turbine using the same rotor but a range of
different stator configurations. This article presents a performance
comparison of vaned and vaneless stators over a range of condi-
tions and at particular design points of matching mass flow rate.

Turbine Design
Three different vaneless volutes, each with a different A /r

value, were produced and tested with a radial turbine rotor. For
comparison, three different vaned stators were designed and tested
corresponding to each of the vaneless volutes.

The turbine rotor used for the tests was a commercially avail-
able rotor originating from a Holset turbocharger. In turbocharg-
ers, peak turbine efficiency is often compromised for packaging
considerations and breadth of operating range. Therefore the base
turbine rotor was reprofiled to a more “optimal” shape to give
optimized efficiency for the test program with the philosophy that
a more efficient turbine stage would more readily reveal any de-
terioration in efficiency due to increased stator losses. Figure 1
shows a meridional view of the turbine rotor with the basic di-
mensions.

The final rotor dimensions and the primary dimensions of the
vaneless volutes were determined using a one-dimensional turbine
performance prediction procedure, as detailed by Connor and
Flaxington �20�. One criterion used in the 1D turbine design was
achieving an optimum value of flow incidence angle at rotor inlet,
which past tests at QUB �Spence and Artt �21�� and other workers
have shown to lie in the range −20 to − 40°. In this case the
design value of incidence angle was −25±1° for all turbine con-
figurations. A second design criterion was the ratio of the rotor
exit relative velocity to the radial component of velocity at rotor

inlet. Rohlik �14� suggested that a moderate level of positive ac-
celeration was desirable throughout the rotor blade passages and
recommended a value of 2 for this ratio. In this investigation it
was not possible to keep this value constant for each stator with-
out changing the rotor geometry; however, the lowest value of this
velocity ratio was 1.67.

Three different design operating points were fixed, covering a
range of practical pressure ratios, and three corresponding vane-
less volutes were specified to provide optimized performance at
each design point using the same turbine rotor. The specified de-
sign operating points and the 1D stator dimensions are indicated
in Table 1. The mass flow and turbine speed values are corrected
to standard turbine inlet conditions of 288 K and 101,325 Pa. The
value for dimensionless specific speed is a function of turbine
operating pressure and temperature; the values given in Table 1
were calculated using Eq. �1� based on the proposed test rig con-

Fig. 2 Vaneless volute B

Fig. 1 Meridional view of the turbine rotor

Table 1 Summary of design point performance and 1D
dimensions

Stator A Stator B Stator C

Design point PR 1.8 2.5 3.2
Design point corrected mass flow
rate �kg/s�

0.249 0.245 0.228

Design point corrected speed
�rev/min�

47,348 56,766 62,893

Design point U /C 0.70 0.69 0.69
Dimensionless specific speed �rad� 0.90 0.89 0.89
Vaneless volute throat area, A
�mm2�

1703 1399 1210

Vaneless volute throat centroid
radius, r �mm�

77 74 72

Vaneless volute A /r 22.1 18.9 16.8
Vaned stator throat area �mm2� 1338 1189 1099
Rotor exducer throat area �mm2� 2174a

Rotor inlet tip diameter �mm� 86.0
Rotor inlet blade height �mm� 9.0
Rotor exducer tip diameter �mm� 76.0
Rotor exducer hub diameter �mm� 29.7
Rotor blade number 12

aThis value of throat area was determined from a 3D model of the modified rotor.
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ditions of an inlet temperature of 400 K and an exit pressure of
101,325 Pa, and where angular speed � is expressed in rad/s

ns =
��Qexit

�his
0.75 �1�

From the overall parameters listed in Table 1, detail design of
the volute was undertaken using the procedure described by
Chapple et al. �2�. The volute tongue angle was set at 23° to
comply with the recommendations of Hussain and Bhinder �3�.
The cross-sectional shape of the volute passages was a symmetri-
cal trapezium with corner fillets. Each volute was machined in
two halves from aluminum alloy to ensure a consistent and good
quality internal surface finish. To assess the uniformity of the flow
at rotor inlet and to support subsequent numerical analysis, 24
static pressure tappings were circumferentially spaced around the
shroud surface 0.5 mm upstream of the rotor inlet. A bellmouth

was incorporated at the inlet to each volute in order to achieve a
relatively uniform velocity profile at inlet. One of the three vo-
lutes is illustrated in Fig. 2.

In order to achieve a direct comparison of the vaned and vane-
less stators it was important that the flow capacity of each volute
and its corresponding vaned stator were matched at the design
point. Three vaned stators were designed using the 1D analysis,
each incorporating 13 vanes and having the same leading edge
and trailing edge PCDs. Details of the vaned stator are included in
Table 1 and the vane shape used is shown in Fig. 3.

A large turbine housing was produced to accommodate the
vaned stators, with a large internal flow path intended to deliver a
uniform flow around the inlet to the stator vane row. Four static
pressure tappings were included around the rotor inlet on the
shroud surface. The machining process and the materials used to
manufacture all the vaned and vaneless stator components were
the same, and the surface finish levels were comparable.

Test Facility Description
Turbine power output was absorbed using a series of centrifugal

compressors of different flow capacities in order to achieve a
broad range of turbine loads. The turbine rotor blade clearance
was 0.3 mm in both the radial and axial directions, and was held
constant for all turbine configurations. Turbine efficiency was cal-
culated from the measured temperature drop across the turbine
stage. To avoid errors due to heat loss from the turbine, the entire
turbine stage was heavily insulated and testing was conducted
with a relatively low inlet temperature of 400 K. This method of
efficiency measurement has been used during many turbine test
programs at QUB and has demonstrated excellent repeatability

Fig. 3 Vaned stator B

Fig. 4 Comparison of efficiency and mass flow rate for turbine A with vaned and vane-
less stators
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providing adequate care is taken during testing to achieve thermal
equilibrium before measurements are taken. Static pressure was
measured at inlet before the bellmouth and at outlet at the sudden
expansion from the exducer diameter to the exhaust duct diameter.
The test rig was specifically designed to provide temperature and
pressure measurement points at inlet and outlet in regions of rela-
tively low velocity where uncertainties relating to recovery of
dynamic head would be minimized. The turbine exhaust pressure
was approximately equivalent to atmospheric pressure. Turbine
mass flow rate was measured using a number of ISO 5167 orifice
plate installations to cover a broad range of flow rates. All mea-
surements were logged on a computerized data-acquisition sys-
tem. The turbine inlet air was heated in a propane combustion
chamber.

When tested, the mass flow rates from the vaned stators did not
adequately match the flow rates for the vaneless volutes at the
chosen design points. Consequently, after brief testing, new vaned
stators were manufactured with slightly modified throat areas in
order to satisfactorily match the required mass flow rate for each
vaneless volute.

Presentation of Results
Figure 4 presents the measured performance of the turbine fit-

ted with the vaned stator A compared with the vaneless volute A.
The total-to-static efficiency and the corrected mass flow rate are
plotted against the stage total-to-static pressure ratio for a series of
constant speed lines. The turbine speeds are labeled on the graph,
where a label of “55k” corresponds to a speed of 55,000 rev/min.
The mass flow rates and the speeds presented have been corrected
to turbine inlet conditions of 101,325 Pa and 288 K using the

conventional equations. Each individual turbine test point is indi-
cated on the graph. Figures 5 and 6 present the corresponding
results for the B and C stator sizes, respectively. The complete
experimental program and the test results are reported in more
detail by Rosborough �22�.

Comparison of Turbine Performance With Vaned and
Vaneless Stators

Table 2 presents the measured turbine performance for each
configuration at the respective design operating points. The mass
flow rates have been successfully matched at the design points of
each vaned/vaneless pair within a maximum discrepancy of 1.0%.
The matched mass flow rates enable direct comparison of the
efficiencies, with any difference in loss levels being attributable to
the choice of a vaned stator or vaneless volute. It is immediately
evident from Figs. 4–6 that the vaneless volute configurations
deliver better efficiency than the vaned stators at all operating
conditions. This finding contrasts with measurements reported by
Baines and Lavy �18�, where the use of a vaned stator resulted in
total-to-static efficiency values around 15 points greater than for
the same turbine with a vaneless volute. One factor affecting the
comparison of the present efficiency measurements with those
presented by Baines and Lavy is the volute surface finish. Baines
and Lavy compared machined stator vanes against a vaneless vo-
lute with a cast finish. The results reported here were based on
vaned stators and vaneless volutes with machined finishes of a
similar surface roughness. While the higher standard of surface
finish on the vaneless volutes tested in this case undoubtedly con-
tributed to their higher efficiency, this factor alone seems unlikely
to account for such a large disparity in efficiency between the

Fig. 5 Comparison of efficiency and mass flow rate for turbine B with vaned and vane-
less stators
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present results and those of previous workers. A further consider-
ation would be the uniformity of flow achieved at rotor inlet by
the vaneless volutes. It may be that a significant level of circum-
ferential nonuniformity existed in the volutes used in previous
work, while the volutes used in this study achieved an improved
level of circumferential uniformity. It appears that a volute of
good surface finish, achieving uniform circumferential conditions,
is capable of matching or exceeding the efficiency of a vaned
stator with its additional wetted surface area, secondary flows, and
wakes.

Baines and Lavy also found that along with higher efficiency,
the vaned stator resulted in a more sharply peaked efficiency
curve. However, Figs. 4–6 reveal that the same characteristic was
not evident for the current comparison, in fact the shapes of the
efficiency curves for the vaned and vaneless stators were very
similar, although offset by several percentage points. As a conse-
quence of the more “peaky” efficiency characteristic of the vaned
stator, Baines and Lavy found the vaneless volute to be substan-
tially more tolerant of off-design operating conditions at high val-
ues of velocity ratio. However, Fig. 7 demonstrates that in this
case the variation of efficiency with velocity ratio is very similar
for both the vaned stator and vaneless volute configurations of
turbine B, with neither stator option demonstrating a better toler-
ance for off-design conditions over the range of turbine loads
tested �0.6�U /C�0.94�. Although not presented here, the same
trend was evident for turbine configurations A and C.

Total-to-total efficiency values were calculated using a value of
total pressure at rotor exit determined from a one-dimensional
analysis at the exducer rms diameter. The mean relative flow ve-
locity through the exducer throat area, which was calculated at
each operating point using the measured flow rate, was used in
conjunction with the exducer blade angle and blade speed at the
rms diameter to calculate a value of absolute velocity at rotor exit.
The exit total pressure was obtained from the calculated exit ve-
locity and the measured exit static pressure. Total-to-total effi-
ciency values at the design points of each configuration are in-
cluded in Table 2. The values for the vaned stator turbines
compare well with total-to-total efficiency values presented for
equivalent turbines by NASA �12,13�.

The vaneless volute is clearly the most efficient stator at all test

Fig. 6 Comparison of efficiency and mass flow rate for turbine C with vaned and vane-
less stators

Table 2 Measured performance at the design point for vaned
stator and vaneless volute turbines

Vaneless
volute

Vaned
stator

Stator A Turbine PR 1.80 1.80
Corrected speed �rev/min� 47,348 47,348
Corrected mass flow rate �kg/s� 0.239 0.237
Total-static efficiency �%� 85.0 81.6
Total-total efficiency �%� 93.8 89.9

Stator B Turbine PR 2.50 2.50
Corrected speed �rev/min� 56,766 56,766
Corrected mass flow rate �kg/s� 0.237 0.236
Total-static efficiency �%� 84.7 82.5
Total-total efficiency �%� 93.5 91.0

Stator C Turbine PR 3.20 3.20
Corrected speed �rev/min� 62,893 62,893
Corrected mass flow rate �kg/s� 0.223 0.221
Total-static efficiency �%� 84.7 82.9
Total-total efficiency �%� 93.6 91.6
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conditions, although the difference appears greatest for the turbine
A configuration where the vaneless volute is around 3.5% more
efficient than the vaned stator. The difference is less for turbines B
and C; around 2% for turbine C. While the design point efficiency
of the vaneless volute configuration remained relatively constant
for the three different turbine configurations, the design point ef-
ficiency of the vaned stator configuration progressively increased
through turbines A, B, and C. Figure 8 shows the envelope of the
peak efficiency points for each of the three vaned configurations,
and it is evident that better efficiencies are attainable at higher
stage pressure ratios. However, at higher pressure ratios the effi-
ciency achieved by the vaned C turbine is substantially better than
the vaned A or B turbines. It might be suggested that the “C”
vaned stator had a smaller throat area and consequently lower
mass flow rate resulting in reduced rotor exit losses and a higher
static efficiency. However, the differences were very similar when
the total efficiencies were compared, so variation in exit loss does
not appear to be the explanation. A previous publication by
Spence et al. �23� highlighted the relevance of the stator/rotor
throat area ratio with regard to the maximum attainable efficiency
at a given pressure ratio. In that case best efficiency at a pressure
ratio of 2.2 was achieved with a stator/rotor throat area ratio of

0.5, and at a pressure ratio of 2.7 with a stator/rotor throat area
ratio of 0.45. In this investigation, vaned turbine C had a stator/
rotor throat area ratio of 0.5 and clearly performed better at higher
pressure ratios than the other two larger vaned stators. The stator/
rotor throat area ratio is implicitly linked to the turbine degree of
reaction, however, it was not possible to calculate the degree of
reaction directly from the experimental measurements since either
the stator loss or the stator exit static temperature was required.

The stator exit region of a small radial flow turbine is a difficult
environment for experimental measurements and ideally a nonin-
trusive method such as laser Doppler anemometry would be used
to survey the stator exit velocity and determine total pressure.
Such measurements were not available in this investigation and
consequently absolute measurements of the losses through the
vaned and vaneless stators cannot be obtained. However, the dif-
ference in incurred losses between the vaned and vaneless stators
was determined with confidence from the experimental measure-
ments. Figure 9 shows the additional loss incurred by the vaned
stator relative to the vaneless volute at the design point for each of
the three turbine configurations. The difference in vaned and vane-
less stator loss is very similar for each turbine; although these
values do vary with changing turbine operating conditions. The

Fig. 7 Comparison of efficiency for vaned stator B and vane-
less volute B, plotted against velocity ratio U /C

Fig. 8 Peak efficiency envelopes for the vaned stator configurations A, B, and C

Fig. 9 Difference in vaned and vaneless stator losses for each
of the turbine configurations A, B, and C
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stator loss is assumed to encompass all losses between the turbine
inlet flange and the rotor inlet radius. In the case of the vaned
stator this will include frictional and secondary flow losses in the
casing that houses the stator vanes, any incidence losses at inlet to
the stator vanes, frictional losses in the vane passages, mixing
losses due to the trailing edge wakes from the vanes and frictional
losses in the vaneless space prior to rotor inlet. Furthermore, the
value presented for the difference in losses will also include any
change in losses through the rotor passages as a consequence of
nonuniform pressure distribution around the vaneless volute or the
greater number of jets and wakes emerging from the vaned stator.

As a result of experimental modification of the geometry of
each vaned stator, the mass flow rates for the vaned and vaneless
stators were well matched at the design operating points. How-
ever, Figs. 4–6 show that discrepancies in mass flow have oc-
curred at off-design conditions. For example, Fig. 4 reveals that
the flow rates for the vaned and vaneless stators are well matched
at the lower pressure ratio end of the performance map, but the
vaned stator passes less mass flow at higher pressure ratios than
the vaneless volute. This is consistent with the fact that the vaned
stator is less efficient, since additional pressure losses are incurred
in the stator leaving less pressure ratio across the rotor and there-
fore a smaller flow rate. However, why the discrepancy only oc-
curs at higher pressure ratios is not clear. Vaned turbine A appears
to choke at corrected mass flow rates of approximately 0.26 kg/s.
Since the maximum achievable mass flow rate decreases with de-
creasing stator throat area, it is therefore apparent that it is the
stator area which dictates the choked mass flow rate, not the rotor
throat area. The mass flow rates for each of the three stator sizes
were between 2 and 4% below the values predicted by the 1D
design analysis.

1D Performance Prediction Method
The validity of the 1D performance prediction method used at

the turbine design stage was evaluated by comparing the model
with the measured turbine performance. The component loss mod-
els with the 1D performance prediction model, which are de-
scribed in detail by Connor and Flaxington �20�, were calibrated
to give a good fit with the turbine B configuration. The 1D model
incorporated different empirical loss models for vaned and vane-
less stators, but for consistency the same loss coefficients were
used for the rotor in each case. Table 3 lists the values of loss
coefficients used for the 1D performance comparison. The com-
parison between the predicted and measured performance for
vaned and vaneless turbine B at 65,000 rev/min is shown in Figs.
10 and 11. The same values of stator and rotor loss coefficients
were then used to predict the performance for turbines A and C,
which is also compared with the measured performance in Figs.
10 and 11. Having been calibrated against turbine B, the 1D per-
formance model provides a good overall prediction of mass flow
rate for turbines A and C, although there is a tendency to overpre-
dict the mass flow rate at higher pressure ratios �low values of
U /C�. Prediction of turbine efficiency is not as good as for mass
flow rate and, like the mass flow rate, is overpredicted at high
pressure ratios, which suggests a weakness in the incidence loss
model at positive incidence angles. The loss model adopted by
Connor and Flaxington �20� was based on a model published by
Futral and Wasserbauer �11�, which assumed that minimum inci-
dence loss occurred at 0° incidence. Since this is not the case, the
1D prediction procedure underestimates the losses incurred at 0°
and positive values of rotor incidence. Clearly the prediction
could be improved by developing the incidence loss model to give
minimum loss at a specified negative value of incidence, as has
been suggested by other researchers. The 1D performance predic-
tion method provides a good means of extrapolating the perfor-
mance of a particular turbine, provided there is experimental data
for initial calibration of the loss models.

Conclusions
A comprehensive experimental investigation of turbine perfor-

mance has been carried out providing direct comparison of tur-
bines with vaned stators and vaneless volutes using the same rotor
at identical operating conditions. Three pairs of vaned and vane-
less stators were tested, covering a range of pressure ratios and
flow rates.

The vaneless volutes delivered consistent and significant effi-
ciency advantages over the vaned stators over the complete range

Table 3 Loss coefficients used for 1D turbine performance
prediction

Coefficients

Vaneless volute
turbines A, B,

and C

Vaned stator
turbines A, B,

and C

Housing exit swirl velocity factor 0.91 1
Housing total pressure loss factor 0.15 0.15
Nozzle incidence loss factor n/a 0
Nozzle total pressure loss factor n/a 0.4
Nozzle exit throat blockage factor n/a 0.07
Impeller incidence loss factor 1.3 1.3
Impeller total pressure loss factor 0.25 0.25
Impeller exit throat blockage factor 0 0

Fig. 10 Comparison of predicted and measured performance for the vaneless volute turbines at
65,000 rev/min
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of pressure ratios tested. At the design operating conditions, the
efficiency advantage was between 2% and 3.5%. Previous com-
parisons have typically compared machined stator vanes with a
vaneless volute having a rough cast surface finish with a high
level of roughness, and found the volute to be less efficient. While
these are not strictly comparable situations, the implication is that
housing surface roughness is a significant factor in overall turbine
efficiency. The turbines configured with vaneless volutes, while
maintaining an efficiency advantage, were not found to be any
more tolerant of off-design operating conditions than the vaned
stator turbines.

The best achievable efficiency at a given turbine pressure ratio
with a vaned stator was a function of the stator to rotor throat area
ratio, with a smaller ratio giving better efficiency at higher pres-
sure ratios. A ratio equal to 0.5 gave good efficiency at moderate
pressure ratios.

A volute design method presented by Chapple et al. was used
and yielded good turbine efficiency levels and mass flow rates
within 4% of the design values. A 1D turbine design prediction
method presented by Connor and Flaxington was used for the
turbine design and was subsequently shown to be a good method
of extrapolating turbine performance providing experimental data
were available to calibrate the loss coefficients in the model.
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Nomenclature
VGT � variable geometry turbine
EGR � exhaust gas recirculation

1D � one dimensional
U /C � turbine blade speed velocity ratio
PCD � pitch circle diameter
rms � root mean square

ns � dimensionless specific speed �rad�
Qexit � volumetric flow rate at rotor exit �m3/s�
�his � isentropic stage enthalpy drop �J/kg�

� � angular speed �rad/s�
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Aerodynamic Design and Testing
of Three Low Solidity Steam
Turbine Nozzle Cascades
Three sets of low solidity steam turbine nozzle cascades were designed and tested. The
objective was to reduce cost through a reduction in parts count while maintaining or
improving performance. The primary application is for steam turbine high pressure sec-
tions where Mach numbers are subsonic and high levels of unguided turning can be
tolerated. The base line design A has a ratio of pitch to axial chord of 1.2. This is the
pitch diameter section of a 50% reaction stage that has been verified by multistage testing
on steam to have a high level of efficiency. Designs B and C have ratios of pitch to axial
chord of 1.5 and 1.8, respectively. All three designs satisfy the same inlet and exit vector
diagrams. Analytical surface Mach number distributions and boundary layer transition
predictions are presented. Extensive cascade test measurements were carried out for a
broad incidence range from −60 to +35 deg. At each incidence, four outlet Mach num-
bers were tested, ranging from 0.2 to 0.8, with the corresponding Reynolds number
variation from 1.8�105 to 9.0�105. Experimental results of loss coefficient and blade
surface Mach number are presented and compared for the three cascades. The experi-
mental results have demonstrated low losses over the tested Mach number range for a
wide range of incidence from −45 to 15 deg. Designs B and C have lower profile losses
than design A. The associated flow physics is interpreted using the results of wake profile,
blade surface Mach number distribution, and blade surface oil flow visualization, with
the emphasis placed on the loss mechanisms for different flow conditions and the loss
reduction mechanism with lower solidity. The effect of the higher profile loading of the
lower solidity designs on increased end wall losses induced by increased secondary flow,
especially on low aspect ratio designs, is the subject of ongoing studies.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2372774�

Introduction

Low solidity airfoil designs offer advantages to steam turbines
used in the power generation industry. The most obvious is re-
duced parts count and therefore reduced cost. Alternatively, axial
chord can be reduced resulting in a shorter turbine, which is useful
in tradeoffs between rotor dynamics and turbine efficiency. Effi-
ciency is also of paramount importance so these low solidity de-
signs must not compromise performance. In combined cycle high
pressure steam turbines the blades can be small but there are mini-
mum manufacturing and reliability limits on trailing edge thick-
ness. A large ratio of trailing edge thickness to throat will lower
turbine efficiency. Low solidity airfoils reduce these trailing edge
blockage losses. Conversely, lower solidity airfoils for the same
duty are more highly loaded than their higher solidity counter-
parts. The objective of this work is to define airfoils that have low
profile losses at low solidity and to determine what levels of low
solidity are attainable with high efficiency. The optimum solidity
should be a good trade off for weight and efficiency �1,2�. Another
issue to consider is that more highly loaded airfoils can tend to
have higher endwall losses generated by increased secondary flow
�3,4�. This can be a significant source of efficiency loss for low
aspect ratio designs. The profile losses of the low solidity designs
presented here are actually lower than the base line higher solidity
design. This will help counter the increased end wall losses. The

effect of low solidity designs on secondary flow in the endwall
region and associated losses is the subject of ongoing studies.

Prior work on low solidity or the so-called high lift turbine
blading has been carried out mostly on gas turbine low-pressure
turbines, which operate at relatively low Reynolds number �up to
21,000�. Solomon �5,6� found the efficiency gain by reduced so-
lidity on a low-pressure turbine was conditional, jointly dependent
on inlet turbulence, Reynolds number, and clocking effect. Howell
et al. �7� further reduced solidity of high lift blading �datum pro-
file� based on understanding of the boundary layer behavior. They
achieved 15% greater lift under unsteady flow condition, with the
new reduced-solidity profile losses only slightly higher than those
of the datum profile. They referred to this new blading as “ultra-
high lift” �UHL� concept. However, with steady inflow, they
found the UHL profiles performed poorly. The following full-
scale LP turbine rig test showed lower efficiencies associated with
the afore-mentioned UHL blading than the datum �8�. Another
effort by Howell et al. �9� detailed a study into the unsteady
boundary layer behavior in two high lift and one ultrahigh lift LP
turbines, showing advantage of the low solidity concept in LP
turbines under unsteady flow and stage interaction. These prior
studies have shown that the high lift turbines benefit from un-
steady effects of upstream blade wakes, with a comprehensive
summary given by Hodson �10�. The parametric effect of reduced
solidity on profile losses seems not to be so certain from these
studies.

The work by Gonzalez et al. �11� contributed to high lift LP
turbine blading research with low-speed cascade steady and un-
steady experiments. Their work demonstrated 10% profile loss
reduction by redesigning pressure and suction surfaces to make
thicker profiles. The cascade testing was performed with relatively
low Reynolds numbers up to 30,000. Their results also support an
important idea of an optimum axial position for the peak Mach
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number, or put it another way, the concept of aft loading to reduce
losses is not absolute �this point is supported by the current work
as will be shown in the paper�. Low speed wind tunnel testing of
a high lift LP turbine cascade by Houtermans et al. �12� provided
more profile loss data to the open literature over an incidence
range from −9 to 5 deg at Reynolds numbers of 50,000 to
200,000. The blade used was a front-loaded type with the peak
velocity at 32% of the suction side length. This research also
indicated the position of the peak velocity coupled with the inci-
dence had a strong effect on the cascade performance. Cascade
testing of three HP turbine blades �front loaded, midloaded, aft
loaded� at relatively high Reynolds numbers �30,000–100,000� by
Corriveau and Sjolander �13� also indicated important influence of
loading distribution on the cascade performance and the depen-
dence of performance gain on conditions. The effect of loading
distribution on turbine blade performance was studied earlier, and
again, the conclusion to favor front or aft loading is somewhat in
contradiction �14–16�.

The particular airfoil design addressed here is the pitch line
section of a master nozzle design used in 50% reaction high pres-
sure steam turbines for the combined cycle power generation mar-
ket. The base line design A has been applied in the high pressure
sections of GE’s new 107FA and 109FB HEAT™ steam turbines
�17,18�. Laboratory testing of a 12 stage prototype on steam has
demonstrated a high level of efficiency. The next design objective
is a reduced cost product that maintains this high efficiency level.
Reduced solidity airfoil design optimization is one part of that
effort. The design and test of the base line plus two 2D cascades
with decreased solidity will be presented here. It should be noted
that the current design for steam turbine application rendered a
high Reynolds number �2�106� and the testing was extended to
as wide a range of conditions as possible for sufficient experimen-
tal demonstration �incidence: −60 to +35 deg, outlet Mach num-
ber: 0.2–0.8, and Reynolds number: 1.8�105–9.0�105�. The
blade profiles of the reduced-solidity cascades were optimized for
performance improvement. Therefore, the current work should be
also of general interest with an addition of data and reference to
turbine blading research with respect to effects of solidity, profile,
and loading distribution.

Cascade Design/Optimization
The airfoils were designed using an in house Bezier curve blade

geometry generator to allow for maximum flexibility in optimiz-
ing the profile shape. Flow analysis was performed with a 2D
Euler flow solver with boundary layer and loss calculations �19�.
This level of analysis is believed to be proper for designing air-
foils for 2D cascade testing. It gives the advantage of quick turn
around time allowing for a maximum number of design iterations.
All three cascades were designed for the same duty. The design
Reynolds number is approximately 2�106. Figure 1 gives the
profile shapes of designs A, B, and C. The cascade nomenclature
used in this study is illustrated in Fig. 2. Table 1 gives a summary
of some relevant design parameters. The base line design A has a
ratio of pitch to axial chord of 1.2 while for designs B and C the
values are 1.5 and 1.8, respectively. Design A has a solidity of
1.22 while for designs B and C the values are 1.06 and 0.93,
respectively.

Variations in stagger and unguided turning were investigated as
part of the profile optimization process. As expected, reduced so-
lidity leads to higher unguided turning and more tangential stag-
ger. The higher stagger is needed to form good throat converging
passage geometry. High unguided turning can be detrimental at
higher Mach numbers because of increased shock losses but is not
necessarily a problem at the subsonic Mach numbers of these
designs. Decreased solidity causes increased loading and can lead
to high diffusion on the suction surface downstream of the throat.
This high diffusion can lead to increased boundary layer thickness
and even flow separation. The philosophy taken here was to move
some of the load forward on the lower solidity designs to control
suction side diffusion and hence limit losses. It should be noted
that even though some of the load was moved forward, the distri-
butions are still closer to aft loaded than uniformly loaded. Pres-
sure and suction surface Mach number distributions over a range
of exit Mach numbers are shown in Fig. 3 for all three designs.

Reynolds numbers at nozzle exits for the 107FA high pressure
turbine range from about 2�106 in the back end to about 5
�106 in the front end. The Reynolds numbers for this cascade
testing are lower due to rig pressure limitations and cover a range

Fig. 1 Cascade profile shapes
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from about 2�105 to 9�105. Figure 4 shows normalized pre-
dicted losses and boundary layer transition points versus Reynolds
number for the three cascades. Turbulence levels for the predic-
tions were set to approximate those of the cascade test �about 2%�.
All three designs show similar trends. The cascade test conditions
are somewhat up the knee in the loss versus Reynolds number
curve compared to the field conditions. The suction surface is
predicted to transition from laminar to turbulent at a little less than
90% axial chord for the test conditions and between about 75%
and 50% for the field conditions. The pressure surface is predicted
to be laminar for both test and field Reynolds numbers. The lower
Reynolds numbers of the test are expected to give somewhat
higher losses than would be seen in the field. If the increased
loading of the low solidity designs does not cause increased losses
at the lower cascade test Reynolds numbers, it will not be a prob-
lem at the higher field Reynolds numbers.

Facility and Experimental Procedure
The experiments were conducted in the Virginia Tech High

Speed Cascade Wind Tunnel. A schematic of the tunnel facility is
shown in Fig. 5. The wind tunnel is a blowdown type, with the
capacity to sustain high speed flow for about 10 s. During each
blowdown tunnel run, the cascade inlet total pressure was main-
tained by a feedback control scheme to obtain the desired Mach
number. High pressure air was supplied by a four-stage recipro-
cating compressor and accumulated in large storage tanks. Upon
discharge from the storage tanks, the air passed through an

Fig. 2 Cascade nomenclature

Table 1 Cascade geometry

Parameter

Cascade

A B C

Axial chord, AC �mm� 24.1 24.1 24.1
Chord, C �mm� 35.5 38.5 40.4
Span, H �mm� 152.4 152.4 152.4
Throat, s �mm� 8.1 10.6 13.2
Pitch, t �mm� 29.0 36.2 43.4

Ratio of pitch to axial chord, t /AC 1.20 1.50 1.80
Solidity, �=C / t 1.22 1.06 0.93

Aspect ratio, AR=H /C 4.3 4.0 3.8
Stagger angle, � 47.9 deg 51.9 deg 54.0 deg
Unguided turning 17 deg 25 deg 34 deg

Fig. 3 Predicted blade surface Mach number distributions on
steam at three different exit Mach numbers
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activated-aluminum dryer for dehumidification and then pro-
ceeded through the settling chamber where a flow straightener and
a screen were placed to make the flow uniform. Upstream of the
test section, a turbulence grid was inserted to increase inlet free-
stream turbulence to a level of about 2%. After passing through
the test section, the flow was guided into the exhaust pipe, and
finally discharged to the atmosphere.

The test section is better shown by an insert view in Fig. 5 and
a sideview picture in Fig. 6. The cross section of the cascade inlet
had dimensions of 232 mm�152 mm �height�width�. The
tested cascade was mounted between a pair of Plexiglas sidewalls,

which allow for visual observation and optical measurements. The
sidewalls fit into the circular window. By rotating the sidewall-
cascade assembly, different incidence angles could be obtained for
the tests. The cascade flow uniformity/periodicity was achieved by
using no less than six blades and employing a pair of tailboards
downstream of the cascade along with an adjustable bottom wall
at the inlet. The number of blades mounted to construct the cas-
cade depended on the available space in the test section, which
was a function of the cascade solidity and different incidence
angles. It turned out that 8–10 blades were used for design A, and
7–8 blades for design B, and six blades for design C. The tail-
boards were set parallel to the cascade design outlet flow angle.
For different incidence angles, the axial length of the adjustable
bottom wall was set to fit the cascade very well. Figure 6 shows
one example of a negative incidence test case.

Temperature in the tunnel was measured using a type K ther-
mocouple total temperature probe located upstream of the test
section. The facility operated with an inlet total temperature range
of 277–298 K in the current experiment. Aerodynamic measure-
ments are illustrated in Fig. 7. All the aerodynamic measurements
were performed in the midspan for a wide range of outlet Mach
numbers from 0.21 to 0.80. Since the tunnel cannot control Mach
number and Reynolds number independently, the corresponding
Reynolds number varied from 1.8�105 to 9.0�105. Broad inci-
dence ranges �from −45 to 30 deg for designs A and C and from
−60 to 35 deg for design B� were tested for each outlet Mach
number.

Inlet total pressure was measured one axial chord upstream of
the cascade in the spanwise center of the middle passage using a
total pressure probe. The facility operated with an inlet total pres-
sure range of 0.97–1.81�105 Pa in the current experiment. Inlet
flow angle was checked by traversing a three-hole angle probe
100% axial chord upstream of the cascade for selected Mach num-
bers and incidence angles. It was found the inlet flow was parallel

Fig. 4 Predicted losses and boundary layer transition points
on steam at constant Mach number

Fig. 5 Virginia Tech High Speed Cascade Wind Tunnel

Fig. 6 Cascade test section

Fig. 7 Aerodynamic measurements
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to the top and bottom walls of the test section to within 0.5 deg
deviation. Thirteen sidewall pressure taps were aligned in the
pitchwise direction 100% axial chord upstream of the cascade,
covering the middle three passages. The static pressures measured
by these taps were used to monitor the inlet flow uniformity. The
static pressures taken in the middle passage were averaged and
used along with the measured total pressure to determine the inlet
Mach number. At the cascade outlet, a three-hole angle probe was
traversed 42% of the axial chord downstream of the blade trailing
edge to measure outlet total pressure, Mach number, and flow
angle. The traverse range covered the middle three passages pro-
viding good monitoring of the outlet flow periodicity. Overall
aerodynamic parameters at the outlet were averaged for one pitch.
This pitch was chosen such that the wake profile of the middle
blade was completely included. The two blades that composed the
middle passage were instrumented on the pressure surface and
suction surface respectively for blade surface pressure measure-
ment. Blade surface oil flow visualization was performed on the
middle four blades for selected test cases to help understanding
the flow.

Throughout the experiments, uncertainty was introduced from
different sources including instrumentation, flow aperiodicity, and
tunnel unsteadiness �although the latter two were relatively small�.
The overall uncertainty for the major measured flow quantities
was estimated to have the following range: Mach number within
±5%, loss coefficient within ±5%.

Results Discussion

Flow Uniformity and Periodicity. In cascade testing, pitch-
wise flow uniformity/periodicity is an important requirement.
Both inlet and outlet aerodynamic measurements in the current
experiments showed good inlet flow uniformity and outlet flow
periodicity. A representative example of the experimental results
is shown in Fig. 8. The inlet flow uniformity is represented by
inlet static pressure coefficient Cp1 �normalized by the inlet total
pressure�. The outlet flow periodicity is represented by wake pro-
file �quantified by local loss coefficient, normalized Y�.

In 2D linear cascade testing, another important concern is the
spanwise flow uniformity �3D effect from the sidewall�. In turbine
cascade testing, previous experience has shown that solid side-
walls are adequate, particularly for high aspect ratio cascades such
as the ones used in this study. Sieverding �20� recommended mini-
mum aspect ratios to obtain reliable 2D midspan performance data

in turbine cascade tests from 1.6 to 2.2 based on different velocity
ratios across the cascade. In the current tests aspect ratios greater
than 3.8 were used ensuring good spanwise flow uniformity. Con-
firmation of the spanwise flow uniformity is provided by blade
surface oil flow visualization. One example is shown in Fig. 9.
The picture was taken after the tunnel run and the flow was visu-
alized through the oil pattern left on the blade surface. In addition
to showing good spanwise flow uniformity, pitchwise periodic
flow was also indicated by blade surface flow visualization �see
Fig. 9 for good repeatability of the oil pattern from blade to
blade�.

Profile Losses. The profile losses of the three cascades were
tested at incidence angles of −45, −30, 0, 15, and 30 deg. At each
incidence, four Mach numbers ranging from 0.21 to 0.8 were
tested. The overall aerodynamic parameters for the outlet flow
were averaged from the measured pitchwise local quantities using
a mixing algorithm. The algorithm calculated a mixing process
with the conservation of mass and momentum, through which the
cascade outlet flow turned to a uniform flow. The obtained uni-
form total and static pressure �Pt2m

and Ps2m
� were then used to

calculate the loss coefficient Ym.
Figure 10 shows the experimental results of the loss develop-

ment with outlet Mach number at three representative incidence
angles: −45, 0, and 30 deg, respectively. The corresponding varia-
tion of Reynolds number with M2 is also plotted in the chart. As

Fig. 8 Pitchwise flow uniformity and periodicity

Fig. 9 Flow uniformity and periodicity confirmed by blade sur-
face flow visualization „S.S.…
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shown in the figure, Reynolds number increased monotonically
with increasing M2. To better view the loss development with
Reynolds number, the same experimental data of each incidence
case was plotted on the right side as loss versus Reynolds number.
The Reynolds number effect on the losses can also be viewed
from the predicted trends �see Fig. 4�.

Because the tunnel facility did not allow independent control of
Mach number and Reynolds number, the loss development with
M2 seen in Fig. 10 includes the effect of Reynolds number. Prob-

ably driven primarily by Reynolds number, the losses decrease
with increasing M2 for most of the test conditions, except for
designs B and C at the incidence of 30 deg. The effect of Rey-
nolds number on turbine cascade losses, independent of Mach
number, was studied by Corriveau and Sjolander �13�. Their find-
ings supported the loss-versus-Re trend presented here. Despite
the combined effects of M2 and Re, the losses of the three cas-
cades can be effectively evaluated by back-to-back comparison

Fig. 10 Experimental loss development with M2 and Re
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since for the same I and M2, their Re values are very close. It is
seen that designs B and C have lower losses than design A for
most of the tested conditions, including the design incidence of
0 deg with the exception of high M2 at the off-design incidence of
30 deg. The trend of loss drop with increasing M2 and Re was
also published by Jouini et al. �21� in the same M2 range, although
their cascades were designed at a supersonic exit Mach number.

Considering that no drastic increase in loss was found for the
tested extreme negative and positive off-design incidences �−45
and 30 deg�, further tests were carried out for design B at inci-
dences of −60 and 35 deg in an attempt to better define the loss
bucket. Again, four Mach numbers were tested for each of these
two incidences. To better view the loss variation with incidence,
all the tested loss data were interpolated at the same M2 and
plotted as loss versus incidence, as shown in Fig. 11. A third-order
polynomial was chosen for the interpolation and the obtained
trend lines fit the data well. Three charts are presented in Fig. 11,
which correspond to low, intermediate, and high M2. It is seen that
all three cascades have a very large low-loss incidence range of
60 deg �from −45 to 15 deg�, i.e., excellent incidence robustness.
When increasing incidence from 15 to 35 deg, the losses increase
modestly; decreasing incidence from −45 to −60 deg causes the
losses to rise dramatically.

The experimental results as shown in Figs. 10 and 11 clearly

exhibit the superiority of designs B and C to design A. For the
wide low-loss incidence range �−45 to 15 deg�, approximately
20% loss reduction has been obtained. At the design incidence and
low M2, even more loss reduction has been achieved. Only at the
off-design conditions, with incidence greater than 15 deg and
M2=0.7, are designs B and C inferior to design A. Therefore, the
cascade tests have demonstrated the success of the cascade
design/optimization, i.e., the pitch is enlarged while the losses are
reduced. It is seen that the gain is for broad flow conditions. Based
on design A, the pitch is increased by 1.25 times for design B and
increased by 1.5 times for design C. The further increase in pitch
from design B to design C hardly degrades the performance. This
result provides experimental confirmation, based on 2D midspan
losses, that design B is a robust design for the application.

Loss Mechanisms. As the cascade of most interest for future
application, the loss mechanisms of design B are investigated, and
compared with design A. For the incidence range from
−45 to 15 deg, the losses of the two cascades remain low and
have insignificant variation. Examination of the shape and size of
the wake profiles for these conditions suggests no sign of bound-
ary layer separation. In addition, even for a low Mach number that
corresponds to a larger wake size and higher losses, blade surface
oil flow visualization had confirmed no boundary layer separation
on the suction and pressure surfaces. Therefore, the loss variation
with M2 of the two cascades and the loss reduction from design A
to design B are due to differences in unseparated boundary layer
thickness and subsequently different size of the wakes.

Experimental evidence to support the above discussion is
shown in Fig. 12, including the wake profiles and blade surface

Fig. 11 Experimental loss variation with incidence

Fig. 12 Experimental wake profile and surface flow at different
M2 for design B
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flow visualizations of design B at I=15 deg at two different M2. It
is seen that at the high M2 of 0.75 �corresponding to a high Re of
8.4�105�, the width of the wake is slightly smaller than that of
the low M2 of 0.25, leading to the lower losses for M2=0.75. The
flow visualizations at these two conditions confirmed no boundary
layer separation on both S.S. and P.S. of the blade. Only S.S. flow
visualization is shown here. Moreover, it is observed that there are
different oil patterns on the S.S. for the two M2. At M2=0.25,
more oil was left on front half chord and there was a sharp change
near 50% chord, right after which more oil was removed. At M2
=0.75, much thinner oil was left on the surface, due to higher flow
speed and the oil distribution along the entire chord was very
uniform. These oil pictures may suggest different characteristics
of the boundary layer development for the two M2, which caused
the difference in the wake size and loss level. Although it cannot
be concluded by oil pictures alone, speculations can be reasonably
made considering the effects of Reynolds number: At M2=0.25
�Re=2.1�105�, transition probably occurred around 50% chord,
and the boundary layer developed with relatively larger thickness
than that of M2=0.75, at which a fully turbulent boundary layer
swept across the entire chord. Clarification of this issue relies on
further study of the boundary layer characteristics in the future.

The mechanism for the loss reduction from design A to design
B at the lowloss incidence range from −45 to 15 deg is presented
below. As already mentioned, no boundary layer separation was
present for either design over this incidence range. The back-to-
back comparison for the two cascades is at the same condition �I,
M2 and Re�, meaning they should have similar boundary layer
development characteristics according to the above analysis.
Blade surface flow visualization did show similar surface flow
patterns for the two cascades. Then why does design B have 15–
30% lower losses than design A? The answer has been determined
by scrutinizing their wake profiles. Figure 13 gives one example
at the design incidence and M2 of about 0.6. The top plot in the
figure compares the wake profiles of the two cascades plotted
against the normalized pitch for one blade passage of each cas-

cade. Apparently, the narrower wake of design B accounts for its
lower losses. But this is not due to the thinner boundary layer of
design B but due to the larger pitch of design B. Thus, when
integrating the traverse data for one pitch, the wake of design B
contributes less percentage in one entire pitch. Replotting the
wake profiles of the two cascades against the absolute length of
one pitch of design A �29 mm�, as shown in the lower part of Fig.
13, the two wakes overlapped completely, indicating the physical
sizes of wakes A and B are the same. It should be emphasized that
the solidity influence on losses elucidated herein could by no
means be taken as the sole reason for the loss reduction. Only
increasing the pitch for a cascade with the same blade profile
would not necessarily lead to loss reduction. The explanation of
the loss reduction mechanism is as follows. As a new optimized
cascade, design B differs from design A in terms of not only the
decreased solidity, but also the blade profile. The boundary layer
development characteristic due to the new cascade blade geometry
is similar to that of the base line, so are the physical boundary
layer thickness and wake size. When integrated over one pitch,
lower overall losses are obtained on design B due to the fact that
the wake of design B occupies less percentage of the entire pitch.

The rapid increase in losses at the very high incidences of −60
and 35 deg, as seen in Fig. 11, is typical in cascade tests. Figure
14 shows the wake profile comparison for design B at M2 of about
0.38 for three incidences, 0, 35, and −60 deg. The wake sizes for

Fig. 13 Experimental wake profile comparison between de-
sign A and design B

Fig. 14 Experimental wake profile and surface flow at different
incidence for deign B
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35 and −60 deg are much larger than that of 0 deg, which ac-
counts for much higher losses. The wake shape of 35 deg is simi-
lar to that of 0 deg, only with the size enlarged, an indication of
the thickening or possible separation of the boundary layer on the
S.S. The case of −60 deg gives a quite different wake profile with
losses raised for the entire pitch, particularly on the P.S., indicat-
ing flow separation there. This is also confirmed by blade surface
oil flow visualization. Two pictures of the oil flow visualization on
the pressure surface are given in Fig. 14. The right one shows an
accumulation of the oil at the blade front part, caused by the
reverse surface flow. The reverse surface flow was observed dur-
ing the tunnel run. For comparison, the left picture shows an ex-
ample of the streamwise surface flow with no boundary layer
separation. In this case, the oil was simply carried away in the
streamwise direction, leaving a relatively uniform oil pattern on
the blade surface after the tunnel run.

Blade Surface Mach Number. As summarized in Fig. 15, ex-
perimental results of blade surface pressure provide another per-
spective to investigate the flow and compare the cascade perfor-
mance. The values shown are blade surface isentropic Mach
numbers, calculated using the blade surface static pressures and
the cascade inlet total pressures. All the data points correspond to

the same conditions of those in Fig. 10. The variation of flow and
blade loading with outlet Mach number and incidence, as well as
the comparison between the three cascades are illustrated in Fig.
15. The lack of data near the leading edge and trailing edge,
particularly the front part of design B on the S.S. was unfortu-
nately due to instrumentation constraints.

The data show the trends one would expect. Positive incidence
loads up the front end and negative incidence unloads it. Higher
Mach numbers load up the entire chord and shift more load aft.
The flow is well behaved and there are no indications of separa-
tion over the incidence range covered in Fig. 15. The design phi-
losophy of moving some load forward to control diffusion on the
suction side downstream of the throat is evident in the lower so-
lidity designs. As intended the distributions are still more aft
loaded than uniformly loaded

Designs A and B approach sonic Mach numbers locally on the
S.S. at the throat at an exit Mach number of about 0.75. Design C
actually goes locally supersonic under similar conditions due to
the higher loading from decreased solidity and due to the higher
unguided turning. At exit Mach numbers of 0.6 all blades are
comfortably subsonic.

Inspection of the Mach number distributions of Fig. 15 indi-

Fig. 15 Experimental blade surface isentropic Mach number
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cates that the quality of the flow for design B is good. Further it
can be seen that the quality of the flow at the lower solidity of
design C indicates that design B has some margin with respect to
decreased solidity. It is therefore a robust choice to pick for future
applications.

Conclusion
Extensive cascade tests were carried out to determine the per-

formance of three steam turbine nozzle cascades. The three cas-
cades are designed for the same inlet and exit vector diagrams.
They have the same axial chord, but the solidity is varied from
1.22 to 0.93. For all three cascades, experimental results have
shown a wide lowloss incidence range from −45 to 15 deg at the
tested outlet Mach numbers ranging from 0.2 to 0.8. At these
broad conditions, the boundary layer is well controlled without
separation such that the losses are low. Most importantly, a 15–
30% profile loss reduction has been obtained while reducing the
solidity on the new cascades. The larger improvements are at the
lower Mach numbers. As the best candidate cascade for applica-
tion, design B was tested at two more off-design incidences �−60
and 35 deg� to more fully document the loss bucket.

Wake profile comparison and blade surface flow visualization
are successfully used in conjunction to help understand the flow
and the loss reduction mechanism. It is confirmed that design B
has the same boundary layer characteristics as the baseline. The
wakes of designs A and B are the same size but since design B has
a larger pitch and fewer blades and wakes for a given application
the overall losses are lower.

Cascade design optimization led to more tangential stagger and
higher unguided turning for the lower solidity cascades. The load-
ing on the lower solidity cascades was brought forward somewhat
to control the suction surface diffusion downstream of the throat
to avoid separation and high losses. This strategy has proved ef-
fective in developing low loss cascades at low solidities. The low
solidities allow a reduction in parts count for reduced cost at a
high level of efficiency.

It is also of interest to point out that a design which is based on
the use of a 2D Euler flow solver with boundary layer and loss
calculations proved to be sufficient to give optimized blade
shapes, as verified by the experiment.
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Nomenclature
AC � axial chord
AR � aspect ratio

C � true chord
Cp � pressure coefficient= Ps / Pt1
H � blade span
I � incidence angle

M � Mach number
P.S. � pressure surface

Ps � static pressure
Pt � total pressure

Re � Reynolds number �based on true chord and
outlet condition�

t � pitch
S.S. � suction surface

s � throat
Tu � free-stream turbulence intensity
X � distance in axial direction
Y � loss coefficient= �Pt1

− Pt2
� / �Pt1

− Ps2
�

Ym � mix-out loss
coefficient= �Pt1

− Pt2m
� / �Pt1

− Ps2m
�

� � stagger angle
� � solidity, �=C / t

Subscripts
1 � cascade inlet
2 � cascade inlet
m � mix-out
is � isentropic
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Aeroelastic Stability of
Welded-in-Pair Low Pressure
Turbine Rotor Blades:
A Comparative Study Using
Linear Methods
The aerodynamic damping of a modern low pressure turbine bladed-disk with interlock
rotor blades is compared for the first time to that obtained when the rotor blades are
welded in pairs through the lateral face of the shroud. The damping is computed solving
the linearized Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations on a moving grid. First the
basics of the stabilizing mechanism of welding the rotor blades in pairs is investigated
using two-dimensional analyses and the Panovsky and Kielb method. It is concluded that
the stabilizing effect is due to the suppression of unsteady perturbations in one out of the
two passages providing for the first time a physical explanation to engine data. Three-
dimensional effects are then studied using the actual mode shapes of two bladed disks
differing solely in the shroud boundary conditions. It is concluded that the increase in the
aerodynamic damping, due to the modification of the mode shapes caused by welding the
rotor blades in pairs, is smaller than that due to the overall raise of the reduced frequen-
cies of a bladed disk with an interlock design. The modification of the flutter boundaries
due to mistuning effects is assessed using the reduced order model known as the Funda-
mental Mistuning Model. A novel extension of the critical reduced frequency stability
maps accounting for mistuning effects is derived and applied for both, the freestanding
and welded-in-pair airfoils. The stabilizing effect of mistuning is clearly seen in these
maps. Finally, the effect of mistuning on low-pressure-turbine bladed disks is studied. It
is shown that the modification on the stability limit of the interlock bladed disk is negli-
gible, while for the welded-in-pair configuration a 0.15% increase of the damping rela-
tive to the critical damping is found. This qualitative difference between both configura-
tions had not been reported before. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2366512�

Introduction
Flutter has been a problem traditionally associated with com-

pressor and fan blades. However, the steady trend during the last
decades to design high-lift, highly loaded low pressure turbines
�LPTs�, with the final aim of reducing their cost and weight, while
keeping the same efficiency, has led to a reduction of the blade
and disk thicknesses and an increase of the blade aspect ratio.
Both factors tend to lower the stiffness of the bladed-disk assem-
bly and therefore its natural frequencies. The decrease of the
maximum relative thickness of LPT midsections during the last
two decades is depicted in Fig. 1.

As a result of the aforementioned evolution, vanes and rotor
blades of the latter stages of modern LPTs of large commercial
turbofan engines, which may be designed with aspect ratios of up
to six, may potentially flutter and undergo alternate stresses simi-
lar to those encountered in fans and compressors.

Vibration control of shrouded LPT blades may be accomplished
using either cantilever, interlock or welded-in-pairs rotor blades
�see Fig. 2�. Flat sided shrouds may vibrate freely even for very
small clearances especially for low inter blade phase angles
�IBPA� and provide little control over the vibration characteristics

of the bladed disk. To remedy this deficiency z-shaped shrouds
�interlocks� were designed with the aim of remaining tight during
the whole flight envelope. This type of design significantly modi-
fies the vibration characteristics of cantilever blades, however, the
mode shapes of a given family may significantly vary with the
nodal diameter and induce bending-torsion coupling. Finally, pairs
of rotor blades welded in the tip shroud were devised as a practi-
cal alternative to control the vibration characteristics of LPT
bladed disks and may be seen in some modern turbofan engines.
This latter configuration substantially modifies as well the mode
shapes and frequencies of the base line �cantilever� and interlock
solutions.

It is well known that flutter boundaries are very sensitive to
blade mode shapes and that the reduced frequency plays a second-
ary role. A comprehensive numerical study of the influence of
both parameters for LPT airfoils was performed by Panovsky and
Kielb �1� and supported by experimental work �2�.

The beneficial effect of grouping the airfoils in packets was first
demonstrated by Whitehead and Evans �3�. Kahl �4� studied the
stability of a LPT sectored vane of three airfoils and later on
Chernysheva et al. �5� extended the stability studies to packets of
six vanes using the Panovsky and Kielb �PK� method.

However, in an actual machine rotor blades are never exactly
identical because of manufacturing imperfections, which result in
slightly different natural frequencies and phase shifts of the
blades. There is numerical �6–8� and experimental �2� evidence
that mistuning has a strong beneficial effect on self-excited vibra-
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tions. However, the attempts to analyze �9� or devise design meth-
ods �10� retaining the effect of mistuning are scarce.

Flutter analyses are usually performed in the frequency domain
making use of the hypothesis of linearity to dramatically reduce
the computational cost of non-linear single-passage or whole an-
nulus computations. Mistuned aerodynamic models make use of
the hypothesis of linearity as well as precomputing the aerody-
namic damping in traveling-wave form for a prescribed frequency,
and deriving the damping of the mistuned case expanding the
eigenmodes of the mistuned problem in traveling waves �11,10�
which is several orders of magnitude less expensive than comput-
ing the whole mistuned wheel �9�.

The use of welded-in-pair rotor blades in large civil turbofans
dates back to the early 1990s. However, the rationale of its stabi-
lizing effect has been poorly understood and has never been re-
ported before. The aim of this work is to investigate, using nu-
merical tools, the influence of pairing the rotor blades on the
aerodynamic damping of a typical LPT bladed disk and compare
the results with the equivalent, and more widespread, interlock
configuration.

In this work, the analysis methodology is presented first. Then a
typical airfoil is used to analyze the stabilizing effect of welding
the airfoils in pairs from a two-dimensional point of view using
simplified methods. A significant part of the article is focused on
the analysis of realistic bladed disks with special emphasis in the
comparison of the relative merits of interlock and welded-in-pair
rotor blades. In this study we retained three-dimensional features
both in the structural dynamics and aerodynamics, where viscous
effects are also accounted for. Finally, the beneficial effect of mis-

tuning on the stability is assessed, both for a standard two-
dimensional airfoil and for realistic bladed disks. The use of the
PK method in this part, retaining the effect of mistuning, is novel.
The paper is closed deriving some final conclusions.

Numerical Formulation

Linearized Navier-Stokes Equations. The three-dimensional
Navier-Stokes equations in conservative form for an arbitrary con-
trol volume may be written as:

d

dt�
�

Ud� +�
�

�f − Uvx,g − Uvy,h − Uvz� . dA = 0 �1�

where U is the vector of conservative variables, f, g, and h the
sum of the inviscid and viscous fluxes, � the flow domain, � its
boundary, dA the differential area pointing outward to the bound-
ary and vx, vy and vz the three components of the boundary ve-
locity. Now we may decompose the flow into two parts: a steady
or mean background flow, plus a small but periodic unsteady per-
turbation, which in turn may be expressed as a Fourier series in
time. If we retain just the first harmonic any variable may be
expressed as:

U�x,t� = U0�x� + Re�û�x�ei�t� �2�

where U0 represents the background flow and û is the complex
perturbation. The Navier-Stokes equations may then be linearized
about the mean flow to obtain:

� d

d�
+ i���

�

ûd� +�
�

� �f

�U
û,

�g

�U
û,

�h

�U
û� . dA + i��

�

U0d��

+�
�

�f0,g0,h0� . dA� = i��
�

U0x� . dA �3�

which is a linear equation of complex coefficients and where the
first term is an additional time derivative added to solve the equa-
tions marching in the pseudo-time �.

Spatial Discretization. The code used here �Mu2s2T−L� solves
the three-dimensional linearized Navier-Stokes equations in con-
servative form �12�. The spatial discretization is obtained linear-
izing the discretized equations of the non-linear version of the
code Mu2s2T �13�, from which the background solution is ob-
tained. The spatial domain is discretized using hybrid unstructured
grids that may contain cells with an arbitrary number of faces and
the solution vector is stored at the vertexes of the cells. The code
uses an edge-based data structure, a typical grid is discretized by
connecting the median dual of the cells surrounding an internal
node �Fig. 3�. For the node i the semi-discrete form of Eq. �3� can
be written as

Fig. 1 Evolution of LPT mid-section airfoils during the last two
decades

Fig. 2 Sketch of cantilever, welded-in-pair and interlock
shrouds

Fig. 3 Typical hybrid-cell grid and associated dual mesh
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d��iûi�
d�

+ �
j=1

nedges 1

2
Sij�F̂i + F̂ j� − D̂ij = Ŝ�ûi� �4�

where Sij is the area associated with the edge ij, and nedges the
number of edges that surround node j. The resulting numerical
scheme is cell centered in the dual mesh and second-order accu-
rate. It may be shown that for triangular grids the scheme is
equivalent to a cell vertex finite volume scheme. A blend of sec-

ond and fourth order artificial dissipation terms, D̂ij, is added to
capture shock waves and prevent the appearance of high fre-
quency modes in smooth flow regions, respectively. The second-
order terms are activated in the vicinity of shock waves by means
of a pressure-based sensor and locally the scheme reverts to first
order in these regions. The artificial dissipation terms can be writ-
ten as

D̂ij = 	Aij	Sij��ij
�2��û j − ûi� − �ij

�4��Lj − Li�� �5�

where �ij
�2� and �ij

�4� are the average of the artificial viscosity co-
efficients in the nodes i and j. 	Aij	 is a 5�5 matrix that plays the
role of a scaling factor. If 	Aij	= �	u	+c�ijI, where I is the identity
matrix, the standard scalar formulation of the numerical dissipa-
tion terms �14� is recovered. When 	Aij	 is chosen as the Roe
matrix �15� the matricial form of the artificial viscosity �16� is
obtained. The scalar version of the numerical diffusion terms has
been used in this work since the difference between both ap-
proaches is negligible for the Mach numbers of interest �17� and is
more robust.

The viscous fluxes can be evaluated in a number of ways. The
gradients of the flow variables are approximated at the nodes us-
ing the divergence theorem in the same way that the convective
fluxes are computed. Then an approximation of the gradients at
the midpoint of the edge is obtained by a simple average,

�Uij =
1

2
��Ui + �Uj� �6�

The Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model �18� has been used for the
steady flow computations and the turbulence viscosity has been
frozen in the linear version of the code.

Temporal Discretization. Equation �4� can be expressed in
compact form as

d��iûi�
d�

= R�û� = C�û� + H�û� + S�û� �7�

where the residual can be split in the convective, C, the numerical
diffusion and viscous, H, parts and a source term S. The integra-
tion in time is performed using an explicit five stage Runge-Kutta
scheme, where the artificial viscosity terms are evaluated only in
three stages of the Runge-Kutta.

The scheme is second-order accurate in time. Implicit residual
smoothing and full coarsening multigrid may be used to increase
the stability limit of the scheme and speed up its convergence. A
more detailed description of the numerical scheme and details of
the validation process may be found in �12�.

Boundary Conditions. The exact, 2D, unsteady, non-reflecting
boundary conditions �19� have been used at the inlet and outlet in
a plane by plane basis. At the solid walls half volumes associated
with the wall nodes are used to march in pseudo time. For inviscid
simulations the unsteady fluxes are imposed at the boundaries
while for viscous cases the velocity is imposed at the boundary
nodes. The code uses phase-shifted boundary conditions in the
periodic boundaries to simulate annular cascades of airfoils vibrat-
ing sinusoidally with a common angular frequency, �, and com-
mon IBPA.

Two-Dimensional Analysis Methodology

Description of the Method. Using flutter stability maps,
Panovsky and Kielb �1� showed that the mode shape and the re-
duced frequency are the basic parameters that control the stability
of a two-dimensional LPT section. Since one of the aims of this
work was to understand the stability of welded-in-pair rotor
blades, including the influence of the torsion center and reduced
frequency, it was decided to adopt this simplified approach.

Following the PK approach only the unsteady pressure fields
associated with two orthogonal bending directions and the torsion
about a given point, P, for a reference displacement need to be
computed for each IBPA �see Fig. 4�. The unsteady pressure as-
sociated with the motion of the airfoil as a rigid body about an
arbitrary torsion axis, O, is computed as a linear combination of
the three reference solutions.

The main differences of the present method with the original
approach are the systematic use of viscous simulations and the
extension of the analyses to pairs of airfoils moving as a rigid
body. However, instead of using an influence coefficient technique
to simulate the sector as in �5�, we have included pairs of airfoils
vibrating as a rigid body to emulate the dynamic behavior of rotor
blades welded in pairs.

Underlying Hypothesis. Although the details of the method
are well known and may be found in �1�, the main hypotheses of
the approach are revisited here to check its validity for the present
study:

1. The superposition principle holds. This is not usually a prob-
lem for LPTs with subsonic flows and small vibration am-
plitudes.

2. The airfoil moves as a rigid body. For elongated, high aspect
ratio LPT airfoils, with a similar stiffness along the chord
and without constraints at the tip, it is unusual to have local
modes. Figure 5 shows the first bending �left� and first tor-
sion �right� mode shapes of a welded-pair bladed disk on the

Fig. 4 Definition of fundamental mode shapes
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airfoil, obtained from a bladed-disk finite element method
�FEM�. It may be seen that the modes are quite two-
dimensional for the bending mode where the iso-
displacement contours are parallel among them. The torsion
mode is also quite two-dimensional except at the blade root.
It may be observed in Fig. 5 that the iso-displacement con-
tours of both blades are quite similar indicating that they, in
first approximation, move as a rigid body and may be readily
simulated using the PK method.

3. All the points of a given section move in phase, or in other
words, the airfoil motion along a whole cycle may be de-
scribed as a rotation about a fixed given point. This is some-
times referred to as a real mode. Figure 6 displays the phase
of the bending �left� and torsion �right� modes at the mid-
section of a welded-in-pair rotor blade. It may be seen that
the differences in phase are negligible for both, the nodes
located in the suction and pressure side of the same airfoil,
and the two airfoils of the pair. The torsion modes exhibit a
transition in phase between 0 and � indicating that both ends
move in the opposite direction. The transition is smoothed
out by the structural grid that is much coarser than the aero-
dynamic one.

The structural modes of a tuned bladed disk are traveling waves
with constant IBPA. This means that the periodic boundaries of a
fundamental sector need to impose a constant phase shift. On the
cantilever and welded-pair configurations, the nodes with a given
phase shift correspond to the disk and the contribution to the
mode shape in the airfoil region is negligible. This is due to the
very small displacements at the blade root. However, the situation

is different for interlocks where the structural coupling between
fundamental sectors through phase-shifted �cyclic symmetry in
structural FEM terminology� boundary conditions occurs at the
region of the largest mode displacements, inducing significant
phase variations in the airfoil.

Tuned Flutter Stability Maps
The fundamental mode shapes used in this work are described

in Fig. 4. The edgewise and flap modes are defined as bending
modes along and perpendicular to the chord. The center of torsion
of the third fundamental mode is located at the l.e. of the airfoil.
When pairs of blades are considered, the pair is formed by adding
a new airfoil �dashed line in Fig. 4� adjacent to the pressure side
of the reference airfoil and the center of torsion of the fundamen-
tal node is kept at the l.e. of the reference section. The airfoil used
in all the simulations corresponds to the midsection of a represen-
tative rotor blade ��inlet=37 deg, �exit=64 deg, Mis=0.76, Re
=2.5�105�. Modern LPTs may have large separation bubbles on
the pressure side �p.s.� of the airfoils that may not be accounted
for using inviscid simulations. They induce phase shifts in the p.s.
of the airfoil whose relative importance depends on the case. Usu-
ally, the contribution to the work per cycle of the airfoil pressure
side is smaller than that of the suction side. However, to avoid any
further problems, all the simulations performed in the present
study have retained viscous effects since its extra cost compared
to that of the inviscid simulations is affordable. Pressure side
bubbles are not difficult to capture in this type of airfoil, provided
that the mesh resolution is high enough, because the reattachment
is a nearly geometric effect and the sensitivity of the bubble size
to the type of turbulence model is small.

The damping coefficient or non-dimensional work-per-cycle is
defined as:

	 =
W

�
eUe
2dmax

2 H

where W is the work per cycle over the airfoil, 
e and Ue are,
respectively, the density and velocity at the cascade inlet, dmax is
the maximum airfoil displacement in the reference cases, and H is
the cascade span.

Figure 7 shows the damping coefficient as a function of the
IBPA for the different fundamental modes previously described.
In general the IBPA is defined as �=2��m−1� /NS where m
=1. . .Ns and Ns is the number of fundamental sectors. For a free-
standing airfoil the number of sectors coincides with the number
of blades, and hence Ns=N, while for welded-pair rotor blades the
number of sectors is half that of the rotor blades and hence Ns
=N /2. It must be understood, therefore, that for a welded-pair
rotor the IBPA represents the phase between each pair of blades,
which constitute the basic sector of the bladed disk. The damping
coefficient in the welded-pair case is defined in a per blade basis.
The stabilizing effect of the reduced frequency can be seen for
both, the single and welded-pair configurations. The most unstable
modes of the freestanding configuration are the flap and torsion
modes. The instability of the torsion mode is, however, stronger
than that of the flap mode. The stabilizing effect of the welded-
pair configuration may be clearly seen at the bottom of the same
figure. In this case, all the fundamental modes are stable for k

0.3. The torsion mode is highly stabilized for the welded-pair
configuration and is neutrally stable for k
0.2. The flap mode
becomes the most critical one.

It may be appreciated that the damping coefficient curves of the
edgewise and flap modes have a sinusoidal form specially for low
reduced frequencies �k=0.1� while for high reduced frequencies
�k=0.4� two spikes, corresponding to resonant conditions, are su-
perimposed to the sine-like shape. This behavior is expected since
the relative influence of the adjacent blades with respect to the
reference decreases when the reduced frequency is increased �see
�20�, for example�. The deviations from the sinusoidal are larger

Fig. 5 Mode shapes of a welded-pair configuration. Left: flap
mode. Right: 1st torsion mode.

Fig. 6 Phase of the flap „left… and 1st torsion „right… mode-
shapes at the mid-section
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for the torsion mode. For the welded-pair configuration, the situ-
ation is somewhat more complex and the damping curves exhibit
several peaks. Due to the spiky shape of the damping curves, we
have consistently computed them using 16 IBPAs.

Figure 8 �left� shows the critical reduced frequency stability
map for a freestanding airfoil. The reduced frequency assigned to
every point of the plot is the minimum that ensures that the vibra-
tion of the airfoil as a rigid body about this center of torsion is
stable. The tie-dye plots are used computing the actual reduced
frequency and torsion center for the section of interest and com-
paring the actual reduced frequency with that of the plot. The
middle section represents the reference section. It can be seen that
the airfoil is highly unstable in torsion, and increasing the reduced
frequency enlarges the stable region. It is also worth noting that

while the axial mode �bending in the x direction� is quite stable,
the flex mode �bending in the y direction� nearly coincides with
the most unstable direction. This may be inferred by realizing that
a torsion axis at infinity �y→�, for instance� generates a pure
bending mode.

Figure 8 �right� shows the equivalent map for a pair of airfoils
moving as a rigid body. The lower airfoil of the pair corresponds
to the lower section of the figure. The increase in the aerodynamic
damping in all the modes with respect the single blade configura-
tion is clearly seen. For k=0.4, the airfoil is stable for torsion
modes whose center of torsion lies in the vicinity of the welded-
pair passage and in a wide range of bending directions. The most
unstable direction �bending� coincides with that of the flex mode.

Fig. 7 Damping as a function of IBPA for the three fundamental modes. Top: freestanding airfoil. Bottom: welded-in-pair
configuration.

Fig. 8 Critical reduced frequency maps for the freestanding „left… and welded-in-pair „right… configurations
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Only qualitative comparisons are possible with the results ob-
tained by Panovsky and Kielb �1� since neither the geometry nor
all the aerodynamic conditions are available. Still it may be con-
cluded that, the basic steady aerodynamic conditions are compa-
rable in first approximation and the stability maps of both cases
are similar as well. This confirms the idea that the sensitivity to
the geometry and aerodynamic conditions is low.

Physical Mechanism of Damping
It has already been shown that welding the blades in pairs is an

effective mechanism to increase the damping of the system while
keeping the reduced frequency constant. The simulations of the
fundamental modes for a single airfoil indicate that the most un-
stable IBPA is around ±90°, depending on the mode, while the
�=0° and �=180° are only slightly damped. This behavior may
be readily understood by noting that the modulus of the unsteady
pressure for the �=0° case is much smaller than for the �
=180° case. This is sketched in Fig. 9 where the unsteady pressure
modulus fields generated by the airfoil vibrating in torsion about
the leading edge for �=0 deg, �=90 deg and �=180 deg are dis-
played. It is clearly seen that the modulus of the unsteady pressure
is very small for �=0 deg since the relative displacement between
the two airfoils in the throat region is very small compared to that
obtained for �=180 deg, where both airfoils move in antiphase.
For �=90 deg the modulus of the unsteady pressure lies in be-
tween the other two.

Since the work per cycle depends strongly on the phase be-
tween the unsteady pressure and the blade displacement this as-
pect is reviewed in the following lines. Figure 10 displays the
unsteady pressure phase for the �=0 deg, �=90 deg and �
=180 deg. It is important to recall that the unsteady pressure on
the suction side �filled symbols� is significantly larger than that on
the pressure side �open symbols�. The phase of �=0 deg, and �

=180 deg is zero in first approximation. This means that, both
modes are neutral from a stability point of view. When the blade
moves closing the throat, the pressure is increased in that region,
tending to damp the vibration in that part of the cycle but that
energy is transmitted back to the airfoil in the second part of the
cycle. The damping for �=180 deg is dominated by the pressure
side which is the only region with a non-null phase with the air-
foil. The most critical IBPAs are those in which the modulus of
the unsteady pressure is high and the pressure raise when the
airfoil moves opening the throat �i.e., when the motion of the
suction-side neighboring airfoil closing the throat leads the motion
of the reference airfoil�.

The effect of welding the airfoils in pairs is depicted in Fig. 11.
Within the passage defined by the pair �passage 1� the modulus of
the unsteady pressure is very small, since the relative displace-
ment between the airfoils is null, in the same way it was for the
freestanding airfoil for �=0°. Figure 11 shows clearly that for �
�90 deg and 180 deg, the inner passage of the welded pair has a
very low activity, while the passages that define the neighboring
pairs �passage 2� have unsteady pressures very similar to those
that are encountered in the freestanding airfoil, both in terms of
distribution and intensity. The �=180 deg case, actually the inter-
pair phase angle �=180 deg, has higher unsteady pressure than
the �=90 deg case, as could be expected. Essentially one out of
every two airfoils is not contributing to the total work, halving the
amplitude of the first harmonic of the damping curve.

Modal Characterization of Bladed Disks
The aim of this section is to elucidate in a qualitative manner

how the previous results influence the stability of realistic bladed-
disk assemblies and, in particular, to discuss the relative merits of
using cantilever, interlock or welded-in-pair interlocks �see Fig.
2�. Although there exists a big leap in moving from pure 2D to
fully 3D mode shapes the simplicity of the approach makes the
exercise still attractive.

Fig. 9 Modulus of the unsteady pressure for a single airfoil
vibrating in torsion about the leading edge for different IBPA

Fig. 10 Unsteady pressure phase along the blade surface.
Filled symbols: suction side. Open symbols: pressure side.

Fig. 11 Modulus of the unsteady pressure for a welded pair of
airfoils vibrating in torsion about the leading edge for different
IBPA
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The bladed-disk assembly considered in this study is represen-
tative of the first stages of modern LPTs. The vibration character-
istics of the cantilever, interlock and welded-pair configurations
have been obtained with the same grid. The boundary condition in
the contact nodes between the blade and the disk enforces that the
displacements of these are identical in both solids. In the contact
faces of the interlock, cyclic symmetry, following the structural
FEM terminology, or phase-shifted boundary conditions, in the
aerodynamic terminology, are used. This simplifying hypothesis is
made to avoid the generation of non-linear models where the con-
cepts of natural frequency and mode shape need to be re-
interpreted. However, special care has been taken in this case to
match the experimental frequencies of the rotor.

Figure 12 displays the non-dimensional frequency of the first
mode families for the cantilever �left�, welded-pair �middle�, and
interlock �right� configurations as a function of the non-
dimensional nodal diameter, ND /NDmax, where NDmax=N /2 for
the cantilever and interlock configurations and NDmax=N /4 for
welded pairs. Several conclusions may be drawn upon inspection
of this figure and the mode shapes, not shown here for the sake of
brevity,

1. The disk is very stiff compared to the blades. This may be
seen in the mode shapes, that show very small displacements
of the disk, as well as in the frequency nodal diameter dia-
gram that displays a high number of modes with nearly the
same frequency within the same family.

2. The flap and edgewise modes of the welded-pair configura-
tion have slightly higher frequencies than the cantilever one
in the high ND region, which is the relevant one from a
flutter point of view.

3. The frequency of the first torsion �1T� mode of the welded-
pair configuration is lower than that of the cantilever con-
figuration in the whole range of ND.

4. The disk dominated modes of the welded-pair configuration
are shifted to the right in Fig. 12 due to the rescaling with
NDmax of the horizontal axis.

5. The interlock provides an effective means to raise the fre-
quencies of the assembly. The highest nodal diameters of the
first family corresponding to shroud dominated modes.

Application of the PK Method
The objective of this section is to apply the results obtained

with the PK method to realistic bladed disks. To simplify the
discussion it will be assumed that the bending direction of the
flap-wise and edge-wise modes approximately coincides with that
of the fundamental modes, i.e., the direction defined by the line
that joins the l.e. and t.e. of the airfoil and its normal �dashed lines
in Fig. 8�. The rationale of this assumption is based on the fact
that these directions approximately match those of the principal
directions of the airfoil, which are the airfoil natural directions of
vibration.

It is clearly seen from Fig. 8, left, that the freestanding configu-
ration is unstable. The reduced frequency of the first flap mode is
less than 0.2 �see Fig. 12, left� while the minimum reduced fre-
quency to stabilize a flap mode is approximately 0.5. The first
torsion mode is probably unstable as well. While the actual value
of the reduced frequency for high ND is about 0.6, the torsion
center lies in a region of the tie-dye plot of high gradients where
the critical reduced frequency may raise up to 1.2. The welded-
pair configuration is better from a stability point of view than the
freestanding one.

Figure 8 �right� depicts the critical reduced frequency map for
the welded-in-pair configuration. We have superimposed on it the
location of the torsion centers of the most unstable modes of the
first three family modes obtained from a 3D FEM �see Fig. 13,
right� to compare the damping obtained from pure two-
dimensional and three-dimensional simulations. Torsion centers
are computed using a best fit to the motion of the section located
at 70% span of the rotor blade. The torsion mode is stable in spite
of having a lower reduced frequency, however the flap mode is
still unstable.

The stability of the interlock configuration may not be dis-
cussed using the critical reduced frequency stability maps since its
most unstable modes are complex. This discussion is postponed to
the next section where the 3D results for the damping of the
interlock bladed disk are available. It may be anticipated, how-
ever, that the interlock is marginally unstable and that the inter-
lock is overall more stable than both, the freestanding and the
welded-in-pair configuration.

Tuned Three-Dimensional Results

Interlock Configuration. The frequencies and mode shapes of
the interlock version of the bladed-disk assembly, whose fre-
quency characteristics are displayed in Fig. 12 �right�, have been
injected in the 3D linear viscous code. The mode-shape displace-
ments are specified on the structural grid surface and interpolated
on the aerodynamic surface grid from where the displacements of
the 3D aerodynamic mesh are derived. The computed modes are
complex in general and this fact is taken into account explicitly
when computing the grid displacements of the aerodynamic mesh.

Figure 13 �left� displays the damping, , �expressed as a frac-
tion of the critical damping� as a function of the IBPA �solid line�.
Two different grid resolutions with 275,000 and 550,000 nodes
per passage, approximately, were considered to assess grid sensi-
tivity. It may be seen that the coarse grid is dense enough to obtain
grid independent solutions for most of the IBPAs. Only in the
region of minimum damping some differences may be appreci-
ated, but the region of instability is essentially well predicted. The
differences in the high ND region are due to the comparatively
large reduced frequency of these NDs that would require a slightly
finer grid.

This case corresponds to a real design of a marginally stable

Fig. 12 Modal characteristics of the bladed-disk assembly. Left: cantilever. Middle: welded pair. Right: Interlock.
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LPT rotor. Experimental data are in agreement with the simula-
tions. The symbols on the same figure were computed using a
fully coupled simulation by Sayma et al. �21�. They found that the
6–12 nodal diameters, which corresponds in Fig. 12 right� to 20%
of the maximum nodal diameter, were unstable confirming previ-
ous rig testing. Our results compare well with �21� except at the
high nodal diameter region. It is speculated that this may be due to
resolution limitations on their computations, about 500,000 nodes
for the whole wheel, inherent to the use of a costly fully coupled
approach.

The low nodal diameters are edgewise real modes, which are
stable even for very low reduced frequencies, as may be seen in
the stability maps, while high nodal diameter modes are torsion
modes, whose stability is ensured because of their high reduced
frequency. The instability is concentrated in the region where the
edgewise modes become torsion modes �the modes are complex�
and the reduced frequency is not high enough to ensure their
stability.

Sensitivity to Boundary Conditions. In order to understand
the differences in the aerodynamic damping between an interlock
and a welded-pair configuration, the boundary conditions at the
shroud of the interlock configuration were modified to obtain the
corresponding natural frequencies and mode shapes of the equiva-
lent welded pair. The grids used in both computations were iden-
tical, except for the fact that in the welded-pair case the FEM was
made up by two basic sectors. The resulting frequency character-
istics are displayed in Fig. 12 �middle� where it may be appreci-
ated that the reduced frequencies of the welded-pair modes are
significantly lower than those of the first family of the interlock.

The aerodynamic damping of the first three family modes, com-
puted using linear viscous simulations, is displayed in Fig. 13
right, solid lines�. The reduced frequencies assigned to the each
mode in the legend correspond to the asymptotic values obtained
for the highest nodal diameters and are included as a guideline,
however the damping of each mode �nodal diameter� was actually
computed using the corresponding natural frequencies and mode
shapes obtained from a bladed-disk FE model using cyclic sym-
metry analysis. It may be appreciated that the flap mode is clearly
unstable while the edgewise mode is marginally stable.

Figure 13 �right, dashed lines� represents the damping as a
function of the IBPA of the cantilever configuration. It may be
appreciated that the freestanding airfoil is significantly more un-
stable than both the welded-in-pair and the interlock configura-
tions. The increase in damping of the welded in pair with respect
the cantilever rotor blades is about 0.3% of the critical damping.

The flap mode is the more critical one and the stabilizing effect of
the welded-in-pair configuration predicted by the 2D simulations
is confirmed.

These results are consistent with the critical reduced frequency
of each mode derived from the 2D flutter stability maps of the
freestanding and welded-pair configurations, backing the idea of
their validity for preliminary design purposes. Figure 8 �right�
shows the torsion centers of the most unstable modes of each
family �see Fig. 13 �right��. The critical reduced frequencies of
both the edge-wise and torsion modes are about 0.2. According to
this observation the torsion mode should be stable while the edge-
wise mode should be marginally stable. This is in agreement with
the 3D simulations. According to the stability map of the welded-
pair configuration, the critical reduced frequency for the flap mode
is about 0.35, which is much higher than the critical reduced fre-
quency of the high nodal diameter modes obtained from the FE
model �about 0.2�. This result is also aligned with the 3D
calculations.

It could be concluded at this stage that interlock configurations,
apart from other considerations, are most effective increasing the
aerodynamic damping of freestanding airfoils than welded-in-pair
rotor blades. It may be claimed also that stability maps predictions
are consistent with 3D simulations.

Welded in Pairs. The results of the previous subsection dem-
onstrate that the interlock simulations are consistent with experi-
mental evidence, but the equivalent welded-in-pair rotor does not
show any improvement on the aerodynamic damping of the sys-
tem, since the stabilizing effect on the aerodynamic damping as-
sociated with the welding the rotor blades in pairs is smaller than
the beneficial effect of increasing the reduced frequency of the
interlock.

To ensure the generality of this conclusion two more LPT
bladed disks, whose rotor blades had been welded in pairs, were
simulated. According to the experimental evidence, both rotors
were aerodynamically unstable, being the instability is more se-
vere in the so-called WP1 rotor than in WP2 due to its lower
reduced frequency. The simulations were conducted following the
same methodology outlined in the previous sections being the
steady aerodynamics of both cases comparable in terms of the
Mach number distribution to that of the interlock case.

Figure 14 displays the aerodynamic damping of the first three
family modes �flap-wise, edge-wise and torsion� for WP1 �solid
line� and WP2 �dashed line�. The reduced frequency for the high
ND of the family modes is also displayed in Fig. 14. The results
are qualitatively very similar to those obtained in the previous

Fig. 13 Damping as a function of the inter-blade phase angle for an interlock „left… and its equivalent welded-in-pair „solid lines…
and freestanding configuration „right…
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subsection. WP2 is slightly less unstable than WP1, which is con-
sistent with engine readings, however the differences in reduced
frequency are small except for the first flap mode where a 25%
variation is observed

Mistuning Effects
Bladed disks used in turbine engines are nominally designed to

be cyclically symmetric. However, in practice, small variations
that result from the manufacturing process and wear break the
symmetry, split the eigenvalue pairs, and prevent the existence of
traveling-wave modes. Numerous studies have been conducted to
understand mistuning effects on the dynamics of bladed-disk as-
semblies �see the survey paper of Srinivasan �22��. The main con-
clusions are that while mistuning has an undesirable effect on
forced response, increasing the maximum amplitude of some
blades, it has often a beneficial �stabilizing� effect on flutter �6�.

The damping of a mistuned bladed disk is always larger than
that of the tuned case. Let us consider a bladed disk in absence of
any structural damping and for which the aerodynamic damping is
positive for most of the IBPAs except for a small fraction of them
that are unstable and the damping is negative. For the tuned prob-
lem the mode shapes of the aeroelastic problem are pure traveling
waves and the aerodynamic damping is readily obtained from the
curves =�IBPA� that are usually computed in traveling-wave
form. In this case the system is unstable since there is at least one
unstable traveling wave that is a mode of the system also. How-
ever, in the mistuned case the bladed-disk mode shapes are not
pure traveling waves anymore and may be expressed as a linear
combination of the original traveling waves. The damping, in an
analogous way, is expanded as well as a linear combination of the
damping associated with each traveling wave. This means that the
least stable mode of the mistuned problem will be composed by
an important fraction of the most unstable mode of the tuned case
and a small fraction of the rest of the modes, most of them stable,
and that contribute to increase the overall stability of the tuned
case. As a consequence, if we assume that both the aerodynamic
and the structural models of the problem, are linear, the damping
of the mistuned configuration is always larger than that of the
tuned problem. For a more rigorous approach see �23�.

Accurate computational methods for the prediction of flutter
boundaries are essential to achieve high performance and low cost
turbomachinery by allowing adequate but not excessive design
margins. Consequently, the mistuning stabilizing effect must be
accounted for by preliminary and detailed analysis methods to
obtain realistic values of the aerodynamic damping.

Most structural analysis performed on bladed disks assume cy-
clic symmetry. Therefore, the resulting aeroelastic modes are trav-
eling waves, and this fact is exploited by linear aerodynamic
codes to compute the aerodynamic damping efficiently. It is still

possible to take advantage of the linearity of flow field to derive
the damping of the mistuned problem at a small extra cost making
the approach suitable for either preliminary design or detailed
analyses within the time scales of a production �design� environ-
ment.

Formulation of the Mistuned Problem. The Fundamental
Mistuning Model is used to model the structural dynamics. The
complete details of the formulation may be found in �24�, how-
ever a brief summary of the main ideas is given here for the sake
of completeness. The governing equations of a linear aeroelastic
system, neglecting structural damping and assuming an harmonic
motion, may be written as:

− �2�M��x̃ + �K��x̃ = C����x̃ �8�

where �x�t�=Re��x̃ei�t�, is the vector of the structural degrees of
freedom �DOFs� and C��� is the matrix of aerodynamic force
influence coefficients. This is an eigenvalue problem where the
stability of the system is determined by the imaginary part of �;
stability is restricted to Im����0 and rigorously, C��� is only
defined for ��R.

Choosing the modal coordinates, �q̃, in the traveling wave ba-
sis of the tuned structure as the new DOFs we may write �x̃
= ��0��q̃, where ��0� is a matrix whose columns are the tuned
system modes. It may be shown that the problem may be reduced
to the solution of

��2 + 2���̃� − W̃��� − �2��q̃ = 0 �9�
Equation �9� is a standard eigenvalue problem where the depen-
dence of the aerodynamics on the frequency has been removed. In
practice, �, a diagonal matrix containing the natural frequencies
of the tuned problem, and ��0� are obtained from a structural

FEM while ��̃, is obtained by sampling a given population and

contains the mistuning pattern. W̃ is a complex matrix with the
work coefficients calculated by the linear code. Since traveling

waves with different ND are aerodynamically orthogonal, W̃ is a
sparse matrix and if only a family of modes is kept the matrix is
diagonal. One of the attractions of the FMM is that it may be
regarded as an inexpensive post-processing step of the tuned so-
lution.

Mistuned Flutter Stability Maps
The underlying hypotheses of the PK method have been out-

lined in a previous section and will not be repeated here, however
an additional hypothesis that is usually overlooked is that the cas-
cade is tuned, i.e., all the airfoils are identical and the system
modes are traveling waves. However, it is well known that mis-
tuning significantly increases the stability of bladed disks. In this
section, modified critical reduced frequency maps that account for
mistuning effects are presented.

The computations are performed using the FMM. The airfoils
are assumed to be identical, mechanically decoupled, and re-
coupled by the aerodynamics. The mistuning problem is obtained
sampling the airfoils from a normal distribution whose standard
deviation is 1% of the natural frequency. Sampling is stopped
when the statistical minimum damping is 2% smaller than the
difference between the maximum and minimum damping of the
tuned case, which for a typical case leads to approximately 300
samples, and represents about a 3� statistical level of confidence.
This criterion has been used for all the estimates of the minimum
mistuned damping on this work.

Figure 15 displays the mistuned critical reduced frequency
maps for the same airfoil and operating conditions used for the
construction of the tuned maps �Fig. 8�. The number of airfoils is
assumed to be 84.

The isolines of the mistuned maps are noisy due to statistical
nature of the computations, however the patterns of the equivalent

Fig. 14 Aerodynamic damping as a function of the IBPA for
the WP1 „solid line… and WP2 „dashed line…
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tuned maps �Fig. 8� are clearly recognized. The differences in the
critical reduced frequency with the tuned case are about 20% for
the freestanding airfoil, although this result is mode dependent.

For the welded-pair case �Fig. 15 �right��, airfoils are moved as
a rigid body. The lower airfoil of the pair corresponds to the
section located at the bottom of row. The increase of the aerody-
namic damping in all the modes with respect to the single blade
configuration is clearly seen. The pattern of both, the tuned �Fig. 8
right�, and mistuned maps is similar, however in this case the
effect of mistuning is much higher than in the freestanding blade
with an increase of up to 30% in the reduced critical frequency for
the flap modes. Certainly, this is a factor that needs to be ac-
counted for from an engineering point of view to produce mean-
ingful results.

Mistuned Three-Dimensional Results
The methodology described in the previous section has been

applied to estimate the increase in aerodynamic damping due to
mistuning in realistic bladed disks. The disk is assumed to be
perfectly tuned while a normal population of blades with a stan-
dard deviation, �, of 1% of the rotor blade natural frequency has
been used to perform a Monte Carlo simulation. The number of
different bladed-disk samples per standard deviation is about 400,
which represents about a 3� statistical level of confidence.

Figure 16 displays the minimum damping as a function of blade
frequency mistuning of the sample for the interlock configuration
�solid symbols� and its equivalent welded pair �open symbols�.
The horizontal lines represent the minimum damping for the tuned
case. It may be seen that the minimum of the tuned case and that
obtained with the Monte Carlo simulation are essentially the same

for the interlock configuration, not being the mistuning an effec-
tive mechanism to increase the aerodynamic stability in this case.
However, for the welded-in-pair rotor blades, the increment in
damping is about 0.1%, which is comparable to the beneficial
effect of welding the airfoils in pairs.

The different sensitivity of the welded-pair and interlock con-
figurations to mistuning is due to the different form of their fre-
quency characteristics �see Fig. 12�. The minimum damping of the
interlock bladed disk occurs at low nodal diameters which are
separated modes and may not be effectively combined by mistun-
ing, while the minimum damping for rotor blades welded in pairs
occurs in the high nodal diameter region, where many modes have
nearly the same frequency and may be effectively combined by
the rotor blades’ mistuning to increase the minimum damping.

Figure 17 displays the damping as a function of the mistuning
amplitude in frequency for the welded-pair equivalent of the in-
terlock bladed disk. It may be seen that damping increases almost
linearly with the mistuning amplitude and then saturates for �
�2%. The lower part of the envelope, that provides the minimum
damping, is the most relevant from an engineering point of view.
The maximum damping saturates with the damping amplitude to a
value that approximately coincides with the mean damping of the
family, while the minimum damping depends essentially on the
statistical confidence level.

Figure 18 shows the minimum damping as a function of the
standard deviation of the sample for the welded-pair bladed disks
WP1 and WP2. WP1 is more unstable than WP2, as expected, and
the increase in damping due to mistuning effects is about 0.15%
of the critical damping in both cases. This means that WP2 still
needs about 0.2% of structural critical damping to become stable.

Fig. 15 Critical reduced frequency maps for mistuned freestanding „left… and welded-in-pair
„right… airfoils

Fig. 16 Minimum damping as a function of the standard devia-
tion of the rotor blade airfoil frequency for an interlock „solid
symbols… and a welded-pair „open symbols… blade disk

Fig. 17 Damping relative to the critical damping as a function
of the rotor blade frequency standard deviation
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It is important to notice that while paying attention to the worst
case of the variational study makes sense for design applications,
this is not the best choice for validation. The most logical com-
parison for a single sample would be to compare to the average of
the population. WP1 and WP2 were tested during the develop-
ment phase of an engine. Strain-gauge readings showed that the
vibration amplitude associated with non-synchronous excitations
of WP1 was significantly larger than that of WP2 accordingly with
our predictions

Concluding Remarks
LPT blades are sometimes welded in pairs to increase their

flutter margin. It has been shown by means of two-dimensional
viscous linear simulations that the aerodynamic damping of
welded-in-pair rotor blades is larger than that of the freestanding
airfoils. This is specially true for torsion modes but for bending
modes whose flapping direction is aligned with the tangential di-
rection of the cascade the benefit is not large enough to stabilize
the mode.

The frequency characteristics of three bladed disks differing
just in the tip-shroud boundary conditions have been obtained. It
has been observed that the natural frequencies of the welded-pair
and cantilever configurations are essentially the same while the
interlock dramatically changes the overall behavior of the assem-
bly.

A direct application of the critical reduced frequency maps
shows that flap modes are unstable for the reduced frequencies
that are typically seen in the engine, while torsion modes become
stable. The stability of the interlock is a compromise of the tran-
sition between edge-wise modes at low nodal diameters and tor-
sion modes at high nodal diameters. These modes are known to be
complex and their stability may not be derived from the critical
reduced frequency maps.

To overcome the aforementioned problem, 3D detailed simula-
tions have been performed. First, a realistic interlock has been
simulated importing 3D mode shapes into a 3D linear viscous
code. It has been concluded that the configuration is marginally
stable which is in good agreement with engine experience. The
equivalent welded pair of the same bladed disk has been shown to
be aerodynamically unstable, matching the results forecast by the
2D stability maps. Two more welded-pair bladed disks, WP1 and
WP2, have been simulated using the same technique. The relative
stability between them is according to the experience.

Critical reduced frequency maps that retain the stabilizing ef-
fect of mistuning have been computed using the FMM. The only
additional hypothesis with respect to the PK method is that all the
airfoils are identical, structurally uncoupled, and recoupled by the
aerodynamics. The stabilizing effect of mistuning is clearly seen,

especially for rotor blades welded in pairs, and the modification of
the critical reduced frequencies due to mistuning relevant from an
engineering point of view.

The application of the FMM to evaluate the underestimation of
the aerodynamic damping due to mistuning on realistic bladed
disks shows that the effect of mistuning on interlock configura-
tions is negligible, however retaining this effect on welded pairs is
essential to a correct prediction of damping.

For the base line case the interlock seems to be superior to the
welded-pair configuration from the point of view of aerodynamic
damping. The three welded-pair bladed disks analyzed are un-
stable and require mechanical damping to become stable. Two of
them were tested during an engine development phase and their
relative vibration amplitudes associated with non-synchronous are
aligned with their relative aerodynamic damping.
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Nomenclature
c � speed of sound

dmax � maximum airfoil displacement
DOF � degree of freedom

f ,g ,h � sum of inviscid and viscous fluxes along the x,
y and z directions, respectively

FEM � finite element model
IBPA � inter blade phase angle

H � cascade span
k � �c /Vexit reduced frequency

�K� � stiffness matrix
L � pseudo Laplacian operator

LPT � low pressure turbine
�M� � mass matrix

N � number of rotor blades
ND � nodal diameter

R � vector of discretized fluxes
q � modal coordinate

Re � real part
û � complex perturbation
U � vector of conservative variables
v� � control volume boundary velocity components

��2� ,��4� � artificial viscosity coefficients
��0� � matrix of the tuned system modes

� � standard deviation of blade frequency
mistuning

 � damping relative to the critical damping
� � angular frequency
	 � non-dimensional work per cycle
� � volume
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The Effect of Work Processes
on the Casing Heat Transfer
of a Transonic Turbine
This paper considers the effect of the rotor tip on the casing heat load of a transonic axial
flow turbine. The aim of the research is to understand the dominant causes of casing heat
transfer. Experimental measurements were conducted at engine-representative Mach
number, Reynolds number, and stage inlet to casing wall temperature ratio. Time-resolved
heat-transfer coefficient and gas recovery temperature on the casing were measured
using an array of heat-transfer gauges. Time-resolved static pressure on the casing wall
was measured using Kulite pressure transducers. Time-resolved numerical simulations
were undertaken to aid understanding of the mechanism responsible for casing heat load.
The results show that between 35% and 60% axial chord the rotor tip-leakage flow is
responsible for more than 50% of casing heat transfer. The effects of both gas recovery
temperature and heat transfer coefficient were investigated separately and it is shown
that an increased stagnation temperature in the rotor tip gap dominates casing heat
transfer. In the tip gap the stagnation temperature is shown to rise above that found at
stage inlet (combustor exit) by as much as 35% of stage total temperature drop. The rise
in stagnation temperature is caused by an isentropic work input to the tip-leakage fluid by
the rotor. The size of this mechanism is investigated by computationally tracking fluid
path lines through the rotor tip gap to understand the unsteady work processes that
occur. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2372772�

Winner of the Turbo Expo Heat Transfer Committee Best Paper Award

Introduction
The blade-tip region of a high-pressure turbine continues to

present a challenge to gas turbine engine manufacturers due to the
complex aerothermal conditions encountered in this region of the
machine. High flow temperatures, unsteady blade row interactions
and cooling difficulties have resulted in a situation where design-
ers rely on expensive design phase iterations rather than an appro-
priate physical understanding of the flow and heat transfer �1�.
There is of course a desire to increase turbine entry temperatures
still further, and this means that an improved knowledge of the
flow physics in this area will continue to be important for the
foreseeable future. Many investigations of blade-tip aerodynamics
and heat transfer have been conducted in an attempt to provide
designers with a good physical understanding of how flow phe-
nomena affect blade-tip heat transfer and tip-leakage loss. The
vast majority of this work has been performed in low-speed test
facilities, usually in the form of linear cascades with no relative
motion between blade and casing wall. These tests have been
essential in gaining an appreciation of the general features of the
flow field in the region of the blade tip gap.

By comparison far less work has been reported on the aerody-
namic and heat transfer aspects of the stationary overtip casing
wall. This component is itself exposed to fierce convective heat
transfer and requires careful cooling system design. At present,
the knowledge of the relationship between the blade row aerody-
namics and the casing heat transfer is poor. This paper will show
that it is important to consider the turbine as an aerothermal ma-
chine, and that the transfer of work within the turbine causes

spatial and temporal distributions of total temperature that are
critical to understanding the origins of the heat load to which the
overtip casing is subjected.

Historical Perspective
A large body of literature is available relating to the overtip

leakage problem in high-pressure turbines, see, for example, Ref.
�2�. Indeed, the basic physical process by which the pressure dif-
ference across the blade tip drives a leakage of fluid from pressure
surface to suction surface is well understood from low-speed cas-
cade experimentation, as is the interaction of this leakage fluid
with the blade passage flow �producing the tip-leakage vortex,
e.g., Ref. �3��. Detailed measurements of the effect of blade-tip
treatments and tip-gap height have been reported by several work-
ers, including Heyes et al. �4� for a low-speed cascade with tip
clearance. These investigations are typically concerned with the
impact of tip leakage on the aerodynamic loss in the turbine. The
experimental investigation of heat transfer in the tip region has
been less widely reported in the open literature, although an in-
crease in activity has been apparent in recent years. In addition,
the available literature concentrates on the heat transfer to turbine
blade tips rather than overtip casing, with the work of Kim and
Metzger �5�, Papa et al. �6�, and Srinivasan and Goldstein �7�
being representative examples. The findings of these and other
workers are important for establishing the effects of tip-gap
height, tip geometry, and blade/casing relative motion.

Moore et al. �8� highlighted the inadequacy of low-speed facili-
ties in simulating the true flow structure in the tip gap. This is due
to the pressure ratio across a high-pressure blade tip being suffi-
cient to accelerate the flow to supersonic Mach numbers. The
published literature contains only a small quantity of experimental
information that has been obtained at fully representative flow
conditions for the high-speed axial turbine. The first report of
overtip casing heat transfer and aerodynamics for a fully scaled
transonic turbine stage was by Guenette et al. �9�, who showed the
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influence of blade passing on the unsteady heat transfer to the
casing wall as well as the effect of stage Reynolds number.
Metzger et al. �10� reported overtip casing heat flux data for a
turbine operating at flow conditions representative of those found
in modern gas turbine engines. These two investigations have
demonstrated the fact that the casing heat flux falls with axial
distance through the rotor, but neither included the measurement
of the local gas recovery temperature, with the result that a de-
tailed interpretation of the heat transfer results was seriously im-
peded. The work of Thorpe et al. �11,12� addressed this issue by
obtaining detailed spatial and temporal information on the casing
heat transfer and aerodynamics in an engine representative turbine
stage, and reporting both the time-mean and time-resolved gas
recovery temperature on the overtip casing wall.

In this paper time-resolved experimental measurements of both
casing heat transfer and gas recovery temperature are used in con-
junction with a time-resolved computational prediction to deter-
mine the relative importance of gas temperature and heat-transfer
coefficient on the total heat load experienced by the casing of a
transonic turbine.

Methodology

The Turbine Test Facility. The experimental measurements
described in this paper were carried out in the Oxford Rotor Fa-
cility �13,14�. This is a short duration transonic turbine stage ex-
periment that uses an isentropic light piston tube to generate the
required flow conditions. Before each run the inlet gas is isen-
tropically compressed to raise its stagnation temperature. This en-
sures that a gas to wall temperature ratio of 1.18 is maintained
during the 200 ms run time of the facility.

The working section of the facility contains a 0.55 m diameter
shroudless high-pressure turbine stage and allows the simulation
of engine representative Mach and Reynolds numbers as well as
the appropriate gas-to-wall temperature ratio. The upstream row
of vanes had 36 blades with an exit Mach number of 0.95 and an
exit Reynolds number, based on axial chord, of 1.55�106. The
rotor disk had 60 blades with an exit Mach number of 0.98 and the
rotational speed of the rotor disk was 8910 rpm. The tip clearance
on the rotor was 2.25% of the blade height. The axial gap between
the upstream vane and rotor was 36% of the upstream vane axial
chord. The total flow-on time is typically 200 ms, which repre-
sents approximately 30 disk revolutions.

Casing Heat Transfer Measurements. Fast-response thin-film
heat transfer gauges have been used to measure the unsteady heat
transfer to the overtip casing wall. In order to generate spatially
detailed heat transfer data, a new fabrication technique was de-
vised that allows miniature thin-film sensors to be etched directly
onto turbine components at precisely known locations. Details of
the heat transfer instrumentation are provided by Thorpe et al.
�15�. The casing heat flux sensors are 1 mm by 0.08 mm in plan
form and arranged in a regular 7 by 8 array across one nozzle
guide vane �NGV� pitch �56 measurement positions in total�. Fig-
ure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the gauge layout on the cas-
ing wall. The frequency response of the heat transfer instrumen-

tation is from dc to 100 kHz. The heat transfer data presented here
have been phase averaged to remove random unsteadiness from
the signals, leaving the deterministic unsteady component associ-
ated with the blade passing events. In addition to the measurement
of unsteady heat flux, the casing heat transfer instrumentation was
designed in such a way as to allow the direct measurement of the
local flow recovery temperature �adiabatic wall temperature�. This
was achieved by varying the casing wall temperature prior to each
test, thereby allowing the measurement of local time-mean and
time-resolved recovery temperature. Further details of this method
are given in Thorpe et al. �11�.

Casing Static Pressure Measurements. The unsteady static
pressure was measured at the same locations on the casing wall
where heat transfer data were obtained �see Fig. 1�. This was
achieved using Kulite fast-response pressure sensors embedded in
the wall of the overtip casing. The frequency response of the
Kulite sensors mounted in this way was greater than 100 kHz, and
the pressure sensing area was 1 square millimeter.

Measurement Accuracy. The uncertainty in the measurements
has been estimated and previously reported in Thorpe et al. �11�.
At the 95% confidence limit the typical uncertainties are: 6% in
heat transfer rate, 10% in heat transfer coefficient, and 2 K in
adiabatic wall temperature. The temporal frequency response of
the instrumentation has implications for the spatial distributions of
heat flux and static pressure that are presented in this paper. In
fact, the upper limit of 100 kHz implies a limitation of 2.5 mm in
the spatially resolved data �this is equivalent to 6% of the blade
pitch�. The measurement positions on the casing wall are spaced
by 8 mm in the circumferential direction �16% of the NGV pitch�
as shown in Fig. 1.

Computational Technique. Numerical simulations were per-
formed using a three-dimensional viscous time-unsteady code,
Unstrest, developed by Denton �16� at Cambridge University. The
code solves the Navier–Stokes equations using a thin shear layer
model with the viscous terms evaluated every time step, and
turned into body force terms for momentum and source terms for
energy. The structured grid is formed by the rotation of points
defined in two dimensions �x ,r� about the turbine axis; the �x ,r�
points are defined by meridional �pseudostreamwise� and pseudo-
radial vectors. The code uses a “time-marching” solution scheme
in which one blade row gradually rotates relative to the other with
flow parameters being interpolated across a sliding plane between
the two grids.

The mesh had 2.6 million nodes. The simulation spanned the
correct 3:5 vane rotor repeat ratio. Each rotor passage contained
three hundred thousand nodes. The rotor tip gap contained 9 radial
nodes. The element to element expansion ratio was less than 1.18
in the axial direction and less than 1.1 in the radial and circum-
ferential directions.

The computation does not include wall heat transfer and was
used to understand the aerothermal processes within the fluid. The
rotor results presented in this paper have been time averaged over
the 36 time steps in one rotor passing cycle. The aim of the re-
search is to understand the effect of isentropic work processes on
the total temperature in the tip gap. It is therefore felt that a URANS

solver such as Unstrest using a simple mixing length model is
sufficient.

Casing Heat Load
The heat load to the casing wall is determined by the tempera-

ture difference between the local recovery temperature of the gas,
the surface temperature of the wall and the heat-transfer coeffi-
cient of the boundary layer, thus

q

A
= h�Trec − Tw� �1�

Fig. 1 Location of pressure and heat transfer measurements
on the casing wall
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Using the stage inlet total temperature this can be rearranged to
give

q

T0A
= h�Trec

T0
−

Tw

T0
� �2�

If in a particular turbine the boundary layer heat-transfer coef-
ficient �h� and the gas recovery temperature �Trec� are known then
to calculate heat transfer rate �q� it is necessary to specify the
stage inlet to wall temperature ratio �T0 /Tw�. In an optimized gas
turbine design the casing would require the minimum level of
cooling possible. This would mean that its surface would be de-
signed to run at the maximum allowable temperature of the par-
ticular material used. If the casing were covered in a thermal
barrier coating, with a maximum surface temperature stipulated to
be 1500 K, the casing surface temperature would be designed to
be 1500 K at all axial locations. As the gas passes through the
rotor work is extracted and its stagnation temperature drops. This
causes the driving temperature difference �Trec−Tw� to fall from
rotor leading edge to trailing edge. The cooling on such an ideal-
ized turbine would be optimized to take advantage of this axial
reduction in heat transfer, with the casing towards the trailing
edge requiring less cooling air than at the leading edge.

For a modern civil aeroengine with a turbine entry temperature
of 1800 K and a casing that employs a thermal barrier coating, the
stage inlet to wall temperature ratio is 1.2. For the testing reported
in this paper the stage inlet to wall temperature ratio was set at
1.18.

The aim of this section is to determine the spatial and temporal
effect of the rotor on the casing heat load. Equation �1� will then
be used to determine the relative importance of gas temperature
and heat-transfer coefficient on the heat load.

Spatial Distribution of Heat Load. An instantaneous snap-
shot of the experimentally measured casing heat transfer rate is
shown in Fig. 2. The measurements show strong spatial variations
both circumferentially and axially, and very high levels of casing
heat transfer are observed within the blade-tip footprint. The high-
est values occur in the vicinity of the crown of the blade and
toward the blade suction surface. A region of elevated heat trans-
fer is also seen axially forward of the blade tips in the vane-rotor
axial gap. The pattern of casing heat load shown in Fig. 2 moves
at blade speed relative to the casing wall; consequently, a fixed
point on the casing wall is alternately exposed to blade passage
flow and blade tip leakage flow. This can be appreciated from the

schematic diagram at the top of Fig. 2.
The total heat load at any particular point on the casing wall can

be divided into portions that originate from either the rotor pas-

sage flow or the rotor tip flow: these are shown as Q̇B and Q̇A
respectively in Fig. 2. To quantify the fraction of casing heat load
that is caused by the presence of an individual rotor tip the total
heat transfer at each measurement point has been split into the
heat transfer above a rotor tip and above the passage flow �using
the time-resolved data�. The axial variation of each of these com-
ponents is shown in Fig. 3. The measurements show that even
though the rotor-tip covers only between 10% and 24% of the
casing circumference �depending on axial position� it contributes
up to 50% of the total heat load to the casing. Figure 2 shows that
in addition to the enhanced heat transfer above the rotor the pres-
ence of the rotor also enhances heat transfer close to the suction
surface, pressure surface, and upstream of the blade. The total
contribution of the rotor-tip to casing heat load can therefore be
well over 50%.

Cause of High Heat Load Above the Rotor. Equation �1�
shows that a high casing heat load above the rotor can be caused
by: �1� an elevated gas temperature ratio �Trec /T0�; �2� an elevated
heat transfer coefficient �h�; or �3� a combination of the two. The
axial variation of gas temperature ratio and heat transfer coeffi-
cient derived from the experimental results is shown in Figs. 4 and
5 �these data represent average values for tip and passage
regions�.

Figure 4 shows the circumferentially and temporally averaged
gas recovery temperature over the rotor tip and passage flow. The
maximum difference between the passage and tip stagnation tem-
peratures occurs at 50% axial chord and shows an 11% rise. It is
interesting to note that this rise in stagnation temperature is 40%

Fig. 2 Time-resolved measurements of the casing heat trans-
fer rate

Fig. 3 Experimentally measured casing heat load caused by
rotor tip and passage flows

Fig. 4 Experimentally measured casing recovery temperature
in the rotor tip gap and rotor passage
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of the total stagnation temperature drop across the stage. The in-
crease in casing heat transfer rate caused by the temperature rise
above the rotor tip can be found from Eq. �1�. The stage inlet to
wall stagnation temperature ratio �T0 /Tw� in the Oxford Rotor
Facility is 1.18. The 11% rise in stagnation temperature thus
causes a 250% rise in heat transfer.

The maximum measured difference between the passage and tip
heat transfer coefficient occurs at 35% axial chord �Fig. 5�. At this
location the casing heat transfer coefficient in the rotor tip gap is
55% higher than in the blade passage. Table 1 shows the increase
in casing heat load caused by the rotor tip flow at 50% axial
chord. The results show that at a stage inlet to wall temperature
ratio of 1.2 �typical of a civil aeroengine� the heat transfer rises by
a factor of 2.09 compared to the case when the tip-leakage flow is
not present. It is important to note that the reason the temperature
variation has such a large effect on casing heat load is that the
peak temperature in the tip gap was measured to be 35% of stage
�T0 above the stage inlet temperature. If an overtip casing is
designed to have a stage inlet to wall temperature ratio �T0 /Tw� of
1.2 the driver temperature at 50% axial chord is only 15% of stage
�T0. Table 1 also shows the effect of raising T0 /Tw to 1.4. This is
equivalent to increasing casing cooling until the wall surface tem-
perature is limited to 1286 K. At these wall temperatures the ef-
fects of stagnation temperature and heat transfer coefficient have a
comparable effect on the casing heat load.

Time-Resolved Casing Wall Temperature. Figure 6 shows the
measured distribution of time-resolved gas recovery temperature
for the same instant in the blade passing cycle as the heat transfer
rate data shown in Fig. 2. Figure 7 shows the comparable compu-
tational results averaged over one vane passing cycle. Upstream of
the blade row the recovery temperature on the casing wall is high
and close to the stage inlet total temperature of 374 K. The rotor
potential field causes a stagnation temperature variation upstream
of the blade. Within the rotor passage the flow recovery tempera-
ture falls as work is extracted from the fluid.

Over the rotor tip the gas recovery temperatures rise above the
stage inlet stagnation temperature. In both the experiment and
computation the region of highest temperature rise occurs on the

suction side of the blade tip. The highest measured stagnation
temperature was 35 K above that at stage inlet �35% stage �T0�.
The highest computationally predicted stagnation temperature was
40 K above stage inlet.

The results in this section have shown that at engine represen-
tative stage inlet to wall temperature ratios the presence of the
rotor tip leakage can double the local heat load. This rise in heat
load is caused by the recovery temperature of the gas in the rotor
tip gap reaching values 35% of stage �T0 above stage inlet and
enhanced levels of heat transfer coefficient. The following section
explains the mechanism for this rise.

Effect of Work Processes
The change in the stagnation enthalpy and temperature of a

fluid particle per unit time and mass, in a particular frame of
reference, is given by

Dh0

Dt
=

1

�

�qi

�xi
+

1

�

���ijui�
�xj

+
1

�

�p

�t
�3�

Fig. 5 Experimentally measured casing heat transfer coeffi-
cient in the rotor tip gap and rotor passage

Table 1 Increase in casing heat load caused by elevated levels
of h and Trec in the rotor tip gap at 50% axial chord „expressed
as a factor relative to the no tip-leakage case…

T0 /Tw 1.2 1.4
Effect of h 1.09 1.09

Effect of Trec /T0 1.68 1.13
Total rise in Q 2.09 1.29

Fig. 6 Measurement of the time-resolved gas recovery tem-
perature on the casing wall

Fig. 7 Time-mean computational prediction of casing flow to-
tal temperature
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The three source terms are the heat flow into the element, the
work done by viscous stresses, and the change in enthalpy caused
by temporal gradients in the static pressure field. The stagnation
temperature of a gas is altered by the frame of reference in which
it is viewed. If the flow through the rotor gap is observed in the
rotor relative frame the problem becomes steady and the third
term in Eq. �3� does not occur. The heat transfer to the casing wall
is driven by the stagnation temperature in the casing �stationary�
frame of reference. In the stationary frame the rotor flow is un-
steady and thus the third term in Eq. �3� is nonzero.

To understand the possible causes of the rise in stagnation tem-
perature of the fluid as it passes into the rotor tip gap it is worth
examining the source terms on the right of Eq. �3�.

The first term represents the net heat transfer into or out of the
fluid. This can be caused either by conduction of heat through the
fluid or by the mixing of the fluid with a second stream of differ-
ing temperature. Heat transfer to a fluid particle can only occur
from a hotter source. The temperatures in the rotor tip gap are
higher than at combustor exit. Heat transfer therefore cannot be
the cause of the elevated tip temperatures.

The second term represents viscous work done on or by the
fluid. In the stationary frame of reference the casing wall is not
moving and therefore cannot do viscous work on the fluid. The
rotor tip moves in the direction of fluid motion with a velocity less
than that of the fluid. This results in the rotor tip applying a vis-
cous drag to the fluid. The rotor’s viscous drag extracts work from
the fluid causing a drop in its stagnation enthalpy.

The third term shows that in an isentropic fluid the stagnation
enthalpy can only be changed by the presence of a temporal varia-
tion in static pressure at a stationary point in the chosen frame of
Ref. �17�. It should be noted that the drop in stagnation tempera-
ture of the core fluid as it moves through the rotor �isentropic
work extraction� is as a result of the movement of the rotor static
pressure field relative to the stationary frame. For the stagnation
enthalpy in the casing frame of reference to rise as a fluid particle
enters the tip gap the fluid must therefore experience a positive
temporal static pressure gradient.

Casing Static Pressure. The unsteady pressure field at a fixed
point in space is the result of the movement of the rotor pressure
field at blade speed. The computationally predicted and experi-
mentally measured static pressure fields on the casing wall are
shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The computational and experimental re-
sults exhibit a number of similar features. A band of low static
pressure stretches from around 50% axial chord to the trailing
edge on the suction side of the gap �marker A�. This is caused by
the overexpansion of fluid to supersonic Mach numbers in the tip
gap. The casing passage boundary layer migrates under the influ-
ence both of the relative wall motion and the cross-passage pres-
sure gradient towards the rotor suction surface. Where the casing

boundary layer meets the rotor tip-leakage jet the flow separates
from the casing wall and the tip-leakage flow rolls up into a vor-
tical type structure �“tip-leakage vortex”�. This causes the static
pressure close to the rotor suction surface first to rise �marker B�
then to fall �marker C�. The structure of the static pressure field
described above is characteristic of shroudless transonic turbines.
The temporal static pressure gradient in the stationary frame of
reference is obtained by moving the static pressure field �Fig. 8� at
the blade speed and at each point differentiating with respect to
time. The temporal static pressure gradient is shown in Fig. 10. A
number of distinct regions are observed. Marker D shows the
negative temporal pressure gradient in the rotor passage causing

Fig. 8 Time-mean computational prediction of casing static
pressure

Fig. 9 Experimental measurements of the time-resolved cas-
ing static pressure

Fig. 10 Computationally predicted temporal gradient in static
pressure and experimentally measured pressure
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work extraction in the main passage. Marker E shows the accel-
eration of fluid through the tip gap causing a positive temporal
pressure gradient and thus work addition. Marker F shows that as
the fluid leaves the tip gap it experiences a negative temporal
pressure gradient and thus a work extraction. Marker G shows that
the tip leakage vortex results in work extraction and addition
downstream of the blade trailing edge.

The bottom half of Fig. 10 shows the experimentally measured
static pressure at locations 5 and 7. The gauges show the two
distinct regions of the tip flow. Upstream of 50% Cax �gauge 5�
the pressure on the casing wall first rises then is observed to fall.
This indicates that the flow accelerates in to the gap then starts to
mix within the gap. It should be noted that the temporal band-
width of the pressure measurements is 100 kHz and this limits the
minimum measurable spatial frequency �Fig. 10�. This makes ob-
servation of small flow structures such as the pressure surface
separation bubble impossible. Downstream of 50% Cax �gauge 7�
the pressure on the casing wall drops throughout the gap. This
indicates that the flow continues to accelerate to the exit of the
gap.

Enthalpy Change Along Rotor Relative Path Lines. To de-
termine the effect of temporal pressure gradients on the stagnation
enthalpy of the tip flow it is necessary to track fluid particles as
they travel along path lines through the rotor tip gap. Fluid path
lines are frame independent and represent the path along which
the fluid particles travel. Figure 11 shows seven path lines that
pass through the rotor tip gap. For simplicity the path lines were
started at time zero at points located at the midradius and midcir-
cumference of the tip gap. The axial locations of the points were
equispaced between the rotor leading edge and trailing edge. The
path lines were then tracked for both positive and negative time
until they left the domain. It should be noted that path-lines and
streamlines coincide in steady flow. Figure 11 can thus be inter-
preted as streamlines in the rotor-relative frame.

The stagnation temperature variation along the seven path lines
is shown in Fig. 12. The path lines are plotted above each other
with the stage inlet stagnation temperature for each, plotted as a
dotted line �Note that the stage inlet stagnation condition is the
same for all path lines.�. The time at which the path line enters and
leaves the tip gap are marked with circles.

The change in swirl velocity of a fluid particle in an inviscid
flow is given by

Dr��

Dt
= −

r

�

�p

r��

If the flow in the rotor is considered steady in the rotor-relative
frame then the spatial pressure gradient in the rotor can be related
to the temporal pressure gradient such that

Dr��

Dt
= −

1

�

�p

��
=

1

��

�p

�t

Combining the above with the isentropic form of Eq. �3� and
integrating from a point at rotor inlet to a point on the same path
line gives

�hois =�
1

2
1

�

�p

�t
dt = u2��2 − u1��1 �4�

The above equation shows that the change in isentropic stagna-
tion temperature of a fluid particle travelling through the rotor can
either be obtained by integrating the temporal pressure gradient
along a path line or from the Euler work equation. Both methods
of calculating the stagnation temperature along a path line are
shown in Fig. 12.

The total temperature calculated from the Euler work equation
for a particle is shown as a dotted line in Fig. 12. It should be
noted that a constant radius was assumed in the calculation of the
blade velocity. This causes a small error downstream of the rotor
tip gap. It should also be noted that the total temperature predicted
by the Euler equation agrees closely with that predicted by the
viscous computation. The derivation of the Euler equation for a

Fig. 11 Fluid path lines through the rotor tip gap

Fig. 12 Computationally predicted stagnation temperature
variations along seven path lines „these path lines are shown
in Fig. 11…
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particle, given above, is for an isentropic flow. Figure 12 indicates
that it accurately predicts the total temperature variation in the
viscous flow.

The total temperature change derived by integration of the tem-
poral pressure field agrees well with the numerical prediction up
to the exit of the tip gap. Downstream of the exit of the gap the
total temperature is over estimated. Equation �4� shows that the
integral of the temporal pressure gradient gives only the isentropic
change in total enthalpy. The difference between the two tempera-
tures is a result both of viscous processes in the rotor relative
frame and of the limited accuracy of the path-line tracking around
the core of the tip vortex.

The seven path lines fall into two groups. The first group lo-
cated downstream of 50% Cax �path lines E, F, G� have a low gap
length to height ratio �between 4 and 1�. As shown in Fig. 10 this
results in acceleration of the fluid throughout the gap and thus a
work addition throughout. This shows that the stagnation tempera-
ture is raised by up to 80 K by work addition. The second group
located upstream of 50% Cax �path lines A, B, C, and D� has a
high gap length to height ratio �between 12 and 5�. In this region
the tip-leakage flow experiences both a positive temporal pressure
gradient as it accelerates into the gap and a negative temporal
pressure gradient as it mixes within the gap. On path lines A and
B the isentropic work addition over predicts the total temperature
within the gap. This is likely to be caused by the viscous processes
in the rotor relative frame.

The above discussion shows that the majority of the rise in
stagnation temperature over the tip gap results from isentropic
work input from the rotor. In this way the rotor tip gap can be
viewed as a super high-pressure compressor stage.

Design Implications
The area of the casing wall affected by the highest stagnation

temperature is dependent on the geometry of the rotor tips. If a
single squealer tip as used on the suction surface then the stagna-
tion temperature rise would only occur for a very small percentage
of the circumference, lowering the total casing heat load. This is
because as soon as the fluid re-entered the mainstream work ex-
traction occurs and the casing boundary layer would cause the
tip-leakage fluid to leave the casing wall. If a single squealer tip
was used on the pressure surface the opposite would occur and the
region of stagnation temperature would be maximized raising the
total casing heat load.

It should be noted that low-speed testing does not correctly
simulate the magnitude of the work processes in the rotor. This
means that in a low-speed test the gas temperature through the
rotor tip gap will remain constant and the casing heat load will be
underestimated. The results from low-speed tests should therefore
be compensated for variations of gas temperature caused by work
processes.

Conclusions
The experimental results show the presence of the rotor tip

causes large spatial and temporal variations in instantaneous heat
flux to the overtip casing wall. Analysis of the time resolved data
has shown that over half of the local heat load to the casing wall
can be attributed to the tip-leakage fluid. The experimental results
allow the individual effects of gas recovery temperature and heat
transfer coefficient to be investigated. For an axial turbine with a
stage inlet to wall temperature ratio of 1.2 the rise in stagnation
temperature caused by the rotor tip leakage flow results in a 68%
increase in the heat load at 50% axial chord. The rise in heat load
due to increased heat transfer coefficient at the same location is
9%.

The computation and experiment show the stagnation tempera-
ture in the tip gap rising by 40% and 35% of stage �T0. The
majority of this change is caused by an isentropic work addition to

the flow within the tip gap. The maximum calculated stagnation
temperature rise was found to be 80 K. On leaving the tip gap
work extraction was found to occur. The regions of highest heat
load were found to be occur in the same regions as the maximum
gas stagnation temperatures. This was found be close to the suc-
tion side of the rotor between 20% and 60% axial chord.
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Nomenclature
h � heat transfer coefficient
p � pressure
q � heat addition per unit mass
qi � component of heat flux vector
t � time
u � blade velocity
� � velocity

xij � Cartesian coordinates
� � density

�ij � shear stress
� � partial derivative
A � area
D � substantial derivative

Trec � gas recovery temperature
T0 � stage inlet temperature
Tw � casing wall temperature

Subscripts
1 � rotor inlet
2 � position along a path-line
� � circumferential
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Effect of Reynolds Number and
Periodic Unsteady Wake Flow
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Development, Separation, and
Intermittency Behavior Along the
Suction Surface of a Low
Pressure Turbine Blade
The paper experimentally studies the effects of periodic unsteady wake flow and Reynolds
number on boundary layer development, separation, reattachment, and the intermittency
behavior along the suction surface of a low pressure turbine blade. Extensive unsteady
boundary layer experiments were carried out at Reynolds numbers of 110,000 and
150,000 based on suction surface length and exit velocity. One steady and two different
unsteady inlet flow conditions with the corresponding passing frequencies, wake veloci-
ties, and turbulence intensities were investigated. The analysis of the experimental data
reveals details of boundary layer separation dynamics which is essential for understand-
ing the physics of the separation phenomenon under periodic unsteady wake flow and
different Reynolds numbers. To provide a complete picture of the transition process and
separation dynamics, extensive intermittency analysis was conducted. Ensemble-
averaged maximum and minimum intermittency functions were determined, leading to the
relative intermittency function. In addition, the detailed intermittency analysis was aimed
at answering the question as to whether the relative intermittency of a separated flow
fulfills the universality criterion. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2219762�

Introduction
In recent years, gas turbine engine aerodynamicists have fo-

cused their attention on improving the efficiency and performance
of the low pressure turbine �LPT� component. Research per-
formed by the industry, research centers, and academia has shown
that a reduction of the blade number can be achieved without
substantially sacrificing the efficiency of the LPT blading. This
reduction contributes to an increase in thrust/weight ratio, thus
reducing the fuel consumption. Unlike the high pressure turbine
that operates in a relatively high Reynolds number environment,
the LPT of large commercial engines operates at Reynolds num-
bers ranging from 75,000 to 400,000. Since the major portion of
the boundary layer, particularly along the suction surface, is lami-
nar, the low Reynolds number, in conjunction with the local ad-
verse pressure gradient, makes it susceptible to flow separation,
thus increasing the complexity of the LPT boundary layer aerody-
namics. The periodic unsteady nature of the incoming flow asso-
ciated with wakes that originate from upstream blades substan-
tially influences the boundary layer development, including the
onset of the laminar separation, the extent of the separation bubble
and its turbulent reattachment. Of particular relevance in the con-
text of LPT aerodynamics is the interaction of the wake flow with
the suction surface separation bubble. While the phenomenon of
the unsteady boundary layer development and transition in the

absence of the separation bubbles has been the subject of intensive
research, the multiple effects of mutually interacting parameters
on the LPT boundary layer separation and their physics still re-
quires more research for full understanding.

The significance of the unsteady flow effect on efficiency and
performance of compressor and turbine stages was recognized in
the early seventies by several researchers. Fundamental research
by Pfeil and Herbst �1�, Pfeil et al. �2�, and Orth �3�, studied and
quantified the effect of unsteady wake flow on the boundary layer
transition along flat plates. Schobeiri and his coworkers �4–7�
experimentally investigated the effects of the periodic unsteady
wake flow and pressure gradient on boundary layer transition and
heat transfer along the concave surface of a constant curvature
plate. The measurements were systematically performed under
different pressure gradients and unsteady wake frequencies using
a squirrel cage type wake generator positioned upstream of the
curved plate. Liu and Rodi �8� carried out the boundary layer and
heat transfer measurements on a turbine cascade, which was in-
stalled downstream of a squirrel cage type wake generator, men-
tioned previously.

Analyzing the velocity and the turbulence structure of the im-
pinging wakes and their interaction with the boundary layer,
Chakka and Schobeiri �7� developed an intermittency-based un-
steady boundary layer transition model. The analysis revealed a
universal pattern for the relative intermittency function for all the
frequencies and pressure gradients investigated. However, the
above investigations were not sufficient to draw any conclusion
with regard to an eventual universal character of the relative in-
termittency function. Further detailed investigations of the un-
steady boundary layer on a high Reynolds number turbine cascade
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by Schobeiri et al. �9,10� and its subsequent analysis �11,12� veri-
fied the universal character of the relative intermittency function.
For this purpose, Schobeiri et al. �9� utilized a conceptually dif-
ferent type wake generator, which is also used for the investiga-
tion presented in this paper. Fottner and his coworkers �13,14� and
Schulte and Hodson �15� used the same wake generating concept
for the investigations on the influence of the unsteady wake flow
on the LPT-boundary layer. Kaszeta, Simon, and Ashpis �16� ex-
perimentally investigated the laminar-turbulent transition within a
channel with the two curved walls resembling the suction and
pressure surfaces of an LPT-blade using a retractable wake gen-
erator. Lou and Hourmouziadis �17� investigated the effect of os-
cillating inlet flow conditions on laminar boundary layer separa-
tion along a flat plate under LPT-pressure conditions. This was
emulated by contouring the test section top wall. They studied the
Reynolds number effect on the transition region. Their results
showed that the higher Reynolds numbers cause an earlier transi-
tion and reduction of the transition length, while the separation
point does not change its location.

Using the surface-mounted hot film measurement technique,
Fottner and his coworkers �13,14�, Schröder �18�, and Haueisen,
Hennecke, and Schröder �19� documented strong interaction be-
tween the wakes and the suction surface separation bubble on the
LPT blades, both in the wind tunnel cascade tests and in a turbine
rig. Furthermore, they investigated the boundary layer transition
under the influence of the periodic wakes along the LPT surface
and found that the interaction of the wake with the boundary layer
greatly affects the loss generation. The investigations by Halstead
et al. �20� on a large scale LP turbine use surface-mounted hot
films to acquire detailed information about the quasi-shear stress
directly on the blade surface. Investigations by Cardamone et al.
�14� and Schröder �18� indicate that the benefit of the wake-
boundary layer interaction can be used for the design procedure of
modern gas turbine engines with a reduced LPT blade number,
without altering the stage efficiency.

Most of the studies mentioned above on LP turbine cascade
aerodynamics have largely concentrated on the measurement of
the signals stemming from hot films mounted on the suction and
pressure surfaces of the blades under investigation. Although this
technique is qualitatively reflecting the interaction of the unsteady
wake with the boundary layer, because of the lack of an appropri-
ate calibration method, it is not capable of quantifying the surface
properties such as the wall shear stress. The few boundary layer
measurements are not comprehensive enough to provide any con-
clusive evidence for interpretation of the boundary layer transition
and separation processes and their direct impact on profile loss,
which is a critical parameter for blade design. Furthermore, the
numerical simulation of the unsteady LPT blade aerodynamics,
using conventional turbulence and transition models, fails if it is
applied to low Reynolds number cases. Recent work presented by
Cardamone et al. �14� shows that in the steady state case at Re
=60,000 the separation is captured, however, for the unsteady
case the separation bubble is not reproduced.

A recent experimental study by Schobeiri and Öztürk �21,22�
investigated the physics of the inception, onset and extent of the
separation bubble along a low pressure turbine blade, which was
the first part of a series of investigations carried out at TPFL. A
detailed experimental study on the behavior of the separation
bubble on the suction surface of a highly loaded LPT blade under
a periodic unsteady wake flow was presented in Ref. �21�. Surface
pressure measurements were performed at Re=50,000, 75,000,
100,000, and 125,000. Increasing the Reynolds number has re-
sulted in no major changes to the surface pressure distribution.
They concluded that the unsteady wake flow, with its highly tur-
bulent vortical core over the separation region, caused a periodic
contraction and expansion of the separation bubble. It was pro-
posed that, in conjunction with the pressure gradient and periodic
wakes, the temporal gradient of the turbulence fluctuation, or
more precisely the fluctuation acceleration ��rms/�t, provides a

higher momentum and energy transfer into the boundary layer,
energizing the separation bubble and causing it to partially or
entirely disappear. They found that for ��rms/�t�0 the separation
bubble starts to contract, whereas for ��rms/�t�0 it gradually
assumes the shape before the contraction. They argued that not
only the existence of higher turbulence fluctuations expressed in
terms of higher turbulence intensity influences the flow separa-
tion, but also its gradient is of crucial importance in suppressing
or preventing the onset and the extent of the separation bubble.
They stated that the fluctuation gradient is an inherent feature of
the incoming periodic wake flow, and does not exist in a statisti-
cally steady flow that might have a high turbulence intensity. They
also stated that unsteady wake flow, with its highly turbulent vor-
tical core passing over the separation region, caused a periodic
contraction and expansion of the separation bubble and a reduc-
tion of the separation bubble height. Increasing the passing fre-
quency associated with a higher turbulence intensity further re-
duced the separation bubble height �21�.

The objective of the present study, dealing with the specific
issues of the LPT boundary layer aerodynamics, is to provide
detailed unsteady boundary layer flow information to understand
the underlying physics of the inception, onset, and extension of
the separation bubble for different Reynolds numbers. Further-
more, the unsteady boundary layer data from the present and
planned experimental investigations will serve to extend the inter-
mittency unsteady boundary layer transition model developed by
Schobeiri and his coworkers �7,11,12� to the LPT cases, where a
separation occurs on the suction surface at a low Reynolds num-
ber at the design and off-design incidence. The experimental re-
sults are also intended to serve as benchmark data for a compari-
son with numerical computation using DNS or RANS codes.

It is well known that the boundary layer measurement is one of
the most time consuming aerodynamic measurements. Any at-
tempt to increase the number of parameters to be studied would
inevitably result in a substantial increase of the measurement time.
Considering this fact, the research facility described in Refs.
�9,10�, with state-of-the-art instrumentation, has been substan-
tially modified to systematically and efficiently study the influence
of the periodic unsteady and highly turbulent flow on the LPT
cascade aerodynamics at the design and off-design incidence
angles, where the Reynolds number, wake impingement fre-
quency, free-stream turbulence, and the blade solidity can be var-
ied independently.

Experimental Research Facility
To investigate the effect of unsteady wake flow on turbine and

compressor cascade aerodynamics, particularly on unsteady
boundary layer transition, a multipurpose, large-scale subsonic re-
search facility was designed and has been taken into operation
since 1993. Since the facility in its original configuration is de-
scribed in Refs. �9,10,21�, only a brief description of the modifi-
cations and the main components is given below. The research
facility consists of a large centrifugal compressor, a diffuser, a
settling chamber, a nozzle, an unsteady wake generator, and a
turbine cascade test section as shown in Fig. 1. The compressor,
with a volumetric flow rate of 15 m3/s, is capable of generating a
maximum mean velocity of 100 m/s at the test section inlet. The
settling chamber consists of five screens and one honeycomb flow
straightener to control the uniformity of the flow.

Two-dimensional periodic unsteady inlet flow is simulated by
the translational motion of a wake generator �see Fig. 1�, with a
series of cylindrical rods attached to two parallel operating timing
belts driven by an electric motor. To simulate the wake width and
spacing that stem from the trailing edge of rotor blades, the diam-
eter and number of rods can be varied. The rod diameter, its dis-
tance from the LPT blade leading edge, the wake width and the
corresponding drag coefficient are chosen according to the criteria
outlined by Schobeiri et al. �23�. The belt-pulley system is driven
by an electric motor and a frequency controller. The wake-passing
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frequency is monitored by a fiber-optic sensor. The sensor also
serves as the triggering mechanism for data transfer and its ini-
tialization, which is required for ensemble-averaging. This type of
wake generator produces clean, two-dimensional wakes, whose
turbulence structure, decay and development are, to a great extent,
predictable �23�. The unsteady boundary layer transition and heat
transfer investigations �9–12� performed on this facility serve as
the benchmark data for validation of turbulence models, transition
models and general code assessments.

To account for a high flow deflection of the LPT cascade, the
entire wake generator and test section unit, including the travers-
ing system, was modified to allow a precise angle adjustment of
the cascade relative to the incoming flow. This is done by a hy-
draulic platform, which simultaneously lifts and rotates the wake
generator and test section unit. The unit is then attached to the
tunnel exit nozzle with an angular accuracy less than 0.05 deg,
which is measured electronically.

The special design of the facility and the length of the belts
�Lbelt=4960 mm� enable a considerable reduction of the measure-
ment time. For the present investigation, two clusters of rods with
constant diameters of d=2 mm are attached to the belts as shown
in Fig. 2. The two clusters, with spacings SR=160 mm and SR
=80 mm, are separated by a distance which does not have any
rods, thus simulating steady state case �SR=��. Thus, it is possible
to measure sequentially the effect of three different spacings at a
single boundary layer point. To clearly define the influence do-
main of each individual cluster with the other one, the clusters are
arranged with a certain distance between each other. Using the
triggering system mentioned above and a continuous data acqui-
sition, the buffer zones between the data clusters are clearly
visible.

The data analysis program cuts the buffer zones and evaluates
the data pertaining to each cluster. Comprehensive preliminary
measurements were carried out to make sure that the data were
exactly identical to those when the entire belt length was attached
with rods of constant spacing, which corresponded to each indi-
vidual cluster spacing. The cascade test section shown in Fig. 1,
located downstream of the wake generator, includes five LPT
blades with a height of 200.0 mm and the chord of 203.44 mm.

For boundary layer investigations, five identical “Pak B” airfoils
designed by Pratt & Whitney were implemented and whose cas-
cade geometry is given in Table 1.

The blade geometry resembles the essential feature, such as the
laminar boundary layer separation, that is inherent to typical LPT
blades. The blade geometry was made available to NASA re-
searchers and academia to study the specific problems of LPT
flow separation, its passive and active control and its prevention.
As shown in Ref. �9�, this blade number is necessary and suffi-
cient to secure a spatial periodicity for the cascade flow. Identical
pressure distributions taken from blade Nos. 2 and 4 �counted
from the test section bottom, Fig. 1� demonstrate the required
periodicity. These blades were specially manufactured for mea-
surement of pressure and showed identical pressure distributions.

Fig. 1 Turbine cascade research facility with the components and the adjustable
test section

Fig. 2 Wake generator
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A computer-controlled three-axes traversing system �Fig. 3� is
used to measure the inlet velocities, turbulence intensity, and the
entire boundary layer distribution on suction and pressure sur-
faces. The traversing system was added very recently to the test
section to allow the probe to reach all streamwise positions along
the suction and pressure surfaces, with a positioning accuracy of
1 �m. The three-axis system is vertically mounted on the plexi-
glass side wall. Each axis is connected to a direct current-stepper
motor with an encoder and decoder. The optical encoder provides
a continuous feedback to the stepper motor for accurate position-
ing of the probes. The x- and y-axis of the system are capable of
traversing along the suction and pressure surfaces in small steps
up to 1 �m. The third axis rotates the probe holder with an angu-
lar accuracy less then ��=0.05 deg, which is specifically re-
quired for boundary layer investigations where the measurement
of the laminar sublayer is of particular interest.

Instrumentation, Data Acquisition, and Data Reduction
The data acquisition system is controlled by a personal com-

puter that includes a 16-channel, 12-bit analog-digital �A/D�
board. Time-dependent velocity signals are obtained by using a
commercial three-channel, constant temperature hot wire an-
emometer system that has a signal conditioner with a variable low
pass filter and adjustable gain. A hot wire probe placed upstream
of the diffuser monitors the reference velocity at a fixed location.
The pneumatic probes are connected to high precision differential
pressure transducers for digital readout. Several calibrated ther-
mocouples are placed downstream of the test section to constantly
monitor the flow temperature. The wake generator speed and the
passing frequency signals of the rods are transmitted by a fiber-
optic trigger sensor. The passage signals of the rods are detected
by the sensor using a silver-coated reflective paint on one of the
belts. This sensor gives an accurate readout of the speed of the
wake generator and the passing frequency of the rods. The signals
of the pressure transducers, thermocouples and trigger sensors are
transmitted to the A/D board and are sampled by the computer. To
ensure the cascade periodicity, the second and fourth blades are
each instrumented with 48 static pressure taps. Two adjacent
blades are used for boundary layer measurement. The taps are
connected to a scanivalve, which sequentially transfers the pres-
sure signals to one of the transducers connected to the A/D board.

The unsteady data are taken by calibrated, custom designed
miniature single hot wire probes. At each boundary layer position,
samples were taken at a rate of 20 kHz for each 100 revolutions of
the wake generator. The data were ensemble averaged with re-
spect to the rotational period of the wake generator. Before final
data were taken, the number of samples per revolution and the
total number of revolutions were varied to determine the optimum
settings for convergence of the ensemble average.

For the steady state case, the instantaneous velocity compo-
nents are calculated from the temperature-compensated instanta-
neous voltages by using the calibration coefficients. The instanta-
neous velocity can be represented in the following form:

V = V̄ + � �1�

where V̄ is the mean �time-averaged� velocity and � is the turbu-
lent fluctuation component. The mean velocity, also known as the
time average, is given by

V̄ =
1

M �
j=1

M

Vj �2�

where M is the total number of samples at one boundary layer
location. The root mean square value of the turbulent velocity
fluctuation is

Table 1 Parameters of turbine cascade test section

Parameters Values Parameters Values

Inlet velocity Vin=4 m/s Inlet turbulence intensity Tuin=1.9%
Rod translational speed U=5.0 m/s Blade Re number Re=110,000
Nozzle width W=200.0 mm Blade height hB=200 mm
Blade chord c=203.44 mm Cascade solidity �=1.248
Blade axial chord cax=182.85 mm Zweifel coefficient 	A=1.254
Blade suction surface length LSS=270.32 mm Cascade angle 
=55 deg
Cascade flow coefficient �=0.80 Cascade spacing SB=163 mm
Inlet air angle to the cascade �1=0 deg Exit air angle from the cascade �2=90 deg
Rod diameter DR=2.0 mm Rod distance to lead. edge LR=122 mm
Cluster 1 �no rod, steady� SR=4 � — parameter steady case =0.0
Cluster 2 rod spacing SR=160.0 mm — parameter for cluster 1 =1.59
Cluster 3 rod spacing SR=80.0 mm — parameter for cluster 2 =3.18

Fig. 3 Turbine cascade research facility with three-axis tra-
versing system
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� =� 1

M �
j=1

M

�Vj − V̄�2 �3�

and the local turbulence intensity is defined as:

Tuluc =
�

V̄
� 100 =

1

V̄
� 1

M �
j=1

M

�Vj − V̄�2 � 100 �4�

For unsteady cases, the ensemble-averaged velocity, fluctuation
velocity, and the turbulence intensity were calculated from the
instantaneous velocity samples by:

Vi�ti� � �Vi�ti�	 =
1

N�
j=1

N

Vij�ti� �5�

�i�ti� � ��i�ti�	 =� 1

N�
j=1

N

�Vij�ti� − �Vi�ti�	�2 �6�

Tui�ti� � �Tui�ti�	 =
��i�ti�	
�Vi�ti�	

� 100 �7�

where N=100 is the total number of wake generator periods and
M is the number of samples taken per period. �Vi�ti�	 is the
ensemble-averaged velocity for the particular boundary layer
traverse.

Experimental Results and Discussion
Detailed surface pressure and boundary layer measurements

were performed at Reynolds numbers of 110,000 and 150,000.
These Reynolds numbers, which pertain to a typical cruise opera-
tion, exhibit a representative value within LPT operating range
between 75,000 and 400,000, as discussed by Hourmouziadis
�24�. Furthermore, it produces separation bubbles that can be ac-
curately measured by miniature hot wire probes. For the Reynolds
numbers of 110,000 and 150,000, three different reduced frequen-
cies were examined. To generate unsteady wakes, cylindrical rods
with the diameter dR=2 mm were chosen to fulfill the similar
criterion that requires the generation of a drag coefficient, CD, that
is approximately equal to the CD of the turbine blade with the
chord and spacing given in Table 1 �for details we refer to the
studies in Refs. �23,25��. Furthermore, we define a reduced fre-
quency  that includes the cascade solidity �, the flow coefficient
�, the blade spacing SB, and the rod spacing SR. The reduced
frequency  is an extension of Strouhal number, in the sense that
it incorporates the rod spacing SR and the blade spacing SB in
addition to the inlet velocity and wake generator speed. For sur-
face pressure measurement, rods with uniform spacing as speci-
fied in Table 1 were attached over the entire belt length. For
boundary layer measurement, however, clusters of rods were at-
tached, as mentioned previously.

Surface Pressure Distributions. Detailed pneumatic surface
pressure measurements were taken at Re=110,000 and 150,000.
For each Reynolds number, three different reduced frequencies,
namely =0.0, 1.59, and 3.18, are applied that correspond to the
rod spacings SR=� �no rod�, 160, and 80 mm. The pressure dis-
tributions in Fig. 4 show the results of the steady case and two
unsteady cases. The pressure signals inherently signify the time-
averaged pressure, because of the internal pneumatic damping ef-
fect of the connecting pipes to the transducer. The noticeable de-
viation in pressure distribution between the steady and unsteady
cases, especially on the suction surface, is due to the drag forces
caused by the moving rods. The drag forces are imposed on the
main stream and cause momentum deficiency that leads to a re-
duction of the total and static pressure. The time-averaged pres-
sure coefficients along the pressure and suction surfaces are plot-
ted in Fig. 4. The suction surface �upper portion� exhibits a strong

negative pressure gradient. The flow accelerates at a relatively
steep rate and reaches its maximum surface velocity that corre-
sponds to the minimum Cp=−3.5 at s /s0=0.42. Passing through
the minimum pressure, the fluid particles within the boundary
layer encounter a positive pressure gradient that causes a sharp
deceleration up to s /s0=0.55. This point signifies the beginning of
the laminar boundary layer separation and the onset of a separa-
tion bubble. As seen in the subsequent boundary layer discussion,
the separation bubble characterized by a constant Cp plateau ex-
tends up to s /s0
0.74, thus occupying more than 19% of the
suction surface and constituting a large separation. Passing the
plateau, the flow first experiences a second sharp deceleration
indicative of a process of reattachment, followed by a further
deceleration at a moderate rate. On the pressure surface, the flow
accelerates at a very slow rate, reaches a minimum pressure coef-
ficient at s /s0=0.42, and continues to accelerate until the trailing
edge has been reached. Unlike the suction surface, the pressure
surface boundary layer does not encounter any adverse positive
pressure gradient that triggers separation. However, close to the
leading edge, a small plateau extending from s /s0=0.08–0.16 in-
dicates the existence of a small size separation bubble that might
be attributed to a minor inlet flow incidence angle.

Fig. 4 Static pressure distributions at two different Re num-
bers and reduced frequencies �=0, 1.59, 3.18 „no rod, 160,
80 mm…, SS=separation start, SE=separation end
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Considering the unsteady case with the reduced frequency 
=1.59 corresponding to a rod spacing of SR=160 mm, Fig. 4 ex-
hibits a slight difference in the pressure distribution between the
steady and unsteady cases. As mentioned above, this deviation is
attributed to the momentum deficiency that leads to a reduction of
the total and static pressure. For Re=110,000, the wakes have a
reducing impact on the streamwise extent of the separation pla-
teau. As seen in Fig. 4�a�, the trailing edge of the plateau has
shifted from s /s0=0.74 to s /s0=0.702. This shift reduced the
streamwise extent of the separation plateau from 19% to 15% of
the suction surface length which is, in this particular case, 21% of
reduction in streamwise extent of the separation. Increasing the
reduced frequency to =3.18 by reducing the rod spacing to SR
=80 mm causes a slight shift of the Cp distribution compared with
=1.59 case. One should bear in mind that pneumatically mea-
sured surface pressure distribution represents a time integral of the
pressure events only.

Increasing the Reynolds number to Re=150,000 has not
brought major changes in steady state Cp distribution. However,
the combination of higher Reynolds number with unsteady wakes
reveals the noticeable deviation on the streamwise extent of the
separation plateau. As seen in Fig. 4�b�, the trailing edge of the
plateau has shifted from s /s0=0.74 to s /s0=0.702 for Reynolds
number of 150,000. The combination of higher Reynolds number
with high unsteady wakes introduce fluctuation kinetic energy into
the boundary layer which tends to inhibit the separation tendency.
Cp distribution clearly shows that the wake impingement with
higher Reynolds number shortens the streamwise extent of the
separation zone compared to the steady case.

Detailed information regarding the structure of the separation
bubble is delivered by means of a detailed unsteady boundary
layer measurement using hot wire probes, as will be discussed in
the subsequent sections.

Time Averaged Velocity and Fluctuation Distributions. Fol-
lowing the surface pressure investigations that mainly addressed

the onset and extent of the separation zone discussed previously,
comprehensive boundary layer measurements were performed to
identify the streamwise and normal extent, as well as the defor-
mation of the separation zone under unsteady wake flow. The
steady state case serves as the reference configuration.

Consistent with the surface pressure distribution above, the ef-
fect of the wake frequency on the time-averaged velocity profiles
and fluctuation velocity distribution are presented for one steady
and two unsteady inlet flow conditions on the suction surface
along 31 streamwise locations for the Reynolds number of
110,000, and 41 streamwise locations for the Reynolds number of
150,000. After completing the velocity measurements, the bound-
ary layer coordinates were transformed into a blade orthogonal
coordinate system. Velocities at blade normal positions were ob-
tained by interpolating their transformed values. The results
showed almost no difference between the interpolated and nonin-
terpolated velocity data. Experimental investigations were per-
formed for three different values of =0.0, 1.59, and 3.18. These
values cover the reduced frequency range encountered in LPT
design and off-design operation conditions.

The effect of wake frequency on time-averaged velocity and
velocity fluctuation distributions is shown in Figs. 5–8 at six rep-
resentative streamwise locations for Re=110,000 and Re
=150,000. Among 31 streamwise positions measured along the
suction surface, Figs. 5 and 6 display the velocity and fluctuation
distributions at one streamwise position upstream, three positions
within and two positions downstream of the separation bubble.
The diagrams include the steady state data for reference purposes,
=0.0 �SR=��, unsteady data for =1.59 �SR=160 mm� and
=3.18 �SR=80 mm�.

As Fig. 5 indicates, in the upstream region of the separation
bubble the flow is fully attached. At s /s0=0.49, the velocity dis-
tributions inside and outside the boundary layer experience a
hardly noticeable decrease with increasing the reduced frequency.
At the same positions, however, the time-averaged velocity fluc-
tuations shown in Fig. 6 exhibit substantial changes within the

Fig. 5 Distribution of time-averaged velocities along the suc-
tion surface for steady case �=0 „SR=�… and unsteady cases
�=1.59 „SR=160 mm… and �=3.18 „SR=80 mm… at Re
=110,000

Fig. 6 Distribution of time-averaged velocity fluctuations
along the suction surface for steady case �=0 „SR=�… and
unsteady cases �=1.59 „SR=160 mm… and �=3.18 „SR
=80 mm… at Re=110,000
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boundary layer, as well as outside it. The introduction of the pe-
riodic unsteady wakes with highly turbulent vortical cores and the
subsequent mixing has systematically increased the free-stream
turbulence level from 1.9% in steady case to almost 3% for 
=3.18 �SR=80 mm�. Comparing the unsteady cases, =1.59 and
3.18, with the steady reference case, =0.0, indicates that with
increasing  the lateral position of the maximum velocity fluc-
tuation shifts away from the wall. This is due to the periodic
disturbance of the stable laminar boundary layer upstream of the
separation bubble.

As Fig. 6 shows, a substantial influence of the wake frequency
is observed inside the separation bubble at s /s0=0.57, s /s0
=0.61, and s /s0=0.73. The wake impingement introduces fluctua-
tion kinetic energy stemming from its vortical core into the
boundary layer, trying to energize it and to reverse the separation
tendency. As seen from the velocity profiles, the wake frequency
effect shortens the bubble height and reduces its streamwise ex-
tent. Compared to the steady case, however, the onset of the sepa-
ration bubble has not changed substantially. This shows that, al-
though the impingement of the vortical wake core periodically
reduces the separation bubble height, it does not have sufficient
momentum to completely suppress it. Figure 6 displays the details
of the turbulence fluctuation activities in and outside of the sepa-
ration bubble at s /so=0.57, s /so=0.61, and s /so=0.73. Strong
turbulent activities are measured within the separation bubble that
extends to the shear layer. Outside the separation bubble, the tur-
bulence activities rapidly decrease, approaching the free-stream
levels that correspond to the individual unsteady frequency dis-
cussed above. A comparison of the unsteady cases, =1.59 and
3.18, with the steady reference case, =0.0, indicates that with
increasing  the lateral position of the maximum fluctuation shifts
toward the wall. This is the consequence of the overall decrease of
the lateral extension of the separation bubble as a result of wake
impingement.

Close to the bubble trailing edge at s /so=0.73 and s /so=0.77,
Fig. 5 shows that the undisturbed flow, =0 �SR=��, still has its

inflectional pattern. The perturbation by impinging the wakes
causes the velocity profile to become fully turbulent and attached.
Once the profile becomes fully turbulent, increasing the reduced
frequency from =1.59 �SR=160 mm� to =3.18 �SR=80 mm�
does not substantially change the velocity distribution pattern.
Figure 6 displays the details of the velocity fluctuation activities
inside and outside of the reattached boundary layer at s /so=0.77
and s /so=0.85. As in Fig. 5, once the velocity profile has become
fully turbulent, its corresponding fluctuation distribution remains
almost unchanged.

In the context of transitional and turbulent boundary layer flow
investigations, it is worth noting the different behavior of these
boundary layer types. According to the previous investigations by
Schobeiri et al. �10–12� in a HP-turbine cascade with transitional
boundary layer throughout, an increased wake frequency causes
turbulence fluctuations to rise inside and outside the boundary
layer. However, in the LPT case with the boundary layer separa-
tion, once the boundary layer is reattached and the velocity distri-
bution assumes a fully turbulent profile, no major changes are
observed either in the velocity or in the fluctuation velocity
distribution.

For Re=150,000, Figs. 7 and 8 display the velocity and veloc-
ity fluctuation distributions at the same streamwise locations as
discussed above. Likewise, the diagrams include the steady state,
=0.0, data for reference purposes and the unsteady data for 
=1.59 and =3.18. Although the results for Re=150,000 show
very similar velocity and fluctuation patterns, it is observed that
the starting point of the separation bubble and its reattachment
point have moved slightly further downstream. This is clearly vis-
ible in Fig. 7, at s /so=0.73 and s /so=0.77, where the inflectional
pattern of the velocity profiles indicates that the above streamwise
positions are located close to the trailing edge within the separa-
tion bubble. Increasing the frequency from =0 �SR=�� to 
=3.18 �SR=80 mm� brings the profiles closer to the fully turbulent
pattern, without collapsing. The same statement is true for the
turbulence fluctuations, Fig. 8, at s /so=0.73 and s /so=0.77. Also,

Fig. 7 Distribution of time-averaged velocity distributions
along the suction surface for steady case �=0 „SR=�… and
unsteady cases �=1.59 „SR=160 mm… and �=3.18 „SR
=80 mm… at Re=150,000

Fig. 8 Distribution of time-averaged fluctuation velocities
along the suction surface for steady case �=0 „SR=�… and
unsteady cases �=1.59 „SR=160 mm… and �=3.18 „SR
=80 mm… at Re=150,000
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the size of the separation bubble is smaller when compared to that
for Re=110,000. To achieve a noticeable impact of the Reynolds
number on the onset and extent of the bubble, the Reynolds num-
ber needed to increase above 150,000.

Temporal Behavior of the Separation Zone Under Periodic
Unsteady Wake Flow. Velocity distributions on the suction sur-
face with time as the parameter are plotted in Figs. 9–12 for Re
=110,000, 150,000 for rod spacings SR=80 mm and SR
=160 mm that correspond to =1.59 and 3.18. The nondimen-
sional time �t /�� values are chosen that they represent the tempo-
ral states within one full period of wake passing. For Re
=110,000, Figs. 9�a�–9�f� show the velocity distributions, inside
and outside the boundary layer at fixed s /so locations, experience
moderate to pronounced changes. Figure 9�a� represents the in-
stantaneous velocity distribution upstream of the separation zone,
followed by Figs. 9�b�–9�f� which represent the velocity distribu-
tions inside the separation zone. In discussing the following re-
sults, we simultaneously refer to the wake distribution as well as
the turbulence fluctuation results.

Figure 9�a� exhibits the velocity distribution on the suction sur-
face at s /so=0.49. At this streamwise position, the laminar bound-
ary layer is subjected to a strong negative pressure gradient. The
velocity distributions at different �t /�� experience changes in
magnitude that reflect the corresponding changes of the impinging
periodic wake velocity. It is worth noting that, despite the injec-
tion of turbulence kinetic energy by the impinging wakes, no local
instantaneous boundary layer transition occurs. This is because of
the strong negative pressure gradient that prevents the boundary
layer from becoming instantaneously transitional. Instantaneous
velocity distributions inside the separation zone are shown in Figs.
9�b�–9�f�.

As a representative case, we discuss the results plotted in Fig.
9�e� at s /so=0.65. During the time interval from t /� close to 0.5
�1.5, 2.5, etc.� to about t /�=0.75 �1.75, 2.75, etc.�, the separation
zone is exposed to the wake external flow with relatively lower

turbulence level. This flow does not have the capability to sup-
press the separation zone. Thus, the separation region is clearly
shown by the velocity distributions at t /�=0.5 and t /�=0.75. As
the wake passes over the blade at s /so=0.65 introducing high
turbulence kinetic energy into the boundary layer, the boundary
layer is energized, causing the separation zone to partially reduce.
To emphasize this statement, the steady state velocity distribution
at the same streamwise position is also plotted in Fig. 9�e� using
full circles. It shows clearly the separated nature of the boundary
layer which coincides with the instantaneous velocity profile at
t /�=0.75. Intermediate times reflect the gradual change between
different t /� states as the flow is undergoing the influence of the
oncoming wake. Moving to the trailing edge of the separation
zone, at s /so=0.73, Fig. 9�f�, a partial reduction in boundary layer
thickness as the result of wake impingement is visible, however,
the separation zone does not seem to disappear.

Figures 10�a�–10�f� show that the velocity distributions outside
the boundary layer at fixed s /so locations experience noticeable
changes at =3.18 �SR=80 mm�. Increasing the wake passing
frequency causes the wake turbulence kinetic energy to increase,
resulting in a stronger suppression compared with the =1.59
�SR=160 mm� case. As seen in Figs. 11 and 12, increasing the
Reynolds number to 150,000 causes the leading and trailing edges
of the separation bubble to move further downstream. It is also
observed that increasing the Reynolds number reduces the size of
the separation bubble.

The effect of the periodic unsteady wakes on the onset and
extent of the separation bubble is shown in Figs. 13–16 for Re
=110,000 and 150,000, and for two different frequencies, namely
=1.59 and =3.18. These figures display the full extent of the
separation bubble and its behavior under a periodic wake flow
impingement at different t /�. The wake propagation for =1.59
and =3.18 is analyzed and the value of t /� corresponds to the
point in the cycle at which the data acquisition system is triggered.
During a rod passing period, the wake flow and the separation
bubble undergo a sequence of flow states which are not noticeably

Fig. 9 Distribution of the ensemble-averaged velocity devel-
opment along the suction surface for different s /s0 with time
t /� as parameter for �=1.59 „SR=160 mm… and Re=110,000

Fig. 10 Distribution of the ensemble-averaged velocity devel-
opment along the suction surface for different s /s0 with time
t /� as parameter for �=3.18 „SR=80 mm… and Re=110,000
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different when the unsteady data are time averaged.
Starting with Re=100,000 and =1.59, Fig. 13�a� exhibits the

separation bubble in its full size at t /�=0.25. At this instant of
time, the incoming wakes have not reached the separation bubble.
At t /�=0.5, the wake, with its highly turbulent vortical core,
passes over the blade and generates high turbulence kinetic en-
ergy. At this point, the wake turbulence penetrates into the bubble
causing a strong mass, momentum, and energy exchange between
the wake flow and the fluid contained within the bubble. This
exchange causes a dynamic suppression and a subsequent contrac-
tion of the bubble. As the wake travels over the bubble, the size of
the bubble continues to contract at t /�=0.75 and reaches its mini-
mum size at t /�=1.0. At t /�=1, the full effect of the wake on the
boundary layer can be seen before another wake appears and the
bubble moves back to the original position. Similar results are
observed when operating at the same Reynolds number, Re
=110,000, but at a higher reduced frequency, =3.18, Figs.
14�a�–14�d�. A comparison of Figs. 14�a�–14�d� with Figs.
12�a�–12�d� illustrates the pronounced influence of higher reduced
frequency which causes more frequent penetration of wake turbu-
lence into the separation bubble, causing a stronger suppression
and subsequent contraction of the bubble.

Figures 15 and 16 display the behavior of the separation bubble
under higher Reynolds number, Re=150,000, and reduced fre-
quencies, =1.59 and =3.18. While the higher Reynolds num-
ber moves the separation bubble further downstream. Similar con-
tracting effects as discussed above are observed at =1.59.
However, doubling the reduced frequency and increasing the Rey-
nolds number is associated with the higher turbulence intensity
that leads to stronger suppression of the separation bubble, as
shown in Figs. 15 and 16.

Intermittency Analysis
Intermittency distribution, which identifies whether the flow is

laminar or turbulent inside the boundary layer, is calculated fol-
lowing the method of Hedley and Keffer �26�. Instantaneous ve-

locity is sensitized to increase its discriminatory capabilities be-
tween turbulent and nonturbulent parts of the signal. For this
purpose, the multiplication of the first derivative of the velocity
signal and the velocity signal is used for further analysis. This is
called the detector function, S�t�, defined as

S�t� = �u
�u

�t
� �8�

The above detector function is used by many researchers, includ-
ing Antonia and Bradshaw �27�, Kovasznay et al. �28�, Bradshaw
and Murlis �29�, and Schobeiri and his coworkers �7,12�. A very
recent paper by Schobeiri �30� extensively discusses different is-
sues relative to intermittency based transition modeling. Though
sensitized detector function separates the turbulent and nonturbu-
lent zones of the fluid, there is still some overlap between the two
near the origins. The discrimination between the two zones of the
flow will be ideal when the overlap between the two distributions
is minimal or zero. To eliminate the disturbing effects of the ve-
locity signal peaks, a smoothing procedure is applied to the S�t�
signal. The mean value of ten consecutive S�t� values is calculated
and the ten values are substituted by their mean value of Ssm�t�.
After smoothing the detector function, a threshold level C is then
applied to the smoothed detector function to distinguish between
true turbulence and the signal noise. It is defined as

I�t� = �1 when Ssm�t� � C

0 when Ssm�t� � C
 �9�

Once the threshold level is applied to the detector function S�t�,
the result is a random square wave called the indicator function I,
with 0’s representing the nonturbulent case and 1’s indicating the
turbulent behavior of the boundary layer. A threshold level, C, of
1.2 is used for all the data on the suction surface. In the absence of
length scales, this value is chosen from visual observations. Sev-
eral other values of C are tested and little qualitative difference is
seen in the intermittency distribution during transition. Though the

Fig. 11 Distribution of the ensemble-averaged velocity devel-
opment along the suction surface for different s /s0 with time
t /� as parameter for �=1.59 „SR=160 mm… and Re=150,000

Fig. 12 Distribution of the ensemble-averaged velocity devel-
opment along the suction surface for different s /s0 with time
t /� as parameter for �=3.18 „SR=80 mm… and Re=150,000
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intermittency values vary with different values of C, the important
parameters like start and end of transition are not affected by C.
The resulting square wave after applying the threshold is en-
semble averaged to get the ensemble-averaged intermittency as
follows

�
i�ti�	 =
1

N�
j=1

N

Iij�ti� �10�

where N is the number of revolutions of the wake generator for
which the data are collected. For time-averaged intermittency,

Fig. 13 Ensemble-averaged velocity contours along the suction surface for different s /s0 with
time t /� as parameter for �=1.59 „SR=160 mm…, Re=110,000

Fig. 14 Ensemble-averaged velocity contours along the suction surface for different s /s0 with
time t /� as parameter for �=3.18 „SR=80 mm…, Re=110,000
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�
i�ti�	 is integrated with respect to time to arrive at


̄ =
1

T�
t=0

T

�
i�ti�	dt �11�

Figure 17 shows the processing of instantaneous velocities.

Ensemble-Averaged Intermittency Distribution. Figure 18
presents the temporal-spatial contours of the ensemble-averaged
intermittency distribution at three different lateral positions above
the blade suction surface, y=1.341, 1.755, and 6.10 mm, for two
reduced frequencies, =1.59 and =3.18. For better comparison
of the effects of the impinging wake frequency, Fig. 18 exhibits

Fig. 15 Ensemble-averaged velocity contours along the suction surface for different s /s0 with
time t /� as parameter for �=1.59 „SR=160 mm…, Re=150,000

Fig. 16 Ensemble-averaged velocity contours along the suction surface for different s /s0 with
time t /� as parameter for �=3.18 „SR=80 mm…, Re=150,000
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only the first three wakes. In this figure, the wakes with the highly
vortical cores display intermittency values close to 0.6 indicating
the transitional character of the boundary layer at the particular
instant of time of wake impingement on the surface. Intermittency
is approximately equal to zero outside the wake region near the
leading edge, showing the nonturbulent behavior of the flow.

The wakes represented by narrow green strips pass through the
turbine blade channel and periodically switch the boundary layer
from laminar to turbulent and vice versa. Upstream of the separa-
tion bubble a pretransitional strip with an ensemble-averaged in-
termittency of 
�t�
0.5 starting at s /s0
0.43 and ending at
s /s0
0.52 separates the attached boundary layer from the bubble
leading edge. At s /s0
0.52, the visibility of the wake vanishes
due to the interaction with the separation bubble. As Fig. 18
shows, the separation bubble starts at s /s0
0.52 and extends up
to s /s0
0.75, thus occupying more than 24% of the suction sur-
face and forming a large separation zone. At s /s0
0.75, the in-
termittency field in Figure 18�a� displays an abrupt change in
intermittency level, which indicates the start of a reattachment
process. Once the wake passes over the separation zone, its sig-
nature reappears again as spots, with higher intermittency level
�red� associated with becalmed zones �blue�. Increasing  to 3.18,
Fig. 18�b�, causes an earlier mixing of the impinging wakes which
results in widening the areas occupied by the wake vortical core,
thus reducing the wake external region. Figure 18�b� suggests that
further increase of  may lead to a complete degeneration of the
deterministic periodic wake flow into a stochastic turbulence. Fig-
ures 18�c�–18�f� display the intermittency distributions at higher
normal position from the blade surface. They are quite identical
with Figs. 18�a� and 18�b� discussed above.

The intermittency distributions in Fig. 18 clearly show the un-
steady nature of the boundary layer transition. In this form, how-
ever, they cannot quantitatively describe the complex unsteady
transition, separation and reattachment process. To establish the
basic relations essential for a quantitative description of the un-
steady boundary layer transition, we resort to the fundamental
study by Schobeiri and his coworkers �23� that deals with the
physics of steady and unsteady wake development in a curved
environment. The study clearly shows that the turbulence structure
of the steady and unsteady wake flow is determined by the wake
defect, which is a Gaussian function. Following the above study,
we define a dimensionless parameter

� =
tUw

b
=

tsR

�b
=

�2

b
with b =

1
��
�

−�

+�

�d�2 �12�

Equation �12� relates the wake passing time t with the wake pass-
ing velocity in the lateral direction Uw, and the intermittency
width b, with �2 as the lateral distance from the wake center �23�.
The intermittency width b is directly related to the wake width
introduced by Schobeiri and his coworkers �7,12,23�. In an analo-
gous way to find the defect function, we define the relative inter-
mittency, �, as

� =
�
i�ti�	 − �
i�ti�	min

�
i�ti�	max − �
i�ti�	min
�13�

In the above equation, �
i�ti�	 is the time dependent ensemble-
averaged intermittency function, which determines the transitional
nature of an unsteady boundary layer. The intermittency �
i�ti�	max

exhibits the maximum intermittency value inside the wake vorti-
cal core. Finally, �
i�ti�	min represents the minimum ensemble-
averaged intermittency values outside the wake vortical core.

A representative relative intermittency function, �, is shown in
Figs. 19�a�–19�d� for a frequency value of =1.59 at lateral dis-
tances from the blade surface of y=0.858, 0.996, 5.3, and 9.3 mm,
with the dimensionless longitudinal distance s /s0 as a parameter.
The above distances are representative for intermittency distribu-
tions before, inside and outside the separation bubble over the

entire suction surface. The symbols represent the experimental
data. As seen for the reduced frequency of =1.59, the measured
relative intermittency functions follow very closely a Gaussian
distribution, given by

� = e−�2
�14�

with � as the nondimensionalized lateral length scale defined in
Eq. �12�. The slight deviation within and after the separation zone
is due to a difficulty associated with capturing the maximum and
minimum intermittencies. Using Eq. �14� as a generally valid in-
termittency relationship for unsteady wake flows, the intermit-
tency function �
i�ti�	 is completely determined if additional in-
formation about the intermittency functions �
i�ti�	max and
�
i�ti�	min are available. The distribution of �
i�ti�	max and
�
i�ti�	min in the streamwise direction are plotted in Fig. 20 for 
values of 1.59 and 3.18 on the suction surface. The distribution of
�
i�ti�max	 corresponds to the condition when the wake, with its
high turbulence intensity core, impinges on the plate surface.
Once the wake has passed over the surface, the same streamwise
location is exposed to a low turbulence intensity flow regime with
an intermittency state of �
i�ti�	min, where no wake is present.

Figure 20 displays the striking features of �
�t�	max and
�
�t�	min. While for zero and moderate pressure gradients, the
minimum intermittency �
i�ti�	min distribution reveals a certain

Fig. 17 Calculation of ensemble-averaged intermittency func-
tion from instantaneous velocities for �=1.725 at y
=0.720 mm
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similarity to the one described by the Emmons-Narasimha transi-
tion model �31�, the present LPT-flow case with a strong negative
pressure gradient associated with separation, �
i�ti�	min exhibits a
remarkably different course that occurs systematically and repro-
ducibly for all  cases at all y positions over the blade surface.
Upstream of the separation bubble, the course of �
�t�	min with the
value close to zero indicates a stable nonturbulent character of the
boundary layer. A sharp increase in intermittency indicates the
separation begins shortly before the pressure minimum �Fig. 4�
has been reached. It is followed by a high intermittency region
that covers the separation plateau �Fig. 4� and a steep decrease
that is indicative of reattachment. The streamwise location of the
intermittency minimum at s /s0
0.7 coincides with the end of the
separation plateau. The following increase in intermittency is due
to the steep positive pressure gradient that follows the constant
pressure plateau. On the other hand, �
i�ti�	max reveals a funda-

mentally different behavior. As Fig. 20 shows, the wake flow with
an intermittency of �
i�ti�	max
0.8–0.9 impinges on the blade
surface. By convecting downstream, because of an extremely thin
boundary layer, the wake turbulent fluctuations do not undergo a
strong damping by the wall shear stress forces, as was observed in
zero and moderate pressure gradient cases reported in Refs.
�7,12�.

Utilizing �
�t�	max and �
�t�	min, the relative intermittency � is
found to be described by a Gaussian distribution. This observation
is in accord with the findings reported in Refs. �7,12�, and very
recently in Ref. �30� confirming the universal character of �. Con-
sidering the intermittency results of the current investigations and
those reported above, it can be concluded that, in general,
�
i�ti�	max and �
i�ti�	min are not only functions of reduced fre-
quency, but they are also strongly influenced by the pressure gra-

Fig. 18 Ensemble-averaged intermittency factor in the temporal-spatial domain at different y
positions for �=1.59 „SR=160 mm… and �=3.18 „SR=80 mm…
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dient, turbulence intensity, Reynolds—and possibly Mach num-
ber, and surface roughness. This implies that neither �
i�ti�	min nor
�
i�ti�	max have universal character.

Uncertainty Analysis
The Kline and McClintock �32� uncertainty analysis method

was used to determine the uncertainty in the velocity after cali-
bration and data reduction for the single-wire probe. The Kline
and McClintock method determines the uncertainty with a 95%
confidence level. The uncertainty in the velocity for the single-
wire probe after the data reduction is given in Table 2. As shown,
the uncertainty in the velocity increases as the flow velocity de-
creases. This is due to the pneumatic pressure transducer having a
large uncertainty during calibration.

Conclusions
A detailed experimental study on the behavior of the separation

bubble along the suction surface of a highly loaded LPT blade
under periodic unsteady wake flow was presented. Varying the
Reynolds number, one steady and two different unsteady inlet
wake flow conditions with the corresponding passing frequencies,
the wake velocity and the turbulence intensities were investigated
by utilizing a large-scale, subsonic research facility. Periodic un-
steady wake flow was established by translational motion of two
parallel moving timing belts on which cylindrical rods were at-
tached. The following conclusions were drawn.

�1� Slight changes of the pressure distribution occurred, while
operating at the unsteady flow conditions. Increasing the Reynolds
number from Re=110,000 to Re=150,000 has not brought major
changes in steady state Cp distribution. However, the combination
of higher Reynolds number with higher unsteady wake frequency
introduced higher fluctuation kinetic energy into the boundary
layer, which tends to reverse the separation tendency. Cp distribu-
tion clearly shows that the wake impingement with higher Rey-
nolds number shortens the streamwise extent of the separation
zone compared to the steady case.

�2� Detailed unsteady boundary layer measurement identified
the onset and extent of the separation bubble as well as its behav-
ior under the unsteady wake flow. Passing the wake flow with its
highly turbulent vortical core over the separation region caused a
periodic contraction and expansion of the separation bubble and a
reduction of the separation bubble height. Increasing the passing
frequency associated with a higher turbulence intensity further
reduced the separation bubble height. It was observed that, by
increasing the Reynolds number to 150,000, the leading edge and
trailing edge of the separation bubble and, thus, the re-attachment
point, moved further downstream to s /s0=0.56 and s /s0=0.788,
respectively. Also, the size of the separation bubble was further
reduced.

�3� Intermittency analysis of the current boundary layer experi-
mental data with the flow separation determined the minimum,
maximum, and the relative intermittency functions, �
min	,
−�
max	, and �. The minimum intermittency function, �
min	, rep-
resented the boundary layer behavior when it is exposed to the
wake external region �region between the turbulent wake strips�.
On the other hand, �
max	 describes the state of the boundary layer
when it is subjected to the wake vortical core with its high turbu-
lence level.

�4� The relative intermittency factor followed a Gaussian distri-
bution confirming the universal character of the relative intermit-
tency function. In contrast to the relative intermittency function �,

Table 2 Uncertainty in velocity measurement for hot-wire
probe

V �m/s� 3 5 12

�V /V0�%� 5.78 2.41 1.40

Fig. 19 Relative intermittency as a function of s /s0 for unsteady frequency of �=1.59 „SR
=160 mm… at „a… y=0.858 mm, „b… y=0.996 mm, „c… y=5.3 mm, and „d… y=9.3 mm at Re
=110,000
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the minimum as well as the maximum intermittency do not sug-
gest to have a universal character. Several parameters, such as
free-stream turbulence intensity, reduced frequency, surface
roughness, Re number, and pressure gradient, are instrumental in
affecting the pattern of these two intermittencies. Future studies
need to incorporate these parameters.
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Nomenclature
b � intermittency wake width
c � blade chord

cax � axial chord
Cp � pressure coefficient, Cp= �pi− ps� / �pt− ps�inl
C � threshold level

dR � rod diameter
H12 � shape factor, H12=�1 /�2
hm � maximum separation bubble height

I�x , t� � indicator function
LSS � suction surface length
M � number of samples
N � number of wake cycles
pi � static pressure taps i=1, . . ,48

ps, pt � static, total pressure
ReLSS � suction surface Reynolds number

Re=LssVexit /�
s � streamwise distance from the leading edge of

the blade
smd � streamwise location of maximum separation

bubble height
so � streamwise distance from the leading edge to

the trailing edge of the blade
sr � re-attachment point of the separation bubble

from blade leading edge
ss � start of the separation bubble at a streamwise

distance from blade leading edge
S�x , t� � criterion function

Fig. 20 Maximum, minimum, and time-averaged intermittency as a function of
s /s0 at different lateral positions for steady case �=0 „SR=�… and unsteady cases
�=1.59 „SR=160 mm… and �=3.18 „SR=80 mm… at Re=110,000
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SB � blade spacing
SR � rod spacing

t � time
Tu � reference turbulence intensity

�Tu	 � ensemble-averaged turbulence intensity
U � belt translational velocity
v � fluctuation velocity
V � velocity

Vax � axial velocity
Vexit � exit velocity

x � position vector
y � lateral distance from plate surface

�1,2 � cascade inlet, exit flow angles

 � cascade stagger angle

̄ � time-averaged intermittency

��
�	 � ensemble-averaged intermittency
��
�	max � maximum ensemble-averaged intermittency
��
�	min � minimum ensemble-averaged intermittency

� � relative turbulence intermittency
� � nondimensional coordinate, y /b
� � kinematic viscosity

�2 � lateral distance from wake center
� � density of air
� � cascade solidity, �=c /SB
� � one wake-passing period
� � flow coefficient, �=Vax/U

�A � Zweifel coefficient
�A=2sin2 �2�cot �2−cot �1�SB /cax

 � reduced frequency = �c /SR��U /Vax�
=�� /���SB /SR�
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Improving Aerodynamic Matching
of Axial Compressor Blading
Using a Three-Dimensional
Multistage Inverse Design
Method
Current turbomachinery design systems increasingly rely on multistage CFD as a means
to diagnose designs and assess performance potential. However, design weaknesses at-
tributed to improper stage matching are addressed using often ineffective strategies in-
volving a costly iterative loop between blading modification, revision of design intent,
and further evaluation of aerodynamic performance. A scheme is proposed herein which
greatly simplifies the design point blade row matching process. It is based on a three-
dimensional viscous inverse method that has been extended to allow blading analysis and
design in a multi-blade row environment. For computational expediency, blade row cou-
pling is achieved through an averaging-plane approximation. To limit computational
time, the inverse method was parallelized. The proposed method allows improvement of
design point blade row matching by direct regulation of the circulation capacity of the
blading within a multistage environment. During the design calculation, blade shapes are
adjusted to account for inflow and outflow conditions while producing a prescribed
pressure loading. Thus, it is computationally ensured that the intended pressure-loading
distribution is consistent with the derived blading geometry operating in a multiblade
row environment that accounts for certain blade row interactions. The viability of the
method is demonstrated in design exercises involving the rotors of a 2.5 stage, highly
loaded compressor. Individually redesigned rotors display mismatching when run in the
2.5 stage, evident as a deviation from design intent. However, simultaneous redesign of
the rotors in their multistage environment produces the design intent, indicating that
aerodynamic matching has been achieved. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2372773�

Keywords: inverse aerodynamic shape design, multistage turbomachinery CFD, com-
pressor stage matching

Introduction
Turbomachinery computational fluid dynamics �CFD�, in sup-

port of aerodynamic design, has evolved from isolated blade row
methods to hierarchical multistage analysis encompassing various
blade row coupling schemes. Three main approaches to blade row
coupling exist: steady averaging plane, time mean average pas-
sage, and unsteady time periodic. The foundations of these ap-
proaches are discussed in Refs. �1,2�. Currently, multistage CFD
methods are primarily suited for diagnosing design shortcomings
originating from strong blade row interactions that adversely im-
pact performance and operability. Typically, simulation results are
used to revise aerodynamic matching conditions for individual
blade rows and stages. The term aerodynamic matching is loosely
understood to involve the compatibility of the inlet flow require-
ments of a stage to the outlet flow of upstream stages.

In the title of this paper, the word “matching” denotes a critical
function of the multi-blade row design process, where the indi-
vidual blade row shapes are simultaneously tailored in such a way
as to produce a desired design intent while accounting for blade

row interactions that would lead to deviations from this design
intent. The “design intent” implies a physically realizable
axisymmetric-averaged pressure field that is compatible with
overall design point performance and off-design operability. For a
given overall pressure rise, mismatching is manifested as a dis-
ruption of the design equilibrium among the circulation capacity
of the blading, entropy production, and accumulation of aerody-
namic blockage. Naturally, an appropriate choice of design intent
can limit strong blade row interactions.

There are two key elements in the blade row matching problem.
First, there is the establishment of accurate and physically realiz-
able design intent and, second, when necessary, an efficient means
for tailoring blade shapes so that design equilibrium is restored
among blading circulation capacity, entropy production, and accu-
mulation of aerodynamic blockage. Transforming overall func-
tional requirements into credible aerodynamic design intent is an
inherently iterative process guided by past experience. Note that
this is compatible with the traditional model for turbomachinery
aerodynamic design, as described by Marble �3�, whereby the
flow is conceptually decomposed into two parts: that which is due
to the gross influence of all blade rows and that which is associ-
ated with local details of blade shape.

A contemporary aerodynamic design system, incorporating
multistage CFD analysis, is noted in Fig. 1�a�. This system allows
two broad functions: design synthesis, and design diagnostics and
development. Both of these functions can be iteratively executed
to arrive at credible design intent and a blading revision strategy
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to meet this intent. For advanced designs, this system can become
very costly and ineffective due to the need for many revisions that
are sometimes formulated in an ad-hoc fashion. Thus, enhance-
ments to this process would be beneficial in terms of reductions in
design cycle cost and time. Figure 1�b� shows a proposed en-
hancement to the contemporary aerodesign system. This enhance-
ment is made possible by the following two developments: �1�
incorporation of an inverse blade-design procedure into the mul-
tistage CFD, and �2� improved consistency between the passage-
averaged throughflow model, the multistage CFD analysis, and
inverse blade design. Note that the enhanced design system in-
volves automatic exchange of appropriate information between
3D viscous multistage analysis, inverse blade design, and passage-
averaged throughflow. This is achieved by a so called averaged-
flow closure and pressure-loading manager which regulates the
design intent, thereby reducing and perhaps eliminating the need
for circuitous and possibly ad-hoc design revision strategies. Work
on the pressure-loading manager, possibly involving neural net-
works, is in its infancy and will be forthcoming.

In this paper, a three-dimensional viscous inverse blade design
method with multirow analysis and indirect geometric sculpting
capabilities is presented. Currently, blade row coupling is done via
an averaging plane, mainly for computational expediency. Thus,
the major axisymmetric blade row interactions are captured while
the nonaxisymmetric coupling effects involving deterministic un-
steadiness are neglected. Debate still continues as to the impact of
the unsteady deterministic flow on time-mean performance, espe-
cially near design point conditions. Does one need to accurately
predict the consequences of mismatching in order to diagnose the
existence of improperly matched blade rows? No attempt is made
to resolve this issue here; instead, ultimate model selection is left
up to the designer. Suffice it to say that the current inverse design
method can be incorporated into higher-fidelity blade row cou-
pling schemes. The usefulness of this approach for improving de-
sign point blade row matching by direct regulation of the circula-
tion capacity of the blading within a multistage environment is
illustrated via a redesign of supersonic rotors for a highly loaded
2.5-stage compressor.

Development of Methodology
The goal of blading design is to effectively realize an intended

velocity diagram with minimal loss and the widest possible oper-
ating range. This is achieved by tailoring the blade pressure load-
ing distribution as is reflected in the angular momentum-force
balance relationship for a quasi-3D blade element

�
LE

TE

r�pdA� � ṁ��rV̄��TE − �rV̄��LE�

In the above relation, �p �i.e., blade pressure loading� is the dif-
ference between the blade upper and lower surface pressures at
fixed axial locations; the subscripts LE and TE denote leading and
trailing edges; ṁ is the mass flow rate; A� is the projected surface

area in the tangential direction; and rV̄� is the mass-averaged swirl
velocity. Thus, the overall blading design strategy can be de-
scribed as pressure-loading tailoring to attain local aerodynamic
control while satisfying certain global constraints such as net cir-
culation, mass flow rate, and blade count.

The current multistage inverse design method is an extension of
the code INV3D, which has been reported in previous papers by
Dang �4�, Qiu �5�, Damle et al. �6�, Qiu and Dang �7�, Dang et al.
�8�, and Medd �9�. Note that INV3D can be used for both design
and analysis. In the inverse mode, the primary prescribed quanti-
ties are the blade axis definition in terms of its axial grid-line
location iba and tangential orientation along the camber surface
fba�r�, the blade thickness distribution T�r ,z�, and the pressure
loading distribution �p�r ,z�. Note that the blade axis gives a ref-
erence for locating the various spanwise blade sections in space
and thus must be compatible with the spanwise distribution of �p.
For a given set of inputs, the 3D inverse method computes the
corresponding wrap angle f�r ,z�. Thus, this is a semi-inverse pro-
cedure in the sense that the full geometry is not evolved and only
the mean camber surface, f�r ,z�, is updated via the flow-tangency
condition along the blade surfaces. Clearly, the blade geometry
corresponding to prescribed values for �iba , fba ,T ,�p� and operat-
ing in a particular inflow/outflow environment may not satisfy
certain geometric smoothness criteria and is not guaranteed to
have optimum performance nor be aeromechanically acceptable.
The challenge is to pick these quantities to arrive at a satisfactory
design.

The computational method is based on the solution of the three-
dimensional Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes �RANS� equations
on a simple sheared H grid using the robust finite-volume time-
marching cell-centered scheme of Jameson et al. �10�. All bound-
ary layers are assumed turbulent and viscous effects are modeled
using wall functions with an adaptation of the Baldwin–Lomax
turbulence closure. Normally, INV3D employs a “slip” velocity on
the blade surface, since the inverse scheme requires a finite veloc-
ity to trace the surface �tangency condition�, as discussed earlier.
In this case, the viscous sublayer is neglected subject to the con-
dition that the first cell next to a solid boundary lies in the loga-

Fig. 1 „a… Current design system and „b… proposed design system incorporating 3D inverse blading design
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rithmic region and hence the existence of a slip velocity �11�.
Typical viscous calculations using INV3D employ near-wall y+ on
the order of 30–150. Leakage flows are approximated by assum-
ing periodicity across the extended blade surfaces in the clearance
gap.

In order to transform the original research code into a practical
tool, several modifications were made to the basic methodology
described by Dang �4� and Dang et al. �8�. The two most critical
modifications are: �1� the solution method for the camber surface
generator, and �2� a hybrid inverse/analysis scheme to handle the
blade leading and trailing edges.

In the original method, the camber surface is developed by
enforcing the condition of zero-normal velocity on the blade sur-
face. The resulting equation for the camber wrap angle f�r ,z� is a
convective equation, the so-called camber generator equation. It is
basically a stream surface tracer, the stream surface being the
blade surface. In the original method, the camber generator equa-
tion is solved using the implicit Crank–Nicholson scheme. This
approach was demonstrated to work very well for inviscid flows
�8�, but it is not robust for practical problems involving significant
viscous effects and leakage flows. In the latter case, the streamline
in the clearance region is highly three dimensional, resulting in
the blade shape being exceedingly distorted during the iterative
process.

Rather than solving the camber generator “exactly” with a con-
ventional implicit numerical method as in the original methodol-
ogy described in Dang et al. �8�, the camber generator equation is
satisfied by minimization in the least squares sense, with the span-
wise variation of the camber defined in terms of a NURBS curve
�9�. In essence, the camber is generated by fitting the blade as best
as possible to the velocity field. This is done in the spanwise
direction at each axial location of the grid, followed by a geo-
metrical smoothing in the chordwise direction. The originally
specified blade axis is maintained. This method is very robust, and
makes it possible to obtain smooth blade geometries and good
convergence in the presence of strong clearance leakage flow.

As this is a minimization process, it cannot be guaranteed that
the local normal velocity be driven to zero during convergence of
the design calculation. This again implies that the specified load-
ing distribution may not be strictly enforced. However, this is
outweighed by the advantages of increased robustness and geo-
metrically smoother blade shapes. To obtain a satisfactory balance
between smoothness and accuracy, the number of NURBS control
points used in the spanwise and chordwise directions can be var-
ied. The more points used, the closer the normal velocity is driven
to zero and the more strictly the specified loading is enforced, but
at a cost of smoothness and possibly convergence �e.g., in the
presence of strong leakage flow�.

Another important modification to the original method is the
implementation of a hybrid inverse/analysis technique to handle
the blade leading and trailing edges. Experience with application
of the inverse method to the design of highly loaded transonic
blades, revealed the need for the inverse method to preserve the
blade leading-edge detailed geometry in order to capture impor-
tant local flow structures. For example, the grid must be clustered
near the leading edge so that the incoming flow sees the blade
leading edge as blunt rather than sharp. However, highly clustered
sheared H grids near the leading edge can result in convergence
difficulties initiated by possible distortion of the blade leading
edge shape. This is due to the fact that near the leading edge, grid
skewness, and dispersion errors can create a locally distorted ve-
locity field, and since the blade shape is traced from this velocity
field, it too will be distorted. Thus, in order to maintain geometri-
cally accurate leading and trailing edge shapes during the design
process, a hybrid inverse technique is used �9�. Here, the leading
and trailing edge geometries are created by extrapolation of the
blade camber surface from the interior using a NURBS curve. The
meridional envelope of the blade is maintained. Analysis bound-
ary conditions are specified in these regions, which typically en-
compass 1–5% of the blade chord. Apart from geometric fidelity,
this method also increases robustness of the camber generator in
the presence of exceedingly high swirl angles that are typical of
multistage end wall flows at the design point. It may not be de-
sirable to sustain high local gradients in the blade edge angles, and
the 3D relief phenomenon discussed in Wadia and Beacher �12�
tends to accommodate smooth blades.

The INV3D solver is able to predict the static pressure field with
reasonable accuracy along with adequate resolution of most criti-
cal flow structures responsible for relative changes in the entropy
production mechanisms �e.g., when massive flow separation is not
present�. Figure 2 shows overall total pressure ratio characteristics
and axisymmetric-averaged spanwise profiles of adiabatic effi-
ciency for NASA rotor 37 �13� comparing results from INV3D both
with and without wall slip against measurements �14�. Also indi-
cated, are results using the NASA developed multiblock RANS
code, ADPAC �15�. Both INV3D and ADPAC show good agreement
with the spanwise distribution of efficiency inferred from mea-
surements. The absolute level of total pressure is not well pre-
dicted and could be improved with better viscous and/or turbu-
lence modeling. Overall, the agreement with measurements is
adequate in the sense that INV3D does identify critical flow struc-
tures responsible for relative changes in performance.

INV3D was extended to multistage by adding a blade row cou-
pling scheme and parallelization. Currently, blade row coupling
for multistage calculations is achieved by a steady averaging-
plane approximation. Two versions have been implemented. The

Fig. 2 Comparison between measured data and CFD simulations of NASA rotor 37 using INV3D

and ADPAC: „a… performance map of total pressure ratio versus mass flow and „b… exit spanwise
profile of total-to-total adiabatic efficiency at nominal operation
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first involves direct exchange of circumferentially averaged den-
sity, momentum and pressure across the averaging-plane �11,16�.
The second, considered to be numerically superior, is an adapta-
tion of the nonreflecting averaging plane presented by Chima �17�,
which is based on characteristic boundary conditions derived by
Giles �18�. It is recognized that the steady averaging-plane cou-
pling ignores much, if not all, of the physics associated with de-
terministic unsteadiness inherent to multistage turbomachinery
flows. However, it does provide spanwise consistency in the con-
servative variables along with global mass conservation thereby
allowing first-order axisymmetric blade row interactions to be
captured. Due to ease of implementation and computational con-
venience, as a first step, the averaging-plane blade row coupling
was therefore chosen for exploring the potential of blade inverse
design in a multistage environment.

Because of the extensive computational demand of a multistage
calculation, the ability to exploit parallel processing computing
capability has been added to the code in the form of MPICH

�19,20�. For a parallel run, each blade row is assigned to a slave
process on a separate processor, while a master process handles all
the input and output. A cluster of 5 AMD XP2400� PCs running
Windows 2000 has been used for all calculations presented here.

Aerodynamic Matching Study
A meridional cross section of the 2.5-stage advanced compres-

sor used to illustrate the viability of blade inverse design for im-
proving blade row matching in a multistage environment is shown
in Fig. 3. The design philosophy of this compressor is given in
Larosiliere et al. �21�; however, the current blading set is a variant
of that described in the reference. Design features include variable
inlet guide vane, cantilevered stators, and 3D blading. The com-
pressor can be characterized as generally high Mach number, high
reaction, and highly loaded. Rotor 2 has supersonic relative inlet
Mach numbers along its entire span, thus exacerbating the stage-
matching problem. The aerodynamic design requirements for this
compressor are a corrected mass flow of 31.8 kg/s �70 lbm/s�, an
overall total compression ratio of 4.65:1 �at shroud backpressure
of 4.0�, a total pressure ratio of 2.42:1 across rotor 1 with a cor-
rected tip speed of 450.2 m/s �1477 ft/ s�, and a rotor 2 total
pressure ratio of 2.0:1 at a corrected tip speed of 393.2 m/s
�1290 ft/ s�.

This compressor was originally designed using a contemporary
design system similar to that noted in Fig. 1�a�. An earlier isolated
blade row version of INV3D �i.e., rudimentary viscous model, low
mesh resolution, and basic inverse scheme�, with aerodynamic
matching conditions extracted from a design point throughflow
model, was used to refine the rotor blade shapes in an attempt to
better manage the passage shock structure and strength �see Ref.
�21� for details�. Note that the credibility of the design-intent
axisymmetric-averaged pressure field from the design point

throughflow model is debatable and indicates the need for estab-
lishing consistency among the various mathematical formulations
and physical model closures. Overall, the blading design objective
was to achieve efficient design point operation at very high aero-
dynamic loading levels �i.e., average Lieblein D-factors �0.55�.

The computational mesh used in the present study consisted of
51 cells in the axial direction along the blade surface �for each
blade row�, 45 cells in the radial direction, and 35 cells in the
pitchwise direction. Three cells were placed in the rotor tip and
stator hub gaps �clearances ranging from 0.5% to 1% local chord�.
In the analysis mode, this mesh size requires approximately 1 h
for 1500 time steps using 5 AMD XP2400� processors �one pro-
cessor for each blade row�. A single blade row calculation takes
about 2000 iterations to convergence. A multistage calculation
typically requires more iterations, since errors propagate through
multiple blade rows and the blade row coupling itself affects over-
all convergence. For the 2.5-stage geometry presented here, about
6000 iterations were needed to reach convergence, corresponding
to a computational time of 4 h. Compared to the analysis mode,
the inverse mode takes about 10% longer per iteration. For all
cases presented, the same profiles of total pressure, total tempera-
ture, and radial and absolute tangential flow angles were pre-
scribed at the inlet of the computational domain. A design point
backpressure of 4.00 �normalized to inlet total pressure at mid-
span� was specified at the casing, and simple radial equilibrium
was used to construct the spanwise exit static pressure profile. The
standard averaging-plane approach �11,16� was used for steady
blade row coupling.

Diagnosis of Original Blading Geometry. The complete 2.5
stage with the original blading geometry was analyzed at the
design-intent backpressure and speed using INV3D in the analysis
mode. Diagnostic plots of results for the original geometry are
shown in Figs. 4–6, which are described in the following. Figure
4 shows contours of relative Mach number at 3%, 50%, and 100%
span. Three important conclusions can be made by inspection: �1�
generation of significant aero blockage by strong leakage/shock
interaction near the casing end wall of both rotors, �2� existence of
a strong quasi-normal passage shock at the mouth of rotor 2 ex-
tending from hub to near midspan, and �3� evolution of separated
suction-side corner flow near rotor 2 hub inducing increased aero
blockage production in the downstream stator �S2� hub clearance
region. Thus, based on INV3D analysis at the design-intent back-
pressure, the original blading set is forced into an off-design op-
eration due to aerodynamic mismatching.

Further insight into the nature of the design point mismatching
can be gleaned from the predicted pressure-loading distributions
for R1 �Fig. 5� and R2 �Fig. 6�. These figures show three plots
each. The first plot indicates the pressure-loading distribution,
�p�r ,z�, for the original blading resulting from a multistage
analysis at the design backpressure; the second plot is for an iso-
lated analysis of each rotor using inflow/outflow conditions from
the design point throughflow model; and the third plot is the
design-intent pressure-loading distribution to be discussed shortly.
A comparison of the multistage and isolated analysis results given
in Fig. 5 indicates that R1 does not experience significant multi-
stage design point mismatching effects; rather there exists a strong
tip leakage/shock interaction resulting in larger aero blockage than
intended. A similar comparison for R2, shown in Fig. 6, indicates
significant multistage design point mismatch. The hub corner
separation appears to be eliminated or greatly reduced for the
isolated analysis of R2, which can be discerned by a comparison
of the two loading distributions �i.e., Fig. 6�a� versus Fig. 6�b�
with low �p implying separation� along the hub section. It is
evident that the passage shock for R2 is close to being spilled.
Indeed, throttling the 2.5 stage to a higher backpressure of 4.02
leads to the passage shock of R2 being spilled completely, shortly
followed by a numerical stall of the 2.5 stage.

To explore the viability of the inverse method for facilitating

Fig. 3 Meridional flow path for the 2.5-stage compressor used
in the design examples: Inlet guide vane „IGV…, rotor 1 „R1…,
stator 1„S1…, rotor 2 „R2… and stator 2 „S2…; rotor 1: 26 blades,
average solidity�2.16, aspect ratio�0.83; rotor 2: 56 blades,
average solidity�1.96, aspect ratio�0.86. Also indicated, are
multistage computational averaging planes.
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and improving design point matching, two design exercises have
been executed. In the first, R1 and R2 are redesigned in isolation
using the latest improved version of INV3D. Inflow and outflow
conditions are specified in accordance with a design point

throughflow model of the original design. The second involves the
redesign of both rotors simultaneously within the multistage en-
vironment. Both cases employ exactly the same pressure-loading
distributions. Design-intent pressure-loading distributions for the

Fig. 4 Diagnosis „multistage analysis… of flow structure induced by original geometry at de-
sign point in terms of contours of relative Mach number at 3%, 50%, and 100% „rotor blade tip…
span. IGV and exit region are not shown for clarity.
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redesigns are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively, for R1 and R2.
The objective is for both rotors to have a single swallowed pas-
sage shock, positioned such that the shock extends from near the
trailing edge at the blade tip to the leading edge at around 25%
span, where the shock weakens as it enters a region of low-
supersonic or subsonic flow at lower spanwise positions. These
loading distributions, derived from numerical experiments, are
chosen for the purpose of achieving reduced tip leakage/shock
interaction, and to enable larger design-speed throttling range. A
detailed explanation of the rationale behind these loading distri-
butions is given in Refs. �9,22�. Furthermore, the separation re-
gion near the hub of R2 is to be removed, which should not only
improve overall throttling capability but also provide better
matching with Stator 2.

For the design-intent pressure-loading distribution of R1, the
spanwise loading area distribution was taken directly from the
analysis result of the original 2.5 stage at design backpressure. For
R2, the spanwise distribution of loading area was altered slightly,
increasing the loading near the hub and decreasing it elsewhere,
while maintaining the total loading volume and therefore work
done by the rotor. This was done to counter the separation region
close to the hub. The loading area distributions used here are not
directly tied to any “optimized” design-intent pressure field, espe-
cially considering that the passage shock for the original R2 is

nearly spilled. However, the aim here is not to obtain a “best”
axisymmetric-averaged design-intent pressure field, but to demon-
strate the feasibility of the multistage design method to enforce a
prescribed design-intent pressure-loading distribution and thus fa-
cilitate design point blade row matching. Note that the proposed
pressure-loading manager indicated in Fig. 1�b� would attempt to
manipulate the loading area in order to achieve design-intent av-
eraged static pressure distributions consistent with other pre-
scribed quantities. For both rotors, the axial position of the blade
axis was set at about 20% axial chord.

Design Case A: Rotors 1 and 2 Redesigned in Isolation. Both
rotors were redesigned in isolation. Axisymmetric-averaged pro-
files of total pressure, total temperature and flow angles, obtained
from the design point throughflow model, were specified as inflow
conditions. Backpressures, also obtained from the throughflow
model, of 1.645 for R1 and 3.48 for R2 were specified at the
shroud, with radial equilibrium used to compute the spanwise dis-
tribution of static pressure. The newly obtained geometries, de-
noted as R1A and R2A, were then analyzed in isolation, with the
same “throughflow” boundary conditions used for the redesign.
Predicted relative Mach number distributions at midspan are
shown in Fig. 7 for later comparison.

Figure 8 gives a design point �pb=4.00� diagnosis of the flow
structure as predicted by a multistage analysis of the 2.5 stage
incorporating the newly designed R1A and R2A. For both rotors,
the design-intent pressure-loading distribution along with its im-
plied shock structure is nearly realized. However, closer inspec-
tion of Figs. 7 and 8 reveal the existence of aerodynamic mis-
matching manifested by the relative changes in shock structure
between isolated and multistage operations. The passage shock for
R2A �Fig. 8� is situated further upstream in the multistage envi-
ronment than intended �Fig. 7�. Similarly, R1A is throttled lower
than intended in the multistage environment. Both rotors exhibit
reduced tip leakage/shock interaction resulting in a much cleaner
casing endwall flow than that of the original design. The suction-
side hub corner separation is subdued and a significantly reduced
level of aero blockage is generated in the hub clearance region of
Stator 2 �Fig. 4 versus Fig. 8�.

The changes in flow field �and therefore pressure-loading� from
“intent” imply some sort of mismatching of the rotors to their
surroundings. Noting the changes in Mach number levels that
have occurred within the 2.5 stage, this in itself is not surprising.
It does raise many questions, one of which is whether the ob-
served changes could have been predicted and accounted for in
the redesign. A simpler question to be answered, which is at-
tempted here, is the following: if a blade is redesigned within its
multistage environment, will the design adapt to this �possibly

Fig. 5 Predicted pressure-loading distribution for original R1
at design point: „a… multistage analysis of original design, „b…
isolated analysis of original R1 with throughflow conditions,
and „c… prescribed design intent for redesign exercise

Fig. 6 Predicted pressure-loading distribution for original R2
at design point: „a… multistage analysis of original design, „b…
isolated analysis of original R2 with throughflow conditions,
and „c… prescribed design intent for redesign exercise

Fig. 7 Isolated analysis of R1 and R2 „case A… at design point
in terms of midspan contours of relative Mach number
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changing� environment in order to produce the desired intent in
the form of specified pressure-loading distribution? To this end,
design case B was performed.

Design Case B: Rotors 1 and 2 Redesigned in 2.5 stage.

Here, both rotor 1 and rotor 2 were redesigned simultaneously
within the 2.5 stage. The redesign calculation was restarted from
the multistage analysis calculation of R1A and R2A. The exact
same loading shapes and loading area distributions were used as

Fig. 8 Diagnosis of flow structure induced by design case A geometry at design point in terms
of contours of relative Mach number at 3%, 50%, and 100% „rotor blade tip… span. IGV and exit
region are not shown for clarity.
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in design case A. The convergence rate in camber during the de-
sign calculation was lower than in the isolated designs. This was
expected, because the blades have to adapt to changing inlet and
exit conditions during the design calculation. However, the same

level of convergence was ultimately reached as in the isolated
designs. The rotor geometries obtained here are denoted as R1B
and R2B.

Results of the subsequent design point multistage analysis with

Fig. 9 Diagnosis of flow structure induced by design case B geometry at design point in terms
of contours of relative Mach number at 3%, 50%, and 100% „rotor blade tip… span. IGV and exit
region are not shown for clarity.
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R1B and R2B are shown in Fig. 9. From the contours of relative
Mach number in Fig. 9, it can be seen that both rotors now pro-
duce the implied flow structure of the design-intent pressure load-
ing. Both rotors have passage shocks in their intended locations.
In particular, the passage shock positions in both R1B and R2B
are much closer to those shown in Fig. 7 than the case of R1A and
R2A shown in Fig. 8. The flow field near the hub of stator 2 has
improved somewhat relative to that of the isolated design �Fig. 8
versus Fig. 9�.

Compressor Performance at Design Speed. Next, a design-
speed multistage analysis of the redesigned rotors was performed
at various backpressures from design to near stall �pb

=4.0–4.15�. Note that the original design shown in Fig. 4 has
very limited range; rotor 1 shock spills at a backpressure of
around pb=4.05. Results for case A �isolated blade design� and
case B �multistage design� are shown in Figs. 10 and 11, respec-
tively. Indicated, are plots of spanwise profiles of axisymmetric-
averaged �mass weighted� rotor exit total pressure. It can be seen
that case B has a superior throttling characteristic relative to that
of case A. In particular, with respect to the second rotor, R2A is
hub weak as the machine is throttled �Fig. 10�, while the spanwise
total pressure profile of R2B is relatively uniform �Fig. 11�. With

respect to the first rotor, R1B is completely insensitive to the
compressor backpressure variations �Fig. 11�, while R1A is insen-
sitive to compressor throttling up to pb=4.10.

Figure 12 shows comparison of the Mach number contours at
the midspan station between case A �plots on left side� and case B
�plots on right side�. Inspection of these Mach number contours
shows that above the backpressure value of pb=4.10, the passage
shock in R2A spills while it is still well inside the blade passage in
R2B. It is also observed that the passage shock in R1B is much
weaker than in R1A over the throttling range.

The differences in design-speed performance characteristic be-
tween case A and case B are further illustrated in Fig. 13 in terms
of rotor total pressure ratio and adiabatic efficiency variations
with compressor backpressure. This performance variation is
strongly dictated by the passage area distribution of each rotor.
Both rotors have a certain amount of internal contraction resulting
from the prescribed pressure-loading distribution, which is in-
tended to reduce the passage shock strength at design speed with
possible negative effects on part-speed performance. It is clear
that R1B remains choked throughout the throttling range as is
evident by the nearly constant performance characteristic with
varying backpressure. The rates of change of pressure ratio and

Fig. 10 Multistage analysis of design speed throttling „varying backpressure, pb… for case A in terms of
spanwise profiles of axisymmetric-averaged rotor exit cumulative total pressure

Fig. 11 Multistage analysis of design speed throttling for case B in terms of spanwise profiles of
axisymmetric-averaged rotor exit cumulative total pressure
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efficiency with backpressure for the two cases are very different
indicating a superior design point blade row matching potential
for case B. Assessment of the aero-stability of the 2.5 stage is

computationally difficult and is subject to many uncertainties that
are beyond the scope of this analysis. Heuristically, it would seem
that R2B has a lager peak pressure rise potential than R2A, which
does not necessarily imply a more favorable compressor in terms
of ultimate throttling range. Finally, Fig. 14 shows that case B also
exhibits a slight increase in adiabatic efficiency over the applied
design-speed throttling range when compared to case A, on the
order of 0.3%. Figure 14 indicates that for both case A and case B,
the design requirement of an overall compression ratio of 4.65:1
at a backpressure of 4.0 is nearly satisfied.

In summary, this exercise shows that by using the newly imple-
mented multistage inverse method, the resulting rotor blade de-
signs �design case B� produce pressure-loading distributions
closer to design-intent than when using the isolated blade row
inverse method �design case A�. The rotor blades designed using
the multistage method also exhibit a more desirable design-speed
throttling characteristic. Whether or not this leads to a more fa-
vorable aerostability characteristic requires further careful inves-
tigation.

Conclusions
An existing three-dimensional inverse blading design code,

INV3D, has been successfully extended to handle multistage blad-
ing design and analysis via a steady averaging-plane blade row
coupling scheme. The extended code has been successfully ap-
plied to redesign exercises involving a highly loaded 2.5-stage
axial compressor.

It has been shown that multiple blades can be redesigned simul-
taneously in their mutually interacting environments with a mod-
est increase in computational cost. Furthermore, the viability of

Fig. 12 Multistage analysis of design speed throttling for case A „left… and case B „right… in
terms of relative Mach number contour at midspan for different backpressures

Fig. 13 Multistage analysis of design speed throttling for
cases A and B. Shown are throttling characteristics of the re-
spective rotors 1 and rotors 2 within the 2.5 stage.
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inverse blading design for the purpose of enhanced design point
aeromatching of multistage compressors has been demonstrated.
This has the potential to greatly facilitate the process of blade row
matching during design iterations, and is a significant improve-
ment over existing approaches used to address design point aero-
dynamic matching.

Many more issues need to be addressed before this inverse
design scheme can be successfully deployed in the future design
system proposed herein. Noteworthy, is the need for a pressure-
loading regulation scheme that automatically adjusts the pressure-
loading distribution and magnitude in order to meet the required
axisymmetric-averaged design intent static pressure field. It is
hoped that the present investigation will serve to motivate further
research.
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Axial Compressor Deterioration
Caused by Saltwater Ingestion
Gas turbine performance deterioration can be a major economic factor. An example is
within offshore installations where a degradation of gas turbine performance can mean a
reduction of oil and gas production. This paper describes the test results from a series of
accelerated deterioration tests on a General Electric J85-13 jet engine. The axial com-
pressor was deteriorated by spraying atomized droplets of saltwater into the engine
intake. The paper presents the overall engine performance deterioration as well as de-
teriorated stage characteristics. The results of laboratory analysis of the salt deposits are
presented, providing insight into the increased surface roughness and the deposit thick-
ness and distribution. The test data show good agreement with published stage charac-
teristics and give valuable information regarding stage-by-stage performance
deterioration. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2219763�

Introduction
Compressor fouling causes 70–85% of the performance loss

due to deterioration in gas turbines �1�. The degradation rate will
be affected by site-specific conditions of the fouling and by engine
operating conditions. A thorough review of engine performance
deterioration mechanisms and modeling is given by Kurz and
Brun �2�.

From operating experience and literature the first stages of an
axial compressor are expected to be the ones most heavily fouled.
Deposits will have different characteristics depending on the na-
ture of the fouling. Dry particles in dry atmospheres are likely to
deposit in different areas compared to sticky matters and oily
compounds. At high inlet humidity, the drop in static pressure
during acceleration will increase the dust adhesion on the blades
�3,4�.

To understand and reveal the degradation and restoration
mechanisms related to recoverable compressor deterioration, a
systematic test campaign has been performed on a General Elec-
tric �GE� J85-13 jet engine. The overall performance of the gas
turbine and compressor stage characteristics were analyzed in de-
tail. The tests reflect actual performance deterioration as found in
offshore applications and provide valuable information regarding
overall and stage-by-stage compressor performance deterioration
in a real engine.

The tests were part of a larger online water wash test program.
The results from this program are reported in a different paper �5�
which should be seen in context with the present work.

Test Facilities and Engine Description
The GE J85-13 engine has been a successful engine in different

applications since it first entered service in 1960. More than 6000
of these engines are still in service worldwide. The Royal Norwe-
gian Air Force �RNoAF� F-5 Freedom Fighters have two GE
J85-13 engines for propulsion. Because these aircrafts have been
replaced by the F-16 aircraft, one GE J85-13 engine has been
made available to the Norwegian University of Science and Tech-
nology for use in this project. Engine testing was carried out at the
RNoAF’s test facilities at Kjeller, Norway. Kjeller is located in-
land, �25 km east of Oslo at an altitude of 119 m above sea level.

The GE J85-13 is a compact, light-weight, single-spool turbojet
engine. It has an eight-stage axial-flow compressor that is directly

coupled to a two-stage turbine. The exhaust nozzle has a variable
throat area, and the engine is equipped with an afterburner. The
GE J85-13 is rated to deliver a minimum thrust of 2720 lb
�12.1 kN� at 100% shaft speed without the afterburner and a mini-
mum thrust of 4080 lb �18.1 kN� with full afterburner.

The eight-stage compressor has a pressure ratio of 6.5:1. First-
and second-stage rotor blades are coated for corrosion protection.
To handle off-design operation, the compressor has variable inlet
guide vanes �IGV� and bleed-off-valves at stages 3–5, as well as a
variable exhaust nozzle. The variable geometry is controlled by
the throttle angle, but the timing is ambient temperature biased. At
ISO conditions, IGV will be at maximum deflection and bleed-
off-valves will be fully open below �81% corrected speed and
fully closed at �96% corrected speed. At ambient temperatures
above ISO conditions, the bleed-off-valves will close at lower
speed settings. The nozzle is controlled by the throttle as long as
the engine is running below the exhaust temperature limit. When
the maximum exhaust temperature is reached, the exhaust nozzle
will open to increase the exhaust flow. This reversal in the exhaust
nozzle schedule occurs close to the maximum throttle angle.

Bleed air is also used for internal cooling of the afterburner
actuators, combustor liner, and turbine guide vanes. Bleed air for
anti-ice is taken at the compressor discharge. The anti-ice air
valve was kept closed during all tests associated with this project.

Engine Model Data. Detailed knowledge of compressor stage
geometry is available through several sources providing a good
basis for developing engine simulation models.

NASA carried out several tests on the GE J85-13 in the late
1960s and throughout the 1970s, and reported compressor stage
temperature and pressure profiles �6�, individual compressor stage
characteristics �7,8� as well as gas path geometry �9�.

Initial Engine Condition. The engine used in this test program
was preserved and stored after serving �300 h onboard an air-
craft. The engine was not overhauled prior to testing.

To avoid disturbances to the airflow attributable to loose coat-
ing, the coating on the second-stage rotor blades was removed by
hand prior to the testing, using emery paper grade 320. The com-
pressor inlet, inlet guide vanes, first-stage rotor, and stator were
cleaned by hand using solvent, while the upper half of the casing,
including stator vanes from stages 1 to 7 were cleaned using an
ultrasonic cleaning bath. In addition, online compressor cleaning
was performed prior to the testing using water at a flow of
13.2 l /min, for a 30 second period at idle, 70%, 90%, 95%, and
100% corrected engine speed. Details of the online water wash
system are given in a different paper �5�.
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Engine Instrumentation
Additional sensors were installed to provide more information

than is available from standard, test-cell instrumentation. The en-
gine instrumentation is shown in Fig. 1.

The temperatures at stages 1, 3, 4, 6, and 8 were measured
using a single resistance temperature detector �RTD� at each stator
row. The entire 15 mm sensor length was immersed into the air-
flow, giving a representative measure of the gas path bulk average
temperature. Because the sensors are unshielded, the velocity er-
ror will be significant in the temperature reading. The velocity
error was calculated with a temperature recovery factor of 0.65
�10�.

The static pressures at stage 5 and at compressor discharge
were measured at a single point on the circumference. The stage 5
static pressure was measured in the bleed channel.

Engine throttle and nozzle position were recorded manually at
each setting. Relative humidity and ambient temperature were re-
corded manually throughout the testing and measured at the same
location outside of the test-cell intake. Due to test-cell recircula-
tion, the recorded compressor inlet total temperature �CIT� was
slightly higher than the measured ambient temperature. The CIT
was measured using four sensors located at the engine inlet
screen.

All instruments were calibrated prior to the test program, and
the measurement uncertainties were calculated based on methods
given in the ASME performance test codes �11,12�.

To reduce the data scatter, a minimum of 60 data points �2 Hz
sampling rate� were collected at each setting. The average of these
readings was taken as the steady-state data point.

Engine Degradation Method and Equipment
Accelerated engine deterioration was done through the inges-

tion of atomized saltwater. A similar method has been used by the
United States Navy �13�. The saltwater ingestion system is illus-
trated in Fig. 2. Saltwater was atomized in front of the compressor
inlet using four atomizing nozzles installed on a bracket on the

online water wash manifold positioned 0.77 m in front of the
compressor inlet. This ensures complete atomization of the salt-
water prior to the inlet guide vanes. The saltwater was gravity fed
from a storage tank while air pressure was taken from the pres-
surized air supply in the test cell.

The droplet diameter of the saltwater spray was measured as
23 �m volume median diameter �VMD� in still air using a Mal-
vern laser diffraction spray analyzer and applying the ASTM Stan-
dard for calculating spray characteristics �14�. The measurements
were taken at the center of the fully developed spray at a distance
of 44 cm from the nozzles. The 23 �mVMD is higher than the
�8 �m droplet size indicated as typical values after the intake
filters of marine gas turbine units �15�.

For all salt-deterioration tests, 3 l of saltwater were ingested at
a flow rate of 0.2 l /min. The salt concentrations in the initial tests
were 0.2% and 0.4% �by weight�. For the accelerated deterioration
tests associated with the online water wash trials, 3 l of saltwater
was ingested with a salt concentration of 1% �by weight�. The salt
used in the tests constituted �by weight� 99.83% sodium chloride,
0.04% calcium, 0.03% magnesium, and 0.1% sulphione.

Test Procedure
The engine base lines were established for steady-state opera-

tion at 12 operating points from 60% corrected speed to full load.
Prior to establishing each baseline, the engine was run for 5 min
at full load. Engine speed was then reduced to idle before being
increased to the initial throttle setting. At each throttle setting, the
engine was allowed to stabilize for 1 min before reading 60 data
points. To prevent impact of hysteresis from the instrument or
control system, all throttle settings were established at increasing
engine speeds. Engine base lines were recorded prior to degrada-
tion, after salt degradation, and after each online water wash.

All salt degradation trials were run at 10 deg throttle angle
�equivalent to 97.5% engine shaft speed� at constant nozzle posi-
tion and with closed bleed-off-valves and fully open IGV.

To completely clean the compressor of salt deposits, a 5 min
online water wash was done at engine speeds varying from full
speed to idle for two complete cycles using 17.6 l of water per
minute �droplet size of 200 �mVMD�.

Salt Deposits
The salt deposits on the axial compressor were analyzed non-

destructively. Deposits on the stator vanes were analyzed at a
laboratory. The deposits on the rotor blades were visually evalu-
ated, because the rotor assembly could not be moved to the labo-
ratory within the available timeframe.

Location of Deposits. The salt deposits were mainly found
along the leading edge of the first four stages and on the pressure
side of the stator vanes along the hub. The heaviest deposits were
found along the first-stage annulus, at the leading edge of the
second-stage stator vanes and along the hub at the pressure side of
the second-and third-stage blades and vanes.

Compared to the stator vane deposits, the deposits on the rotor
blades were significantly smaller. The rotor blade deposits were
mainly on stages 2–4. Deposits of a coarse structure were found
along the hub, while deposits of a finer structure were found along
the annulus. These deposits covered 35% of the second-stage
pressure side and 20% of the third-stage pressure side.

For the fourth stage, the deposits were different from the pre-
vious stages, occurring as a shimmering layer covering the entire
pressure side surface, except for the 20% closest to the hub.
Suction-side deposits were virtually nonexisting, except for some
traces found along the separation line on the first- and second-
stage blades. Leading-edge deposits were found on stages 2–4.

Only immeasurable traces of salt �streaks� were found on the
suction side of the fifth- and sixth-stage stator vanes and along the
leading edge of the fifth-stage rotor blades. The spanwise distance
between the streaks varied from 0.11 mm on the fifth-stage suc-

Fig. 1 GE J85-13 engine instrumentation

Fig. 2 Salt ingestion system
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tion side to 0.17 and 0.88 mm on the sixth-stage suction and pres-
sure sides, respectively. No salt deposits were found on the sixth-
stage rotor or on stages 7 and 8.

The salt deposits on the stator vanes at the top half of the
compressor were measured by dissolving the salt in water and
measuring conductivity and chloride content. The salt content
measured by conductivity correlated well with the salt content
measured by chloride content. Chloride content was transformed
to a distribution of the salt deposits on the stator vanes as shown
in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 3, the data are compared to results of an investigation of
compressor blade contamination carried out on the 16-stage com-
pressor of the Nuevo Pignone MS5322R �16�. The deposits are
given as a percentage distribution to outbalance differences in the
number of vanes measured. The salt deposits measured for the GE
J85-13 include the deposits along the annulus; this is not the case
for the data obtained for the MS5322R.

In the MS5322R, the rotor and stator blades of the first stage
had more deposits on the suction side. The deposited masses on
the blades aft of the first stage were approximately equal for the
two sides. More deposits were found on the stator blades than on
the rotor blades. It is suggested that this is due to a certain clean-
ing effect on rotor blades from the influence of centrifugal forces
on the dirt particles �16�. The findings for the MS5322R corre-
spond to the findings of this project, except that the salt deposits
in the present study were mainly on the pressure side of the stator
vanes.

Deposit Thickness. The salt deposits were analyzed using labo-
ratory electron microscopes. Figure 4 shows the leading-edge de-
posits close to the hub on the second-stage stator vanes. The
heavy leading-edge deposits are probably caused by the constant

shaft speed during salt ingestion. The buildup is strong enough to
withstand the increased turbulence due to changing incidence at
lower speed settings, since only parts of the deposits were broken
off by the airflow although the engine has been run at several
speeds after salt deterioration. The leading-edge deposits were
measured using the microscope and the results are given in Table
1.

Mean Line Salt Crystal Characteristics. The grain size and
surface structure of the salt crystals along the mean line of the first
three stators were analyzed from Struers replicas. Struers replicas
enable three-dimensional replicas of material microstructure with
a resolution as low as 0.1 �m �17�. In addition, the replicas col-
lect loose surface particles that can be further analyzed with a
microscope.

Figure 5 shows the salt grains found on a 330�240 �m surface
on the pressure side of the first-stage stator. In general, the suction
side had smaller, more homogenous grain sizes. The salt crystals
on the pressure side were larger and more distributed; for stages 2
and 3 they were caught in a thin film of liquid salt flowing in the
direction of the air flow.

The technical roughness is influenced both by the size and
shape of the salt crystals as well as by the distribution of salt
crystals along the blade. The authors are fully aware of the diffi-
culties involved when measuring technical roughness. The estima-
tion of a technical roughness level from the two-dimensional view
given in Fig. 5 will only be approximate.

For all stages, the arithmetic mean diameter of the salt grains in
the sample is considered a measure of the grain size, k. The aver-
age distance between the salt crystals is calculated based on the
number of crystals found in the sample. The associated equivalent
sand roughness, ks, is estimated based on the average distance
between the salt grains and by comparing the ratio of grain size to
grain spacing with the associated equivalent sand roughness for
regularly arranged spheres �18,19�. The relative roughness is the
ratio of equivalent sand roughness to the blade chord length. The
results are given in Table 2. As expected, the largest relative
roughness is found on the pressure side.

The small chord lengths of the GE J85-13 compressor make the
engine sensitive to small grain sizes �in terms of relative rough-
ness�. The equivalent sand roughness levels given in Table 2 im-
ply less roughness than from a surface of emery grade 320 �20�.

Fig. 3 Deposit distribution on stator vanes

Fig. 4 Salt deposits at the leading edge of the second-stage
stator vanes „at 6.5Ã magnification…

Table 1 Leading-edge deposit thickness

Stator stage No. Leading-edge salt deposits

1 No deposits at leading edge
2 500 �m at hub, 25 �m at annulus
3 200 �m at hub, no deposits along annulus
4 125 �m at hub, 25 �m at annulus

5–8 No deposits

Fig. 5 Salt grains on first-stage stator vane pressure side
along mean line „330Ã240 �m picture…
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Significance of Salt Deposits on Compressor Perfor-
mance Characteristics

The effect of Reynolds number on compressor performance is
well known for compressors in new and clean conditions. The
ASME test code on compressors �21� does not give any attention
to testing in deteriorated conditions. A study of Reynolds number
effects in centrifugal compressors shows how efficiency can be
correlated to increases in the friction factor with increased surface
roughness �22�. Some research exists on the effect of increased
roughness in axial compressors: A study of profile loss due to
surface roughness on NACA 65-12�06� profiles showed a 2% in-
crease in the profile losses at a relative roughness �ks/chord� of
3E-4 and a 10% increase at 50E-4 �2�. Another study showed a
9% reduction in the static pressure ratio at a relative roughness of
10E-4, but the static pressure ratio is a strong function of the
volume flow and blade velocity �20�. The effect of surface rough-
ness on blade profile loss is quantified through a momentum thick-
ness correlation �23�. Additional insight is given into the boundary
layer characterization of rough surfaces, although applied to new
and clean surfaces �19�.

The critical roughness Reynolds number, defined in Eq. �1�
�19�, is independent of the characteristic length of the compressor

Recritical =
ksV

�
�1�

When the critical Reynolds number is above 90, the flow can be
assumed hydrodynamically rough with turbulent attached flow
�i.e., with the salt crystals protruding into the laminar sublayer�.
For these cases, the associated blade profile loss will depend
solely on the surface roughness to chord level, and not on the
chord Reynolds number �19�.

Applying Eq. �1� to the GE J85-13, a critical Reynolds number
of 90 implies a maximum equivalent sand roughness of 5 �m.
Table 2 shows the salt crystals have equivalent sand roughness
levels above 5 �m for all stages except the suction side of stage
three stator vanes. This implies that the blade loss, hence, the
efficiency, of the deteriorated engine will be dependent on the
roughness level and not on the chord Reynolds number. The
change in stage efficiency should therefore be possible to calcu-
late based on the correlation for momentum thickness with surface
roughness �23�.

Another aspect of the increased surface roughness is the change
in deviation angle due to the thickening of the blade boundary
layer. A correlation for changes in the deviation angle due to sur-
face roughness is found from tests of a helicopter engine after
1500 h of flight �24�. The relative roughness levels reported were
in the range of 10.9E-3 in the first stage to 0.7�10E-3 in the last
stage and at Reynolds numbers of 240,000. Typical Reynolds
numbers in the GE J85-13 are 200,000 to 600,000; however, the
relative roughness level given in Table 2 is only one tenth of the
level reported for the helicopter engine �24�. Therefore, changes to
the deviation angle due to deterioration are considered negligible
for the salt-deteriorated GE J85-13.

Engine Performance Deterioration
The engine deterioration due to salt deposits is analyzed in the

following section. All overall engine performance parameters pre-
sented are corrected to ISO reference conditions �25�. Variations
in humidity were not accounted for in the calculations. Data
points measured at low speed settings were not included, because
these include large unaccounted bleed flows.

Initial Salt Deterioration Trials. Figure 6 shows the results
from the initial salt-deterioration testing, where salt was injected
in three separate tests without water wash in between. The figure
shows the total mass of salt ingested in the tests. The overall
engine performance deterioration is shown for intake depression,
which is defined as the difference between the total and static
pressure in the bellmouth throat. The intake depression deterio-
rates rapidly and is outside of the measurement uncertainty toler-
ance even after 6 g of salt ingestion. The intake depression was
the most sensitive parameter to compressor deterioration and was
found to be the best method for condition monitoring of the en-
gine, because it is less dependent of the engine control mode.

Overall Engine Performance Deterioration. The engine per-
formance deterioration with 30 g of salt ingested is shown in Figs.
7–10. For simplicity in the presentation of data, only two repre-
sentative cases are shown. These cases were recorded on the same
day at identical compressor variable geometry and nozzle posi-
tions. Because the testing was done at ambient temperatures above
the ISO reference condition, the 100% corrected speed setting was
never reached. At these high ambient temperatures, the bleed-off
valves are fully closed above 95% corrected speed.

Figure 7 shows the engine performance deterioration in terms
of changes on the compressor equilibrium operating line. The
static-to-total compressor pressure ratio is given at stage 5 �station
2.5� and at compressor discharge �station 3�; both parameters are

Table 2 Salt crystal grain size and distribution at mean line

Stator
vane

Mean grain
size, k
��m�

Mean grain
distance

��m�
Equivalent sand roughness,

ks ��m�

Relative
roughness,
ks / chord

1 PS 22 88 25 11E-4
1 SS 14 88 10 4E-4
2 PS 16 62 20 11E-4
2 SS 8 25 15 8E-4
3 PS 15 65 15 10E-4
3 SS 5 40 2 0.6E-4

Fig. 6 Deterioration of intake depression

Fig. 7 Effect of deterioration on compressor operating line
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related to the total inlet pressure. Deterioration shifts the compres-
sor operating line to a lower flow rate and a lower pressure ratio.
Similar percentage changes to the compressor pressure ratio are
found at both stations, indicating that the pressure deterioration
was at the front end of the compressor. Front stage fouling is
known to cause larger changes in the flow rate than in the pressure
capability �3�, and the results of Fig. 7 are in agreement with this.

The surge line is not known for the engine; however, surge was
not encountered at any time during the test.

Figure 8 shows the change in exhaust gas temperature with
thrust. The exhaust gas temperature is approximately nine percent-
age points higher for the deteriorated engine. The flattening of the
deteriorated engine curve at the high end is due to exhaust gas
temperature limitations in the engine control.

The variation in compressor isentropic efficiency with corrected
engine shaft speed is shown in Fig. 9. This figure shows that

deterioration reduces the isentropic efficiency by approximately
three percentage points along the operating line, and reduces the
engine operating speed. In addition, the isentropic efficiency curve
is flattened when the maximum exhaust gas temperature is
reached.

The variation in compressor mass flow rate with engine shaft
speed is shown in Fig. 10. This figure shows the significant reduc-
tion in air flow rate for the deteriorated engine. Again, the dete-
riorated engine performance is shifted to a lower shaft speed;
however, the mass flow rate is only slightly affected by the ex-
haust gas temperature limitation. Mass flow rate is directly related
to the intake depression which was found as the best parameter for
engine condition monitoring in the initial salt deterioration trials.

Stage Work Coefficient Deterioration
The compressor temperature measurements allow for a close

look at the stage work coefficient during salt deterioration. The
presented test data are limited to engine operation above 95%
engine shaft speed where the engine bleed-off-valves were closed
and the IGV fully open.

The following assumptions are made when analyzing the test
data:

• The temperatures were measured at stages 1, 3, 4, 6, and 8,
and a linear temperature distribution was used for the re-
maining stages. The stage temperatures were measured in
the stator; however, the measurements were assumed to be
valid at the stator outlet plane.

• The temperature dependence of the specific heat at constant
pressure and the ratio of specific heats are defined by a
fifth-order polynomial correlation for dry air �26� and a
seventh-order polynomial for water vapor �25�. These poly-
nomial correlations fit original data within 0.1% at the tem-
perature range applicable to the GE J85-13.

• Air is assumed to be a thermally perfect gas, but with hu-
midity included in the calculation of R, cp, and � as de-
scribed in Appendix A. With an engine pressure ratio of
6.5:1, this implies a 0.3% error compared to the results us-
ing the Redlich-Kwong correlation for humid air mixtures
�27� in the range of temperatures and pressures applicable to
the GE J85-13 axial compressor.

• The axial velocity is assumed constant from rotor inlet to
rotor outlet in a stage.

• The stage pressure rise is found from the measured poly-
tropic efficiency.

• The stator deviation angle is assumed constant independent
of incidence angle or corrected speed �9�. Increased devia-
tion due to surface roughness is neglected as discussed
above.

• The discharge coefficient of the bellmouth is assumed to be
0.98.

• The pressure loss in the IGV is assumed negligible. For the
data presented, the fully open IGV will not cause any turn-
ing of the flow.

• Deterioration is assumed to increase the sidewall boundary
layers due to deposits on the first-stage annulus. The result-
ing decrease in effective flow area is modeled through a
blockage factor defined as the ratio of true flow area to
geometrical flow area. Assuming no deviation of the eight-
stage flow coefficient for the deteriorated engine compared
to clean conditions, the deteriorated engine blockage factor
was found to be 0.96. The blockage factor is assumed con-
stant for all stages.

• The equations used to calculate stage performance are given
in Appendix B.

The test data are compared to the theoretical work coefficient
based on the engine geometry and the stage work coefficient
found in literature �7�.

Fig. 8 Change in exhaust gas temperature with thrust

Fig. 9 Deterioration of compressor isentropic efficiency

Fig. 10 Deterioration of compressor mass flow
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The theoretical work coefficient is defined from the Euler tur-
bine equation, Eq. �2� �28�

�theoretical
T = 1 − ��tan�	1� + tan�
2�� �2�

where 	1 is the exit angle from the preceding stator and 
2 is the
exit blade angle �relative� from the rotor.

The data published on the stage work coefficients are calculated
based on constant values for cp �1.005 kJ/kg K� and � �1.4� �7�.
In this paper, these gas properties are dependent on gas tempera-
ture and humidity. The difference will be largest in the aft stages
where the gas temperatures are at the highest. Still, the published
data gives a good indication of the GE J85-13 stage performance
for a large range of flow coefficients.

Figures 11–14 show the change in the stage work coefficient
with engine deterioration for stages 2–4 and 6. For stages 2–4,
deterioration reduces both the stage work coefficient and the flow
coefficient. This was expected for a degraded stage. For stage 6,

the data for deteriorated engine and clean engine overlay each
other. The same trend is found in all stages 5–8, indicating zero
fouling in the aft stages. This agrees well with the observation of
only minor traces of salt deposits in stages 5 and 6 and no salt
deposits in stages 7 or 8.

The measurements are in good agreement with the published
data �7� for stages 2–4. However, for stage 6, the measured stage
work coefficient is higher than the published data. Because the
current analysis is based on the difference between the clean and
deteriorated condition, this deviation from expected stage work
coefficient is of no consequence. The bellmouth discharge coeffi-
cient and the temperature recovery factor will influence on the
stage work and flow coefficients. These factors are kept constant
in the analysis.

Conclusions
The test results presented in this paper show deteriorated per-

formance of the GE J85-13 jet engine after accelerated salt-
deterioration tests undertaken at the test facilities of the Royal
Norwegian Air Force. Accelerated salt testing was found to be an
effective method to systematically deteriorate gas turbine com-
pressor performance.

Deposited matter in an engine will depend on the nature of the
deposits �i.e., the material, the particle size, and the adhesive ca-
pability of the deposits�. With the present testing, the salt deposits
were found mainly in the front stages of the compressor, and the
stators were found to have more deposits than the rotor blades.
The surface roughness levels and applicable Reynolds numbers
were found to give added profile losses but no significant in-
creases in the stator deviation angle.

The overall engine performance shows the difficulties involved
in condition monitoring of deteriorated engines, because the dete-
rioration causes a nonlinear shift in the degraded performance.
This hampers the comparison of deterioration trends based on the
calculation of percentage deviation at constant corrected engine
speed.

Intake depression was found to be the parameter most sensitive
to compressor deterioration. In addition, intake depression was
less influenced by the engine control mode.

The test data show good agreement with published data on
incremental stage work and give valuable information of stage-
by-stage engine performance deterioration. The salt deterioration
caused an increase in the sidewall boundary layers and significant
deterioration in the stage characteristics of the first four stages.

This paper provides valuable information on stage performance
deterioration used in the evaluation of test data from online water
wash tests �5�.
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Nomenclature
A � effective flow area �m2�
cp � specific heat at constant pressure �kJ/kg K�
C � absolute air velocity �m/s�

CIT � compressor inlet temperature �K�
CIP � compressor inlet pressure �kPa�

Comb � combustor �Fig. 1�
Compr � compressor �Fig. 1�

EGT � exhaust gas temperature �Fig. 1�
GE � General Electric

IGV � inlet guide vanes
ISO � International Organization for

Standardization1

k � grain size of salt crystals ��m�
ks � equivalent sand roughness ��m�
ṁ � mass flow rate �kg/s�

MW � molecular weight �kg/kmole�
N � shaft speed �rpm�

NACA � National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics

NASA � National Aeronautics and Space
Administration

p � pressure �kPa�
PS � pressure side �concave� of blades/ vanes
R � gas constant �kJ/kg K�
r � radius �m�

R0 � universal gas constant �kJ/kg K�
Re � Reynolds number

R.H. � relative humidity �%�
RNoAF � Royal Norwegian Air Force

RTD � resistance temperature detector
SS � suction side �convex� of blades and vanes
Stg � stage

T � temperature �K�
U � blade velocity �m/s�
V � relative air velocity �m/s�

VMD � volume median diameter
war � Specific humidity �kg H2O/kg dry air�

x � molar fraction of component

Greek Symbols
	 � absolute air angle �deg�

 � relative air angle �deg�
� � air density �kg/m3�
 � efficiency
� � kinematic viscosity �m2/s�
� � temperature recovery factor
� � ratio of specific heats

�T=cp�Tt /Utip
2 � stage work coefficient

�=Ca /Utip � flow coefficient

Subscripts
a � axial velocity component

amb � ambient condition
mix � mixture �humid air�
poly � polytropic

s � static condition
t � total condition

tip � tip

VMD � volume median diameter
w � tangential velocity component

2.1, 2.2,…, 2.7 � Compressor stage 1, 2,…, to stage 7
3 � Compressor discharge
5 � Turbine discharge

Appendix A: Gas Properties for Humid Air
Gas properties for humid air are calculated from the following

correlations �25�

cp�mix = warmolarcp�H2O + �1 − warmolarcp�dry air�

�mix = warmolar�H2O + �1 − warmolar�dry air�

Rmix =
R0

MWmix

MWmix = xH2OMWH2O + xdry airMWdry air

where warmolar=war�28.96/18.015�.

Appendix B: Stage Performance Calculations
Consider a stage where the rotor inlet, rotor outlet, and stator

outlet are designated as stations 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The
performance of a single stage is calculated using the following
iterative sequence. The same sequence is used on all compressor
stages.

�1� The following parameters are known at the rotor inlet: pt1,
ps1, Tt1, Ts1, cp1, �1, and ṁ.

�2� From the principle of conservation of mass and the assump-
tion of a thermally perfect gas, the following parameters are cal-
culated at the rotor inlet

�1 =
ps1

RmixTs1
, Ca1 =

ṁ

�1A1

�3� The definition of total condition gives the absolute air ve-
locity at the inlet

C1 = �2cp�mix�1�Tt1 − Ts1� , Cw1 = �C1
2 − Ca1

2

�4� The blade velocities at rotor inlet and outlet are given by the
shaft rotation, where the radius, r, is the mean line radius for
calculation of velocity diagrams and the tip radius for calculation
of stage work coefficient

U1 = 2�r1
N

60
, U2 = 2�r2

N

60

�5� To start the calculation loop, the static temperature at the
stator outlet, Ts3, is given an initial value.

�6� The total temperature is calculated from the temperature
recovery factor and the measured temperature, Tm

� =
Tm − Ts

Tt − Ts
⇒ Tt =

1/� �Tm − Ts� + Ts

1 − �

�7� All stage work is applied in the rotor row, hence, the total
temperature will not change across the stator row

Cw2 =
cp�mix�1�Tt2 − Tt1� + Cw1U1

U2

C2 = �Cw2
2 + Ca2

2

Ts2 = Tt2 −
C2

2

2cp�mix�1

�8� Assuming constant axial velocity across the rotor row, Ca2
=Ca1

1ISO reference conditions assume an ambient temperature of 288.15 K, a baro-
metric pressure of 101.325 kPa and a relative humidity of 60%.
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�2 =
ṁ

Ca1A2

ps2 = �2RmixTs2

pt2 = ps2� Tt2

Ts2
��mix/��mix−1�

�9� The stage pressure rise is found from the measured poly-
tropic efficiency and assumed constant in all stages

pt3 = pt1�Tt3

Tt1
�poly�mix/��mix−1�

ps3 = pt3�Ts3

Tt3
��mix/��mix−1�

�3 =
ps3

RmixTs3

�10� The stator exit velocity is found assuming zero deviation in
the stator blade exit angle, 
3=0

Ca3 =
ṁ

�3A3

C3 = Ca3 cos�	3�

�11� Then, the value for cp�mix at the stator outlet is updated
based on Ts3 and a new value for static temperature at the stator
outlet is calculated

Ts3 = Tt3 −
C3

2

2cp�mix�3

�12� The calculations are repeated from step 6 and on using the
value for Ts3 found in step 11, and the whole sequence is repeated
until Ts3 converges.
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Experimental Investigation of the
Effects of a Moving Shock Wave
on Compressor Stator Flow
Linear cascade testing was performed to simulate the flow conditions experienced by
stator blades in an axial compressor with supersonic relative Mach numbers at the inlet
to the downstream embedded rotors. Experiments were conducted in a transonic blow-
down wind tunnel with a nominal inlet Mach number of 0.65. A single moving normal
shock introduced at the exit of the stator cascade simulated the bow shock from a down-
stream rotor. The shock was generated using a shock tube external to the wind tunnel.
Pressure measurements indicated that the stator matched its design intent loading, turn-
ing, and loss under steady flow conditions. Effects of the passing shock on the stator
flowfield were investigated using shadowgraph photography and digital particle image
velocimetry (DPIV). Measurements were taken with three different shock strengths. In
each case, the passing shock induced a vortex around the trailing edge of the stator. The
size and strength of these vortices were directly related to the shock strength. A suction
side separation on the trailing edge of the stator was observed and found to correlate
with the vortex blockage. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2370745�

Introduction
The trend toward higher stage loadings in axial compressors is

driving the designer to include embedded rotor stages with lead-
ing edge relative Mach numbers in excess of unity over most of
the rotor span. Under these conditions the rotor will have either a
weak attached bow shock or possibly a strong detached shock
upstream of the leading edge, depending on its design and oper-
ating condition. At the design rotational speed, it is desirable for
maximum rotor efficiency to position a normal shock structure
near the minimum flow area region of the rotor passage, with an
additional weak oblique bow shock attached to the rotor leading
edge, as seen in Fig. 1�a�. The relatively small stagnation pressure
loss due to these shocks is generally acceptable when compared
with the increased mass flow rate and pressure ratio afforded by
transonic rotor operation. At compressor operating points below
the design rotational speed or when experiencing an elevated
back-pressure, the shock structure detaches and is pushed entirely
upstream of the rotor leading edge, as seen in Fig. 1�b� �1–3�.
Unlike the weak bow shock present at the design condition, the
strong bow shock, which occurs under off-design operation, ex-
tends relatively far upstream from the rotor leading edge. If the

axial spacing between the upstream stator and the embedded tran-
sonic rotor is consistent with normal compressor design practice,
the rotor bow shocks will impact the stator trailing edge.

The issue of transonic rotor-stator interactions has been a topic
of both experimental and analytical research recently. The general
consensus among these researchers is that the losses in transonic
compressors increase rapidly as axial spacing between stages is
reduced. Prasad �4� developed a numerical simulation of the
upstream-propagating shock waves from the isolated compressor
designated NASA Rotor-35. Prasad compared viscous numerical
results to a semi-analytical acoustic model and concluded that the
shock wave evolution is primarily an inviscid phenomenon. The
shock-induced circumferential pressure distortion near the stator
trailing edge for an isolated rotor was compared to results for the
same rotor imbedded in a time-accurate multi-stage simulation,
leading Prasad to conclude “…that one may use the induced pres-
sure distortion generated by an isolated rotor to obtain conserva-
tive preliminary estimates for the distortion experienced by the
upstream stator trailing edge flow in a multi-stage environment.”
In addition, it was shown that to maintain a given level of induced
pressure distortion, the axial spacing required between a
transonic/supersonic rotor and its upstream stator must be nearly
twice that required for a subsonic compressor.

Gorrell et al. �5,6� conducted an experimental investigation of
the effect of blade-row spacing on the performance of a transonic
compressor using the U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory’s Stage
Matching Investigation �SMI� rig. Mass flow rate, pressure ratio,
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and efficiency all decreased as the axial spacing between the up-
stream wake generator and the transonic rotor was reduced. At
close spacing, an additional loss beyond mixing losses was
present. Part 2 of the paper presents CFD results for the same
wake generator/transonic rotor system used in the experiment. At
far axial spacing between the wake generator row and the rotor
row, the rotor bow shock has degenerated into a weak pressure
wave by the time it reaches the wake generator surface and is
simply blocked. At close axial spacing, however, the shock turns
normal to the wake generator surface as it passes the trailing edge
and propagates upstream. The wake generator flow is supersonic
relative to this moving wave, and thus Gorrell et al. conclude that
it acts like a normal shock, causing significant entropy generation
and total pressure loss.

Estevadeordal et al. �7� documented the flow field within a
transonic compressor using DPIV. This experimental study also
took place at the AFRL SMI rig. Data were gathered for two
span-wise locations, two different wake generator counts, and two
axial spacings between wake generator and rotor. The wake gen-
erators �WGs� in this test had blunt trailing edges, which led to
vortex shedding in the wake. These vortices were found to grow
as they convected downstream. For the largest axial spacing
tested, the vortices are estimated to be 30% larger than the WG
thickness. The vortex shedding frequency was largely dictated by
the rotor blade passing frequency. Flow patterns such as the num-
ber and location of the vortices were always similar for a given
rotor blade passing frequency. The rotor bow shocks provided a
strong periodic pressure fluctuation that forced the synchroniza-
tion of the vortex shedding to the shock-passing frequency.

Sanders et al. �8� performed an experimental investigation of
rotor-IGV interactions in a transonic compressor using the Purdue
transonic multistage axial compressor research facility. At purely
subsonic rotor operating speeds, the upstream IGV flow field ex-
perienced only mild variations throughout the rotor blade-passing
cycle, mostly due to slight back pressure variations. However,
under transonic rotor operation, a complex time-dependent shock
wave pattern propagated upstream through the IGV passage, caus-
ing large fluctuations in the location of the trailing edge stagnation
point.

Zachcial and Nurnberger �9� numerically investigated the ef-
fects of axial spacing in subsonic and transonic stages �using a
two-dimensional computational domain representative of the
flowfield near the tip�. They documented the computation of vor-
tex shedding from the stator trailing edges in the case of a tran-
sonic rotor with a detached bow shock and concluded that the
vortex structure was due to unsteady flow separation on the stator.
They computed that for a transonic stage, the stage efficiency
increased with reduced spacing. This initially seems counter to

Gorrell et al.’s results; however, Zachcial and Nurnberger focused
on only the radial location near the tip, a region that Gorrell et al.
found to exhibit reduced losses with decreasing stage spacing �de-
spite an increase in the net losses for the entire stage�.

In the current work, the stator flow environment within a close-
stage-spacing embedded transonic compressor was simulated by a
linear cascade of loaded stator blades. The steady performance of
the stator cascade was measured to provide a baseline to which
cases involving the moving shock could be compared. A moving
shock wave was then introduced into the stator cascade to simu-
late the detached bow shock from a downstream transonic rotor
operating at off-design conditions. The effects of this passing
shock on the stator flow field were explored qualitatively using
shadowgraph photography and quantitatively using digital particle
image velocimetry �DPIV�.

Experimental Setup
The experiments took place at the Transonic Cascade Wind

Tunnel at Virginia Tech. It is a blow-down-type tunnel, providing
up to 20 s of usable run time for the inlet Mach number of 0.65
used in these tests. A four-stage Ingersoll-Rand type H reciprocat-
ing compressor provides the air supply for the tunnel. Before en-
tering the tunnel, the air is filtered, cooled, dried, and stored in
outdoor tanks. The tunnel is run by a computer-controlled main
valve and simple feedback electronics, which maintain a specified
stagnation pressure downstream of the control valve. A turbulence
grid was mounted upstream of the test section, generating a tur-
bulence intensity of about 1.6%, with a length scale of 1.7 cm
�10�. Figure 2 is a CAD drawing of the cascade test section in the
wind tunnel.

Although the blade profile of stators in actual transonic com-
pressors varies extensively in the radial direction, a typical mid-
span blade profile was chosen for the cascade tests. Table 1 de-
scribes the key parameters for the cascade. The cascade stators
have a 0.76 mm endwall clearance from 50% chord to the trailing
edge. This clearance allows a small amount of leakage flow from
the pressure surface to the suction surface, helping to prevent

Fig. 1 Schematic of transonic rotor shock structure under „a…
design and „b… off-design operation †1–3‡

Fig. 2 CAD drawing of the cascade test section in the Virginia
Tech Transonic Cascade Wind Tunnel

Table 1 Cascade parameters

Blade chord, cm �in.� 7.62 �3.00�
Blade span, cm �in.� 15.24 �6.00�
Blade pitch, cm �in.� 5.04 �1.98�
Solidity 1.512
Blade turning angle 35 deg
Stagger angle 23.5 deg
Inlet Mach number 0.65
No. of blades 7
Blade trailing edge
thickness, mm �in.�

0.89 �0.035�

Stator Reynolds no. 1.05�106
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corner separation that would otherwise damage the two-
dimensional nature of the experiment. The blades are mounted to
the acrylic test section windows using four 3.175 mm diameter
pins.

The moving shock was generated by rupturing a Mylar dia-
phragm within a pressurized shock tube and transferring the re-
sulting shock into the test section. The shock tube consists of two
sections of 3 in. nominal diameter steel pipe separated by the
diaphragm. The shock strength, measured as the static pressure
ratio across the shock front, is directly proportional the diaphragm
thickness. To initiate the shock, the driver section was rapidly
compressed with helium until the diaphragm ruptured. Helium
was used as the driver gas because a greater shock static pressure
ratio may be achieved at a lower driver pressure when the ratio of
fluid acoustic velocities between the driver and driven sections is
increased �11�; the acoustic velocity of helium is roughly three
times greater than air.

After the shock was fully developed within the driven section
of the shock tube, it was transmitted through flexible reinforced
tubing into the test section. Before being introduced into the cas-
cade, the shock was passed through a shock shaper apparatus. The
purpose of the shock shaper was to expand the shock in such a
way that the wave becomes purely cylindrical �i.e., 2-D�, rather
than spherical, as it passed the stator blades. The design of the
shock shaper was based on a similar apparatus developed by
Doughty �12� for the purpose of turbine shock research. After
consulting literature on the subject �13–15�, Doughty chose to use
a tapered shock shaper with a divergence angle of 24 deg. This
angle minimized side-wall reflections and other disturbances be-
hind the shock. It was also necessary that the exit plane of the
shock shaper be nearly the same width as the test section span, to
minimize wall reflections as the shock propagated through the test
section.

Steady downstream data were gathered using a traverse-
mounted three-hole probe. The head of this probe was located
approximately 45% chord downstream from the stator trailing
edge. These pressure measurements were reduced to determine the
flow angle distribution along the traverse axis. Stagnation pressure
losses in the stator wakes were also quantified by directly measur-
ing the pressure differential between a Kiel-type stagnation pres-
sure probe at the cascade inlet and the center port on the three-
hole probe.

The center blade in the cascade was machined to have 12 static
pressure taps distributed along the suction surface at mid-span.
The next blade up in the cascade had 12 taps distributed along the
pressure surface at mid-span. These static pressure taps allowed
the blade surface static pressure distribution to be measured for a
single passage in the cascade.

For cases involving the moving shock, the static pressure rise
across the shock at the trailing edge of the center blade in the
cascade was measured using wall-mounted Kulite high-bandwidth
pressure transducers. The pressure data were sampled at 1 MHz
using a 12-bit LeCroy 6810 A/D converter. Kulites were also used
to trigger the spark light source for the shadowgraph images, in
addition to triggering the laser pulses for the DPIV measurements.

The DPIV capabilities for these tests were provided by Innova-
tive Scientific Solutions, Inc. The system involved seeding the
flow with small particles and then illuminating a two-dimensional
slice of the particle flow path using Nd:YAG laser sheets pulsed
in rapid succession �2 �s apart in this case�. The two resulting
images were captured using an ES1.0 Kodak CCD camera. Pro-
cessing the image pair allowed the instantaneous 2-D velocity
vector field for the area of interest to be calculated.

The laser sheet delivery system consisted of an optical probe
designed with light-sheet-forming optics similar to that used in
compressor applications �7�, but designed for transonic cascade
investigations. The probe �12.7 mm OD� was placed in the flow
path inside a glass rod �19.1 mm OD, 3.2 mm thick� for protec-
tion and to hold it transverse to the mean flow direction. To allow

illumination of various flow regions, several downstream loca-
tions were available for positioning the probe. The laser sheet
could also be traversed in the spanwise direction and rotated. The
location of the glass protecting the probe was selected as far
downstream as possible to assure minimal flow interference and to
allow orientations that prevent the seed from depositing in the
face of the optics. The cascade endwalls were machine from
31.8 mm thick acrylic to allow optical access for the cameras.
One instantaneous double exposure was taken for every blow-
down run, and the relative location of the shock in the images was
varied by changing the location of the wall-mounted pressure
transducer used to trigger the exposures. The cameras were
mounted in an automated traversing system for accurate position-
ing. The magnification for the data presented in this paper was
�35.6 pixels/mm, which corresponds to a viewing width of
�28 mm. The lens was a 105 mm macro and F# was typically
5.6. The vectors fields presented in the paper were generated with
algorithms using two and three subgrid iterations with interroga-
tions cells sizes from 128 to 32 pixels and cell overlapping of
75%. This yielded grid resolutions of 0.44 and 0.22 mm, respec-
tively, allowing precise calculations of streamlines and vortex cir-
culation.

For successful DPIV measurements, the selection and imple-
mentation of the proper seeding strategy is a major factor. The
seeding particles must be extremely small and have specific grav-
ity close to air to faithfully follow the flow by avoiding the influ-
ence of viscous and inertia forces that can produce particle lag.
The seeding particles must also efficiently scatter light to ensure
that exposure of the recording media occurs. The choice of par-
ticles and the mechanism for their introduction in the fluid flow
must be carefully considered to minimize particle agglomeration
and ensure uniform distribution. For the present experiments,
high-purity submicron sized ��0.5 �m� alumina dioxide white
particles were used. Although their specific gravity is 3.06 and
they are nonspherical �plates�, numerous studies have shown that
they can be used for seeding low-speed, transonic, and some
higher Mach number flows �16�. The seeding particles were in-
jected into the flow far upstream, close to the turbulence grid
using a 12.7 mm diameter perforated tube inserted vertically at
mid-span. The seeder was a cyclone-type fluidized bed driven by
pressurized air that was regulated to control the rate of seed in-
jection.

The velocity U �m/s� was computed using the formula U
=�x /�t /M, where �x is the displacement �pixels� of each inter-
rogation region during �t �s�, the time interval between the two
exposures, and M is the magnification of the digital image relative
to the object �pixels/m�. The displacement in pixels was obtained
by using peak locator algorithms �centroid� that find the location
of the peak on the correlation map obtained from cross-correlating
the two images and correct for various biases �17�, yielding sub-
pixel accuracy ��0.1 pixels�. The �t was adjusted to allow typical
displacements of �10 pixels, yielding an uncertainty of �1%.
Values in the lower velocity regions, however, may have higher
uncertainties due to the lower �x. The maximum uncertainty in
the �t was calculated from the time interval between the two laser
pulses. It was found that this uncertainty increases with lower
laser power and with lower �t. A conservative uncertainty value
for typical DPIV experiments using a �t of 2 �s and powers
around 20 mJ was found to be 1%. The magnification was mea-
sured using images of targets located in the laser sheet plane and
it was read to better than 1%. Combining these three conservative
uncertainty values for typical displacements yields a maximum
error of �2%. A more detailed discussion of the DPIV system
may be found in �7�.

With only main-flow seeding, seeding in separated regions and
vortex centers can only be achieved with leftover seed from pre-
vious runs and through mixing. With the magnification and reso-
lution of the views presented in this paper, this was sufficient for
generating vectors in some areas of the separation regions and in
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most of the vortex regions. Areas of insufficient seed can be dis-
cerned as blue contours �0 level� in the velocity field plots.

Steady Results
The steady performance of this stator cascade was not the pri-

mary focus of this work, although it was necessary to verify that
the stator cascade was operating under design intent loading
�since the steady loading on the stator could have an impact on the
unsteady results�. The stator operated at a Reynolds number of
1.05 million based on inlet conditions and chord length. This
value was selected to be representative of the stator Reynolds
numbers experienced in a typical compressor environment. The
steady performance was quantified in three ways: the wake stag-
nation pressure losses, exit flow angle, and blade surface static
pressure distribution. The stagnation pressure deficit in the stator
wake is nondimensionalized using the total pressure loss coeffi-
cient, �, defined as

� =
P0Up − P0Down

P0Up − PUp
�1�

The stagnation pressure losses �weighted by the local fluid ve-
locity� were integrated over one blade pitch to yield the mass-
averaged total pressure loss coefficient, plotted for the five differ-
ent incidence angles in Fig. 3. The lowest losses occurred near
design incidence, and the overall level of the losses was small for
all incidence angles between −5 and +5 deg. The uncertainty of
the loss coefficient measurements is depicted by the error bars and
is approximately 0.1%.

In an axial compressor, the stator rows serve two primary func-
tions: to provide diffusion and to turn the flow so that it enters the
downstream rotor row at the correct angle. Therefore, the exit
flow angle from the stator row is of primary importance in deter-
mining whether the cascade is operating properly. Reduction of
three-hole probe data showed that the exit flow deviated less than
3 deg from the stator exit metal angle for all incidence angles
between −5 and +5 deg.

The blade surface static pressure distribution was the final mea-
sure of steady cascade performance that was investigated. Figure
4 shows the blade surface isentropic Mach number distribution at
design incidence. The blade surface isentropic Mach number is a
representation of the surface static pressure in terms of the ideal

Mach number immediately outside of the boundary layer along a
vector normal to the blade surface at each static tap location. It is
calculated as:

Ms =�� 2

� − 1
�	�P0Up

Ps
���−1�/�

− 1
 �2�

On both the pressure and suction surfaces, the static pressure
distribution was smooth and continuous. The isentropic Mach
number remained subsonic along the entire suction surface, which
indicated that there were no losses due to stationary shocks. The
uncertainty of the surface isentropic Mach number values is less
than 0.0015. The dip in the suction surface Mach number at 25%
chord is very likely due to the transition of the suction surface
boundary layer. This phenomenon has been predicted numerically
by a coupled inviscid/integral boundary layer cascade solver
�MISES�.

Unsteady Results
With the design intent operation of the stator cascade verified,

experiments incorporating the passing shock were then conducted
�all at the design incidence angle of 0 deg�. First, shadowgraphs
of the shock-passing event were captured for the nominal shock
strength �defined as the static pressure ratio across the shock as it
passes the stator trailing edge� of 1.76. The shadowgraph images
of Fig. 5 were taken from different runs �due to limitations with
the photography equipment�, but each photograph was taken at a
different shock location by varying the placement of the triggering
pressure transducer on the wall. The trigger locations were spaced
1/2 in. apart and formed a line parallel to the stagger axis. This
line of trigger locations was placed just far enough downstream
from the trailing edge to not appear in the shadowgraph images,
and may be seen in the test section window of Fig. 6. Although
the trigger locations were equally spaced, the shock propagation
speed �and strength� decreased the further the shock was from the
shock shaper exit, so the actual time delay between each succes-
sive image in Fig. 6 increased slightly and was difficult to identify
precisely. However, the time delay between each successive shad-
owgraph image was estimated to be 35±5 �s.

The most significant flow feature present in Fig. 7 is the vortex
that forms as the shock passes the stator trailing edge in image 4.
This vortex grows as the shock propagates upstream �reaching its

Fig. 3 Mass-averaged total pressure loss coefficient versus
incidence angle

Fig. 4 Isentropic Mach number distribution along the blade
surface at design incidence
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peak size in image 6� and is still intact as it leaves the image
region. The shadowgraph images also show that the vortex caused
the blade wake to shift upwards. The direction of vortex propaga-
tion is also of interest; rather than traveling tangent to the stator
exit camber line �the design flow direction�, the vortex seemed to
propagate along a line about 30 deg above the design exit flow

direction. There are also indications in the shadowgraphs that the
presence of the shock and/or vortex may have caused a suction
side boundary layer separation on the stator.

Shadowgraphs from this experiment support the phenomenon
that Gorrell et al. �5� observed whereby the rotor bow shock turns
as it passes the stator trailing edge and propagates upstream nor-

Fig. 5 Shadowgraph images of shock progression for 1.76 shock strength
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mal to the blade surface. The shock has an angle relative to the
blade suction surface of about 27 deg as it is passing the trailing
edge in image 4, but has turned to be nearly 90 deg from the blade
surface by image 10. An explanation for the mechanism that
causes this apparent turning of the shock is illustrated in Fig. 7.
The figure shows the shock at time t and then diagrams the shock
front geometry as it advances from the stator trailing edge for time
�t. The shock propagation velocity is shown as if it were constant
in all directions �which was not the case in the experiment�, but
the concept remains valid. Although it is true that the shock is
normal to the blade surface in some shadowgraph images, it is

incorrect to conclude that this results in a higher static pressure
ratio or increased entropy rise relative to instances where the
shock is oblique relative to the blade surface. In fact, the portion
of the shock near the blade surface will be weaker than the ob-
lique portion of the shock. If the shock were responsible for the
observed suction surface separation, a modification of the shock
geometry near the suction surface would result, a trend that was
not evident in the shadowgraph images.

To provide more quantitative detail on the trailing edge vortex
from Fig. 5, four DPIV velocity vector fields are presented in Fig.
7. These DPIV images are centered on the stator trailing edge and
are approximately 2.5 cm by 2.5 cm.

There are several important flow features present in Fig. 7:
First, note the overall reduction in freestream velocity magnitude
due to the shock-passing event. This drop in velocity magnitude is
due to the superposition of the induced velocity field behind the
moving shock with the unperturbed velocity field. The immediate
nature of the velocity reduction across the moving shock may be
seen in the DPIV image 5. The shock appears in the upper left
corner of this image as a distinct velocity magnitude discontinuity.

DPIV also provides significantly more detail about the vortex
flow field than the shadowgraphs, which merely show the vortex
size. It is clear from examining the velocity vectors in Fig. 7 that
the vortex rotates in the opposite direction of the flow circulation
around the stator. The vortex is analogous to a starting vortex as it
was shed in response to the unsteady increase in circulation on the
stator that was induced by the shock. The result of superimposing
the counter-clockwise rotating vortex with the freestream flow is
increased velocity on the lower side of the vortex but stagnated
flow on the upper side, thus leading to blockage. As the shadow-
graphs also showed, the DPIV images illustrate the vortex grow-
ing in size as it propagates downstream.

The trailing edge velocity field after the shock-passing event
was also captured for three different shock strengths. While a
vortex clearly formed in each case, the size of the vortex proved
to increase directly with shock strength. Figure 8 shows the trail-
ing edge velocity vector fields for the three different shock
strengths at roughly the same time in the shock-passing cycle.

There are several significant trends visible in the images of Fig.
8. Primarily, the magnitudes of the velocities in the vortex relative
to the freestream velocity increased with greater shock strength.
Using the DPIV data, the size and strength of the vortex were
deduced. Figure 9 shows the distribution of tangential velocity in
the vortex for the 1.76 shock strength case. The circulation can be
computed from the DPIV data as either the line integral of the
velocity at a given radius or the area integral of the vorticity. Both
methods give similar results. Figure 9 also compares the measured
vortex tangential velocity with a Rankine vortex and a Newman
�18� vortex. The Newman vortex is derived from laminar viscous
assumptions and agrees well with the measurements. The multiple
lines in Fig. 10 represent results computed using different as-

Fig. 6 Schematic of the shock turning phenomenon

Fig. 7 DPIV velocity fields of the trailing edge vortex created
by the moving shock „shock strength�1.76…, with the corre-
sponding shadowgraph image number from Fig. 5

Fig. 8 Trailing edge velocity vector fields for three different shock strengths
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sumed centers for the integration areas. The measured vortex
strength is relatively insensitive to precise identification of the
vortex center.

The properties of the vortices generated by the three different
shock strengths investigated are presented in Table 2. The mea-
sured vortex circulation is divided by the maximum angular ve-
locity ��� in the vortex to calculate a vortex radius R. The Mach
numbers upstream and downstream relative to the shock are also
presented. It is desirable to have a simple model that gives a guide
to the induced vortex strength. The shock induces a velocity in the
flowfield �dV�, and it is the component in the flowfield perpen-
dicular to the trailing edge mean camber line �dVt� that drives the
vortex formation. This perpendicular velocity, when multiplied by
20% of the stator chord, gives a good correlation with the mea-

sured vortex circulation, as plotted in Fig. 11. The 20% chord
value was arrived at as an arbitrary constant, but it is significant
that it is approximately representative of the length of the stator
subjected to the unsteady loading induced by the shock when the
vortex detaches from the trailing edge of the stator as in image 5
from Fig. 5.

Since flow velocity was the only parameter that was measured
in the vortex region, it would be difficult to calculate the stagna-
tion pressure loss due to the shed vortices. Even if stagnation
pressure measurements were available in the region, the results
would be difficult to interpret since the shock itself added energy
to the flowfield. Even an accurate means of directly measuring the
unsteady cascade losses would be of limited value since this cas-
cade test was not truly representative of the full repeating condi-
tions that occur in an actual compressor. However, Crocco’s theo-
rem gives a relationship that could be used to estimate the entropy
in the vortex:

2� = 1/V��h0/�r − T � s/�r� �3�
It is noted that vorticity requires gradients of entropy, stagna-

tion enthalpy, or both in the fluid. Analytical attempts to estimate
the entropy in the vortex have proved difficult, so loss estimates
have relied heavily on CFD simulation of the test configuration.
Further loss will occur as the vortex core mixes out as it propa-
gates downstream, and this can be estimated by assuming the
vortex loses all its kinetic energy in the mixing process. The re-
sultant losses in the vortex fluid may be high, but only affect the
relatively small percentage of mass flow contained within the vor-
tex core. A representative rotor passing frequency to this stator in
an operating compressor would be 5500 Hz, and so each stator
would shed 5500 primary vortices per second. The mass flow
contained in these vortices compared to the mass flow in the free-
stream would be relatively small, approximately 1% for the 1.76
pressure ratio shock, so that the resultant mass-averaged loss in
the vortex is expected to be small. However, the effects of the
vortex and its blockage, which can be considerable at some in-
stances in time, on the downstream transonic rotor may also result
in a significant loss for an operating compressor stage.

The vortex in Fig. 11 travels approximately 6.5 mm in about
100 �s, which corresponds to a propagation velocity of about
65 m/s. This means the vortex travels downstream at roughly half
the local freestream velocity, forcing the freestream flow to bypass
the slower-moving vortex. In this manner, the vortex acts as a
passage blockage.

The best way to visualize the effects of the passage blockage
due to the vortex is to plot streamlines for the DPIV velocity
fields. The unsteady nature of the trailing edge flowfield means
that the calculated streamlines are instantaneous and do not rep-
resent pathlines that a specific particle would take through the
flow during the unsteady vortex-formation event. However, they

Fig. 9 DPIV measured vortex tangential velocity versus radial
location within vortex and comparison to theory „shock
strength�1.76…

Fig. 10 Sensitivity of DPIV measured tangential velocity to er-
ror in locating vortex center „shock strength�1.76…

Table 2 Vortex parameters

Shock strength

Parameter Units 1.42 1.76 2.10

	Measured m2/s 1.27 1.64 2.60
� rad/s 2432 2457 2984
R mm 1.71 2.19 2.87
�*R m/s 118 119 145
M1

1.17 1.28 1.40
M2

0.86 0.80 0.74
dVt=dV* cos �
� m/s 73.2 115.8 159.3
	Predicted

0 .2*dVt*C
m2/s 1.11 1.77 2.43

Fig. 11 Vortex circulation versus shock strength, measured
and predicted
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do provide a suitable representation of the flowfield at a specific
instant in time. Figure 12 shows a set of streamlines near the blade
trailing edge for four cases; steady flow and the unsteady flowfield
at approximately the same time in the shock-passing cycle for
each of the three shock strengths. The streamlines were used to
approximate an effective blockage size, which is represented by a
red circle through which no streamlines would pass. The esti-
mated blockage as a percentage of the cascade pitch is shown in
Table 3. Note the direct relationship between shock strength and
passage blockage due to the vortex.

The shadowgraph results indicated that there may have been a
stator suction surface separation created by the passing of the
shock and/or the formation of the resultant vortex. DPIV measure-
ments supported this observation. As depicted in Fig. 13, there are
clear signs of the turbulent eddies of a flow separation near the
suction surface. This separation is considered to be a result of the
vortex blockage and not a direct result of the shock influence on
the suction surface boundary layer. The best evidence for this is
that CFD analysis was unable to predict the separation when the
CFD time step resolution was too coarse to adequately resolve the
vortex. An in-depth review of the numerical work conducted to
match the experimental results has been presented in a follow-on
paper �19�.

Figure 14 shows a PIV image pair overlay taken later in time
after the shock-induced vortex has moved well downstream of the
stator trailing edge. In the stator wake that follows the shock-
induced vortex, the Von Karman vortex sheet of the conventional
stator wake can be clearly seen. At a Strouhal number of 0.2, the
distance between shed Von Karman vortices ought to be 5 trailing
edge diameters, and this is consistent with the structure depicted

in the image. This image is shown to demonstrate that the particle
images from PIV can also serve an additional purpose beyond
velocimetry measurements: qualitative visualization of unsteady
flow phenomena.

Conclusions
The rotor bow shock/stator interactions present in modern em-

bedded transonic compressors were experimentally simulated us-
ing a subsonic linear stator cascade and a single moving shock
wave from a shock tube. The shock generated a vortex structure as
it passed the stator trailing edge, and this vortex remained in the
stator flow field throughout what would be the rotor blade-passing
period in an actual compressor. Three shock strengths were tested,
with a vortex forming in each case. The size of the vortex-induced
blockage ranged from 2.9% of the stator pitch for the weakest
shock to 14.3% of the stator pitch for the strongest shock wave.

The stator trailing edge vortex structure bears a striking resem-
blance to the flowfields observed in experiments on impulsively

Fig. 12 Instantaneous streamlines for steady flow and three
different shock strengths, with corresponding effective
blockage

Table 3 Effective vortex blockage versus shock strength

Shock
strength

Effective vortex blockage, %
Pitch

1.42 2.9
1.76 10.0
2.10 14.3

Fig. 13 Trailing edge DPIV velocity vectors of stator suction
surface separation due the vortex blockage „shock
strength�1.76…

Fig. 14 PIV flow visualization of Von Karman vortex street fol-
lowing the shock-induced vortex
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started bodies �20–22�. This observation is the basis of the simple
correlation presented that relates the vortex circulation to the
shock-induced velocity and the stator chord length. An estimate of
the loss incurred by the formation and mixing of the vortex struc-
ture indicated that the loss potential in the vortex system itself was
small. DPIV measurements also indicated the onset of suction
surface boundary layer separation due to the vortex blockage in
some cases, but the lack of resolution in this region hampered
attempts to quantify the losses due to this separation.

It is worth noting that the shock in the current work varies
somewhat from the rotor leading edge shock structure in actual
transonic compressors. The leading edge shocks from actual tran-
sonic rotors produce the same rapid rise in static pressure, but they
are followed by an expansion wave, which lowers the static pres-
sure and turns the flow in order to maintain circumferential peri-
odicity �23�. The rapid static pressure increase of the shock in the
current work is followed only by a gradual decay in static pres-
sure. How a successive expansion wave would affect the vortex
structure is beyond the scope of this work, but poses an interesting
topic for future research and is discussed in the follow-on paper
�19�.
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Nomenclature
C � stator chord length

dV � shock-induced velocity
dVt � shock-induced velocity component normal to

trailing edge camber line
h0 � stagnation enthalpy

M1 � relative Mach number upstream of shock
M2 � relative Mach number downstream of shock
Ms � blade surface isentropic Mach number

P0Down � cascade downstream total pressure
P0Up � cascade upstream total pressure
PUp � cascade upstream static pressure

Ps � blade surface static pressure
r � radial location within vortex
R � vortex radius
s � entropy
T � temperature
V � vortex circumferential velocity
� � specific heat ratio

	Measured � vortex circulation measured with DPIV
	Predicted � predicted vortex circulation

� � local total pressure loss coefficient
� � vortex angular velocity
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Online Water Wash Tests
of GE J85-13
This paper reports the results of a series of online water wash tests of a GE J85-13 jet
engine at the test facilities of the Royal Norwegian Air Force. The engine performance
was deteriorated by injecting atomized saltwater at the engine inlet. The engine was then
online washed with water injected at three different droplet sizes (25, 75, and 200 �m)
and at water-to-air ratios ranging from 0.4% to 3% by mass. Engine performance was
measured using standard on-engine instrumentation. Extra temperature and pressure
sensors in the compressor section provided additional information of the propagation of
deposits in the aft stages. The measurements were supported by visual observations. The
overall engine performance improved rapidly with online wash. The buildup of deposits
in the aft stages was influenced both by the droplet size and the water-to-air ratio. The
water-to-air ratio was the most important parameter to achieve effective online
washing. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2372768�

Keywords: compressor cleaning, axial compressor, stage characteristics, GE J85-13

Introduction
Online water washing has become increasingly important with

operators of industrial gas turbines due to the potential for reduced
degradation rate and increased operating intervals. Successful on-
line washing requires close attention to the gas turbine flow path
geometry, the operating profile, and the nature of the airborne
fouling at the compressor inlet �after filtration�.

Several manufacturers offer online washing equipment and
many patents exist relating to gas turbine water wash. There is
currently no consensus on a recommended method for effective
online water washing. System properties like droplet size, droplet
velocity, and fluid injection rate vary from one system to another.
This makes it difficult for operators to select the best online water
wash system for their application. Two recent publications give a
historical review of online washing systems and a classification of
available systems �1,2�.

Today’s online washing equipment for aeroderivative engines
can be categorized in two main pressure ranges: Fluid pressures
up to 10 bar are considered low pressure systems, while high pres-
sure systems have fluid pressures above 50 bar. The atomized
droplets produced by high pressure systems have a droplet diam-
eter typically less than 150 �m and resemble the water occurring
naturally in clouds and fog. Low pressure systems will have
larger, drizzle-like droplets with diameter ranging from
100 to 500 �m and larger. Low pressure systems with air assisted
nozzles will generate smaller droplet sizes, resembling the drop-
lets of the high pressure systems. Large droplets may cause blade
erosion in the compressor �2–5�.

The fluid injection rate �water-to-air ratio� has an impact on the
internal surface wetting of the compressor. Due to possible control
instabilities, flame-out, or blade erosion the water-to-air ratio has
generally been kept low. A typical online washing system for
aeroderivative engines has fluid injection in the range from 0.2%
to 0.8% �mass based� �2–5�.

The flow field within an axial compressor subject to water in-
jection is complex to predict due to the two-phase nature of the
flow. The motion of water droplets inside axial compressors has
been studied for droplets smaller than 70 �m �6�. Experimental

work on a six stage axial compressor gives data for droplets of 90
and 600 �m and at water injection rates up to 15% �by mass� �7�.
Several papers offer theoretical approaches to wet compression
�8–10�. These studies are related to tiny droplets, less than 15 �m,
with no velocity slip between the droplet and air. A study of the
effects on gas turbines of naturally occurring water in the atmo-
sphere gives additional insight into the operating limitations of
gas turbine engines �11�.

To understand and reveal the mechanisms related to online wa-
ter washing, a systematic test campaign was performed on a GE
J85-13 jet engine. The engine performance was deteriorated by
injecting atomized saltwater at the engine inlet and the engine
performance was restored using online water washing. The water
was injected at three different droplet sizes �25, 75, and 200 �m�
at water-to-air ratios from 0.4% to 3% by mass. The cleaning
effectiveness was measured in terms of improved engine perfor-
mance using standard on-engine instrumentation. Further, extra
temperature and pressure sensors installed in the compressor sec-
tion provided additional information on the propagation of the
deposits into the engine. The measurements were supported by
visual observations through the borescope and by laboratory
analysis of the stator vane deposits. The results of the axial com-
pressor deterioration are reported in a different publication �12�,
and that paper should be seen in context with the present work.
The test facilities, the GE J85-13 engine and its initial condition,
the engine instrumentation, and the deterioration method is de-
scribed in the present paper only when required for completeness.

Test Facilities and Engine Description
Engine testing was carried out at the Royal Norwegian Air

Force �RNoAF� test facilities at Kjeller, Norway.
The General Electric J85-13 engine is a compact, light weight,

single-spool turbojet engine. It has an eight-stage axial-flow com-
pressor with bleed-off valves, adjustable inlet guide vanes and a
variable exhaust nozzle. The compressor pressure ratio is 6.5:1.
The variable geometry is controlled by the throttle angle, but the
timing is ambient temperature biased. At International Organiza-
tion for Standardization �ISO� conditions, inlet guide vanes �IGV�
will be at maximum deflection and bleed-off-valves will be fully
open below �81% corrected speed and fully closed at �96%
corrected speed. At ambient temperatures above ISO conditions,
the bleed-off-valves will close at lower speed settings. The nozzle
is controlled by the throttle when the engine is running below the
exhaust temperature limit. When the maximum exhaust tempera-

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute �IGTI� of ASME for pub-
lication in the JOURNAL OF TURBOMACHINERY. Manuscript received October 1, 2004;
final manuscript received February 1, 2005. IGTI Review Chair: K. C. Hall. Paper
presented at the ASME Turbo Expo 2005: Land, Sea and Air, Reno, NV, June 6–9,
2005, Paper No. GT2005-68702.
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ture is reached, the exhaust nozzle will increase the flow. This
reversal in the exhaust nozzle schedule occurs close to the maxi-
mum throttle angle.

Open literature provide information on GE J85-13 compressor
geometry �13� and compressor stage characteristics �14�.

Engine Instrumentation
Additional sensors were installed to provide more information

than available from standard test-cell instrumentation. The engine
instrumentation is shown in Fig. 1.

The temperatures at stages 1, 3, 4, 6, and 8 were measured
using a single resistance temperature detector �RTD� at each stator
row. The entire 15 mm sensor length was immersed into the air-
flow, giving a representative measure of the bulk average gas path
temperature. Because the sensors are unshielded, the velocity er-
ror will be significant in the temperature reading. The velocity
error was calculated with a temperature recovery factor of 0.65
�15�.

The static pressures at stage 5 and at compressor discharge
were measured at a single point on the circumference. The stage 5
static pressure was measured in the bleed channel.

Engine throttle and nozzle position were recorded manually at
each setting. Relative humidity and ambient temperature were re-
corded manually throughout the testing and were measured at the
same location outside of the test-cell intake. Due to test-cell recir-
culation, the recorded compressor inlet total temperature �CIT�
was slightly higher than the measured ambient temperature. CIT
was measured using four sensors located at the engine inlet
screen.

All instruments were calibrated prior to the test program and
the measurement uncertainties were calculated based on methods
given in the ASME Performance Test Codes �16,17�.

Engine Online Water Wash Equipment
Accelerated engine deterioration was done through the inges-

tion of atomized saltwater �18�. Further details of the deterioration
method, equipment and results are given in a different paper �12�.

The online water wash system consisted of a water manifold
with nozzles positioned 0.77 m in front of the compressor IGV.
Two different manifolds were used, one with 12 air assisted, flat
spray nozzles with a droplet size of 25 �mVMD, the other with
provisions for up to 18 full cone spray nozzle tips with a droplet
size of 75 or 200 �mVMD. The number of nozzles in each test was
selected to give comparable flow rates for the different cases. The
pictures in Figs. 2 and 3 show the two water manifolds with
comparable water flow rates. Both water wash manifolds provide
good coverage of the droplets across the annulus, and the injection
direction and closeness to the engine bellmouth allows for good
control of the droplet sizes at the compressor face. The injection
velocity is greatest for the larger droplets �75 and 200 �m�.

The droplet sizes were measured using a Malvern laser diffrac-
tion spray analyzer in still air and applying the ASTM Standard

E799-92 for calculating spray characteristics �19�. The measure-
ments were taken at the center of the fully developed spray at a
distance of 44 cm from the nozzles. As the nozzles were closely
separated and tilted towards the centerline, the droplet size
changed slightly depending on the number of nozzles used. The
droplet size could not be measured in the largest flow rates due to
multiple scattering of the laser beam. The measured droplet size is
reported in Table 1 together with the droplet size data provided by
the manufacturer. In the following, the water nozzles are referred
to using the droplet sizes provided by the manufacturer.

The water was supplied at 24 bar pressure. Water flow rates
were compared using a turbine flow meter. Figure 4 shows the
schematics of the water wash system with air assisted nozzles
given in Fig. 2. The manifold shown in Fig. 3 is run at full water
pressure from the pump, and with no air assistance.

Tap water with no additives or detergents was used in all tests.
The results from water analysis are given in Table 2. For field
online washing, the water quality must conform to the require-
ments of the gas turbine manufacturer.

Fig. 1 GE J85-13 engine instrumentation

Fig. 2 Water wash manifold with 12 nozzles giving 25 �mVMD
droplets at 4.4 l /min

Fig. 3 Water wash manifold with eight nozzles giving
75 �mVMD droplets at 4.3 l /min
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Test Procedure
The engine base lines were established for steady-state opera-

tion at 12 operating points from 60% corrected speed to full load.
Prior to establishing each base line, the engine was run for 5 min
at full load. Engine speed was then reduced to idle before being
increased to the initial throttle setting. At each throttle setting, the
engine was allowed to stabilize for 1 min before reading 60 data
points. To prevent impact of hysteresis from the instrument or
control system, all throttle settings were established at increasing
engine speeds. Engine base lines were recorded prior to degrada-
tion, after salt degradation, and after each online water wash.

All salt degradation trials and online water wash tests were run
at 10 deg throttle angle �equivalent to 97.5% engine shaft speed�
at constant nozzle position and with closed bleed-off-valves and
fully open IGV.

To completely clean the compressor of salt deposits, a 5 min
online water wash was done at engine speeds varying from full
speed to idle for two complete cycles using 17.6 l of water per
minute �droplet size of 200 �m�.

Seven online water wash tests were completed. The test matrix
is given in Table 1. Engine performance was measured after 30,
60, 90 s, 4 min, and 10 min online water wash.

Results
The engine performance deterioration and restoration was ana-

lyzed through changes in the intake depression and in the com-
pressor stage work coefficient. Intake depression is defined as the
deviation between the total and static pressure at engine inlet.
Detailed background on the stage performance calculations is
given in a different publication �12�, and will not be repeated here,
since the only difference is the blockage factor which is set to 1.0
for all cases presented in this paper.

The presented test data are limited to engine operation above
95% engine shaft speed where the engine bleed-off valves were
closed and the IGV were fully open.

The test data are compared to the stage work coefficient �14�.
Those data are based on constant values for cp �1005 J /kg K� and
� �1.4�, while here the gas properties are dependent on gas tem-
perature and humidity. The difference will be largest in the aft
stages where the gas temperatures are at the highest. Nonetheless,
the published data give a good indication of the GE J85-13 stage
performance for a large range of flow coefficients.

Water-to-Air Ratio. The GE J85-13 was operated without sta-
bility or structural problems at water injection rates of 40 l /min at
all speeds from 70% to full speed. This represents mass based
water-to-air ratios above 3% at full speed and 7% at 70% speed.
However, these very high water-to-air ratios may cause excessive
blade loads and potential erosion damage and are not recom-
mended for online water washing.

Figure 5 shows the change in intake depression as a function of
corrected engine shaft speed for three different water-to-air ratios
with 200 �m droplet size and 1 min water injection time.

Figures 6 and 7 show the change in stage work coefficient for
the same cases as given in Fig. 5. Stage four performance is not
restored with the smallest water-to-air ratio of 0.43%. The remain-
ing salt deposits reduce the effective flow area and cause a reduc-
tion in the stage six flow coefficient. With a 3% water-to-air ratio
sixth stage performance is restored.

The tests clearly document the impact of increased water-to-air
ratio on the compressor performance recovery. At low water-to-air
ratios, performance recovery is limited.

Water Injection Time. Increasing the water injection time of
online water wash is expected to improve performance recovery
when the engine is fouled with water soluble components such as
salt �1�.

Figure 8 compares the change in intake depression for three

Table 2 Analysis of water used for online water wash

Parameter Value

Total matter �1 mg/ l
pH 7.52
Sodium 2.1 ppm by weight
Potassium 0.63 ppm by weight
Chloride 1.7 ppm by weight

Fig. 4 Water wash system schematics „air assisted nozzles…
Fig. 5 Intake depression recovery after 60 s water wash with
200 �m droplets

Table 1 Test matrix

Test
number

Droplet size ��mVMD�

Water flow rate
�l/min�

Water-to-air ratio
�%�

From
manufacturer Measured

1 200 — 30.9 3.0
2 200 — 17.6 1.7
3 200 131 8.8 0.87
4 200 139 4.4 0.43
5 75 83 9.1 0.89
6 75 93 4.3 0.42
7 25 39 4.4 0.43
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different cases with 200 �m droplet size. The total water injected
in the 4 min water wash at 0.43% water-to-air ratio is equivalent
to the total water injected during the 1 min water wash at 1.7%
water-to-air ratio. The 0.43% 1 min water wash case is included
for reference. The impact on stage four and six work coefficients
are given in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively.

Although an equivalent mass of water is used in the 1.7% 1 min
wash and the 0.43% 4 min wash, the increased water injection
time at lower flow rate fails to recover engine performance. With
the low water-to-air ratio of 0.43%, the water seems to evaporate
in stage four and the expected benefit from increased soaking time
is therefore not apparent.

The tests show that water injection time is only an issue in the
front stages where the wash fluid is not evaporated. For aft stage
performance recovery, it is better to inject the water in a shorter
time, hence, at a higher water-to-air ratio.

Droplet Size. Droplet size is considered important for perfor-
mance recovery in the aft compressor stages. Water flow path,
surface wetting, evaporation rate, and erosion are all affected by

the droplet size.
Figures 11–13 compare the intake depression restoration and

the stage four and six work coefficient recovery after 1 min online
water wash at a water-to-air ratio of 0.4% and with various droplet
sizes.

The 75 �m droplets are the most effective in recovering the
overall engine performance, and in cleaning the fourth stage; how-
ever, the smaller droplets seem to redeposit the fouling in the sixth
stage and cause increased sixth stage deterioration. The 25 �m
droplets cause heavy deposits in the sixth stage and are the least
effective in restoring the overall engine performance.

The tests show that small droplets increase the fouling in the aft
stages.

Salt Distribution After Water Wash. Further evidence of the
movement of salt from the front stages to the aft stator vanes is
given in Fig. 14. The figure compares the salt deposits on the
stator vanes after degradation to the salt distribution after a 1 min
water wash with 75 �m droplets and 0.42% water-to-air ratio. The
salt deposits were measured as chlorine content and converted to

Fig. 6 Stage 4 work coefficient after 60 s water wash with
200 �m droplets

Fig. 7 Stage 6 work coefficient after 1 min water wash with
200 �m droplets

Fig. 8 Intake depression recovery at different water injection
times with 200 �m droplets

Fig. 9 Stage 4 work coefficient after water wash with 200 �m
droplets at different water injection times
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weight distribution of salt �sodium chloride�.
After degradation, immeasurably small traces of salt were

found on the aft stages. However, after the water wash, the salt
had moved from the front stages and aft, redepositing on all stages
from stage four.

Rotor deposits were not possible to measure due to practical
limitations; however, from visual observation, the salt deposits
after water wash were found to be heaviest on the suction side of
stages 3, 4, and 6 and on the pressure side of stage 5.

Velocity Triangles. As a visualization of the change in stage
loading with deterioration and online water wash, the velocity
triangles for stage 4 in the clean, deteriorated and washed condi-
tions are shown in Fig. 15. The data are for the 98% operating
point, where the engine shaft speed varied from 16,204 to 16,162
and 16,208 rpm for clean, deteriorated, and washed conditions,
respectively. This change in blade speed was negligible when
comparing the velocity triangles. The water wash data are for
75 �m droplets, 0.42% water-to-air ratio, and 1 min water injec-
tion time. The data are calculated based on the assumptions above
for the calculation of stage work �12�. As discussed above, the

Fig. 12 Stage 4 work coefficient after 1 min water wash at
0.4% w /a

Fig. 13 Stage 6 work coefficient after 1 min water wash at
0.4% w /a

Fig. 14 Weight distribution of salt deposits on stator rows

Fig. 10 Stage 6 work coefficient after water wash with 200 �m
droplets at different water injection times

Fig. 11 Intake depression recovery after 1 min water wash
with various droplet sizes at 0.4 % w /a
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deviation angles are assumed constant for the clean and deterio-
rated cases. Equations for the calculations of velocity triangles are
given in the Appendix.

The velocity triangles show that the deterioration causes a re-
duction in the flow coefficient and a change in the stage work
coefficient.

Conclusions
Online water washing has become increasingly important with

operators of industrial gas turbines due to the potential for reduced
degradation rate, increased operating intervals, and high overall
performance.

To reveal the compressor performance deterioration and resto-
ration mechanisms, an in-depth test campaign has been performed
on a GE J85-13 engine. Based on test results and performance
analyses the main mechanisms are:

• High water flow rate is the most significant parameter for
effective online water wash.

• Low flow rates cause redeposition of the fouling in the aft
stages.

• Increased water injection time cannot compensate for low
flow rates.

• Smaller droplets increase the fouling in the aft stages.

For effective water washing of the entire compressor section,
the recommended water-to-air ratio is between 0.8% to 2%. Drop-
let diameters up to 200 �m have been tested. The maximum drop-
let size and water-to-air ratio should be determined with close
attention to blade erosion and other long term mechanical and
structural problems.

The present achievements will be followed by field tests on a
Rolls-Royce RB 211 in an offshore application.
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Nomenclature
A � flow area �m2�
cp � specific heat at constant pressure �kJ/kgK�
C � absolute air velocity �m/s�

CIT � compressor inlet temperature �K�
CIP � compressor inlet pressure �kPa�
GE � General Electric

IGV � inlet guide vanes

ISO � International Organization for
Standardization1

ṁ � mass flow rate �kg/s�
N � shaft speed �rpm�

NASA � National Aeronautics and Space
Administration

p � pressure �kPa�
r � blade radius �m�
R � gas constant �kJ/kg K�

R.H. � relative humidity �%�
RNoAF � Royal Norwegian Air Force

RTD � resistance temperature detector
T � temperature �K�
U � blade velocity �m/s�
V � relative air velocity �m/s�

w /a � water-to-air ratio �kg H2O/kg air�

Greek Symbols
� � absolute air angle �deg�
� � relative air angle �deg�
� � air density �kg/m3�
� � ratio of specific heats

	T=cp
Tt /Utip
2 � stage work coefficient

�=Ca /Utip � flow coefficient

Subscripts
a � axial velocity component

amb � ambient condition
mix � mixture �humid air�

s � static condition
t � total condition

tip � tip
VMD � volume median diameter

w � tangential velocity component
2.1,2.2,…,2.7 � compressor stage 1,2,…, to stage 7

3 � compressor discharge
5 � turbine discharge

Appendix: Equations for Calculations of Velocity Dia-
gram

Data for the velocity diagram are readily available from the
iterative calculation of stage performance �12�.

Consider a stage where the rotor inlet, rotor outlet, and stator
outlet are designated as stations 1, 2, and 3, respectively.

1 The absolute air velocities and the blade velocity are known
from the stage performance calculations at the rotor inlet:
Ca1, C1, Cw1, U1

2 The relative velocity at rotor inlet is calculated from

Vw1 = U1 − Cw1, V1 = �Vw1
2 + Ca1

2

3 The tangential blade velocity at rotor outlet is given by

U2 = 2�r2
N

60

4 The tangential component of the absolute velocity at rotor
outlet is given by the change in work input

Cw2 =
cp1�Tt2 − Tt1� + Cw1U1

U2

5 Consequently, the absolute velocity at rotor outlet is

C2 = �Cw2
2 + Ca2

2

6 And the relative velocity at rotor outlet is given by

1ISO reference conditions assume an ambient temperature of 288.15 K, a baro-
metric pressure of 101.325 kPa, and a relative humidity of 60%.

Fig. 15 Stage 4 velocity triangles at 98% shaft speed
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Vw2 = U2 − Cw2, V2 = �Vw2
2 + Ca2

2

7. Knowing the velocity vectors, the absolute and relative air
angles at rotor inlet and outlet are given from geometry

� = arctan�Cw

Ca
�, � = arctan�Vw

Ca
�

8. The stator exit velocity is found from assuming zero devia-
tion in the stator blade exit angle: Ca3= ṁ /�3A3, C3
=Ca3 /cos��3�.
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Advanced Modeling of
Underplatform Friction
Dampers for Analysis
of Bladed Disk Vibration
Advanced structural dynamic models for both wedge and split underplatform dampers
have been developed. The new damper models take into account inertia forces and the
effects of normal load variation on stick-slip transitions at the contact interfaces. The
damper models are formulated for the general case of multiharmonic forced response
analysis. An approach for using the new damper models in the dynamic analysis of
large-scale finite element models of bladed disks is proposed and realized. Numerical
investigations of bladed disks are performed to demonstrate the capabilities of the new
models and an analysis of the influence of the damper parameters on the forced response
of bladed disks is made. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2372775�

Introduction
Due to the high density of natural frequencies of realistic

bladed disks and of the broad spectrum of aerodynamic excitation
forces, the complete avoidance of all resonance regimes is not
generally possible. Thus, the use of special devices that dissipate
vibration energy and, hence, reduce the resonance amplitudes to
acceptable levels is usually essential. One of the most effective
types of damping device is the underplatform friction damper
�UPD� that is generally a small piece of metal which frequently
has a wedge-like or other shape, and which is usually located
underneath the blade platforms. Damping of the blade vibration is
achieved by friction forces acting at the contact interfaces be-
tween blades and dampers. Dissipation of vibration energy into
thermal starts when blade displacements reach a certain level.
This level, and the effectiveness of reducing forced response lev-
els by using underplatform dampers, is highly dependent on the
choice of the damper parameters. Optimal selection of these pa-
rameters can only be made efficiently when accurate modeling
and analysis tools are available to provide capabilities for reliable
prediction of the forced response levels for bladed discs with the
dampers.

There is more than 30 years of history of development of mod-
els for dynamic analysis of bladed disks with friction dampers.
The simplest model which was applied initially for analysis of a
blade-damper system was a classical single-degree-of-freedom
�SDOF� oscillator with Coulomb friction. The first engineering
friction damper models were investigated and experimentally vali-
dated in Refs. �1,2�. These models, while still applied to the SDOF
blade model, were essentially spring-slider models, which in-
cluded not only friction but also the flexibility effect introduced
by the damper. Development of these models for cases of multi-
harmonic forced response is considered in Refs. �3,4�. Multibody
model for a two-bladed system with a damper was proposed in
Ref. �5� where a 2DOF model was used for each of two blades
and 3DOF model for a friction damper with two contact inter-
faces. Coulomb-style friction damper models are also applied for
multiharmonic forced response analysis in Refs. �6,7�.

In real conditions underplatform friction dampers have at least

two interfaces at which they interact with adjacent blades. In order
to obtain a more accurate prediction of the forced response in
conjunction with multidegree-of-freedom blade models, several
“kinematic” models were developed in Refs. �8–11�. These mod-
els are based on some kinematic hypothesis about the relative
motion of a wedge-shape damper and blade platform. The damper
and blade platforms are considered as some kind of mechanism
obeying this kinematic hypothesis and hence the damper’s dynam-
ics are ignored and inertia forces are neglected. As a result, the
friction forces are expressed in these models ultimately through
motion of the blade platforms. In order to describe microslip at the
contact interfaces two approaches were explored: �i� representa-
tion of friction contact by an array of spring-slider elements with
different parameters �see Ref. �8�� and �ii� use of an analytical
solution for friction forces between a bar and a foundation sup-
porting this bar �see Refs. �9,10��. Underplatform dampers of
semi-cylindrical and wedge shapes were studied in Ref. �12� with
accounting for damper inertia forces due to rigid body motion.
The idea of using two-piece dampers, so-called “split dampers”
�SD� for increase of energy dissipation and first kinematic-
hypothesis-based models for split dampers were proposed in Ref.
�13�.

Friction contact modeling capabilities and multiharmonic
analysis code developed in Ref. �14� were applied in Ref. �15� to
explore possibilities of forced response analysis of flexible finite
element damper models using a two-blade system.

However, all engineering damper models require information
about friction coefficient and damper stiffness to be supplied. The
problem of determining contact stiffness for dampers and its role
in forced response prediction was studied in Ref. �16� using de-
tailed finite element models for contact areas.

Damper models need to be further improved to allow more
accurate and reliable quantitative predictions of forced response.
Among the phenomena which are still not included in existing
models are the effects of variation of the normal load on stick-slip
transitions at damper contact interfaces �see some of these effects
in Ref. �17��. Moreover, in the majority of damper models existed
to date only monoharmonic forced response is considered. There
are dampers of such designs that still do not have fully consistent,
not-contradictory models. One of those damper designs is a
damper consisting from two or more separate parts.

In this paper, new models for underplatform dampers of differ-
ent designs are developed. The models are aimed at multihar-
monic forced response analysis of large-scale realistic finite ele-
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ment models of bladed disks with underplatform dampers. Models
for dampers consisting a single piece of metal, so-called “cottage
roof damper” �CRDs� and for split dampers �SD� are developed.
CRDs and SDs of symmetric and asymmetric geometry shapes are
considered. The dynamic damper models are developed which
take into account here damper inertia properties. The flexibility of
the underplatform dampers, together with the elasticity or stiffness
properties of a layer of microasperities which is due to the rough-
ness of contact surfaces is considered. Forces at contact interfaces
are described by advanced friction contact models previously de-
veloped by the authors in Refs. �17,18�. The friction models in-
clude all the effects of variation of normal load on friction forces,
including its influence on slip-stick transitions, and allow for tem-
porary separation of the contact surfaces. Numerical investiga-
tions of bladed disks are performed to demonstrate and to validate
the capabilities of the new models. Realistic large-scale finite el-
ement models of bladed disks are used in the calculations. An
analysis of the influence of parameters of the dampers on the
forced response of bladed disks is carried out.

Modeling of Bladed Disks With Dampers

Bladed Disk Modeling. For analysis of the steady-state nonlin-
ear forced response of bladed disks, large-scale finite element
models are used. The models can frequently comprise millions of
DOFs, which scale has become customary in industrial applica-
tions in order to achieve high-fidelity models describing realistic
geometric shapes and dynamic properties of all components of
bladed disks. Tuned and mistuned bladed disks can be considered.
For the case of a tuned assembly a single sector model is used for
forced response calculations. A method for analysis of nonlinear
dynamics of structures with cyclic symmetry previously reported
in Ref. �19� is used for this case, and allows significant reduction
of computational expense while ensuring completeness and accu-
racy of calculations even for highly nonlinear structures. For a
mistuned assembly, the dynamic properties of each sector can dif-
fer from the others and a method developed in paper �20� is ap-
plied.

Underplatform Friction Damper Modeling. There is a vari-
ety in underplatform damper designs used by different companies
for different types of practical bladed disks, including: cottage-
roof dampers �Fig. 1�a��, split dampers �Fig. 1�b��, cylindrical
dampers �see Ref. �12��, and others.

The widely used massless damper models relate to kinematic
models of damper motion. Such models are developed for a

single-piece damper and require the introduction of assumptions
on the character of motion which are not universally valid. When
the validity of these assumptions is violated, these models can
produce significant errors in predictive analysis of forced re-
sponse. For example, in most such models, relative motion of the
damper along normal-to-the-damper contact surface is assumed to
be negligible, although there are conditions under which such mo-
tion is significant and can even lead to separation of the damper
and blade platforms.

Moreover, for some of damper designs �e.g., dampers consist-
ing of several unconnected parts, such as split dampers� there is
no available consistent approach to describe their motion simply
from kinematics, i.e., without inertia forces included into
modeling.

In the models developed here every part of the damper is con-
sidered as an elastic body with mass lumped in the center of the
inertia of this body �Figs. 1�a� and 1�b�, on the right�. The case of
rigid body can be considered as a particular case of the model.
Three-dimensional translational motion of all parts of underplat-
form dampers is determined as a result of calculation of the dy-
namics of UPDs in a coupled system: bladed disk—UPDs.

Modeling of Blade-Damper Contact Interfaces. Interaction
of the UPD with the blade platform is modeled by friction contact
interface elements developed in Refs. �18,21�. The contact inter-
face elements include interaction due to friction forces which are
tangential to the contact surface, and interaction forces that are
normal to a contact surface. Parameters of the contact surface
which are used in the friction contact interaction model are: �i�
friction coefficient, �; �ii� contact tangential stiffness coefficient,
kt; �iii� contact normal stiffness coefficient, kn; and �iv� static
normal load, N. It should be noted that, similar to the friction
coefficient, the tangential and normal stiffness coefficients result
from the interaction of a multitude of microasperities of the rough
contacting surfaces and are essentially characteristics of surface
roughness included in the friction model.

The friction model implemented in these friction contact ele-
ments allows for the effects of variable normal load on the friction
forces and on stick-slip transitions. An arbitrary high range of
normal displacements can be considered, including cases with
temporary separation of the contact surfaces. Unilateral character
of the interaction forces acting along a direction normal to the
contact interface is accounted for. The unilateral interaction results
from the impossibility of transfer tensile stresses from one side of
the contact interface to another one and is another source of non-
linearity in the bladed disk-UPDs system, in addition to the essen-
tially nonlinear character of friction forces.

Expressions for the friction and normal forces, and for stiffness
matrices of a contact interface, are derived analytically for the
general case of steady-state multiharmonic vibrations as explicit
functions of the relative motion of adjoining contact surfaces.
These expressions are reported in Refs. �18,21�. The analytical
expressions ensure both high accuracy and a rapid convergence
rate of the iterative solution process for the nonlinear equation of
motion. This analytical derivation has allowed us to overcome
difficulties in the numerical analysis of structures having abrupt
changes of contact conditions �such as contact—absence of con-
tact; slip—stick, etc.�. Such difficulties have been common in the
past, often leading to a loss of convergence and failure in the
search for steady-state solutions.

To use these elements for blade-damper interaction modeling
we have to express the contact interaction forces and stiffness
matrices in terms of motion of the nodes of the finite element �FE�
model created for the blade platforms and motion of the UPD
mass center. Moreover, a local coordinate system has to be used
for each contact interface in order to evaluate friction and normal
forces at pairing contact surfaces. Each CRD and each of the two
parts of a SD has two contact interfaces: �i� left and �ii� right.
Hence, vectors of relative motion between the UPD’s mass cen-

Fig. 1 Underplatform damper models: „a… cottage-roof damp-
ers, „b… split dampers inertial model allowing for rigid body mo-
tion, and „c… interaction of dampers and blade platforms
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ter�s� and contact nodes at left and right blade platforms can be
expressed in local coordinate systems of contact interfaces:

• for the two contact interfaces of the CRD

uL
* = RL�uCRD − uL

B�; uR
* = RR�uCRD − uR

B� �1�
• for the three contact interfaces of the SD

uL
* = RL�u1

SD − uL
B�; um

* = Rm�u2
SD − u1

SD�; uR
* = RR�u2

SD − uR
B�
�2�

where uCRD, u1
SD, and u2

SD are vectors of displacements for CRD
and parts of SD mass centers; uL

B and uR
B are vectors of displace-

ment of nodes on left and right blade platforms accordingly; uL
*,

uR
* , and um

* are vectors of relative displacements in local coordi-
nate systems of left, right blade platform and of middle contact
surface of SD; RL, RR, and Rm are matrices of the local coordinate
systems for all contact interfaces.

For the case of a UPD rigid body model the relative displace-
ments at pairing surfaces will coincide with the relative displace-
ment between the UPD’s mass center and the blade contact nodes.
For the case of an elastic UPD body, the expressions given by Eq.
�1� allow evaluation of the interaction forces with the friction
contact elements. To include damper elasticity, the stiffness coef-
ficients kt and kn have to be updated. For a simple case when the
UPD deformations in different directions are weakly coupled, new
values for the contact stiffness coefficients can be obtained from
kt,n

* =kt,nkt,n
UDP/ �kt,n+kt,n

UDP�, where kt,n
UDP are stiffness coefficients of

the UPD body along tangential and normal directions to the con-
tact surface.

The friction interface elements allow calculation of the contact
interaction forces, fL

*, fR
* , and fm

* , and stiffness matrices, KL
*, KR

* ,
and Km

* , in the local coordinate systems of the left and right con-
tact interfaces

f�
* = f�

*�u�
*�; K�

* = K�
*�u�

*�; � = L,R,m �3�
In order to apply these forces and stiffness matrices in calculation
of the whole bladed-disk-UPDs system they are transformed into
the global coordinate system which is used for construction of the
FE model for the bladed disk

f� = R�
Tf�

* ; K� = R�
TK�

*R�; � = L,R,m �4�
The friction interface element proposed in Ref. �18� describes

the interaction of the contacting surfaces at one node. The area
contact element developed in Ref. �21� allows for contact interac-
tion distributed over some area covered by the friction contact
element. For the UPD model introduced in this paper, both types
of friction interface elements can be applied at blade-damper and
damper-damper interfaces, depending on the level of detail re-
quired for blade-damper interaction description.

Static Component of the Normal Load. The friction contact
element allows description of dynamic normal and tangential in-
teraction forces acting at contact interfaces. One of the parameters
defining friction interaction forces, and which is required as input
data for application of the friction contact elements, is a value for
the static normal load. Expressions for the normal load values are
derived here from equations of equilibrium of the centrifugal, fric-

tion, and normal forces applied to the UPD without accounting for
elastic deformation of the damper and blade platforms.

Cottage-Roof Damper. The general case considered here is of
an asymmetric CRD which can have different inclination angles,
�1 and �2, for its two contact surfaces �Fig. 2�.

A centrifugal force, P, is applied to the center of inertia of the
CRD. It is determined by damper mass, mCRD, rotation speed, �,
and distance from the rotation axis, rCRD, i.e., P=mCRDrCRD�2.
Equilibrium conditions of all forces for the CRD take the form

N1 cos �1 + N2 cos �2 + f1 sin �1 + f2 sin �2 = P

N1 sin �1 − N2 sin �2 − f1 cos �1 + f2 cos �2 = 0 �5�
For a case when both damper angles satisfy to the slip condition,
i.e.: �1��2� tan��� we can assume

f1 = �N1 and f2 = �N2 �6�
Equations �5� and �6� give the following expression for the normal
load applied at both contact surfaces of the asymmetric CRD:

N1 =
− �sin �2 − � cos �2�

sin��1 + �2���2 − 1� + 2 cos��1 + �2��
P �7�

N2 =
− �sin �1 − � cos �1�

sin��1 + �2���2 − 1� + 2 cos��1 + �2��
P �8�

For a case of symmetric CRD, �1=�2=�, the following expres-
sion can be derived:

N1 = N2 =
1

2

P

cos � + � sin �
�9�

It should be noted that the expressions for the normal load
obtained without friction forces, N= P / �2 cos �� frequently used
in UPD modeling, can give excessively large values �see Fig. 3�.

Split Damper. For an asymmetric split damper �Fig. 4� the
equilibrium conditions formulated for each of two parts of the SD
take the form

Fig. 2 Forces applied to an asymmetric CRD

Fig. 3 Normal load obtained with and without accounting for
friction forces: a case of symmetric CRD

Fig. 4 Forces applied to an asymmetric SD
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• left part

N1 cos �1 + f1 sin �1 + fs = P1

N1 sin �1 − f1 cos �1 − Ns = 0 �10�
• right part

N2 cos �2 + f2 sin �2 − fs = P2

− N2 sin �2 + f2 cos �2 + Ns = 0 �11�

where P1 and P2 are the centrifugal forces applied to the two parts
of the damper. Additional constraints on tangential forces should
be applied in the form of the following inequalities:

�f1� � �N1, �f2� � �N2, �fs� � �Ns �12�

One can see that the system of equations thus produced is un-
derdetermined since there are six unknowns in four equations and,
hence, it does not generally have a unique solution. For the gen-
eral case of an asymmetric SD, these linear equations have to be
solved numerically together with the constraints imposed on the
friction forces. Assuming that the masses of both parts of the
damper are proportional to the area of the damper cross section
�which is displayed by two triangles in Fig. 4� and that both the
damper angles satisfy to the slip condition: �1��2� tan���; we
can obtain the following expressions for the normal load at the
middle contact surfaces:

• for an asymmetric split damper

Ns =
1

2
P

cos��1 + �2��1 − �2� − cos��1 − �2��1 + �2� + 2 sin��1 + �2��
sin��1 + �2���2 − 1� + 2 cos��1 + �2��

�13�

• for a symmetric split damper

Ns =
1

2

P�sin � − � cos ��
cos � + � sin �

�14�

where P= P1+ P2 is a total centrifugal force produced by the SD.
Expressions for the normal loads at the other two contact surfaces
are given for an asymmetric SD by Eqs. �7� and �8�, and for the
symmetric SD by Eq. �9�.

Method for Forced Response Analysis
A bladed disk with UPDs is essentially a nonlinear structure.

For a search of the steady-state periodic nonlinear forced re-
sponse, the time variation of all DOFs in the model of a bladed
disk with UPDs is represented by a restricted Fourier series

q�t� = Q0 + �
j=1

n

�Q j
�c�cos mj�t + Q j

�s�sin mj�t� �15�

where q�t� is a vector comprising time variation of DOFs; Q j
�c�

and Q j
�s� �j=1, . . . ,n� are vectors of cosine and sine harmonic

coefficients for system DOFs, marked by superscripts �c� and �s�

accordingly; Q0 is a vector of constant components of the dis-
placements; mj are specific numbers of harmonics that are kept in
the displacement expansion.

Application of the multiharmonic balance method and conden-
sation techniques described in Refs. �19,20� gives an equation of
motion in the frequency domain with respect to the harmonic
coefficients of a multiharmonic expansion in the form

R�Q,�,�� = Q + A����F�Q,b���� − P���� = 0 �16�

where Q= �Q0 ,Q1
�c� ,Q1

�s� , . . . ,Qn
�s��T is a vector of harmonic coef-

ficients of displacements; P= �P0 ,P1
�c� ,P1

�s� , . . . ,Pn
�s��T is a vector

of harmonic components of the excitation forces; F�Q ,b����
= �F0 ,F1

�c� ,F1
�s� , . . . ,Fn

�s��T is a vector of harmonic components of
nonlinear forces applied at contact interfaces, and A��� is a mul-
tiharmonic FRF matrix of the linear part of the system, i.e.,

A��� = diag�A0,A1���, . . . ,An���� �17�

where FRF matrices for each harmonic, A j���, can be generated
from mode shapes and natural frequencies obtained for a linear
structure without contact interactions. The solution of nonlinear
Eq. �16� and the tracing of solutions when rotation speed, excita-

tion frequency, or UPD’s parameters are varied is performed using
methods reported in Refs. �19,20,22�.

Test Case Studies
A blisk of 24 blades, which is analyzed here, was manufactured

for a test rig built at Imperial College London in the framework of
the EU project “Aeroelastic Design of Turbine Blades II”
�ADTurbII� �see Ref. �23��. A finite element model of this blisk is
shown in Fig. 5.

Two types of UPD are analyzed: �i� cottage-roof dampers and
�ii� split dampers. The case of a tuned blisc is analyzed here and
identical UPDs are applied to all sectors of the bladed disk. A FE
model of one sector of the blisk used in calculation contains
21,555 DOFs. The natural frequencies—nodal diameters diagram
for this bladed disk are given in Ref. �24�. The background damp-
ing due to damping in the blisk material is assumed to be low:
	=7.5e−05. Dissipation of vibration energy due to friction forces
produced by UPDs is calculated together with the forced response
calculation. A traveling wave excitation pattern of 19th engine
order is applied to the blisk in the forced response calculations.
Five harmonics, which are the first five odd multiples of the 19th
engine order �i.e., 19, 57, 95, 133, and 171�, are used in the mul-
tiharmonic expansion of displacements for the calculations per-
formed here.

Cottage-Roof Dampers. Numerical investigations were per-
formed for the case of a symmetric CRD of prismatic shape �Fig.
5�b��. The CRD was inserted into the specially machined slots
underneath the blade platforms. The slots are inclined to the rota-
tion axis by approximately 30 deg. The effects of parameters of

Fig. 5 FE model of a blisc and UPD’s models studied
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the CRD damper on the forced response were analyzed, namely:
�i� damper mass, �ii� damper angles, and �iii� friction coefficient
value. Moreover, the influence of the excitation level on reduction
of the forced response by CRDs is estimated. Values of parameters
of initial CRD designs and nominal excitation levels were selected
as reference values. The reference damper angle is 30 deg, the
friction coefficient is 0.3, and the initial damper mass is referred
to as “100%.” Variation of the centrifugal forces applied to UPDs
with changes in the rotation speed and excitation frequency is
accounted for in the calculations.

Effects of CRD Parameters and Excitation Level. In Fig. 6
the levels of forced response determined at the blade tips over a
frequency range including the first resonance peak are plotted for
different values of damper mass.

The damper mass variation affected the centrifugal forces ap-
plied to the CRD and also its inertia properties. Forced response
characteristics obtained for the case of a blisk without UPDs and
with fully stuck UPDs are plotted here and in the figures below by
thin solid and dashed black lines accordingly. As expected, reso-
nance response levels and resonance frequencies were signifi-
cantly affected by the damper mass. One can see that for relatively
light dampers, the resonance frequencies are close to those of the
blisk without dampers and for heavy dampers, the system has
resonance frequencies which are close to the resonance frequency
of the blisk with stuck dampers. Nevertheless, even 2000%
damper mass did not make the dampers fully stuck. For very low
or high mass values one can also observe small decrease of the
resonance frequency when damper mass is increased which is due
to additional inertia added to the system considered.

Trajectories of the motion of the damper inertia center at reso-
nance peaks are shown in Fig. 7. One can see that for light damp-
ers the trajectory is close to elliptical, while for 150% damper
mass, and especially for 2000%, the trajectories have more com-
plex shapes for which influence of higher harmonics is evident.

Motion of the CRD and blade platforms over a period of vibra-
tion is illustrated in Fig. 8 for the case of resonance vibrations of
a blisc with dampers of 100% mass. Positions of the CRD and
blade platform are displayed for four different time values over a
vibration period, T=2
 / �m1

*��. A trajectory of motion of the
underplatform damper inertia center is also plotted in this figure.
Levels of vibration of the CRD and blade platforms are too small
to show the damper geometry shape and its displacements to the
same scale, and, therefore, the displacements are magnified here.
One can see noticeable relative CRD-blade displacement along
the normal direction of the right platform while the CRD makes
sliding motion over left blade platform.

The effects of friction coefficient on forced response levels are
demonstrated in Fig. 9. One can see that the friction coefficient

can change the resonance response levels for the structure consid-
ered by two orders of magnitude. It also affects the shape of the
forced response curves in near-resonance frequency ranges and
the resonance peaks are much suppressed for higher values of
friction coefficient.

The influence of the damper angle is shown in Fig. 10 for the
case of a damper with 150% mass. Decreasing the damper angle
from 40 to 20 deg significantly increases the resonance response.
A damper with 15 deg produces forced response characteristics
almost coinciding with those of a 20-deg damper.

A bladed disk with CRDs of 200% mass was chosen in order to
explore whether the parameters of CRDs which are optimized for
a selected excitation level are effective for other levels of excita-

Fig. 6 Cottage-roof damper response levels: effect of damper
mass

Fig. 7 3D trajectory of CR motion at a resonance: „a… mass
=100%, „b… mass=150%, and „c… mass=2000%

Fig. 8 Motion of the cottage-roof damper and blade platforms
over vibration period
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tion. The 200% damper mass value was chosen because it pro-
duced the lowest level of the forced response for 100% excitation
level �see Fig. 6�. In Fig. 11 the forced response levels are plotted
for a blisk with such CRDs for several different levels of excita-
tion from 100% to 200%. One can see that although the damper is
optimal for the excitation level of 100%, for higher levels of ex-
citation the forced response curve becomes similar to the cases of
lighter dampers under 100% excitation and the damper mass is not
already optimal for this excitation level.

The effects of UPD parameters and the excitation level on the
resonance forced response level are summarized in Fig. 12, which
shows a high sensitivity of the resonance peak responses to the
parameter values and helps in the choice of the optimal parameter
values.

Multiharmonic Spectrum of the Forced Response. Due to
the nonlinear character of the blade-UPD interactions, the forced
response spectrum is essentially multiharmonic, even when mono-

harmonic excitation forces are applied. Spectra of the forced re-
sponse calculated over the whole frequency range analyzed are
shown in Figs. 13 and 14. The forced response spectra are plotted
for two differently located nodes: �i� at the blade tip and �ii� at the

Fig. 9 Cottage-roof damper response levels: effect of friction
coefficient „mass=100%, angle=30 deg…

Fig. 10 Cottage-roof damper response levels: effect of
damper angle „mass=150% …

Fig. 11 Cottage-roof damper response levels: effect of excita-
tion level „mass=200%, angle=30 deg…

Fig. 12 Cottage-roof damper: resonance peak levels as func-
tions of the damper parameters

Fig. 13 Amplitudes of harmonics of the multiharmonic forced
response „mass=100% …: „a… at the blade tip and „b… for CR
damper motion
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UPD inertia center.
Two cases are considered: �i� the case of a light UPD �mass

=100%, Fig. 13� and �ii� the case of heavy damper �mass
=2000%, Fig. 14�. One can see that for a blade tip displacement,
the first harmonic is dominant for both cases displayed here. For
the UPD displacement, the contributions of higher harmonics are
significant. For the case of a heavy damper, the higher harmonic

amplitudes are close to that of the first harmonic.
Since contact interface interactions are determined by motion of

the UPD and the blade platforms accounting for these higher har-
monics is essential to determine accurately the forces at UPD
contact interfaces. When higher harmonics are significant, the tra-
jectory of UPD motion has a complex shape �see Figs. 7�b� and
7�c�� which is different from conventional ellipsoidal shape inher-
ent for monoharmonic motion. Errors in predictions of resonance
peak forced response when monoharmonic forced response repre-
sentation is used are shown in Fig. 15 where results of the multi-
harmonic analysis are used for reference values.

Split Damper. Forced responses of a blisk with split dampers
are shown in Fig. 16 for different values of damper mass. For
comparison, forced response levels of the blisc with CRDs are
plotted there, also. One can see that the SD is more efficient in
reducing the response levels for heavy dampers and less efficient

Fig. 14 Amplitudes of harmonics of the multiharmonic forced
response „mass=2000% …: „a… at the blade tip and „b… for CR
damper motion

Fig. 15 Error in prediction of the resonance response levels
when only one harmonic is allowed for

Fig. 16 Comparison of response levels for a blisk with CRD
and SD for different damper mass values

Fig. 17 Resonance peak response for a blisk with CRD and SD
for different damper mass values

Fig. 18 3D trajectories of motion for two parts of the split
damper: „a… mass=100%, „b… mass=2000%
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when the damper mass is small. This difference is due to the
additional contact interface between the two parts of the SD where
static normal load is smaller than at the contact surfaces adjacent
to blade platforms.

Comparison of the forced response levels at the resonance
peaks for a blisk with CRDs and SDs obtained for different
damper values is shown Fig. 17. One can see there that the SDs
produce resonance forced response levels which are significantly
lower than CRDs with mass value varying from 500% to 2000%
and these levels are not sensitive to damper mass variation. The
lowest resonance response level for the blisc with CRDs
�achieved when the damper mass is 200%� is 30% lower than that
for the blisk with SDs �achieved when the damper mass is
1000%�. However, resonance levels for the blisc with CRDs fitted
are significantly more sensitive to the damper mass value than the
blisk with SDs and small variation of the damper mass or excita-
tion level �see Fig. 12�b�� can give higher response levels than
those for the blisk with SDs.

Trajectories of motion of the inertia centers are shown in Fig.
18 for both SD parts. Similar to a case of the CRD, for the SD one
can observe elliptical trajectories for light dampers and more com-
plex trajectories for heavy dampers.

Positions of the SD and the blade platforms at several time
instants selected over a complete period of vibration are shown in
Fig. 19 together with the trajectories of motion for both split
damper parts. A case of resonance vibrations of a blisk with 100%
damper mass is considered here. It is evident that significant slip
occurs over the middle SD interface and significant normal com-
ponent of SD motion at the contact interfaces adjacent to blade
platform. It should be also noted that significant differences in
motion of the left and right parts of the SD occur although the
damper is symmetrical.

Conclusions
New models for two types of underplatform dampers have been

developed and described here: �i� a cottage-roof, single-piece
damper and �ii� a split, two-piece, damper.

The damper models take into account the effect of the normal
load variation on stick-slip transitions and on friction force varia-
tion. The damper models also allow for inclusion of the inertia
forces which occur due to damper vibrations and are capable of
describing blade-damper interaction under temporal separation of
damper and blade platforms.

The damper models are formulated for the general case of mul-
tiharmonic expansion of forced response.

An approach for inclusion of the new damper models in forced
response analysis of large-scale finite element models of bladed
disks is proposed and realized. Numerical investigations of bladed
disks have been performed to demonstrate the capabilities of the
new models. Realistic large-scale finite element models of bladed
disks are used in the calculations. Analysis of the influence of

damper parameters on the forced response of bladed disks is car-
ried out.

For split dampers, a pioneering study on modeling and damping
capabilities has been made.

Comparative analysis of the capabilities of cottage-roof damp-
ers and split dampers to reduce forced response levels and analy-
sis of optimal values of damper parameters have been carried out.
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Effect of Tip and Pressure Side
Coolant Injection on Heat Transfer
Distributions for a Plane and
Recessed Tip
The present study investigates the effects of coolant injection on adiabatic film effective-
ness and heat transfer coefficients from a plane and recessed tip of a high pressure
turbine first stage rotor blade. Three cases where coolant is injected from (a) five or-
thogonal holes located along the camber line, (b) seven angled holes located near the
blade tip along the pressure side, and (c) combination cases when coolant is injected
from both tip and pressure side holes were studied. The pressure ratio (inlet total pressure
to exit static pressure for the cascade) across the blade row was 1.2, and the experiments
were run in a blow-down test rig with a four-blade linear cascade. The Reynolds number
based on cascade exit velocity and axial chord length was 8.61�105 and the inlet and
exit Mach numbers were 0.16 and 0.55, respectively. A transient infrared technique was
used to measure adiabatic film effectiveness and heat transfer coefficient simultaneously
for three blowing ratios of 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0. For all the cases, gap-to-blade span ratio of
1% was used. The depth-to-blade span ratio of 0.0416 was used for the recessed tip.
Pressure measurements on the shroud were also taken to characterize the leakage flow
and understand the heat transfer distributions. For tip injection, when blowing ratio
increases from 1.0 to 2.0, film effectiveness increases for both plane and recessed tip and
heat transfer coefficient decreases for both plane and recessed tip. At blowing ratio 3.0,
lift-off is observed for both cases. In case of pressure side coolant injection and for plane
tip, lift-off is observed at blowing ratio 2.0 and reattachments of jets are observed at
blowing ratio 3.0. But, almost no effectiveness is observed for squealer tip at all blowing
ratios with pressure side injection with reduced heat transfer coefficient along the pres-
sure side. For combination case, very high effectiveness is observed at blowing ratio 3.0
for both plane and recessed blade tip. It appears that for this high blowing ratio, coolant
jets from the tip hit the shroud first and then reattach back onto the blade tip with very
high heat transfer coefficients for both plane and recessed blade tip.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2366540�

Introduction
Modern turbine blades are exposed to increasingly high inlet

temperatures. The high pressure turbine �HPT� first stage blade is
subject to extremely harsh environments. Most failures in blades
occur at the turbine tip region due to over-temperature and cooling
problems. The tip region through exposure to hot leakage gases
leads to loss of performance and life through oxidation, erosion,
rubbing against stationary outer casing, and high local thermal
stresses.

The cause for tip failures is fairly well understood and can be
explained as follows. A clearance gap between the rotating blade
tip and stationary shroud is necessary to allow for the blade’s
mechanical and thermal growth during operation. Unfortunately,
the gap allows for leakage flow from the pressure side to the
suction side of the blade surface. The gas accelerates as it passes
through the small gap. This leads to enhanced heat load to the
blade tip region. Leakage flow, or clearance flow, also leads to
undesirable aerodynamic losses. In fact, one third of the aerody-
namic losses through the turbine section can be attributed to leak-
age flow. The effects of leakage flow are increased thermal load-

ing and reduced aerodynamic performance, which affects
durability and life of the component. At these elevated tempera-
tures, the turbine blades are also at risk of undergoing oxidation,
thermal barrier coating �TBC� spallation, thermal fatigue, and
creep. Tip region is difficult to cool with conventional internal
cooling because of the difficulty of producing high internal heat
transfer coefficients to effectively reduce tip region thermal load-
ing. Typically, coolant is injected into the tip gap to reduce the
heat loading by reducing overall leakage flow temperature. Also,
coolant is injected along the pressure side surface of the blade
close to the tip gap. However, the lack of flow field knowledge
and accurate local thermal distribution on the tip region results in
ineffective cooling. This study looks at heat transfer measure-
ments on cooled tips with typical cooling hole placements as seen
in an in-service engine blade.

An overview of the tip heat transfer through different sealing
mechanisms is presented in detail by Nasir et al. �1�. Several
different geometries such as trip strips and recessed cavity geom-
etry were examined for reducing leakage flow and associated heat
transfer. However, film cooling of the tips still remains a major
need as tip temperatures are significant. Film injection on the tip
surface has been primarily through dust/purge holes in conven-
tional designs. These are metered holes that release some coolant
to the tip to remove collection of dust inside the internal passages
of the blades. However, with increased problems in the tip region,
tip holes were also used to deliver coolant to the tip gap region to
reduce the leakage flow and provide cooling. Recently, there have
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been a few studies that have investigated tip cooling designs. Kim
et al. �2� studied various tip film cooling geometries on 2D tip
models. They presented heat transfer coefficient and film effec-
tiveness results for several hole locations on the tip itself and on
the pressure side just underneath the tip gap. They indicated that
the tip region cooling is affected by the right placement of holes
inside the gap or on the pressure side just upstream of the gap.
Although the results presented in this study provided some inter-
esting validations, the flow field was not typical of realistic leak-
age flows. Kwak and Han �3� studied coolant blowing effects on
tip heat transfer coefficients and film effectiveness over a real
blade tip in a blowdown test. They indicated that higher blowing
ratios increase film effectiveness and decrease heat transfer coef-
ficients. They found that static pressure on the shroud and film-
cooling effectiveness increased as the blowing ratio increased,
whereas heat transfer coefficient decreased slightly with increas-
ing blowing ratio. They concluded that these effects might be due
to blockage effect of the injected coolant into the tip gap. Hohlfeld
et al. �4� presented predictions of cooling from tip purge holes.
They predicted local film effectiveness distributions on the tip and
the shroud. They increased coolant blowing from a mass flux ratio
of 0.9–7.4. Both the holes are located in the “sweet spot” region
closer to the leading edge region of the tip where the heat transfer
coefficient is lowest on the tip surface. Larger blowing ratios
showed higher effectiveness on the shroud and no effectiveness on
the tip itself. However, the study does not provide detailed heat
transfer coefficients on the tip. Ahn et al. �5� studied the effects of
the presence of recess/squealer rim, the location of the film cool-
ing holes, and the tip gap clearance on the film cooling effective-
ness in comparison to plane tip. They used pressure sensitive paint
technique. Film cooling holes were located along the camber line
on the tip and along the span of the pressure side. All measure-
ments were made at three different tip gap clearances of 1%,
1.5%, and 2.5% of blade span. They found that for plane tip cases,
the film-cooling effectiveness on blade tip is higher for the case
with pressure side injection as compared to only tip and combi-
nation �both tip and pressure side injection�. Also, squealer blade
tip showed negligible film effectiveness for pressure side injec-
tion, whereas the plane tip showed significant film effectiveness.
Christophel et al. �6,7� performed experiments in a linear cascade
to measure adiabatic effectiveness and heat transfer for blowing
from the tip of a turbine blade for two tip gap heights over a range
of blowing ratios. They found that the dirt purge jets provided a
significant amount of cooling for the leading edge area particu-
larly for the small tip gap case. Also, increased blowing resulted
in a larger cooling benefit for the large tip gap as compared with
small tip gap. However, their study did not simulate an actual
pressure drive flow that exists on a HPT blade tip. This may have
caused their results to show very high film effectiveness. Polanka
et al. �8� compared the experimental data taken in the tip region of
a fully rotating turbine blade rotor with true predictions of the
flow field made with a 3D Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes
solver. The results showed that the clearance has more of an effect
with downstream distance for the tip, particularly after the throat
of the blade passage. Yang et al. �9� predicted film cooling effec-
tiveness and heat transfer coefficient for three types of film-hole
arrangements: �1� the holes located on the mid-camber line of the
tips, �2� the holes located upstream of the tip leakage flow and
high heat transfer region, �3� combined arrangements of camber
and upstream holes. They found that upstream film hole arrange-
ments provided better film cooling performance than camber ar-
rangements.

In the present study, both tip injection and pressure side injec-
tion along the tip are investigated. Initially, the two schemes are
considered individually and then a combination of both tip and
pressure side injection is studied. Film effectiveness and heat
transfer coefficients are measured simultaneously using a transient
IR technique.

Theory
In film cooling situations, the solution for 1D semi-infinite solid

with transient conduction at the wall is modified to include the
film temperature �Tf� based on the definition of the local heat flux
�1�. The equation becomes:

Tw − Ti

Tf − Ti
= 1 − exp�h2�t

k2 �erfc�h��t

k
� �1�

where Tf is the local film temperature and is a function of the local
mixing between the mainstream and coolant jet near the surface.

Vedula and Metzger �10� presented a method wherein two color
change times can be obtained from a single transient test at every
location. If during the transient, the liquid crystal coating indicates
one surface temperature �Tw1� at time, t1 and another surface tem-
perature �Tw2� at time, t2. Basically, two events are measured at
every point leading to the solution of both h and Tf from the
simultaneous solution of the two equations:

Tw1 − Ti

Tf − Ti
= 1 − exp�h2�t1

k2 �erfc�h��t1

k
�

Tw2 − Ti

Tf − Ti
= 1 − exp�h2�t2

k2 �erfc�h��t2

k
� �2�

Also, they defined film effectiveness ��� as

� =
Tm − Tf

Tm − Tc
�3�

where Tf represents the film temperature which is the same as
adiabatic wall temperature as there is no heat transfer through the
wall during the transient test. Several studies have used this tech-
nique to obtain film cooling measurements for different surface
geometries. Ekkad et al. �11� and Du et al. �12� used a transient
cooling technique to eliminate the use of superposition integration
for the mainstream and coolant temperatures but they still needed
two different tests to obtain both heat transfer coefficient and film
effectiveness at every point on the surface.

In the present study, a transient infrared thermography tech-
nique is described for obtaining both heat transfer coefficient and
film effectiveness from a single test. The transient infrared �IR�
technique is based on the two equation, single test proposed by
Vedula and Metzger �10� but similar to that used by Ekkad et al.
�13�. In this test, two images with surface temperature distribu-
tions are captured at two different times during the transient test.
The two temperatures at two different instants are used in the two
equations �Eq. �2�� shown above to calculate both heat transfer
coefficient and film temperature. The test is typical of a transient
liquid crystal technique experiment wherein the heated test sur-
face is suddenly exposed to a cold mainstream and hot coolant jet.
The surface temperature response is captured by the IR camera at
different time instants during the transient test. The distribution of
initial temperature on the surface is also obtained using the IR
camera. A variant of this technique is presented in another paper
by Ekkad et al. �14�. A finite element analysis using ANSYS soft-
ware of the test blade was conducted and results are presented on
the effects of lateral conduction and associated uncertainty in the
previous study by Nasir et al. �1�. It is to be noted that both the 3 s
settling time for the mainstream flow and the slow rise in coolant
temperature are accounted for in the heat transfer coefficient and
film effectiveness calculation by using Duhamel’s superposition
integration scheme �15�.

Major uncertainty in the calculation comes from measurement
of initial, mainstream, and coolant temperatures. Estimated uncer-
tainty in initial and wall temperature ��Ti� is ±1.0°C, mainstream
temperature ��T�� is ±0.2°C, and coolant temperature ��Tc� is
±0.2°C. The camera frame rate is 60 Hz resulting in a time error
of ±1.6% and the test surface property uncertainty is estimated at
±3%. The resulting average uncertainty using the methodology
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proposed by Kline and McClintock �16� for heat transfer coeffi-
cient is ±9.7%. Edge effects can be severe causing high uncer-
tainty along the pressure and suction side edges of the tip surface
and hole corners. This uncertainty can be as high as ±15%. Un-
certainty for local film effectiveness depends on the local value.
Uncertainty for effectiveness measurements is ±0.0. Because of
the low effectiveness values obtained on the tip, the levels of
uncertainty could be as high as ±20–30 %.

Test Facility
This experiment uses a blow-down test rig as illustrated in Fig.

1. The test rig was designed to produce the required pressure ratio
across the blade for a short duration. An air compressor supplies
dry air to a large tank capable of holding 8 m3 of high pressure air
at 20 atm. This system is capable of generating a steady flow rate
of 0.5 kg/s. The test section uses an open loop blow-down test rig
as illustrated in Fig. 1. A gate valve isolates the entire wind tunnel
from the supply tank. Downstream from that valve is a large pneu-
matically actuated control valve. A programmable controller regu-
lates the pneumatic valve. The controller allows one to set the
valve and maintain a specified valve opening and/or operating
pressure in the test section. Air then passes through a rectangular
diverging-converging section. This section is placed directly up-
stream from the test section. Its purpose is to settle the flow and
make it more uniform before entering the test section. Boundary
layer bleeds �slotted openings� along the test section inlet ensure
the formation of a new boundary layer before the air enters the
four-blade linear cascade test section. The exhaust area of the
cascade is fitted with two tailboards. One tailboard is aligned with
the pressure blade trailing edge and the other is aligned with the
heat transfer blade. The movable tailboards can be used to back
pressurize some passages and adjust the flow in all three passages.
The tailboards are adjustable to help equalize pressure distribution
in the passages adjacent to each blade and ensure periodic flow in
all passages. The coolant loop provides cooling flow to the tip
from below the blade into a cavity inside the blade. The coolant
flow is diverted away from the test blade before the test and a
three-way valve is used to switch the flow into and out of the
blade. A heater is used to heat the coolant flow for the test.

The test section is a stationary linear cascade with four, two-
dimensional blades with the tip section profile. The blade profile
was taken from the tip section of a General Electric HPT blade.
Each blade is made of aluminum using an EDM machine, and

bolted to a steel base plate that can easily be removed from the
test section. The blade spacing �S� is 95.25 mm, and the axial
chord �C� is 60.02 mm. The two outer blades guide airflow
around the inner blades. Inner blades are used for pressure and
heat transfer measurements. Tip gap-to-blade span ratio of 1.0% is
maintained for both pressure and heat transfer blade but film in-
jection was implemented for heat transfer blade only. All blades
have a span height from root to tip �H� of 76.2 mm. Figure 2
shows the four-blade linear cascade.

Pressure measurements are made on the blade surface in order
to map the surface distribution and ensure that the flow conditions
during heat transfer tests are correct. The “pressure blade” �Fig.
3�a�� outer surface is lined with small tubes, extending from root
to tip, that are set in recesses. The blade is then covered by a thin,
strong tape to provide a smooth surface. Small tap holes are
drilled in the tubes at the specified locations for the purpose of
making static pressure measurements, 33.3, 86.7, and 100% of the
span from hub to tip �one hole per tube�. The 100% span tap holes
are exposed to the tip gap as shown in Fig. 3�a�, whereas the other
two span locations measure the blade surface pressure distribu-
tions. Each alternate hole has a different span wise location. A
total of 96 taps are distributed among the three span locations.
Pressure measurements are also made on the shroud for each of
the recessed tips and the plane tip cases as indicated in Fig. 3�b�.
A special top plate with holes 6.35 mm away from the suction

Fig. 1 Illustration of the blowdown experimental setup

Fig. 2 Cascade geometry
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side, 6.35 mm from the pressure side, and along the camber line,
allows for static pressure measurements on the stationary shroud.

Figure 4 presents the film cooling blade geometry for tip injec-
tion. The blade is primarily made of aluminum. Two cartridge
heaters heat the aluminum blade through direct contact. The heat
is conducted to the Plexiglas piece. There is a cavity with a hole
feeding the cavity for the film cooling air supply through the
aluminum core. The coolant flow collects in the cavity and is then
discharged out through the tip gap from the five film holes. The
holes are angled 90 deg or orthogonal to the leakage flow. The
diameter of each hole is 0.79 mm. The holes are located at axial
chord locations of 17, 25, 35, 55, and 74%, respectively along the
camber line.

Coolant injection from pressure side holes and combined cool-
ing when coolant is injected from both tip and pressure side holes
will be studied also. Figure 5 shows 3D model and cut away view
of the blade. There are seven holes located along the pressure side
of the airfoil surface. The diameter of each hole is 1.524 mm and
the center-to-center distance between each hole is 6.35 mm The
first hole is located 17% of axial chord. The center of each hole is
5.08 mm down from the tip and each hole is oriented at each
location with an angle of 20 deg to the surface �70 deg to surface
normal�. The angle is steep so that the coolant stays attached to
the surface and also to allow drilling into the internal cooling
passages. For recessed tip blade, coolant coming out through these
holes also helps to cool the squealer rim.

The gap between the tip and the shroud is 1.0% of the blade
span �7.62 cm�. The recessed tip has a recess depth-to-blade span

ratio of 4.16%. The holes are placed at the bottom of the recess
cavity at the same locations along the camberline as for the plain
tip.

The infrared thermography system used is a FLIR systems
ThermaCAM SC 500. The camera offers a high quality, non-
intrusive method for obtaining thermal data through a commer-
cially available software package for data analysis. The camera
has a range of −40–500°C. The ThermaCAM 500 utilizes un-
cooled microbolometer long-wave detectors to sense IR radiation.
This makes them ideal for general thermal measurement applica-
tions. The SC 500 system features real time 14 bit digital output,
a 320�240 pixel detector, precision temperature measurement,
internal data storage, and outstanding thermal sensitivity. The
camera has the following specifications: the field of view and
minimum focus distance are 240�180 and 0.5 m respectively, the
spectral range is 7.5–13 m� and accuracy is ±2% or 2°C of the
measured temperature.

Procedure
During a blow-down test the supply tank, which provides air to

the test rig, empties into the test section. Therefore, the inlet total
pressure does not remain constant. A test was performed to deter-
mine the total pressure variation during the blow-down operation.
Inlet total pressure is measured with a pitot probe �located 23 cm
upstream of the test blades at midspan� and the NetScanner sys-
tem.

Heat Transfer Tests. Figure 6 shows the camera, IR window
arrangement over the blade tip. The blade tip was painted with flat
black paint first. When the paint dried, the blade was heated up for
one and a half hours so that the Plexiglas reaches the steady state
temperature. During the heating, the Plexiglas temperature was
checked every 15 min. Then a reference point was selected and its
temperature was measured using a 32 gauge thermocouple. The

Fig. 3 „a… Pressure test blade and „b… shroud plate with pres-
sure taps

Fig. 4 Film cooled blade geometry

Fig. 5 Pressure side and tip injection holes

Fig. 6 Infrared camera arrangement
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thermocouple was calibrated using an ice bath and boiling water
bath. The analog/digital system was adjusted to convert the volt-
age to the right temperature. This ensured a better accuracy of the
results. The IR camera is calibrated using the thermocouple placed
on the surface with a high conductive aluminum tape to ensure
proper contact on the surface. The tape is spray painted black to
ensure high emissivity. After that the emissivity was altered until
the temperature measured by the camera agrees with the thermo-
couple reading. This is the emissivity value of the reference ob-
ject. However, the temperature of the reference object must not be
too close to the ambient temperature for this to work. During the
emissivity calculation, zinc-selenide window was not used. So,
the transmissivity value used was 1. The emissivity calibration
provided an emissivity for the black painted surface to be 0.95.
The measured transmissivity pf the zinc-selenide window found
by the calibration technique and the transmissivity value of the
window supplied by the manufacturer matches exactly. The trans-
missivity of the window is 0.75.

The heat transfer blade is coated black and is heated for 2 h to
ensure that its temperature reaches steady state before testing.
During heating, the surface temperature is monitored by the IR
camera. The inside temperature of the Plexiglas piece is moni-
tored using thermocouples. These thermocouples are checked ev-
ery 5 min. Once the blade temperature reaches steady state, the
coolant flow is set to bypass and heated to about the same tem-
perature as the test blade. The blade heaters are switched off, the
IR camera is set to take images at periodic intervals, the coolant
flow is switched into the test blade, and the pneumatic valve is
then opened so that compressed air may enter the test rig. Coolant
flow temperature is measured in the cavity before the air enters
the film hole. The images are recorded and saved as data files. The
digitized temperature values at initial condition, 5 s into the test,
and 35 s into the test are provided as input into a Fortran program
to calculate h and � simultaneously from Equation set �2�. The
equations are solved for every pixel location on the Plexiglas tip
where Ti is the initial heated blade temperature before the tran-
sient is initiated; Tm is the oncoming mainstream recovery tem-
perature; Tc is the coolant temperature; Tw is the wall temperature
or the reference temperature during the transient test; � and k are
the thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity of the Plexiglas
surface; and t is the time at which the frames are recorded. All the
above values are either known or measured during the test and the
local heat transfer coefficient �h� and film effectiveness ��� are
calculated at every pixel location

Pressure Tests. Pressure measurements were made using a
KPSI 32-channel system that acquires data at 100 Hz frequency at
each port. Static pressure measurements are made on the shroud
for each blade tip configuration. Measurements are also made on
the pressure blade suction and pressure surfaces. Before each
pressure test, moisture is blown from the pressure system data
ports using the supply pressure. The data ports are calibrated and
reset to zero, when necessary, to ensure accuracy. The pneumatic
valve is then opened and air enters the test rig. The duration of all
pressure tests matched that of the heat transfer tests. The pressure
system reads surface gauge static pressures. Pressure ratios are
computed based on the measured inlet total pressure at that in-
stant. Nasir et al. �1� provide more details on the test rig, basic
pressure distributions for the cascade, and flow verification for the
system.

Local Blowing Ratio Calculations. The set blowing ratio is
called global blowing ratio because it is based on velocity of the
mainstream at the inlet of the cascade. But actual or local blowing
ratio for each hole is more than likely to be different than the
global blowing ratio. The reason is that the amount of coolant
coming out from each hole depends on the difference between
plenum pressure and local static pressure. If pressure difference is
higher, more coolant will come out, i.e., higher blowing ratio and
vice versa. Local blowing ratio is an important parameter because

it gives us the local picture of coolant and leakage flow interac-
tion. The equation used to calculate actual mass flow rate of cool-
ant coming out through each hole �17� is

ṁ = CDPtc�Pm

Ptc
�� 2�

�� − 1�RTtc
��Ptc

Pm
���−1�/�

− 1���

4
d2�

where ṁ is the actual mass flow rate of coolant, CD is the dis-
charge coefficient or the ratio of actual mass flow rate to ideal
mass flow rate through the film cooling hole; Ptc is the total pres-
sure of coolant inside plenum; Pm is the static pressure of main-
stream at the hole location based on the measured shroud pres-
sures with injection; � is the specific heat ratio; R is the gas
constant; Ttc is the total temperature of coolant inside plenum; and
d is the diameter of film cooling hole. The above equation as-
sumes an isentropic one-dimensional expansion from the total
pressure in the coolant loop to the static pressure in the primary or
mainstream. For present study, static pressure measured on the
floor of the plenum is used as the total pressure of coolant. It can
be safely assumed in our case that static and total pressures inside
the plenum are the same because plenum acts as a reservoir. Static
pressure inside the plenum is measured at two places on the floor
and no significant difference in pressure readings was found. It
shows that coolant flow equalizes well inside the plenum. The
discharge coefficient for the hole was measured with a simple
flow test and the value obtained from experiment was 0.64, 0.62,
0.58 for the three blowing ratios. The value of 0.6 was used for all
conditions.

Results and Discussion
The test flow conditions at inlet to cascade were measured us-

ing hot wire anemometry. The flow inlet velocity at cascade inlet
was 60 m/s, which represents a cascade inlet Mach number of
Ma=0.16. The exit velocity to the cascade was 188 m/s, which is
a Mach number of Ma=0.54. The Reynolds number based on
cascade exit velocity and blade axial chord is 861,000. The engine
condition is simulated at entrance but the blade exit is dependent
on the pressure ratio resulting in lower than engine condition of
Ma=0.8. The coolant to mainstream density ratio is 0.95 and is
much lower than the engine conditions which is typically in the
order of 1.7–2.0.

Figure 7 presents the blade pressure distribution at three differ-
ent span locations for a tip gap of 1.0% of blade span plotted
against normalized length along the pressure and suction surfaces
�x /L�. The measurement locations for hub to tip are at locations
along 33.3, 86.7, and 100% of the blade span. The local static
pressure is normalized by the cascade inlet total pressure
�Ps / Po,inlet�. In the figure, curve �a� represents the pressure side
and curve �b� represents the suction side. At 33.3% blade height
from the hub, there is a large pressure differential between the
pressure and suction surface which is the main driving potential
for the leakage flow. Also just downstream of the leading edge,

Fig. 7 Surface pressure distributions on the blade surface and
tip gap with 1% clearance gap „a… pressure surface „b… suction
surface
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the static pressure on the pressure side is actually lower than that
for the suction side at 33% height. This is consistent with the
design data provided during rig characterization. At 86.7% of
blade span closer to the tip gap, the pressure side distribution
seems unaffected by the span location. However, the suction side
static pressures are higher than for 33.3% span location. The pres-
sure distributions in the tip gap along the blade edges are shown
by the 100% case and are significantly affected by the leakage
flow. In this case, the static pressure on the pressure side drops
significantly from the 86.7% location values as the flow acceler-
ates through the gap. The suction side pressure is not as signifi-
cantly affected as the pressure side.

Tip Injection Only. Figure 8 shows the effect of blowing ratio
on pressure distributions for a plane tip film injection. Static pres-
sures on the shroud �Ps� are normalized by the inlet total pressure
�Pt� and the distance along the blade profile �x� is normalized by
the axial chord �C� for all the graphs. The diamond, square, and
triangle legends represent values for pressure taps located pressure
side, camber line, and suction side, respectively. Different color is
used for different blowing ratios. The lower value of pressure ratio
indicates higher velocity and vice versa. As expected, we see ac-
celeration of flow from pressure side to the camber line. Due to
sudden acceleration, static pressure along the camber line is low-
est and as the fluid expands out of the tip, static pressure along the
suction side line increases. This is expected due to the presence of
pressure driven accelerated flow through the tip gap. The first
noticeable effect of coolant injection is the shift of lowest value
for camber line between no coolant injection �M =0� and all cool-
ant injection tip injection hole cases. Also, as the blowing ratio
increases, the pressure ratio does not seem affected.

Local blowing ratios for plane blade tip with tip only injection
cases are shown in Table 1. The local blowing ratios are calculated
using the equation and procedure described earlier. Hole number
starts with the first hole from the leading edge. As seen, local
blowing ratios for the first three holes are lower than global blow-
ing ratios for all three global blowing ratios. Whereas the last two

holes show higher local blowing ratios than the global blowing
ratio and the 4th hole has the highest local blowing ratio. As
mainstream static pressure is higher near the leading edge, coolant
mass flow rate coming out through the first three holes is lower.
Conversely, mainstream static pressure along the middle to near
trailing edge is lower which results in higher coolant mass flow
rate or higher blowing ratio.

The addition of film injection at the tip, on the pressure side or
a combination of both, does not alter the pressure distributions on
the shroud surface. The effect of blowing on the static pressure is
limited to a small region on the middle of the tip region resulting
in maybe a slight alteration of the pressure relating leakage flow.
The pressure distributions will not be shown for the other two
injection configurations.

Figure 9 shows the effects of coolant injection from the tip on
pressure distributions for recessed blade tip. One obvious differ-
ence between the plane tip and the recessed tip is the magnitude of
pressure ratio for camber line values. For the recessed tip, the
ratio is much higher than the plane tip. So, we can expect lower
values of heat transfer coefficient for the recessed tip. Also, one
interesting observation is that for the plane tip, camber line values
almost collapse with suction line values near leading edge �x /c
�0.5�, whereas, for the recessed tip, camber line values are lower
than suction line values. This indicates that flow is accelerating
near the leading edge for recessed tip due to larger pressure dif-
ference near to the leading edge and the opposite is true for the
plane tip. So, higher heat transfer region for recessed tip near the
leading edge region and lower heat transfer region for the plane
tip can be expected as shown by �1�. For effects of blowing ratio,
it is noticed that as the blowing ratio increases, a decrease in
pressure ratio near leading edge is observed. An increase in pres-
sure ratio with an increase in blowing ratio is observed for middle
to trailing edge region. So, a decrease and an increase in heat
transfer coefficient for near leading edge and trailing edge, respec-
tively, are expected. But we will see from our heat transfer results
that flow over recessed tip is too complex to explain from shroud
pressure distribution. We will try to present a possible explanation
in the heat transfer results section.

Local blowing ratios for recessed tip with tip only injection
cases are shown in Table 2. It is observed that local blowing ratios
are much more even between holes and the values are closer to
global blowing ratios. This shows that an even pressure distribu-
tion is present on the recessed blade tip than plane blade tip. It
also seems that flow is decelerating or pressure is high near the
trailing edge, which results in lower blowing ratio for the 5th hole.

Figure 10�i� shows the detailed film effectiveness distributions
for the plane tip with tip hole injection only. No film effectiveness
is observed for almost the entire blade tip except small regions
just after the holes. Because of the difference in local blowing
ratio between holes, different jet widths are observed for different
holes. An increase in film effectiveness is noticed as blowing ratio

Fig. 8 Effect of blowing ratio on shroud pressure distributions
for a plane tip with tip injection only

Table 1 Local blowing ratios for plane tip with tip injection
only

Plane tip with tip injection

Hole
Global

M
Local

M
Global

M
Local

M
Global

M
Local

M

1 1.0 0.2511 2.0 0.9758 3.0 1.8433
2 0.6237 1.3742 2.2846
3 0.9729 1.8706 2.8605
4 1.9737 3.4473 4.7490
5 1.2087 2.3112 3.2845

Fig. 9 Effect of blowing ratio on shroud pressure distributions
for a recessed tip with tip injection only
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increases from 1 to 2. But a decrease in value is noticed for the
blowing ratio, M =3. As seen in Table 1, the local blowing ratios
for each hole are pretty high, which indicates high momentum
jets. Due to high momentum, the coolant jet maintains a cylindri-
cal structure and detaches from the injection surface and dissi-
pates into the mainstream without adhering to the primary surface
as seen for hole numbers 1 and 3. Sometimes, the jet may reattach
itself to the tip surface after interacting with the opposite shroud
surface, which results in high effectiveness as seen for hole num-
bers 2, 4, and 5.

Figure 10�ii� shows the detailed film effectiveness distributions
for the squealer tip with tip hole injection only. Highest film ef-
fectiveness is observed for blowing ratio, M =2. The directions of
high effectiveness streaks are along the camber line. The first four
holes have similar local blowing ratios and they also exhibit simi-
lar film effectiveness. Interestingly, the 5th hole has lowest effec-
tiveness for all three blowing ratios. It is may be due to the fact
that it has the lowest local blowing ratio as noticed in Table 2. For
blowing ratio, M =3, almost no effectiveness is observed for the
whole tip. This may be due to complete detachment of the coolant
jet from the injection surface.

Figure 11�i� shows the detailed heat transfer coefficient distri-
butions for the plane tip with tip hole injection only. For no cool-

ant injection case �M =0�, a low heat transfer coefficient region is
observed near the leading edge. This is referred to as sweet spot.
In this region, suction and camber line pressures collapse, mean-
ing that there is little pressure difference to drive leakage flow.
Very high heat transfer coefficient region is observed along the
pressure side from middle of the blade towards trailing edge. This
is due to the pressure side entry loss vortex. The heat transfer
coefficient distribution observed is typical for plane blade tip and
observed by many previous researchers. The obvious effect of
coolant injection is a reduction in heat transfer coefficient, espe-
cially along the pressure side region. Also, horseshoe vortex is
clearly visible ahead of each hole. For blowing ratio, M =1, from
the direction of horseshoe vortex, it is clearly seen that leakage
flow is directing from pressure side leading edge towards suction
side trailing edge. A region of very low heat transfer coefficient
region is also observed just after the holes. Due to acceleration of
flow in between holes, higher heat transfer coefficient regions are
observed there. Due to blockage effect, heat transfer coefficient
decreases as blowing ratio increases. It is also seen that the region
of small heat transfer coefficient near the trailing region dimin-
ishes as blowing ratio increases.

Figure 11�ii� shows the detailed heat transfer coefficient distri-
butions for the squealer tip with tip hole injection only. Reverse
trend is observed for recessed tip than plane tip. A high heat
transfer coefficient region is noticed near the leading edge region
and lower values are noticed for the trailing edge region. This
opposite trend is actually beneficial to the blade because the cross
section is the widest near the leading edge due to which it can
better withstand higher heat load than thin trailing edge. It appears
that as the blowing ratio increases, heat transfer coefficient de-
creases, at least near the leading edge, though the decrease is not
as obvious as a plane tip. Also, there is a low heat transfer region
near the pressure side of the trailing edge region. Thickness of this
region is smallest for the highest blowing ratio. It seems like that
for bowing ratio, M =1 and M =2, leakage flow enters the recessed
tip near the leading edge and goes out of the tip near the suction
side of the trailing edge region. For blowing ratio, M =3, possibly
the interaction between jet and leakage flow is minimum due to
higher momentum of the jet. As a result, leakage flow expands
more and reduces the low heat transfer region.

Pressure Side Injection Only. Local blowing ratios for plane
tip with pressure side only coolant injection are presented in Table
3. Surface pressure on the 86.7% span of the pressure side of the
blade �Fig. 6� is used as reference data. So, the values presented
here are just estimated values. The first observation is that local
blowing ratio for all holes is almost equal. This is due to the fact
that static pressure on the pressure surface of the blade remains
almost constant and does not decrease sharply as compared to
suction surface. Also, local blowing ratio values are closer to glo-
bal blowing ratios.

Table 4 shows local blowing ratios for recessed tip with pres-
sure side injection only case. Not much of a difference is observed
between plane and recessed blade tip cases. Though similar local
blowing ratios are observed between plane and recessed blade tip,
it will be observed later that heat transfer coefficient and film
effectiveness distributions between the two blade tips are entirely
different. This is due to the two completely different flow patterns
present between the two blade tips.

Figure 12�i� shows the detailed film effectiveness distributions
for the plane tip with pressure side hole injection only. Low ef-
fectiveness values are observed for all blowing ratios. Coolant jet
streaks are visible for blowing ratio M =1, along the pressure side.
But for blowing ratio M =2, those jet streaks are not present. It
appears that all the jets detach from the tip surface and they do not
reattach themselves on the tip surface. For blowing ratio, M =3,
we see the reattachment of the jets along the suction side after the
jets hit the shroud surface.

Figure 12�ii� shows the detailed film effectiveness distributions

Table 2 Local blowing ratios for recessed tips with tip injec-
tion only

Recessed tip with tip injection

Hole
Global

M
Local

M
Global

M
Local

M
Global

M
Local

M

1 1.0 1.0953 2.0 2.0341 3.0 2.9969
2 1.0804 2.0758 3.0891
3 1.0529 2.0825 3.1305
4 0.9361 2.0100 3.1008
5 0.8567 1.7582 2.6970

Fig. 10 Detailed film effectiveness distributions with tip injec-
tion only
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for the recessed tip with pressure side hole injection only. No film
effectiveness �all blue� is observed for all blowing ratios except a
faint trace for blowing ratio, M =3. Overall, it appears that pres-
sure side coolant injection is totally ineffective for recessed tip
case. This may be due to high pressure present inside the squealer
cavity. As seen in Fig. 9, pressure ratios along the camber line for
recessed tip are much higher than the plane tip. This high pressure
possibly prevents coolant jets from getting into the cavity, which
results in no effectiveness for the recessed blade tip.

Figure 13�i� shows the detailed heat transfer coefficient distri-

butions for the plane tip with pressure side hole injection only.
One obvious effect of pressure side coolant injection is the reduc-
tion in heat transfer coefficient along the pressure side that is
observed for no injection or M =0 case. It appears that separation
entry vortices are no longer present for all the coolant injection
cases. It has also been noticed that high heat transfer coefficient
regions are present along the suction side for blowing ratio M
=1 case. These regions diminish as blowing ratio increases to 2.
The high heat transfer coefficient regions for blowing ratio M

Fig. 11 Detailed heat transfer coefficient distributions with tip injection only

Table 3 Local blowing ratios for plane tip with pressure side
injection

Plane tip with pressure side injection

Hole
Global

M
Local

M
Global

M
Local

M
Global

M
Local

M

1 1.0 1.0462 2.0 2.0573 3.0 3.0517
2 0.9691 1.9513 2.9544
3 0.9803 1.9666 2.9684
4 0.9900 1.9799 2.9805
5 0.9870 1.9758 2.9767
6 1.0013 19953 2.9945
7 1.0314 2.0368 3.0328

Table 4 Local blowing ratios for recessed tip with pressure
side injection

Recessed tip with pressure side injection

Hole
Global

M
Local

M
Global

M
Local

M
Global

M
Local

M

1 1.0 1.0307 2.0 2.0527 3.0 3.0484
2 0.9666 1.9662 2.9688
3 0.9759 1.9785 2.9802
4 0.9839 1.9894 2.9900
5 0.9814 1.9860 2.9870
6 0.9933 2.0019 3.0016
7 1.0184 2.0359 3.0329
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=3 are due to reattachment of coolant jets along the suction side
region of the tip surface. Also, streaks of jets marked by low heat
transfer regions are visible along the pressure side of the blade tip.

Figure 13�ii� shows the detailed heat transfer coefficient distri-
butions for the recessed tip with pressure side hole injection only.
No injection case and blowing ratio M =1 cases are almost iden-
tical except the low heat transfer coefficient region located near
the pressure side trailing edge for M =1 case. This low heat trans-
fer region is present for all blowing ratio cases. As blowing ratio
increases, the high heat transfer coefficient region near the leading
edge continues to decrease in size.

Combined Pressure Side and Tip Hole Injection. Local
blowing ratios for plane tip with combination injection cases are
shown in Table 5. It is observed that local blowing ratios for tip
coolant holes are higher than pressure side holes. In fact, local
blowing ratios for tip coolant holes are higher than global blowing
ratios. This is due to the fact that pressure side surface has higher
pressure than blade tip especially the camber line where the tip
coolant holes are located. This high pressure is causing less cool-
ant to come out through the pressure side holes in comparison to
the tip holes. Again, the 4th tip hole has the highest value. If local
blowing ratios for tip holes in Table 1 �tip only injection� are
compared to local blowing ratios for tip holes in Table 5 �combi-
nation injection�, a significant increase in local blowing ratios for
combination cases is observed for all the holes, especially for the
first hole. As will be seen later, this increase in blowing ratio for
tip holes causes substantial impact between coolant and main-
stream interaction, particularly for blowing ratio, M =3.0.

Local blowing ratios for recessed tip with combination coolant
injection are shown in Table 6. Again, tip holes have higher local
blowing ratios than pressure side holes. But the tip holes for re-
cessed tip have lower local blowing ratios than plane tip and the
opposite is true for pressure side holes. This is due to higher static
pressure on the recessed blade tip than plane tip. Also, the tip
holes have almost equal local blowing ratios and the values are
higher than global blowing ratios.

Figure 14�i� shows the effect of blowing ratio on detailed film
effectiveness for plane tip pressure distribution for combined

coolant injection. For blowing ratio, M =1 and M =2, coolant jets
are much wider than tip only and pressure side injection only
cases. This is obviously due to the combined injection and higher
blowing ratios. Also, small effectiveness values are observed in
between holes because of the injection from pressure side holes.
For blowing ratio, M =3, high film effectiveness value of around
0.5 is observed for holes 2, 4, and 5. It appears that for a high
blowing ratio of M =3, coolant jet from the tip hits the shroud first
and then adheres back onto the blade tip resulting in higher film
effectiveness. This was not observed for tip only and pressure side
injection only cases because in combination cases the pressure
side injection jets are creating a barrier for the tip injection jets. In
addition, the tip holes have higher blowing ratios and this higher
momentum of the jets causes minimum interaction between leak-
age flow and tip injection jet. As a result, the tip jets shoot up and
then reattach back onto the tip. Also, some reattachments of pres-
sure side injection jets are observed for this case. High effective-
ness values are observed in regions between holes. This is due to
the reattachments of jets coming out of the pressure side holes.

Figure 14�ii� presents the effect of blowing ratio on detailed
film effectiveness distributions for combined injection on a re-
cessed tip. Blowing ratio, M =1 and M =2, shows the almost same
level of effectiveness. The high effectiveness regions are around
holes 2, and 3. Though all the tip holes have similar local blowing
ratios, holes 1, 3, and 5 are not showing lesser effectiveness. This
is possibly due to the fact that effectiveness not only depends on
local blowing ratios but also it depends on how the jet is interact-
ing with leakage flow locally. It appears that leakage flow is
pushed along the camber line from the leading edge towards the
trailing edge and does not cross from pressure side to suction side
as is the case without film injection. As expected, high film effec-
tiveness values are observed for blowing ratio, M =3 case. But the
level of effectiveness is lower than the plane tip case.

Ahn et al. �5� also shows similar film effectiveness results for a
different blade where they considered tip and pressure side injec-
tion. They also showed film effectiveness distributions on the
pressure side edge where coolant is injected. However, the levels
of film effectiveness obtained in this study and their study are in
good correlation. The main focus of the present study is to indi-
cate the effects for a different blade with different pressure distri-
butions are similar. However, locally, the effects are clearly de-
pendent on the pressure distributions that drive the tip leakage
flow.

Figure 15�i� shows the effect of blowing ratio on detailed heat
transfer coefficient distributions for plane tip with combined cool-
ant injection. Coolant injection decreases the heat transfer coeffi-
cient compared to the no injection case. For blowing ratio, M =2,
streaks of jets from pressure side holes are visible along the pres-
sure side of the blade. These streaks are not visible for the blow-
ing ratio 1 case. For blowing ratio, M =3, very high heat transfer
coefficient regions are observed around holes 2, 4, and 5. These
butterfly-shaped regions are extended from the middle of the
blade towards the suction side. It appears that for this high blow-
ing ratio, coolant jet from the tip hits the shroud first and then
bounces back onto the blade tip. This was not observed for tip
only and pressure side injection only cases because in combina-
tion cases, the pressure side injection jets are creating a barrier for
the tip injection jets. In addition, the tip holes have higher blowing
ratios and this higher momentum of the jets causes minimum in-
teraction between leakage flow and tip injection jet. As a result,
the tip jets shoot up and then reattach back on to the tip. Also,
some reattachments of pressure side injection jets are observed for
this case.

Figure 15�ii� presents the effect of blowing ratio on detailed
heat transfer coefficient distributions for combined injection on a
recessed tip. It has been observed that the high heat transfer co-
efficient region that is present in no injection case is absent for
blowing ratio, M =1 case. For tip only and pressure side injection
only cases, this high heat transfer coefficient region was present

Fig. 12 Detailed film effectiveness distributions with pressure
side injection only
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for blowing ratio, M =1 case. Typical low heat transfer coefficient
region located along the pressure side trailing edge region is also
present for all blowing ratio cases. This region increases in size as
blowing ratio increases. Like the plane tip, very high heat transfer

coefficient regions around holes 2, 3, and 4 are present for blow-
ing ratio, M =3. This may be due to the same reason as explained
in the plane tip case.

Heat Flux Ratio Distributions. Heat flux ratios �q� /q0�� for all

Fig. 13 Detailed heat transfer coefficient distributions with pressure side injection
only

Table 5 Local blowing ratios for combined injection for a
plane tip

Plane tip with combination injection

Hole
Global

M
Local

M
Global

M
Local

M
Global

M
Local

M

Tip holes 1 1.0 1.1003 2.0 2.8557 3.0 2.9457
2 1.3949 3.2801 3.3229
3 1.6726 3.5392 3.6003
4 2.5463 3.1916 4.4880
5 1.4541 2.3274 3.5239

Pressure
side holes

1 1.0 0.5800 2.0 1.2983 3.0 2.6385
2 0.5232 1.2349 2.5805
3 0.5316 1.2441 2.5888
4 0.5388 1.2520 2.5960
5 0.5366 1.2495 2.5937
6 0.5471 1.2612 2.6044
7 0.5693 1.2861 2.6272

Table 6 Local blowing ratios for combined injection for a re-
cessed tip

Recessed tip with combination injection

Hole
Global

M
Local

M
Global

M
Local

M
Global

M
Local

M

Tip holes 1 1.0 1.4369 2.0 2.5513 3.0 3.1272
2 1.4413 2.5790 3.3547
3 1.4468 2.5926 3.4449
4 1.4446 2.5963 3.5424
5 1.4760 2.6491 3.4557

Pressure
side holes

1 1.0 0.7013 2.0 1.6129 3.0 2.7585
2 0.6427 1.5468 2.7053
3 0.6513 1.5563 2.7129
4 0.6587 1.5645 2.7195
5 0.6564 1.5620 2.7174
6 0.6673 1.5741 2.7271
7 0.6902 1.6001 2.7481
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the cases takes into account the effect of both heat transfer coef-
ficient and film effectiveness values. The heat flux ratio is calcu-
lated based on the formulation presented by Mehendale et al. �18�.
The heat transfer ratio with and without film injection �h /h0� and
the local film effectiveness are used to calculate the local heat flux
ratio.

q�

q0�
=

h

h0
�1 −

�

	
�

The term 	 is the overall cooling effectiveness and ranges be-
tween 0.5 and 0.7 for typical blade cooling systems. In this study,
a typical value of 0.6 is chosen. The areas where the ratio is less
than one show benefit from film cooling.

Figure 16 shows the detailed heat flux ratios on a plane and
recessed tip with tip injection only. This takes into account the
combined effect of film effectiveness and heat transfer coefficient.
For plane tip cases, a decrease in net heat flux ratio value for
entire tip is observed as blowing ratio increases. Values of more
than 1 are observed near the leading edge region. This is due to
the fact that, the no-coolant case has a very low heat transfer
coefficient region, whereas coolant injection actually increases
heat transfer coefficient in that region and film effectiveness val-
ues are not high enough to make up for the increase in heat trans-
fer coefficient. Also, just after the holes, very low values are ob-
served. This is because of high film effectiveness and low heat
transfer coefficient values. Also, a thin region of higher net flux
ratio region is observed along the suction side region. For re-
cessed tip blade, as blowing ratio increases from 1 to 2, we see a
decrease in net heat flux ratio values. The high value region near
the leading edge for blowing ratio, M =1, is due to the high heat
transfer region observed in the detailed heat transfer coefficient
distributions in Fig. 11. For blowing ratio, M =3, small areas of
high neat flux ratio are observed near the trailing edge. They are
located along the jet direction. It seems that the jet increased the
heat transfer coefficient in those areas without producing any
cooling effectiveness.

Figure 17 shows the detailed heat flux ratios on a plane and
squealer tip with pressure side injection only. For plane tip cases,

a high value region is observed near the leading edge. The value
decreases as blowing ratio increases. It appears that pressure side
coolant injection redirected the leakage flow for the plane tip.
Low value regions can be seen along the pressure side. This is a
direct effect of the coolant jets. For recessed tip blade, the value of
net heat flux ratio is close to 1 for almost all the tip region. This
indicates that pressure side coolant injection for the recessed tip
blade is not beneficial at least for the tip. It may, however, help in
cooling the thin squealer rim.

Figure 18 shows the detailed heat flux ratios on a plane and
squealer tip with combined tip and pressure side injection. For the
plane tip, the values are lower than 1 for most of the blade tip.
Blowing ratio, M =2, shows low net heat flux ratio regions along
pressure side of the blade tip. A small high value region near
leading edge is observed for blowing ratio, M =3. Recessed tip
shows even distribution of net heat flux ratio except a few small
areas for blowing ratio, M =1 and M =2. For blowing ratio 3, the
high value region is present near leading edge, which extends to
the middle of the blade.

Conclusions
Detailed film effectiveness measurements were made on a high

pressure turbine blade tip with an inlet total-to-outlet static pres-
sure ratio of 1.2. A transient infrared thermography technique was
used to obtain both heat transfer coefficient and film effectiveness
in a single test. The heat transfer coefficients and heat flux reduc-
tion analysis are presented in the companion paper. The effects of
coolant injection on plane and recessed blade tip were studied for
blowing ratios of M =1.0, 2.0, and 3.0. Three cases studied for this
case were: �1� coolant injection from holes located on the blade
tip, �2� coolant injection from holes located near the tip along the
pressure side and, �3� combination cases when coolant is injected
both from tip holes and pressure side holes. For tip injection
cases, it was found that as blowing ratio increases, film effective-
ness changed slightly for both plane and recessed tip blade. Also,
at highest blowing ratio, lift-off of jets is observed for both blade
tips. Injection of coolant from pressure side holes was found to be
less effective than tip injection. It appears to be good for plane tip
in reducing heat load along the pressure side. But no film effec-
tiveness is observed for the recessed tip case. Combined cooling
was found to be the best among the three cases. For this case, a
high value of film effectiveness is observed for most of the blade
tip. It is observed that local blowing ratio is an important param-
eter to understand flow behavior and, particularly for plane tip,
local blowing ratios are much more different than global blowing
ratios.

For tip injection cases, it was found that as blowing ratio in-
creases, heat transfer coefficient decreases for both plane and re-
cessed tip blade. Also, at highest blowing ratio, lift-off of jets is
observed for both blade tips. Injection of coolant from pressure
side holes was found to be less effective than tip injection. It
appears to be good for plane tip in reducing heat load along the
pressure side. At highest blowing ratio, M =3, very high values of
heat transfer coefficient are observed. It appears that for this high
blowing ratio, coolant jet from the tip hits the shroud first and then
bounces back onto the blade tip. It is observed that local blowing
ratio is an important parameter to understand flow behavior and,
particularly for plane tip, local blowing ratios are much more
different than global blowing ratios. Overall, high blowing ratios
produce high heat flux ratios resulting in increased heat transfer
on the tip surface for squealer tips.

Overall, it appears that the pressure side injection reduces leak-
age flow into the tip gap and helps improve protection of the tip
surface with the tip injection. However, pressure side injection
may also protect the pressure side edge of the tip surface which is
prone to erosion. This study did not have any results on the pres-
sure side and suction side edges. For recessed tips, pressure side
injection may also help protect the rim of the squealer cavity.

Fig. 14 Detailed film effectiveness distributions with com-
bined injection
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Fig. 16 Detailed heat flux ratio distributions for plane and
squealer tips with tip injection only

Fig. 17 Detailed heat flux ratio distributions for plane and
squealer tips with pressure side injection only

Fig. 15 Detailed heat transfer coefficient distributions with combined injection
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Nomenclature
C 
 axial chord length of the blade
d 
 diameter of film cooling hole
D 
 recess depth
H 
 height of test blade
h 
 heat transfer coefficient with film injection

h0 
 heat transfer coefficient without holes
k 
 thermal conductivity of Plexiglas test surface
L 
 pressure side or suction side length

M 
 blowing ratio, �cUc /�mUm
ṁ 
 mass flow rate

PR 
 pressure ratio
Pm 
 static pressure of mainstream
Ps 
 static pressure
Pt 
 total pressure

Re 
 free stream Reynolds number, �UC /�
S 
 blade spacing
t 
 time of color change or the time when the IR

image was taken after the test was initiated.
Tc 
 coolant temperature
Tf 
 film temperature
Ti 
 initial temperature

Tm 
 mainstream temperature
Tw 
 measured wall temperature
Tu 
 free stream turbulence

Uc 
 coolant velocity
Um 
 mainstream velocity

x 
 axial distance

Greek Symbols
� 
 thermal diffusivity of Plexiglas material
� 
 specific heat ratio
� 
 density of air
� 
 film effectiveness, �=Tm−Tf /Tm−Tc
� 
 overall cooling effectiveness, �=Tm−Tw /Tm

−Tc
� 
 viscosity of air
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Making Use of Labyrinth
Interaction Flow
It is the aim of this publication to attract the designers attention to the end wall flow
interactions of shrouded high pressure turbines. One of the key issues for designing better
turbines is the understanding of the flow interactions set up by the presence of labyrinth
seals. Those interaction flows are carefully examined in this publication using the control
volume analysis and the radial equilibrium of forces acting on streamlines. The conse-
quences on secondary flow development and mixing losses are discussed and quantified.
Out of this insight, design recommendations are derived, which attempt to make use of
the nature of the labyrinth interaction flow. The open labyrinth cavities are classified in a
systematic way. The aim of this approach is to work out the characteristic differences
between hub and tip cavities and those having a leakage jet or sucking main flow fluid
into the labyrinth. The influence on the main flow is discussed in terms of the incidence
flow angle of downstream blade rows and the associated loss production mechanisms.
The design strategies presented in this paper follow two paths: (a) Optimization of the
mixing losses of the leakage jets at hub and tip is estimated to result in an efficiency
increase of up to 0.2%. (b) The nonaxisymmetric shaping of the labyrinth interaction flow
path aims at the secondary flow control in downstream blade rows. This approach might
contribute in the same magnitude of order as reduction in the mixing losses.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2218571�

Introduction
Labyrinth leakage flow in shrouded turbines is looked upon as

an inherently detrimental effect and something which the designer
cannot avoid. One design recommendation is to minimize the
leakage flow through designing better labyrinth seals and to re-
duce the gap widths as much as possible. If heat transfer is an
issue as in a gas turbine the gap must allow enough leakage mass
flow in order to cool the turbine shrouds. The inlet to a labyrinth
and the exit including the leakage jet alter the flow field in turbine
end wall regions. This is of special significance in low aspect ratio
turbine stages where secondary flows are strong. The labyrinth
seal can be optimized for itself including mechanical limits and
through flow coefficients.

The subject of cavity interactions in turbines was initially ad-
dressed by Denton and Johnson �1�. However, it is only in recent
years that this subject attracted the attention of the turbomachin-
ery research community. Peters et al. �2� examined the effect of
gap size on the steady interaction between the leakage flow and
the secondary flow field of a subsequent stator in a 1.5 stage,
shrouded axial turbine. Hunter and Manwaring �3� reported about
two extra vortices generated in a downstream stator blade row.
Wallis et al. �4� observed that strong interactions are present in
open cavities of shrouded turbine blades. The following blade
rows were found to receive the tip flow at a negative incidence.
Cao et al. �5� report about an unsteady, incompressible flow phe-
nomenon affecting the interaction between the rim seal and main
annulus flows and not being related to the blade passing fre-
quency. Anker and Mayer �6� numerically investigated the leakage
interaction with the main flow and found that the tip leakage flow
is not uniform in the pitch-wise direction. Schlienger et al. �7�
changed the geometry of the labyrinth exit cavities by introducing
inserts and compared the effects on the main flow as well as on
the efficiency. These studies have focused mainly on the interac-
tion occurring in the main flow and following blade passages.

However, as the origins of these interactions are open cavities,
an increased emphasis should be placed on the associated steady
and unsteady flow interactions within these cavities. From these
considerations the question arises: Is there any potential in im-
proving the overall performance of low aspect ratio, shrouded
turbines by looking at the combined system of main flow duct and
labyrinth seal? In that respect, the present publication attempts to
conclusively summarize and complete the work which already has
been published in �8,9�. It is the aim of this publication to give an
overview of labyrinth interaction effects occurring in shrouded
turbines with large inlet and exit cavities. Additionally, all open
cavities are treated in a systematic way and effects on the main
flow are discussed and quantified. Based on the detailed flow un-
derstanding, which was experimentally gained in a two stage,
shrouded, low speed turbine, new design features are derived for a
range of open cavities. With this step, design modifications are
proposed, which actually make use of the labyrinth interaction
flows.

Test Rig, Measurement Technology, and Data Set
The cavity interaction flow was investigated in the two-stage

low speed axial turbine “LISA.” The test rig is described in detail
in Sell et al. �10�. The main characteristics of the turbine are
summarized in Table 1.

The constant annulus of the turbine and the four blade rows are
depicted in Fig. 1. The stepped shrouds on the blades together
with three sealing fins form the labyrinth seal. The geometry un-
der investigation is similar to steam turbine applications, where
large inlet and exit cavities allow for axial displacement of the
rotor shaft due to thermal expansion of the rotor. Consequently,
the blade profiles are of a medium loaded type with 50% reaction
and leaned stator blades. The cylindrical coordinate system used
in this publication is indicated in Fig. 1. The results are presented
looking upstream as the observer indicates. The cavities are num-
bered for an easier identification in later discussions.

The measurement technology applied was a miniature five-hole
probe of 0.9 mm head diameter and a virtual four sensor probe of
0.84 mm head diameter. The accuracy of the five-hole probe read-
ings is discussed in detail in �11�. The corresponding error bars are

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute �IGTI� of ASME for pub-
lication in the JOURNAL OF TURBOMACHINERY. Manuscript received October 1, 2003;
final manuscript received March 1, 2004. IGTI Review Chair: A. J. Strazisar. Paper
presented at the International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition,
Vienna, Austria, June 13–17, 2004, Paper No. 2004-GT-53797.
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given in the diagrams. In �12� the virtual four sensor probe is
described in detail. The advantages of this measurement technol-
ogy are:

�1� Very small head, minimizing blockage.
�2� Three-dimensional flow vector.
�3� Unsteady total and static pressure field.
�4� Temporal resolution of the flow field up to 25 kHz.

The results gained with the five-hole probe are considered to be
the time averaged picture. A comparison to the virtual four sensor
probe showed that this is a justifiable assumption ��12��.

A seal gap variation was performed covering two aspects:

�a� The first gap variation of 1% blade height is close to the
range found in real applications and a realistic flow field
in terms of leakage jet strength and mixing can be ex-
pected.

�b� As a second case, a smaller gap width of 0.3% blade
height was chosen to investigate the pure main flow to
cavity interaction in a more controlled approach.

The experiments were performed at a rotational speed of
2700 rpm and a mass flow of 9.86 kg/s. In real steam turbines the
fluid dynamic conditions are Re=3�106 and M=0.3 with a suc-
tion peak velocity of around M=0.8. Therefore, compressibility as
well as viscous effects are not fully modeled in this turbine. How-

ever, as the velocity triangles and reduced frequencies match to an
actual stage, unsteady effects like vortex or potential field interac-
tions are comparable.

In Table 2 the number of axial measurement planes in each
cavity measured with the five-hole probe �time averaged� and
measured with the virtual four sensor probe �time resolved� are
listed. Most cavities are resolved with one measurement plane
containing roughly 350 measurement points. The single plane was
positioned in mid-axial gap position �Z=0.5�. Cavity 4 was re-
solved with six time averaged and five time resolved measurement
planes in the 0.3% gap case having an average spacing of �Z
=0.15.

Experimental Results and Discussion

Cavity 2 (Outlet, Tip)

Pitch-Wise Mass Averaged Results. First, a short comparison
between the velocity fields of the 0.3% and 1% gap case of the
seal gap variation is given in Fig. 2. The diagram shows the pitch-
wise mass averaged tangential and axial velocity components. The
black bars indicate the errors of the five-hole probe measurement
chain. The error bars vary with radial height, since the error de-
pends on the flow angle and the Mach number. For the 0.3% gap
case the influence of the leakage jet onto the flow field at this
location is negligible. The weak jet mixes out quickly downstream
of the last seal and is not detected in the velocity profiles. In
contrast, the leakage jet in the 1% gap case alters considerably the
flow field due to its stronger mass and momentum flux. The leak-
age fluid can be localized in a radial band from R=1.03 to R
=1.07. For further investigations in this section the authors con-
centrate on the 1% gap case, where mixing and interaction flows
are more realistic than in the 0.3% gap case.

Rotor Relative, Time Averaged Results. The unsteady data sets
taken in cavity 2 are postprocessed to the time-averaged picture in
the relative frame of reference. The static pressure �3�, the relative
Mach number �4�, and the radial velocity component �5� were
chosen for display and discussion. The arrows indicate the sense
of rotation of the relative coordinate system. The curved dashed
line indicates the tip radius of the turbine blades. The shroud
trailing edge reaches from R=1 to R=1.06. The discussions of the
results within this section happen in the relative frame, if not

Table 2 Number of axial measurement planes: 1+1, 1 plane
time averaged, 1 plane time resolved

Cavity 1 2 3 4 2�
1% gap ¯ 1+1 1+0 1+1 1+1
0.3% gap ¯ 1+1 1+1 6+5 1+1

Fig. 1 Meridional cut of the test section

Table 1 Main characteristics of the test turbine

Pressure ratio 1.32 Mass flow 9.86 kg/s
Max power 400 kW Turbine speed 2700 rpm
Tinlet 40°C pexit

Ambient
Mach 0.1–0.4 ReCax 105

n �rotor/stator� 42 Tip diameter 800 mm
Blade passing 1890 Hz Blade aspect ratio 1.8

Fig. 2 Pitch-wise mass averaged velocity profiles, cavity 2, Z=0.5: „a… tangential, „b… axial
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stated otherwise.
The static pressure distribution �Fig. 3� reveals the trailing edge

position of the rotor blade at �rel=−0.3 �dashed line�, where a
high static pressure is induced. The circumferential pressure varia-
tion from high to low pressure at �rel=0.3 in the main flow region
is also seen in the cavity. A stripe of higher static pressure at the
radial position of the leakage jet �R=1.06� is found. The circum-
ferential variation at R=1.06 is such that a low pressure region
occurs at �rel=0.38. In addition, the level of static pressure within
the cavity is on average �Cps=0.01 higher than in the main flow.
The circumferential static pressure distribution is imposed onto
the cavity flow by the blade to blade pressure field.

The Mrel distribution �Fig. 4� shows the rotor wake at �rel
=0.05 �dash-dotted line�. The wake is convected into tangential
direction by ��rel=0.35 from the location of the trailing edge. On
the pressure side of the wake, a higher Mrel is detected than on the
suction side. Assuming a constant relative total pressure of the
rotor exit flow, this effect is induced by the static pressure field.

Closer to the tip radius the wake becomes wider. A band of
lower Mrel is found between R=1.03 and R=1.07, which corre-
sponds to the leakage jet position observed in Fig. 2. In a region
having its center at �rel=0.2 and R=1.05, Mrel reaches a local
minimum of 0.24. The relative total pressure in the cavity is set up
by the leakage jet and distributed such that the local minimum in
velocity is found on the pressure side of the rotor wake. For this
circumferential distribution of the leakage fluid two reasons can
be provided: first, the momentum and kinetic energy distribution
of the leakage jet at the exit of the last seal and, second, the static
pressure field set up by the flow field in the main annulus includ-
ing the trailing edge pressure field.

Discussing the radial velocity component given in Fig. 5, addi-
tional details of the leakage interaction are found. The rotor wake

is indicated with the dashed line. The regions of large negative
radial velocities vr=−0.15 �red� are not considered for discussion.
The reason for this is the fact that the error in the results for the
virtual four sensor probe rapidly rises for absolute Mach numbers
lower than 0.06. The gray shaded symbols at R=1 indicate a band
of radial positions where the absolute Mach number falls from 0.1
to below 0.06. This deficit of absolute velocity corresponds to the
wake of the shroud. The radial velocity is negative within the
region of the leakage jet �R=1.06� having a minimum radial ve-
locity of vr=−0.09 at the circumferential position of the wake.
This value is of the same order of magnitude as the radial velocity
within the wake itself �vr=−0.08�. The leakage fluid moves out of
the cavity mainly below the wake position, filling up the area of
lower relative kinetic energy of the wake.

Leakage to Main Flow Interaction. The basic components of
the leakage jet to main flow interaction found in the 1% gap case
in cavity 2 comprise three points:

�1� Leakage fluid migrates into the rotor wake causing the
leakage streamlines to contract into the wake area. The ra-
dial migration of the leakage fluid leads to a broadening of
the wake in the vicinity of the blade tip. The wake seems to
attract low kinetic energy fluid.

�2� The potential field of the rotor trailing edge divides the
leakage sheet into distinct jets. Figure 6�a� shows the time
averaged relative velocity triangles within the relative
frame of reference for the first rotor exit flow field �cavity
2�. It represents the velocity vectors found with two cuts in
4, one at R=0.91 and the other at R=1.06. The upper vec-
tors represent the leakage jet �R=1.06� and the lower one
the main flow at R=0.91. Note that the base of the velocity
vector is representing the location of the circumferential
coordinate. The arrow represents 100% of the shroud rim
speed. The circles point out the base of velocity vectors,
which are facing the trailing edge position of the rotor
�rel=−0.25. The leakage mass flow is redistributed from a
homogeneous distribution within the last gap. A maximum
of leakage mass flow is found in the mid position between
the trailing edges where it forms a distinct jet �see the dot-
ted ellipse�. The main flow is much less affected by the
trailing edge pressure field than the leakage jet. The main
flow vectors reveal the wake of the rotor blade.

�3� The potential field of the stator leading edge three-
dimensionally redistributes the flow field in the absolute
frame of reference. This effect is visualized in Fig. 6�b�,
which presents the circumferential distribution of the abso-
lute velocity triangles in the stator frame of reference for
the 1% gap case. The diagram depicts the velocity vectors
of the leakage fluid in the upper part and the velocity vec-
tors of the main flow at R=0.9 in the lower part. The ve-

Fig. 3 Nondimensional static pressure Cps
time averaged, ro-

tor relative frame, Z=0.5

Fig. 4 Relative Mach number Mrel, time averaged, rotor relative
frame; Z=0.5

Fig. 5 Nondimensional radial velocity component, time aver-
aged, rotor relative frame, Z=0.5
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locity arrow represents 20% of the shroud rotational speed.
The leading edge position of the stator is obvious in the
downstream flow field of the first rotor �cavity 2�, where it
causes a deviation of streamlines. The circles point out the

base of velocity vectors, which are facing the leading edge
position of the stator at �rel=−0.22. Downstream of the
second rotor �cavity 2�� this effect is not present and the
velocity vectors of the leakage jet are constant around the
circumference �not shown in a diagram�.

These observations are brought together in a descriptive flow
model given in Fig. 7�a�. The arrows indicate the rotor passage
vortex, the radial migration within the wake, and the tangential
redistribution of the leakage mass flow �red� due to the rotor trail-
ing edge pressure field. The gray shaded area corresponds to the
higher leakage mass flow and the blue ellipse marks the area of
the radial movement of the leakage fluid out of the cavity into the
wake.

Mixing Calculation. At this stage of investigation it is of inter-
est to know the losses generated by the leakage jet mixing with
the main flow. Since the mixing is a three-dimensional process,
the authors propose a two-step mixing approach in order to cap-
ture pitch-periodic effects. From the experimental results, it is
known that the radial movement of the leakage fluid �Fig. 5� out
of the cavity occurs prior to the full mixing of the two streams. In
this radial movement different flow qualities do interfere due to
the fact that the flow is nonaxisymmetric �wake, leakage mass
distribution�. Therefore, the mixing process is modeled in two
steps as indicated in Figs. 7�b�–7�d�:

�1� The idealized flow field shown in Fig. 7�b� is describing the
situation depicted in Fig. 7�a�. Two areas represent the
leakage and main flow each having its proper tangential
variation in velocity triangles. The first mixing step is per-
formed under constant area for each of the 20 circumferen-
tial sections of the blade pitch �Figs. 7�b� and 7�c��.

�2� The second step is performed mixing all 20 stripes to the
final mixed out situation �Figs. 7�c� and 7�d��.

The boundary conditions for this mixing calculation are given
in Table 3. The inner radius of the mixing domain Ri was set to
0.72 such that the loss core of the stator is covered. This implies
that the mixing of the leakage jet with the main flow will be
restricted to the end wall region rather than mixing with fluid at
the hub. The outer radius Ro was adjusted to the leakage to main
mass flow ratio. From the measurement with FRAP probes one

Fig. 7 „a… Rotor relative descriptive flow model, „b…–„d… two-step mixing calcu-
lation of leakage and main flow

Fig. 6 Time averaged velocity triangles, cavity 2: „a… relative
frame, „b… absolute frame
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also gains the time averaged total temperature of main and cavity
flow. The leakage jet was found to have a 1.4°C higher relative
total temperature than the main flow.

The mixing losses are expressed in terms of entropy rise as
calculated with the entropy equation

�s = cp ln
T0

T2

− R ln
p0

p2

�1�

The indices refer to the stagnation values of temperature and
pressure at the inlet and exit of the stage. The values of entropy
are nondimensionalized using the stage losses as derived from the
performance measurements �see Table 4�. The mixing of the leak-
age jet downstream of the first stage generated 6.7% of the stage
losses, where on average 22% of the loss is contributed by the
mixing of different total temperature streams.

Cavity 3 (Outlet, Hub). In Fig. 8 the pitch-wise mass averaged
results are presented and a comparison of the 0.3% and 1% gap
case is given. The velocity components are made nondimensional
with the rotor hub speed. The total pressure of the cavity flow

depends strongly on the gap width. A larger gap decreases the
total pressure which is in conjunction with a lower tangential ve-
locity component. A reason for this could be that the higher leak-
age mass flow in the 1% gap case has not fully adjusted to the
circumferential speed of the rotor hub cavities. In the 0.3% gap
case the tangential velocity in the cavity is much closer to the hub
velocity. The axial velocity component �Fig. 8�b�� shows a mass
deficit around R=0.05 in the 1% gap case and a higher axial
velocity at R=−0.08. The first is caused by the higher mass flow
being sucked into the inlet cavity, the latter is due to the stronger
leakage mass flow. The point of zero through flow vz=0 is located
at R=−0.12.

Surprisingly, the radial velocity components �Fig. 8�d�� show
mostly negative values. The radial migration of flow under the
radial static pressure gradient is one explanation for the main flow
region. However, the leakage mass flow was expected to show on
average positive radial velocity components since the leakage
mass flow has to leave the cavity at some point. In the circumfer-
ential mass averaged diagram this seems to happen further down-
stream, e.g., at Z=0.8. A stronger outflow between Z=0.8 and 1
would also explain the difference in radial velocity component at
R=0.05 between the two gap cases. The main flow streamlines at
this point �Z=0.5, R=0.05� would see a greater blockage at the
rotor hub, causing the streamlines to bend into the main flow
again ��vr�0�.

The velocity triangles of the leakage �R=−0.08� and the main
flow �R=0.2� for both gaps are compared in Fig. 9. From this, the
rotor hub region can expect a negative incidence around ��=
−70 deg. This large value might decrease, if the leakage flow
passes the exit corner of the cavity, where the fluid is accelerated
and deviated into stream-wise direction.

Figure 10 presents the total pressure and the radial velocity
component distribution at Z=0.5 of the 1% gap case. The thick
dashed line represents the hub radius of the blades. The thin

Table 3 Boundary conditions for mixing calculation

R0−R �-� Trel
o �°C� p �kPa� ṁL / ṁ �%�

0.028 Jet: 34.7
Main: 33.3

11.0 1.39

Table 4 Mixing losses of cavity 2, contribution of temperature
term to entropy generation

Pmix �% stage loss� �ST /�S �%�

1% gap 6.7 22

Fig. 8 Pitch-wise mass-averaged, Z=0.5: „a… total pressure, „b… axial, „c… tangential, „d… radial velocity
components
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dashed lines are indicating the stator trailing edges which also go
along with a high static pressure region. The dash dotted line
highlights the position of the wake. The loss core is small since
the incoming boundary layer is sucked away at the hub inlet cav-
ity. The wavy flow structure between the main and the cavity flow
is showing a distinct inflow jet on the pressure side of the wake
similar to what was found for cavity 4 in �9�. Below the wake
position ��=0.25� the radial velocity becomes positive. This is
also the region where most of the leakage flow will leave the

cavity further downstream.
From these observations a short descriptive flow model can be

given for this cavity �Fig. 11�. The thin lines indicate dividing
stream lines. The static pressure field set up by the high swirl and
the stator trailing edges is expanding into the cavity. This has two
consequences:

�1� The leakage flow is rather pushed into the cavity rolling up
into a toroidal vortex, than moving out of the cavity imme-
diately at Z=0.1. The outflow happens further downstream
around Z=0.9.

�2� The three-dimensional pressure field redistributes the leak-
age mass flow such that most of it will leave the cavity at a
certain circumferential position relative to the stator leading
edge. Due to the convection of the wake into tangential
direction both locations �wake and outflow� might coincide
�e.g., at �=0�.

Cavity 4 (Inlet, Tip). In an earlier publication, Pfau et al. �9�
described the vortical flow structure in the inlet cavity �cavity 4�
as in- and outflows set up by the stator flow field. A toroidal
vortex was observed moving at high tangential velocity �83% of
rotor speed�. This toroidal vortex was discovered to be subject to
unsteady vortex stretching. In this publication further details and
quantification of the flow are presented.

Results on the Interface Surface. The interface surface between
the cavity and the main flow is defined as a cylindrical surface
with R=1. In the absolute frame of reference the radial velocity
distribution shows the location of in- and outflows set up by the
stator flow field as presented in Fig. 12�a�. At the axial position
Z=0.5 a comparison between the two gap cases is given in Fig.

Fig. 9 Pitch-wise mass-averaged velocity triangles, Z=0.5: „a…
0.3% gap, „b… 1% gap

Fig. 10 Downstream stator 2, 1% gap case, Z=0.5: „a… total
pressure, „b… radial velocity component

Fig. 11 Flow model for cavity 3

Fig. 12 Radial velocity component, absolute frame: „a… inter-
face surface, R=1, 0.3% gap, „b… Z=0.5, 0.3% and 1% gap
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12�b�. The shape of the circumferential distribution of the radial
velocity component is the same, but the level is shifted according
to the bigger leakage mass flow being sucked into the cavity for
the 1% gap case. The inflow region with positive radial velocity
component is obvious. The corresponding fluid stems from the
pressure side corner of the stator passage, as described in �9�.

Within the relative frame the radial velocity distribution given
in Fig. 13�a� shows the upstream effect of the rotor passage. The
isoline of zero radial velocity is indicated with a dashed line. On
the pressure side of the rotor passage fluid is pushed into the
cavity, while it is sucked out on the suction side. This interaction
process is an additional contributor to the torque balance of the
cavity, which will be discussed in the following section. Further-
more, it alters the inflow condition to the rotor end wall region
considerably. For the discussion of this effect Fig. 13�b� shows the
relative stream-wise vorticity distribution time averaged in the
rotor relative frame of reference. The dashed line indicates the
zero radial velocity isoline. The arrows indicate that negative
stream-wise vorticity is sucked into the rotor passage on the suc-
tion side. This fluid has the same rotational direction as the rotor
passage vortex which develops further downstream in the passage.

Mass and Momentum Exchange

Time averaged (absolute frame). The mass and momentum ex-
change due to the interaction of the main flow with the open inlet
cavity is investigated using the control volume as shown in Fig.
14�a� and an integration tool. The integration tool uses linear in-
terpolation within the measurement grid. Each time step is evalu-
ated in a quasisteady way. Nonslip conditions at the stationary and
rotating walls are applied. The region between the nearest mea-
surement point to the point on the wall is linearly interpolated.
The integration can be performed on surfaces of constant radii,
constant axial, or circumferential position. In circumferential di-
rection, pitch-periodic conditions are assumed. The boundary con-
ditions on the inlet and exit axial plane Z=0 and Z=1 are set to
the measurement values of the closest measurement plane.

The outer surface at R=1 represents the interface between main
and cavity flow. The inner surface was chosen to R=0.91. At this
radial location the area integration of constant radius delivers a net
radial mass flow of approximately 0. For R�0.91 this integration

becomes positive, for R�0.91 negative. Therefore, R=0.91 is in-
terpreted as a dividing stream surface: Below R=0.91, the nega-
tive radial migration of the main flow dominates, above R=0.91
the flow field is affected by sucking mass into the cavity.

The results of the integration are given in Table 5 representing
the full annulus. Fluxes out of the control volume are counted
positive and external forces on the control volume are calculated.
In tangential direction the momentum flux is expressed as torque.

Considering first the sum of mass flows and fluxes in the last
row of Table 5, continuity is preserved within 11 g/s, which is
0.1% of the main mass flow. The sum of the momentum fluxes is
positive in radial and negative in axial direction. Sucking mass
flow into the cavity reduces the axial momentum in the end wall
region, since some of the incoming axial momentum is trans-
formed into radial momentum. In tangential direction, the sum is
close to 0, since no external forces act in this direction. The com-
ponents of the external force acting on the control volume are
depicted in Fig. 14�b�.

The mass flow passing through the control volume amounts to
6% of the main mass flow. The assumption ṁ3=0 is met to within
0.02% of the main mass flow. The net mass flow at surface 4
compares well to the leakage mass flow, which was evaluated to
37 g/s. Associated to the inflow into the cavity at surface 4 is the
transport of a torque of 1.8 Nm.

The local radial pressure gradient across this control volume is
not sufficient to keep the flow on a constant radius. Streamlines
from the stator pressure side corner enter the cavity. This effect
arises from the presence of a sudden area increase due to the
cavity and from the sucking of the leakage mass flow. The radial
equilibrium of forces acting on a circular motion is given by

vz
�vz

�z
sin � +

vz
2

rz
cos � −

v�
2

r
= −

1

�

�p

�r
+

Fr

�V
�2�

where rz denotes the radius of the streamline in the meridian
plane. The first term describes the radial acceleration along the
streamline. The second term is the radial component of the cen-
tripetal acceleration due to the meridian curvature. The third term
on the left-hand side represents the centripetal acceleration di-
rected radially inward due to the main swirling flow. These three
terms are balanced by the radial pressure gradient and the radial

Fig. 13 Relative frame: „a… Radial velocity component, 0.3%
gap, R=1, „b… relative stream-wise vorticity, Z=0.83

Fig. 14 Control volume for mass and momentum integration:
„a… measurement grid, „b… external forces on control volume Fr,
Fz; radius of average streamline curvature

Table 5 Control volume integration according to Fig. 14„a…:
mass flow and momentum fluxes on the full annulus

Surface i ṁi �g/s� Fir �N� Ti �Nm� Fiz �N�

1 �in� 606 0.5 −24.2 −17.1
2 �out� −562 1.8 22.3 14.2
3 �in� 2 0.4 −0.2 −0.2
4 �out� −35 0.4 1.8 0.6
Sum 11 3.1 −0.3 −2.4
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external force. In this case, Eq. �2� can be simplified with the help
of the experimentally based assumption that the pitch angle of the
initial streamlines in surface 1 of Fig. 14�a� is approximately zero
which leads to

vz
2

rz

v�
2

r
= −

1

�

�p

�r
+

Fr

�VCV
�3�

The unknown in this equation is rz. All other terms can be
derived out of the measurement volume. The second term on the
left-hand side is evaluated in taking the arithmetic average of all
values within the control volume according to

v�
2

r
=

v�ijk
2

rijk
�4�

A representative radial pressure gradient is found in taking the
pressure difference of each opposing pair of grid points, which lay
on surfaces 3 and 4. These local pressure differences are arith-
metically averaged. The external radial force is taken from Table
5. An average vz on surface 1 can be given to 19% of shroud rim
speed. From this approach a representative streamline with an
average meridian radius of rz=26 mm is calculated. The stream-
line is included in Fig. 14�b� as a dotted circular arc starting at
mid-radial height of surface 1 with an assumed pitch angle �=0.
The inflow of surface 1 connects well to the area around Z=0.8 of
surface 4, where most of the inflow to the cavity happens �see also
Fig. 12�a��.

The axial component of the external force Fz �Table 5� is the
result of a static pressure increase across the cavity. To verify this
assumption a pressure force integration was performed taking the
measured static pressure at surfaces 1 and 2. The force calculated
with the pressure difference becomes −2.6 N, which compares
well to the control volume integration. Across the cavity opening
a positive axial pressure gradient is observed. The same procedure
applied to the main flow region �R�0.91� results in a negative
axial pressure gradient as expected.

Additional insight could be gained by observing the quantities
associated to the in- and outflows across surface 4, which are
summarized in Table 6. As much as four times of the leakage mass
flow enters the cavity and convects up to 5 Nm of torque, 0.9 N of
radial momentum flux, and 1.5 N of axial momentum flux. The
outflow of roughly three times the leakage mass flow conveys less
momentum in all three components. However, the major contri-
bution to the radial and axial momentum balance of the control
volume are found in surfaces 1 and 2.

Time averaged (rotor relative frame). The associated fluxes to
the in- and outflow generated by the rotor pressure field are dis-
cussed in this section. To do so, the surface integration of surface
4 in Fig. 14 was performed in the relative frame of reference. The
radial velocity distribution of this surface is presented in Fig.
13�a�. In comparison to Fig. 12�a�, the results are restricted to five
axial positions, which reduces the area covered by experimental
results. The integration results are shown in Table 7. The mass
flow integration compares well to the results in Table 6 because
the time averaged radial velocity components were adjusted to the
five-hole probe results. The radial component of momentum
fluxes is larger than in the stator relative flow field. The axial
component of the momentum fluxes compares well to the results

in the absolute frame of reference. The important result here is
that the rotor in time average extracts torque from the cavity, since
the sum of in- and outflows is negative.

Systematic Classification of Open Cavities

Characteristics of Open Cavities. There are three characteris-
tics in which the open cavities differ �see also Table 8�:

(I) The strength of the radial pressure gradient at the interface
surface due to the swirling main flow: Downstream of the stator
the swirl angle is constantly high inducing a much stronger radial
pressure gradient �dCps /dR=0.02� than downstream of the rotor
�dCps /dR=0.004�. The exit flow of the rotor depends on the
power extraction in which the stage is working. In the case of
medium loaded stages the exit swirl of the rotor is small.

(II) The location at hub or tip: Radial pressure gradients are
pointing either out of the cavity as is the case at the tip or pointing
into the cavity as at the hub. Low kinetic energy fluid migrates on
lower radii according to the pressure gradient than fluid of higher
kinetic energy. Therefore, the leakage fluid in cavity 3 under the
influence of the radial pressure gradient set up in the main flow
region moves closer to the hub with negative radial velocity, thus
forming the toroidal vortex there. The center of the vortex is
found at R=−0.12. At the tip, the low kinetic energy fluid within
the cavity is sucked out of the cavity, such that the center of the
toroidal vortex in cavity 4 moves toward lower radii �R=1.06� and
the vortical flow is observed at the interface surface �R=1�.

(III) The leakage jet: The leakage jet in the exit cavities adds
fluxes of axial and tangential momentum to the cavity flow. In
addition, the mixing of the jet is a loss production mechanism.
The leakage mass flow does no work to the rotor. This causes a
higher total temperature of the leakage flow than the main flow
downstream of the rotor. Downstream of the stator the total tem-
perature of both fluxes is the same. Within the inlet cavities no jet
is present, but end wall fluid is sucked into the labyrinth seal.
Thus, the inlet cavity acts as a sink of axial and tangential mo-
mentum.

Table 6 Mass and momentum fluxes across surface 4, abso-
lute frame

Surface i ṁi �g/s� Fir �N� Ti �Nm� Fiz �N�

4 �in, vr�0� 127 0.9 5.1 1.5
4 �out, vr�0� −92 −0.5 −3.3 −0.9
Sum 35 0.4 1.8 0.6

Table 7 Mass and momentum fluxes across surface 4, rotor
relative

Surface i ṁi �g/s� Fir �N� Ti �Nm� Fiz �N�

4 �in, vr�0� 148 1.6 1.1 1.4
4 �out, vr�0� −110 −0.6 −1.3 −0.9
Sum 38 1.0 −0.2 0.5

Table 8 Characteristics of open cavities in turbines

No.
Swirl
I

Position
II

Jet
III

Incidence
a�

Loss production
b�

1 	 Hub 	 �
=0 deg
sucking

Sucking of BL at hub,
smaller hub loss core and
secondary flows in rotor
passage

2 Tip Tj
o�Tm

o �
=−30 deg Mixing of the jet with
cavity and main flow
Jet increases. BL-
thickness

3 �� Hub Tj
o=Tm

o ��=−70 deg Mixing of the jet with
cavity and main flow
Secondary flow
development in rotor
passage

4 �� Tip 	 ��=−7 deg
sucking

Vortex stretching, wall
friction in cavity
Secondary flow
development in rotor
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Influence on Main Flow and Performance. Each of the open
cavities differs in their influence on the main flow and the perfor-
mance of the machine. The effects discussed here are the change
of incidence and the loss production mechanisms induced by the
corresponding cavity �Table 8�.

(a) Incidence angle to the end wall regions of downstream
blade rows: The leakage jet in cavities 2 and 3 causes a negative
incidence due to the mismatch of the velocity triangles. At the
inlet to the downstream blade row the incidence angles at the end
wall regions are of the order of −30 deg and −70 deg. Cavity 4
induces negative incidence via sucking of circumferential momen-
tum. Evaluating the flow with the help of a control volume analy-
sis and further modeling the flow predicts an incidence angle of
−7 deg for the 1% gap case. Cavity 1 is estimated to induce no
incidence since the exit flow of the rotor, which is sucked into the
hub labyrinth, has no circumferential momentum.

(b) Loss production mechanisms: Sucking of boundary layer
fluid at cavity 1 can be beneficial, since a thinner boundary layer
enters the stator hub and thus less secondary flow is generated. In
cavity 4 the effect of sucking may be less beneficial since the
cavity is pressure loaded and interaction mass flows of up to four
times the leakage mass flow do leave the cavity again. These
interaction outflows then enter into the rotor tip region enhancing
the secondary flow development with a sheet of positive stream-
wise vorticity at the suction side of the rotor passage �see Fig.
13�b��. In addition cavity 4 contributes to the loss production via
vortex stretching and enhanced wall friction due to the toroidal
vortex system. In cavities 2 and 3 the leakage jet mixes with the
cavity and main flow in addition to generating strong negative
incidences to the downstream blade rows.

Design Proposals
In this section the gained flow understanding is used to propose

design changes and to quantify a beneficial effect if possible.

Cavity 2. The approach for cavity 2 is to optimize the leakage
mixing process. As reported in the previous section, 6.7% of the
stage losses are attributable to the mixing. In a further step of
investigation the mixing calculation model was used to investigate
three cases of leakage mass distribution. The cases are visualized
in Fig. 15. The upper distribution of velocity vectors belongs to
the experimentally found situation.

Case 1: Homogeneous distribution of velocity vectors.
Case 2: Mirrored at �rel=0.
Case 3: Most of the leakage mass flow into the rotor wake.
By varying the leakage vector distribution the leakage mass

flow as well as the momentum fluxes were kept constant. From
this approach, an improvement of 0.1% in efficiency is predicted

for cases 1 and 3 in comparison to the experiment. Case 2 does
not show improvements. In case 1, downstream blade rows re-
ceive a more homogeneous inflow, which is in accordance to
Dawes’ comment about design goals in end wall regions �13�.
Case 3 seems to be beneficial, since feeding the leakage flow into
the wake reduces nonuniformity in the main flow and therefore
reduces the mixing contribution in step 2 of the mixing model.
Despite the rough assumptions applied to the mixing model, the
results do indicate possible improvements.

In order to achieve a leakage jet distribution similar to case 3, a
design modification for a nonaxisymmetric shroud contour is pro-
posed, as shown in Fig. 16. The gap variation around the circum-
ference varies between completely closed at mid-pitch and open at
the rotor trailing edge position. The gap area is kept the same as in
the 1% gap case. The leakage mass flow passing through the seal
gap below the trailing edge will end up mixing with the rotor
wake, when the leakage fluid leaves the cavity. Thus the leakage
flow is used to reduce nonuniformities in the end wall region of
the turbine.

The design of the nonaxisymmetric gap depends on the re-entry
behavior of the leakage flow. A simple model is proposed to de-
scribe the circumferential position of the maximum gap relative to
the rotor trailing edge ���relG� as depicted in Fig. 17. The model
uses three parameters:

�1� The characteristic length scale of the problem is the axial
gap width of the exit cavity zcav.

�2� The average relative flow angle of the leakage flow from
last seal gap to the re-entry into main flow �L.

�3� The relative flow angle of the main flow at the rotor tip �T.

In addition, the designer has to define the location along the
convective path of the wake, where it is desirable to let the leak-
age flow interact with the wake �wake window�. These parameters
combine to the nondimensional circumferential position of the
maximum gap of

�relG =
zcav

p
�tan �T − 1.3 tan �L� �5�

Fig. 15 Rotor relative descriptive flow model and two-step
mixing calculation of leakage and main flow

Fig. 16 Nonaxisymmetric shroud design in cavity 2: „a… up-
stream view of the last sealing gap, „b… side view

Fig. 17 Simple model for shroud design
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The local blade pitch is denoted with p. The factor 1.3 describes
the geometric fact of this configuration, that the leakage jet starts
at a more upstream axial position than the wake �seal gap position
versus trailing edge position�. For this test case and cavity the
position for the maximum gap results in �relG=0.05, which is
very close to the trailing edge position.

Cavity 3. In cavity 3, the same principal as described above for
cavity 2 can be applied. Thus a more uniform flow distribution
would be generated at the inlet to the rotor hub and the leakage
mixing losses would be reduced. As reported in �7�, inserts into
the exit cavities were investigated preventing the toroidal vortex
to develop and guiding the leakage flow back into the main flow.
The upstream effect of the rotor passage onto the leakage flow and
distribution on the incoming vorticity field has been shown in the
experimental results for cavity 4. In order to control the mixing
and the re-entry of the leakage flow at the hub the authors propose
to extend the idea of nonaxisymmetric end wall contouring as
described, e.g., in �14� or in �15� into the exit cavity and combine
it with the nonaxisymmetric design of the shroud trailing edge and
last seal gap. The resulting design is depicted in Fig. 18. The gap
shape is highlighted in green. The maximum gap is shifted to the
suction side of the stator passage. Thus the leakage flow can be
expected to reenter into the main duct at the circumferential posi-
tion of the stator wake.

Using the approach presented for cavity 2, an equation for the
hub exit cavity can be given

�G =
zcav

p
�1.3 tan 
L − tan 
H� �6�

Taking an average flow angle of the leakage fluid of 
L
=75 deg and the swirl angle at the hub 
H=67.5 deg, this results
in a circumferential position of the maximum gap of �G=0.8,
relative to the stator trailing edge position. The underlying as-
sumption is that the average flow angle of the leakage 
L remains
the same with the inserts. The beneficial effect will be of the same
order as in cavity 2, i.e., around 0.1% absolute turbine efficiency.

The nonaxisymmetric insert is designed such that the leakage
flow is guided into the rotor passage in a favorable way. The
design shifts the incoming leakage fluid onto the suction side of
the rotor passage. This aims at two effects:

�1� The leakage fluid is found on the suction side, thus the
secondary flow development in the passage due to the
movement of the low kinetic energy fluid in the cross pas-
sage pressure gradient is reduced. Wall shear stresses at the
end wall due to the development of a new boundary layer
could be reduced.

�2� The distribution of the leakage fluid to the suction side
reduces the likelihood of a separation bubble at the pressure

side of the rotor leading edge due to the strong negative
incidence of the leakage flow. Instead of leakage fluid, a
thin boundary layer of main flow fluid is hitting the rotor
leading edge at the correct angle of attack.

Cavity 4. The inlet cavity to the rotor tip labyrinth seal is
subject to large in- and outflows as described in detail in �9�.
Three approaches will be discussed, which are considered to be
favorable in terms of loss production and reduction of unsteady
interaction and secondary flows.

�1� Nonaxisymmetric end wall contouring in the stator passage
is a promising tool to reduce secondary losses as reported in �16�.
This approach has the potential to reduce the inflow and outflow
due to the end wall curvature. Applied to the inlet cavity this
would mean that the end wall on the pressure side would have to
be convex. The induced static pressure drop would provide the
fluid in the pressure side corner with additional kinetic energy.
Thus the fluid particles tend to penetrate less into the cavity. The
same target can be followed by introducing a local lean to the
stator trailing edge, which would cause a local load increase. The
pressure side corner fluid then would experience an additional
radial force due to the imposed local static pressure gradient. A
larger radius of streamline curvature is resulting from this and less
amount of fluid is penetrating into the cavity.

�2� The lip on the stator side of the cavity, as depicted in Fig.
19, is designed to reduce the circumferential wake as found in �9�
and to turn the fluid at the edge of the toroidal vortex into axial
direction. The static pressure gradients originating from the stator
trailing edge and acting on the interaction zone are reduced due to
the potential field decay.

�3� The shroud leading edge depicted in Fig. 19 is designed to
reduce the interaction flow across the cavity-to-main flow inter-
face. One expected effect would be that the radial velocity distri-
bution as presented in Fig. 13�a� is more homogeneous and the
peak radial velocities are reduced. On the pressure side of the
rotor passage the shroud leading edge is positioned at a higher
radius than on the suction side. The effect of this is that stream-
lines of a lower curvature are entering on the pressure side. Less
fluid is pushed into the cavity at this point. On the suction side,
the cavity fluid has to reach lower radii in order to be sucked into
the rotor passage. In terms of streamline curvature, more fluid is
pushed into the cavity at the suction side than on the pressure side.

The design modification described above with the help of Fig.
19 can be inverted, i.e., it is the goal to enhance the interaction
flow such that the inlet stream-wise vorticity distribution as found

Fig. 18 Nonaxisymmetric shroud and cavity design, cavity 3:
„a… upstream view, Z=0.5, „b… side view with nonaxisymmetric
insert

Fig. 19 Shroud leading edge design for reduced rotor passage
to cavity flow interaction
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in Fig. 13�b� would show a higher value at the suction side to the
rotor tip inlet. Consequently, the rotor passage vortex would in-
crease its strength and change position. At first glance, this might
not be a beneficial effect. But considering a designer’s need to
increase the rotor tip passage vortex in order to compensate in-
coming or downstream vorticity of the opposite sign �vortex in-
teraction�, this might be the correct approach.

Conclusions
Detailed flow understanding is the key issue to further push the

edge of the aerodynamic performance of state-of-the-art turbines.
This paper presented a systematic investigation and description of
the influence of large open cavities on the end wall flow region of
shrouded axial turbines. This is of particular interest to low aspect
ratio, high pressure stages, where secondary flows are significant.
From the flow understanding design modifications have been de-
duced. Based on the quantitative prediction of the beneficial effect
for one design modification, an optimum design suggests a poten-
tial of 0.2%–0.5% on the overall turbine efficiency. This gain can
be made through applying and optimizing all the above-described
design modifications. The basic idea is to introduce a new degree
of freedom into the shroud and cavity design: the nonaxisymmet-
ric shape. These modifications make use of the nature of the laby-
rinth interaction flows. Secondary flow development in down-
stream blade rows can be actively changed and the leakage fluid
can be actively distributed. Secondary flow development within
the blade rows as well as mixing losses should be optimized with
the leakage flow development aiming at better turbine efficiency.
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Nomenclature
r, �, z  cylindrical coordinate system

g  radial gap width in % of blade height
h  blade height, 90 mm

zcav  axial cavity width, 15 mm
n  numbers of blades, 42

fblade  blade passing frequency
M  Mach number

p, p0  static, total pressure
p  local blade pitch, 2�r /42
P  mixing loss in % of stage loss
R  nondimensional radial height r−rHub/rTip−rHub

Re  Reynolds number
s  specific entropy
T  blade passing period 1/ fblade

T, T0  static, total temperature
U  local blade speed
V  volume
Z  nondimensional axial distance z /zcav
v  nondimensional velocity uloc /U

Cp  nondimensional pressure
Cp= plocal− pstat,out / ptotal,in− pstat,out


  absolute yaw angle
�  relative flow angle

�  pitch angle
�  nondimensional vorticity � / �4�fblade�
�  nondimensional circumferential position � / p

Indices
G  maximum gap position
H  hub
i  inner

L  leakage jet
o  outer

rel  relative system
r, �, z  corresponding components in the coordinate

system
T  tip

0,2  inlet, exit condition of the turbine

Abbreviations
TC03  0.3% seal gap case �g=0.3% �

TC1  1% gap case �g=1% �
FRAP  fast response aerodynamic probe
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On a Novel Annular Sector
Cascade Technique
An advanced technique for establishing pressure boundary conditions in annular sector
cascade experiments has been developed. This novel technique represents an improve-
ment over previous methods and provides the first means by which annular sector bound-
ary conditions that are representative of those which develop in an annular cascade can
be established with a high degree of satisfaction. The technique will enable cascade
designers to exploit the obvious advantages of annular sector cascade testing: the re-
duced cost of both facility manufacture and facility operation and the use of engine parts
in place of two-dimensional counterparts. By employing an annular sector of deswirl
vanes downstream of the annular sector of test vanes, the radial pressure gradient estab-
lished in the swirling flow downstream of the test vanes is not disturbed. The deswirl vane
exit flow—which has zero swirl velocity—can be exhausted without unsteadiness, and
without the risk of separation, into a plenum at constant pressure. The pressure ratio
across the annular sector of test vanes can be tuned by adjusting the throat area at the
deswirl vane exit plane. Flow conditioning systems which utilize the Oxford deswirl vane
technology have previously been used to set pressure boundary conditions downstream of
fully annular cascades in both model and engine scale (the Isentropic Light Piston Fa-
cility at Farnborough) experimental research facilities (Povey, T., Chana, K. S., Oldfield,
M. L. G., Jones, T. V., and Owen, A. K., 2001, Proceedings of the ImechE Advances in
Fluid Machinery Design Seminar, London, June 13; Povey, T., Chana, K. S., Jones, T. V.,
and Oldfield, M. L. G., 2003, Advances of CFD in Fluid Machinery Design, ImechE
Professional Engineering, London, pp. 65–94). The deswirl vane is particularly suited to
the control of highly whirling transonic flows. It has been demonstrated by direct com-
parison of aerodynamic measurements from fully annular and annular sector experiments
that the use of a deswirl vane sector for flow conditioning at the exit of an annular sector
cascade represents an attractive novel solution to the boundary condition problem. The
annular sector technique is now described. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2372766�

Introduction
In the annular cascade experiment, the nature of secondary flow

development depends upon both inlet and exit-flow conditions.
Where a nozzle guide vane row is tested in isolation—in a sta-
tionary cascade—engine-representative pressure boundary condi-
tions are often difficult to achieve. Radial pressure gradients, es-
tablished in regions of swirling flow, affect the growth of
secondary flows and, indeed, the spanwise velocity distribution at
the vane exit plane. Several methods have been developed to es-
tablish the correct radial pressure gradient at the exit of annular
cascade facilities, although many of these are somewhat
unsatisfactory—a common problem is that of unsteady flow sepa-
ration downstream of the test vane.

An alternative to annular cascade testing is the use of a fixed
linear cascade of vanes, a technique that is attractive because test-
ing is possible at lower mass flow rates—a smaller number of test
vanes can be used at the same chord size. In the linear cascade,
radial pressure gradients are not established, and secondary flows
do not develop as they would in a working engine. This means
that radial distributions of total pressure loss and whirl angle are
unrepresentative of engine conditions. In addition, surface heat-
transfer rate distributions, which are strongly influenced by the
secondary flow structure, are nonrepresentative of engine condi-
tions. An additional shortcoming is that only geometrically sim-
plified �usually two dimensional� designs can be tested, whereas
in annular cascade experiments the exact three-dimensional vane

profiles, even engine parts, can be used. Another difficulty is that
of establishing truly periodic inlet and exit-flow conditions,
which, being established automatically in the annular facility, can
be achieved in a linear cascade only when a very large number of
vanes is used.

The sidewalls of the inflow and exit ducts of a linear cascade
exert a strong influence on the streamline pattern within the cas-
cade, and techniques such as variable wall suction and flexible
sidewalls have been employed to tune the inlet and exit-flow con-
ditions. Achieving even approximately periodic conditions is gen-
erally problematic, however. A very comprehensive review of ad-
vanced techniques applicable to both linear and annular cascade
testing has been published by AGARD �1�.

Annular sector cascade testing is a technique that combines the
advantages of both the annular and linear cascade testing methods.
Actual engine components can be tested, and the radial pressure
gradients established in regions of swirling flow ensure secondary
flows develop as they would in an operating engine. Model and
testing costs for annular sector cascades are considerably lower
than for their fully annular equivalents. Annular sector cascade
testing is, however, relatively uncommon, as the designer is faced
with the dual challenges of establishing vane-to-vane periodicity,
and of maintaining the radial pressure gradient in the sector cas-
cade exit flow. To date, these problems have not been satisfacto-
rily resolved, and, consequently, the potential advantages of annu-
lar sector testing have so far not been fully enjoyed.

Annular Sector Facilities
Because the annular sector technique is little used, there is very

little literature concerning the methods of designing and operating
such facilities. Over the years, however, a few annular sector fa-
cilities have been developed, primarily for studies of cooling flow
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effectiveness and for measurements of vane surface heat transfer
coefficient. An early example is the NASA Lewis Research Centre
Hot Section Facility �2�, a 23 deg annular sector cascade in which
engine components were used.

More recently, a high-pressure high-temperature annular sector
facility was commissioned at ABB STAL—Sweden �3�. The ini-
tial configuration was a four-passage, 40 deg, annular sector of
high-pressure nozzle guide vanes operated without film cooling. A
large compressor unit was used, capable of delivering 10 kg s−1 at
a pressure of 20 bar and a temperature of 200°C. The mainstream
flow was heated in a combustion chamber—oil-fired burner—to
temperatures of up to 800°C. The designers took considerable
care in establishing engine-representative inlet boundary condi-
tions, and, by introducing cooler air though the hub and the case
platforms upstream of the test vanes, the radial temperature gra-
dients that are present at the exit of a combustor were modeled.
By using the technique of hot-wire anemometry, the freestream
turbulence intensity was characterized—4–5%. The test vanes
were instrumented with thermocouples. An infrared camera was
also used to conduct temperature measurements. By operating the
experiment in several different modes, it was possible to calculate
the cooling effectiveness, and the internal and external heat trans-
fer coefficients. A short exit duct with an abrupt expansion was
used downstream of the test vanes.

An interesting annular sector study was conducted by Wiers
and Fransson �4�, who investigated the influence on cross-sector
periodicity of various tailboard and diffuser geometries. The facil-
ity that was used for the study was a five-passage annular sector,
with two—smaller—bypass channels. The facility could operate
continuously, with air supplied by 1 MW compressor at up to
4.7 kg s−1 at a pressure of 4 bar. The inlet temperature could be
varied between 30 and 180°C. An adjustable valve was used to
set the downstream pressure. Very detailed measurements were
conducted of the distributions of vane surface pressure, and end
wall pressure. To quantify the degree to which periodicity had
been achieved across the sector, measurements of the circumfer-
ential pressure distribution were conducted on the hub and case
walls at axial distances from the trailing edge equal to 35% and
9% of the vane axial chord, respectively. Measurements were con-
ducted only across the center two passages of the cascade. Tests
were conducted with a diffuser with a 12 deg flare angle, with an
abrupt expansion, and with various combinations of right-hand
and left-hand tailboards. The diffusers were in both cases situated
at axial distances equal to 190% of the axial chord downstream of
the test vanes.

Interestingly, after extensive experimentation, the authors found
that the best periodicity was obtained when the flow was allowed
to exhaust as a free jet into the downstream plenum, with no flow
conditioning whatsoever. For the two passages for which mea-
surements were taken, the peak isentropic Mach numbers at hub
were 0.87 and 0.84. The corresponding Mach numbers at the case
were 0.81 and 0.80. The experiments demonstrate that reasonably
periodic flow can be obtained across at least a limited part of an
annular sector, by using the free-jet approach. The Wiers and
Fransson �4� investigation is probably the most comprehensive
aerodynamic survey in an annular sector to date.

At the Royal Institute of Technology in Sweden, an annular
sector facility has been developed for studies of the aeroelastic
behaviour of low-pressure rotor blades when subject to forcing
�5�. To allow some control over the periodicity of the flow-field
downstream of the �nine passage� annular sector of rotor blades,
semi-flexible—polyurethane—sidewalls were employed. To miti-
gate the problems associated with exhausting swirling flow into a
constant pressure plenum, a long exit duct was used.

A new technique of using an annular sector of half-impulse �see
below� type deswirl vanes to condition the exit flow of an annular
sector cascade has been developed. This has been shown to
achieve excellent vane-to-vane periodicity for even a small num-
ber of test vane passages—five—while maintaining the radial

pressure field established in the swirling flow downstream of the
test vanes. In addition, the technique eliminates the need for an
extended exit duct downstream of the test vanes: the flow can be
exhausted without unsteadiness to a plenum at constant pressure.

Pressure Gradients and Secondary Flow Development
The radial pressure gradient established in regions of swirling

flow contributes to the overall inviscid pressure field in such a
way as to promote growth of the case secondary flow but to in-
hibit growth of the hub secondary flow. This is shown diagram-
matically in Fig. 1—arrows point from higher to lower pressure.
Although radial pressure gradients arise naturally in swirling flow,
annular cascade experiments normally include only isolated tur-
bine stages—or part stages—and the designer is therefore faced
with the challenge of establishing representative conditions at in-
let and exit of the cascade—the conditions that would exist in a
working engine—which, in general, will be different from those
conditions that would be achieved in the experiment in the ab-
sence of additional flow conditioning.

Cascade Inlet Conditions. In the working engine environment,
there are radial and circumferential gradients in the combustor
exit flow of total temperature, total pressure and free stream tur-
bulence. In general, however, there is little swirl at combustor
exit, and high-pressure nozzle guide vanes are usually designed
for axial inlet flow. There have been very few experiments to date
in which spatial variations in inlet flow properties have been simu-
lated. In principle, it would be possible to establish a radial total
pressure gradient upstream of a turbine stage by using gauzes with
varying porosity, a technique that has been applied in studies of
compressors but so far not of turbines. Similarly, if required, an
inlet swirl angle distribution could be generated using inlet guide
vanes, although wakes and secondary flows would present prob-
lems for the designer of such a system. In experiments in which
heat transfer rates are to be measured, the importance is recog-
nized of establishing the correct free stream turbulence intensity,
and it is relatively common to include a turbulence grid upstream

Fig. 1 Development of secondary flows in an annular cascade
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of �or within� the cascade inlet contraction. Turbulence grids are
generally designed to generate uniform turbulence across the inlet
plane.

Cascade Exit Conditions. The radial static pressure gradient at
the exit of an annular cascade will affect both the performance of
the stage and measurements made downstream of the stage. Al-
though it may not be necessary to employ a rotor at the exit of a
stationary cascade, some means of setting the boundary conditions
is normally required. Perhaps the simplest means of flow condi-
tioning, and consequently, a commonly employed technique, is to
allow the exit flow to develop though an extended annulus of
constant radius, and then to exhaust as a free jet to a plenum at
constant pressure. This is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2�a�. In
this scheme, it is usually the case that the vane exit static pressure
at midspan is close to the pressure of the downstream plenum. For
swirling exit flow therefore, in which a radial pressure gradient is
established, the hub end wall boundary layer is subject to an ad-
verse pressure gradient towards the exit of the annulus. This can
lead to flow separation. In the case of highly swirling exit flow,
the blockage and unsteadiness associated with separation can lead
to disturbances in the upstream flow field. Two problems in par-
ticular have been identified. First, fluctuations in vane aerodynam-
ics associated with unsteadiness, which are known to markedly
affect even time-mean heat transfer rate distributions, and, second,
deviation of the upstream flow induced by gross separation, and
the associated possibility of redistribution of the vane exit radial
velocity �and pressure� field. Under certain conditions of flow
therefore, the extended constant annulus may be an inadequate
solution to the flow-conditioning problem.

Several techniques have been developed to establish the correct
exit boundary conditions in cascades with highly swirling exit
flow. The Whittle Laboratory transonic annular cascade �6� em-
ploys a radial diffuser, as shown Fig. 2�b�. By increasing the mean
radius of the flow path, by conservation of fluid angular momen-
tum, the whirl velocity of the flow is reduced. This results in a
small enough pressure difference between the hub and case
boundary layers that the flow can be exhausted to a constant pres-
sure plenum without flow separation. It is worth noting, however,
that only by very careful design can separation be avoided in the
diffusive flow along the duct. Squire et al. �7� employed perfo-
rated plates downstream of a test vane cascade. The plates had
spanwise variations in on open area, allowing a radial pressure
gradient to be established. The scheme is shown diagramatically
in Fig. 2�c�.

The Oxford deswirl system �8,9�, shown diagramatically in Fig.
2�d�, consists of a novel impulse-type vane �designed to turn flow
towards the axial direction� and a downstream choke mechanism.
Using this system, the radial pressure gradient established in the
swirling flow downstream of the annular cascade of test vanes is
undisturbed �in the region upstream of the deswirl vanes�. The

deswirl vane exit flow is axial and can be exhausted without un-
steadiness to a downstream plenum at constant pressure. The sys-
tem is also very compact and mechanically robust.

The Deswirl Vane Concept. The deswirl vane is shown sche-
matically in Fig. 3. The concept is that of an impulse-type vane
truncated at half chord, where the flow direction is axial. The vane
passage is of constant area �in a plane perpendicular to the stream-
wise direction� and therefore, if boundary layer growth is ne-
glected, there is no static enthalpy change or static pressure drop
within the passage. In transonic flows it is desirable to maintain
constant flow velocity, as acceleration of the flow can lead to
shocks, while diffusion can result in boundary layer separation. In
reality, the effect of boundary layer growth within the deswirl
vane passage is to cause the mean streamwise velocity to increase
slightly. It would be a simple matter to design the vane passage to
be mildly diffusive to offset the effects on the velocity field of
boundary layer growth, although this is not necessary. Experimen-
tal and computational studies demonstrate that for high subsonic
deswirl vane inlet flow velocities �M �0.7� areas of supersonic
flow can develop within the vane passage, as the flow is acceler-
ated over the suction surface. For deswirl vane inlet conditions
from M =0.1 to M =0.8, separation within the passage was not
observed in either computational or experimental studies, how-
ever. The relatively sharp leading edge, aligned with the inlet flow,
was designed to minimize leading edge shock formation. A com-
puter aided design �CAD� model of an annular cascade of deswirl
vanes, is shown in Fig. 4.

Experimental Facility
Experiments were conducted in a blow-down—atmospheric to

vacuum—test facility at the University of Oxford. The annular
facility, which was modular in design, is pictured in Fig. 5. It
consists of a curved inlet duct, an annular cascade of intermediate
pressure �IP� guide vanes, an extended IP vane exit duct, an an-
nular cascade of deswirl vanes, and a choke mechanism. The op-
eration of the test vane �IP vane� was first characterized in the
fully annular environment. The annular facility was then modified,
with the introduction of sidewalls �the designs of which are criti-
cal to the sector performance and are discussed below�, and a
comparative study performed.

Fig. 2 Methods of setting annular cascade exit conditions: „a…
extended constant annulus, „b… radial diffuser, „c… perforated
plate, and „d… deswirl vane

Fig. 3 An impulse turbine blade design and the corresponding
impulse-type deswirl vane
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The IP vane count was 26 �0.270 engine scale�, and 26 deswirl
vanes were used for downstream flow conditioning. Both annuli
of vanes were constructed from resin using the technique of ste-
reolithography. The predicted area-mean IP vane exit-flow angle
was 71.9 deg, and the area-mean exit Mach number was 0.76.

The design details and operating conditions of the facility are
summarized in Table 1, below. The predicted deswirl vane inlet
flow conditions were based on the results of a computational
simulation conducted using the Rolls-Royce code JA63. The IP
vane, IP vane exit duct, and deswirl system, were all included in
the computational model.

The annular deswirl vane cascade and rotatable choke mecha-
nism have been shown by experiment �8,9� to reproduce the radial

pressure gradients downstream of an annular cascade of test vanes
that exist in the working engine environment—in which the IP
vane operates as part of an IP stage.

This paper presents experiments which demonstrate the useful-
ness of the deswirl system, not only in the fully annular environ-
ment, but also in the annular sector environment. The fully annu-
lar model test facility was modified with the introduction of
shaped sidewalls so that the flow in a five-passage annular sector
could be studied. If the deswirl system is used for flow condition-
ing downstream of a test vane, the problem of achieving engine
representative flow conditions in the annular sector environment
reduces to the problem of establishing periodicity. The degree of
periodicity that is achieved is highly dependent on the sidewall
design.

The influence of sidewall profile on the sector flow field and on
the periodicity at the IP vane exit-plane within the sector was
assessed by comparing measurements conducted in sectors with
different sidewall designs to measurements conducted in the fully
annular facility. Two sector designs were investigated. Each in-
cluded five passages �six IP vanes and six deswirl vanes� and
subtended an angle of 69.2 deg at the facility axis. Sector side-
walls were designed and manufactured �stereolithography hard-
ened resin� so that they could be attached within the annular exit
duct of the test facility, thereby partitioning a sector of vanes.
Thus, the same instrumentation could be used for both fully an-
nular and annular sector tests. A CAD drawing of a four-passage
sector �IP vanes removed� is presented in Fig. 6 �a five-passage
sector was used for experiments reported in this paper�.

The angular displacement between the IP vane sector and the
deswirl vane sector was dependent on the angle of the sidewalls

Fig. 4 Annular cascade of deswirl vanes

Fig. 5 The working section of the test facility

Table 1 Facility design details and operating conditions

Parameter Target

IP vane inlet total pressure, bar 1.00
IP vane inlet total temperature �K� 291
Inlet Mach number 0.45
Inlet whirl angle 0°
IP vane axial chord �midspan� �mm� 23.0
Linear scale factor 0.270
IP vane throat area �m2� 3.565�10−3

Deswirl vane throat area �m2� 3.967�10−3

Re based on IP vane axial chord �at M =0.76� 2.88�105

Mass flow rate �at M =1.0� �kg s−1� 0.853
Predicted deswirl vane inlet Mach number 0.76
Predicted deswirl vane inlet whirl �deg� 71.9
Deswirl vane LE metal angle �deg� 63.1
Design incidence angle �deg� 8.8
Deswirl vane hub/case chord, mm 15.48/15.48
Deswirl vane hub/case pitch �mm� 18.34/23.49
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relative to the axis. The annuli of vanes could be rotated relative
to each other to ensure exact periodicity with sector sidewall de-
signs of different angles.

Sidewall Design Philosophy. The principal objective in the
design of an annular sector cascade is to reproduce the flow of the
equivalent fully annular facility. It is desirable therefore for the
sidewalls to have the minimum influence on the natural develop-
ment of the flow streamlines downstream of the test vane cascade;
that is, the streamlines should be allowed to develop as they
would in the equivalent fully annular facility. The sidewall de-
signs must necessarily be constrained, however, by the require-
ments of starting at the trailing edge line of the test vane and
terminating at the leading edge line of the deswirl vane. In gen-
eral, the test vane might have both axial and tangential lean and
may also be swept. A swept vane, for example, would dictate
sidewall designs that, at least on the upstream side of the sector,
were convex on one side of the sector and concave on the other, so
as to ensure smooth flow paths at the trailing edges of the left-
hand and right-hand test vanes, at the vane-sidewall join. The
general shape of the sector is determined by the sidewall angles,
however, and the variation of these angles in both the radial and
axial directions.

Consider a vane cascade for which the downstream streamline
pattern is well characterized by either measurement or CFD mod-
eling. In general, there will exist both radial and circumferential
variations in velocity, whirl angle, and yaw angle, at the exit plane
of the cascade, and in the downstream flow field. For this complex
flow field, an obvious starting point in the sidewall design process
might be to match the angle of both sidewalls to the pitchwise
mean flow angle calculated at each radial height and at each axial
plane: clearly the mean whirl angle is a more fundamental design
parameter than the angle of the streamline emanating from the test
vane trailing edge. For some test vanes, however, the development
of �even pitchwise mean� streamlines downstream of the test cas-
cade would be such that the hub and case streamlines would be-
come out of step; streamlines initially distributed along a radial
line would migrate such that at some later axial location they
would lie on a line with tangential lean. If sidewalls were de-
signed to follow such a streamline pattern, the shape of annular
sector would become progressively more distorted �higher tangen-
tial lean� in the streamwise direction. An annular sector with high
tangential lean at the deswirl vane inlet plane would require
deswirl vanes with the same lean. This would give rise to unsat-
isfactory design complications. This problem is easily avoided,
however, by defining the sidewall angle at midspan �based on the
pitchwise mean exit flow angle at midspan, the area-mean exit
flow angle, or any other method� at a given axial location, and by
calculating sidewall angles at all other radial heights to give con-
stant tangential lean along the exit duct. Notwithstanding small
corrections to the sidewalls profiles to account for any differences

in axial and tangential lean that may exist between the test vane
and the deswirl vane, the above design methodology results in
sidewalls which �at a given axial location� have higher wall angle
at the case �and lower at the hub� than at midspan.

The annular sector designs described in this paper �and used in
the experimental investigations� had sidewalls that were parallel
throughout the exit duct; that is, the left-hand and right-hand walls
had the same angles at a given radial height and axial location. It
is not the case that parallel sidewalls limit the designer to an exit
duct that is either of constant width or �independently� area. If
both the endwalls �hub and case� and the sidewalls of an annular
sector are parallel, however, then turning of the flow towards the
axial direction �a decrease in wall angle� results in overall diffu-
sion of the flow �an increase in downstream pressure is expected�
and vice versa if the flow is turned away from the axial. Perhaps
more importantly, if the flow is caused to turn in either direction
by the sidewalls, a cross-sector pressure gradient is established.
This is most analogous to the cross-passage pressure gradient es-
tablished within a guide vane passage. It is clear therefore, that
correct choice of sidewall angle, and variation of this angle with
axial distance, is essential for achieving good periodicity in an
annular sector. Only if it is required that parallel exit-duct end-
walls be employed, and when independent control over both the
cross-sector pressure gradient and the passage area are necessary,
would it be necessary to consider a design with nonparallel side-
walls. In all other circumstances, a considerable degree of flex-
ibility is afforded to the designer of such a system.

Small differences in axial and tangential lean between the test
vane and the deswirl vane may have to be accommodated. The
design philosophy adopted in the current investigation was to
have linear variation with axial distance along the exit duct of
both axial and tangential sidewall lean, with both values matched
at the test vane exit plane and at the deswirl vane inlet plane.

For a given sidewall design, the minimum pressure downstream
of the test vanes is determined by the ratio of the effective throat
areas of the deswirl vane and the test vane �small corrections for
aerodynamic loss may also be necessary�. Higher-than-minimum
downstream pressures are effected by adjusting the downstream
choke mechanism �by increasing the blockage�. The choke-plate
blockage is increased until the desired operating point is reached.
It is good practice to design the annular sector of deswirl vanes
with a throat area approximately 5% greater than the theoretical
minimum calculated based on area ratio and total pressure loss
alone, to ensure the possibility of fine adjustment either side of the
operating point. If it is not possible to achieve low enough down-
stream pressure �high enough Mach number� the sidewall profile
or the deswirl vane must be redesigned. This problem is illustrated
by Fig. 10: higher than predicted total pressure loss associated
with the first of the two tested sidewall designs �see Fig. 8� re-
sulted in higher than acceptable minimum downstream pressure.
As a result it was not possible to operate the test vane at the
design operating point. The problem was easily overcome by
modifying the sidewall design �see Fig. 11�.

The behaviors of the two sidewall designs were investigated,
the design details of which are now summarized.

Sidewall Design 1. The hub and case profiles of sidewall de-
sign 1 are shown in Fig. 7, and the hub profile is compared to that
of sidewall design 2 in Fig. 8. Both figures show the unwrapped
profiles—cross sections at constant radius. Sidewall design 1 dif-
fuses the flow by turning it towards the axial direction. The wall
angles were chosen to approximately match the metal angles at
the IP vane trailing edge and at the deswirl vane leading edge.

The sidewall design was based on the midspan wall profile �as
discussed above�, and therefore only small changes in tangential
lean with axial distance were required �to match the tangential
lean of the IP vane trailing edge and deswirl vane leading edge�.
At the IP vane trailing edge and deswirl vane leading edge the
sidewall angles were 67 and 58 deg, respectively: the flow was
turned towards the axial �diffused� by 9 deg within the sector

Fig. 6 A four-passage annular sector of deswirl vanes
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Fig. 7 Pressure tapping diagram at hub and case walls for sidewall design 1 „the wall has been unwrapped…

Fig. 8 Comparison of sidewall designs 1 and 2
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passage. The IP vane midspan trailing edge mean metal angle was
65.7 deg, with a wedge angle of 7.96 deg, and the deswirl vane
pressure surface metal angle was 58 deg, with a wedge angle of
13.8 deg. The axial and tangential leans of the sidewalls were
matched at both IP vane exit and deswirl vane inlet to the vane
profiles: axial lean was 22.0 and 0.0 deg for the IP and deswirl
vanes, respectively, while tangential lean was 3.8 and 6.7 deg,
respectively.

Sidewall Design 2. The hub profile of sidewall design 2 is
compared to that of sidewall design 1 in Fig. 8. The principal
difference is that the wall angle of sidewall design 2 is constant,
so the flow is not diffused in the axial direction. The wall angle
was higher than sidewall design 1. At midspan the wall angle was
constant at 71.9 deg, matched to the mean predicted whirl angle
�for the case of fully annular flow� at the deswirl vane inlet plane.
Axial and tangential sidewall leans were the same as for the first
sidewall design.

Instrumentation and Processing
Hub and case cross sections �at constant radial height� of the

five-passage annular sector �sidewall design 1� are shown in Fig.
7. Static pressure was measured at the positions marked. Particu-
lar emphasis was placed on measuring the circumferential distri-
butions of static pressure at the IP vane exit plane and at the
deswirl vane inlet plane, so that the degree of �vane-to-vane� pe-
riodicity at these locations could be quantified. Measurements
were also conducted along the hub and case walls at midsector.
The midsector tappings and the deswirl vane inlet tappings were
different for tests of the second annular sector design, in accor-
dance with the position of the sidewalls, but the IP vane exit-plane
tappings were the same for all tests. The spanwise distributions of
static and total pressure were not measured, as the detrimental
effects of probe blockage �at small scale� on the overall perfor-
mance of the sector would likely have outweighed the increased

understanding gained through additional measurements. It is com-
mon practice �and acceptable practice in the opinion of the au-
thors� to characterize the operating point of a test vane in terms of
the upstream total pressure and the downstream static pressure
distributions at hub and case.

Experimental Results
As we have noted, the principal objective in the aerodynamic

design of an annular sector cascade is to reproduce exactly the
flow conditions that would exist in the equivalent fully annular
facility. It may reasonably be assumed that if inlet and exit flow
boundary conditions identical to those measured in the equivalent
fully annular cascade are established across all or part of an an-
nular sector cascade, then across this part of the annular sector
cascade the flow conditions will be identical to those in the fully
annular facility. This will be assumed in the following discussion.
Although measurements were conducted throughout the sector, for
brevity, only selected pressure distributions are presented.

The measured circumferential pressure distributions at the IP
vane exit plane for the case of fully annular flow are presented in
Fig. 9, at the hub and the case walls, at a range of downstream
blockages. The blockages, expressed as a percentage of the total
deswirl vane throat area, were 0%, 5%, and 10%. The pressures
have been nondimensionalized by dividing by the inlet total pres-
sure and are plotted against IP vane pitch, positively increasing
from the suction to pressure surface of the vane—that is, measure-
ments take the same left to right positioning as the tappings in Fig.
10. Small pitch-to-pitch differences in measured pressure arise
because of the slight aperiodicity of the pressure tappings—the
minimum spacing was only 4.5 mm. In general, the flow was
highly periodic, as expected: the IP and deswirl vane counts were
the same, ensuring pitch-to-pitch flow path similarity.

Measurements conducted in the annular sector with sidewall
design 1 are presented in Fig. 10, and are compared to measure-
ments from the fully annular facility. The downstream blockage
was the same for both tests. It should be noted, however, that it is
possible to smoothly increase the downstream blockage, and so
achieve any intermediate pressure ratio. Periodicity was markedly
poor: a strong cross-sector pressure gradient �caused by turning
the flow towards the axial direction, from 67 to 58 deg� influenced
all of the vane passages. Under the action of this pressure gradient
the flow on the left-hand side of the passage was strongly dif-
fused, while that on the right-hand side of the passage was
strongly accelerated. When the downstream blockage was in-
creased, the effect was to raise the pressure uniformly across the
sector—the strong aperiodic nature of the distribution was un-
changed.

Measurements conducted in the annular sector with sidewall
design 2 are presented in Fig. 11. The same downstream blockage
conditions were used as for the fully annular tests. Excellent pe-
riodicity was obtained across the left-hand four passages of the
sector �minimal cross-sector pressure gradients�. Considering the

Fig. 9 Circumferential pressure distributions at the IP vane
exit plane hub and case walls: fully annular cascade

Fig. 10 Circumferential pressure distributions at the IP vane
exit plane hub and case walls: annular sector design 1

Fig. 11 Circumferential pressure distribution at the IP vane
exit plane hub and case walls: annular design 2
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results obtained in the annular sector for 10% blockage: at the
hub, the variation in midpassage pressure ratio between the four
passages was between 0.540 and 0.570, corresponding to a Mach
number range between 0.98 and 0.94; at the case, the variation in
midpassage pressure ratio between the four passages was 0.660–
0.675, corresponding to a Mach number range of 0.79–0.77. In
addition, across the four left-hand passages, the form of the mea-
sured distributions agreed very well with the measurements con-
ducted in the fully annular environment.

The results demonstrate the suitability of the deswirl vane for
setting annular sector boundary conditions. For heat transfer or
aerodynamic studies in which only a single passage with repre-
sentative flow is required, this degree of periodicity would be
highly satisfactory. When the central passage �for example� is ex-
actly matched to the target operating point of the vane, by adjust-
ing the downstream blockage, adjacent passages would be
matched in terms of pressure ratio to within 1.9% at the hub and
to within 0.8% at the case. It is worth noting that because the flow
was accelerated slightly by turning it away from the axial direc-
tion, the measured pressures were lower in the annular sector than
for fully annular flow. Greater blockage was therefore required to
achieve the same test vane pressure ratio.

For the annular sector with sidewall design 2 �see Figs. 8 and
11�, measurements revealed a region of significantly elevated
pressure in the right-hand passage �tapping locations 10, 11, 49,
and 50�. For 10% blockage, the midpassage pressure ratio at the
case �tapping 50� was 0.76, and the pressure ratio at the hub
�tapping 11� was 0.68. The corresponding measurements in pas-
sage 4 were approximately 0.66 and 0.54. There are two causes of
this region of elevated pressure. Because the sidewall angle
�71.9 deg� is greater than the IP vane pressure surface metal angle
�69.7 deg� the location of the throat of the right-hand passage is
moved from the trailing edge �of the far right-hand vane� to the
trailing edge of the adjacent vane. Thus, with this sidewall in
place, tapping numbers 11 and 50 are upstream of the throat. The
high measured pressure is therefore expected. The high pressures
measured at tapping locations 10 and 49 are caused by overturn-
ing of the IP vane exit flow. The mean metal angle is 65.7 deg,
while the sidewall angle is 71.9 deg. The flow is therefore turned
away from the axial by approximately 6.2 deg. The general modus
operandi of the annular sector technique �or indeed the linear cas-
cade� is to achieve representative conditions in a single passage of
the cascade. A local region of elevated pressure, such as that ob-
served, is therefore of little concern to the designer of the annular
sector cascade.

The measured circumferential pressure distributions at the
deswirl vane inlet plane hub and case walls for the annular sector
with sidewall design 2 are presented in Fig. 12. The measurements
are compared to measurements conducted in the fully annular fa-
cility. There are slight differences in form between the two sets of
measurements because different �similarly positioned� tappings
were used for the two tests. At the hub, the pressure profile is not

characteristic stepped, as was expected, because of slight mis-
alignment of the pressure tappings. Tappings were spaced at half-
pitch intervals, so a significant shift in mean level was not ex-
pected. Excellent periodicity was achieved across most of the
sector, with small differences only in the near-sidewall regions
�regions of secondary flow�. Most importantly, the results clearly
demonstrate that the flow downstream of the test vanes, at inlet to
the deswirl vanes, was periodic. Also, the strong radial pressure
gradient associated with swirling flow was not disturbed.

Flow Visualization Experiments
Flow-visualization experiments �using an oil-paint technique�

were conducted �in the annular sector with sidewall design 2� to
determine the near-wall streamline pattern. Photographs of the
right-hand wall of the sector, and the hub endwall, are presented
in Fig. 13. The lower photograph was taken of the same oil
streamlines, but from a position to the left of, and lower than, the
upper photograph. For clarity, arrows have been added to the pho-
tographs.

Significant radial flow migration was observed on both of the
sidewalls. Streamlines initially parallel to the hub and case walls
were turned rapidly towards the hub wall, hence, they migrated
towards the center of the sector. This observed flow migration was
driven principally by the radial pressure gradient established in
the swirling exit-duct flow. Lower momentum fluid in the near-
wall region, being subject to the same strong radial pressure gra-
dient as the midsector fluid, is overturned towards the hub. This
fluid, migrating on to the hub surface, displaces the streamlines at
both sides of the sector towards the center passages.

The experiments confirmed that the flow within the exit duct
was well behaved, and that there were no separations. The anal-
ogy between secondary flow development within an annular sec-
tor and a single nozzle guide vane passage was also demonstrated.

Conclusions
A direct aerodynamic comparison has been conducted of the

flow in an annular cascade facility, and in an annular sector facil-
ity of five vane passages.

In the fully annular cascade, engine representative pressure
boundary conditions for a test vane cascade were established by
using deswirl vanes, which allow even highly whirling transonic
flow to be exhausted without unsteadiness to a plenum at constant
pressure. The deswirl vane concept has previously been demon-
strated at engine scale in the Isentropic Light Piston Facility at
Farnborough �8,9�.

By partitioning a five-passage sector of test vanes, and by using
a sector of deswirl vanes for downstream flow conditioning, the

Fig. 12 Circumferential pressure distributions at the deswirl
vane inlet plane hub and case walls: annular sector design 2

Fig. 13 Flow visualization on sector sidewalls and hub
surface—sidewall design 2. Surface streamlines are
highlighted.
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applicability of the deswirl technology to the annular sector
boundary condition problem was investigated. Excellent periodic-
ity was obtained across most of the sector, and it was demon-
strated that by using the deswirl vane technology, the radial pres-
sure gradient downstream of the test vanes �established in the
swirling exit flow� was not disturbed. The technique represents a
significant improvement over previous methods, and it is the first
time that correct annular sector boundary conditions have been
achieved to such satisfaction. Using the deswirl system, it is also
possible to tune the mean downstream pressure, and thus, the
operating point of the test vane. The technique is equally suited to
the testing of highly three-dimensional vane profiles. If large
spanwise variations in exit whirl angle exist, these can be re-
moved gradually by correct sidewall contouring. The deswirl sys-
tem therefore presents a means by which the problems associated
with establishing annular sector boundary conditions may be re-
solved, allowing designers to exploit the obvious advantages of
the annular sector cascade technique: the reduced cost of both
facility manufacture and operation, and the use of engine parts in
place of two-dimensional counterparts.

For investigations of surface heat transfer rate on modern high-
pressure turbine vanes/blades, components that are, in general,
highly three-dimensional and which have very complicated cool-
ing systems, it is becoming unsatisfactory to use anything but the
actual engine components. For these critical components, the ge-
ometry, film-cooling flows, and pressure gradients must all be
simultaneously correct for the results of experimental studies to be
regarded as truly engine representative. Despite their importance,
relatively few such investigations are performed. This is because

the costs are prohibitively high. The new annular sector technique
presented in this paper provides a means by which engine-
representative flow conditions can be established using only a
small number of vanes and at a cost commensurate with the re-
search environment.
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Preliminary Fan Design
for a Silent Aircraft
Preliminary fan design for a functionally silent aircraft has been performed with noise
reduction as the primary goal. For such an aircraft the fan design must, in addition to
delivering low cruise fuel burn, enable low jet and fan source noise during takeoff. This
requires the fan to be operating at low pressure ratio and high efficiency during takeoff
and, for conditions where the relative tip Mach number onto the fan is supersonic,
ensuring the primary shock structure is ingested into the blade passage. To meet these
requirements, flyover and cruise flow coefficients are matched using a variable area
nozzle at the same time as delivering low takeoff FPR. This places the sideline operating
point near the shoulder of the characteristic and fixes the top of climb and cruise fan
pressure ratios. For a 4-engine, 250 pax, 4000 nm silent aircraft this approach leads to
a top of climb FPR of 1.45, requiring a 39% increase in nozzle area at takeoff. A fan rotor
has been designed for this cycle with 20 blades, low tip loading during takeoff, and a
350 m/s top of climb tip speed. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2372779�

Introduction
While noise from civil aircraft has reduced significantly over

the last 20 years, the downward trend is levelling off and, within
the UK, predicted increases in aircraft movements are expected to
lead to increasing aircraft noise exposure around airports in the
future �1,2�. The ACARE2020 goals �3� that include efficiency
and emissions targets in addition to a 50% reduction in perceived
noise relative to 2000 technology levels are proving to be ex-
tremely challenging. It has been argued that meeting these targets
will require revolution rather than evolution in airframe and en-
gine concepts �4�.

The Silent Aircraft Initiative 2025 goal of a reduction in air-
frame and engine noise sources to a point where they are imper-
ceptible outside of the airport boundary in an urban environment
�see Fig. 1� is considerably more challenging than the ACARE
noise target. By taking noise reduction as the primary design
driver alongside mission requirements and fuel burn, the intention
is to explore innovative solutions applicable within the ACARE-
2020 time frame and beyond. To this end, in this paper, noise
reduction requirements drive the selection of key design values.

For the purposes of this study the SAI noise goal has been
expressed as a peak dBA value that should not be exceeded out-
side of a typical airport boundary. A peak dBA value was used as
it can be linked to both World Health Organization guidelines on
community noise and data on average traffic noise levels in a
typical urban area �5,6�. In addition, unlike DNL or EPNdB it
does not require prior knowledge of flight profiles and �for DNL�
traffic patterns.

Previous work on the installation and configuration of engines
for a silent aircraft has pointed to an embedded engine configura-
tion on top of an all-lifting body aircraft as a promising concept
for ultralow noise �7�. Embedding the engines shields a large
amount of forward propagating noise and enables longer ducting
for acoustic treatment �8�. Ingesting and reenergizing some of the
suction surface boundary layer has the potential to reduce aircraft
drag enabling, for an ultralow noise aircraft, lower takeoff jet
velocity. From a system perspective, increases in fan diameter do
not require increases in landing gear length. In addition, the rela-
tionship between fan diameter and nacelle drag is altered, leading

to the point at which minimum fuel burn is reached occurring at a
larger fan diameter and lower jet stagnation pressure �7�. The
installation does though introduce a range of problems not found,
or less critical, in traditional underwing designs. Even without
boundary layer ingestion, pressure recovery of the inlet is likely to
be lower and distortion at the fan face higher compared to podded
engines. Adding boundary layer ingestion to this can lead to sig-
nificant inlet distortion at the fan face during cruise �9�. Safety and
certification concerns including survival of turbine disk failure
and impact of an engine out on airframe and adjacent engine
performance require further consideration during the design pro-
cess.

While previous work on quiet engine design has tended to be
less far-reaching in terms of noise target and more constrained in
that standard installation and flight operations were specified, sev-
eral conclusions are applicable to the silent aircraft project. With a
lower fan pressure ratio �FPR� leading to lower jet noise and
generally lower source noise, the tradeoff between noise reduction
and increasing fuel burn is critical. Gliebe and Janardan �10� in-
vestigated direct drive and geared fans for large twin engine air-
craft with the aim of achieving 5–10 EPN dB reduction relative
to FAR36 stage 3 at each measuring station. They concluded that
top of climb FPR in the range 1.4 to 1.55 was optimal for low
noise with acceptable weight and direct operating cost �DOC�
penalties. More recent work by Daggett et al. �11� with a 2015
time frame aimed for ultrahigh efficiency with a noise level
20 EPNdB cumulative below stage 3. For a single �geared� fan it
was found that a FPR of 1.45 was optimal in terms of DOC with
lower FPR designs leading to increased weight and drag offsetting
SFC improvements. As an ultralow noise concept, Dittmar has
proposed a two stage fan of design overall pressure ratio 1.15
�12,13�. This gives low jet and fan noise but at the expense of a
very large installation requirement leading to poor cruise perfor-
mance.

To meet the silent aircraft noise target and have competitive
fuel burn, a turbofan engine concept needs to operate with a fan
pressure ratio in the range proposed by Dittmar at takeoff for low
jet noise and in the range proposed by Gliebe and Daggett at top
of climb for low fuel consumption. This requires a variable cycle
engine design as described in Ref. �7�. Furthermore, low fan
source noise is required at takeoff and in this paper we demon-
strate how this can also be achieved with the use of a variable area
exhaust nozzle. A design approach is presented that determines the
fan rotor design parameters and the off-design operation needed to
satisfy all the noise requirements while maintaining high effi-
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ciency. A rotor design and the corresponding characteristic are
presented and the resulting requirements on future outlet guide
vanes are discussed. With the aerothermal and acoustic implica-
tions of using a variable area nozzle worthy of detailed attention,
the mechanical design of such a nozzle, while critical, has been
left to a later stage.

Engine Cycle
While a considerable volume of work has been published in

recent years on lowering jet noise through lobes, tabs, or other
forms of jet shaping, a significant reduction in jet noise while
maintaining thrust requires an increased jet area and reduced jet
velocity. To avoid suboptimal cruise performance through in-
creased engine weight and drag, it is desirable to minimize any
required jet velocity reductions during takeoff relative to current
trends. To this end, optimization of the aircraft takeoff profile to
minimize the required jet area at takeoff has been performed by
the authors �14� using the Stone jet noise model �15� and ESDU
atmospheric corrections �16,17� to predict noise on the ground.

For a specified jet area the aircraft accelerates until rotation
speed is reached and then climbs as steeply as possible at constant
speed without exceeding the jet noise target outside of the airport
boundary at any time. The jet area is then iteratively modified and
the takeoff reflown until all operating requirements are met.

Figure 2 shows resulting takeoff profiles for a 4-engine
250 pax, 4000 nm aircraft �described further in Table 1� achieved
from the baseline SAI airport under sea level ISA+12 K condi-
tions. The runway length used was 10 000 ft and the airport
boundary was set at a sideline distance of 450 m and a flyover
distance of 1000 m from the runway. The sideline distance
matches the ICAO certification value, but the flyover position

used here is different from the certification flyover position �4048
rather than 6500 m after brakes off� �18� so as to be more closely
aligned to the SAI goal. Airport and atmospheric parameters were
selected to be more arduous than the majority of conditions a
silent aircraft would be required to operate under with the atmo-
spheric conditions covering 99% of operating hours at London
Heathrow and the runway relatively short. A range of takeoff con-
ditions likely to only be experienced rarely or at noise uncon-
strained airports have been considered during the design and can
be achieved by relaxing the noise target.

Within Fig. 2, four different departure profiles are shown. The
solid line is the optimized departure that meets all takeoff require-
ments with the minimum jet area. If the area is decreased by 10%
and the same noise target met, then the lower dashed departure
profiles is achieved. The reduced jet area leads to reduced thrust
limiting the acceleration and climb rate. As the aircraft nears the
airport boundary, the angle of climb has to reduce below that
required to comply with engine-out safety requirements in order
to not exceed the noise target. Conversely, if the area is increased
10% then all operational requirements are met, but achieving the
top of climb performance will be harder. The dotted line repre-
sents a successful takeoff without allowing the angle of climb to
reduce as the aircraft crosses the airport boundary. This simple
departure profile requires a 33% increase in jet area relative to the
optimized profile in order to meet the same noise target. The mini-
mum regulated cutback height of 800 ft �19,20� is not enforced as
the entire takeoff profile is low noise optimized with a continuous
variation in thrust.

Fig. 3 shows how the required jet area varies with noise target

Fig. 1 Reduction in thrust corrected aircraft noise level over
time

Fig. 2 Takeoff profile optimization for jet noise outside airport
boundary „10 000 ft runway, airport boundary 450 m at the side-
line and 1000 m from the end of the runway at flyover, sea level
ISA+12 K conditions…

Table 1 250 pax, 400 nm aircraft parameters for 2 engine pod-
ded and 4 engine embedded variants

Variant Sideline Flyover
Top of
climb

Start of
cruise

Altitude - 190 m 210 m 12 192 m 12 192 m
Conditions - ISA+12 K ISA+10 K ISA
Velocity - 85 m/s Mach 0.8 Mach 0.8
Angle of
climb

2 eng
7.5 deg

4.1 deg
0.33 deg 0 deg

4 eng 1.9 deg
PRIN 2 eng 0.995

4 eng 0.98 0.96
PROUT 2 eng 1.0

4 eng 0.98
�p

- 92%
Net thrust 2 eng

304.0 kN
230.4 kN

75.2 kN 66.8 kN
4 eng 173.2 kN

Fig. 3 Reduction in the required jet area achieved through op-
timization of the takeoff profile for different peak jet noise
requirements
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for both the optimized and simple departure profiles described
above. The x axis shows the takeoff noise experienced outside the
airport boundary relative to the jet noise goal of the silent aircraft
with positive values indicating an increase in noise. For example,
if the SAI noise target was relaxed by 9 dBA, then the required
takeoff jet area could be reduced by 40%. The challenge of the
SAI target can be seen by comparing the required jet area at
takeoff to that of current and next generation aircraft.

For an ultrahigh bypass ratio engine, the majority of the thrust
comes from the bypass airflow. Neglecting the impact of the core
flow on thrust leads to the following three equations that can be
solved to give required fan pressure ratio for specified net thrust,
nozzle area, and free-stream conditions. Equation �1� considers
the pressure rise from inlet to exhaust matching static pressure at
the two conditions, Eq. �2� looks at the produced thrust and Eq.
�3� covers nozzle choking:
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Linking these equations to the noise optimized takeoff enables

fan pressure ratio as a function of noise outside the airport to be
calculated. Figure 4 presents this for a 250 pax 4000 nm aircraft
utilizing a fixed nozzle at various flight conditions. It is worth
noting that as jet noise is only one of several noise sources during
takeoff, the jet noise target needs to be set lower than the overall
noise target. The nozzle area is fixed by the noise requirement
during takeoff, leading to specified fan pressure ratios at top of
climb and cruise. Two aircraft variants are presented: one for a
typical two engine podded aircraft and one for a four-engine em-
bedded aircraft. Values used in the creation of this and following
figures can be found in Table 1. In the current study, the boundary
layer airflow is diverted around the engine for the four-engine

embedded variant although the increased ducting and more com-
plex geometry still gives rise to reduced pressure recovery. The
two-engine variant is shown to see the impact of the same noise
reduction requirements on a more conventional engine and air-
frame configuration. The differences in results between the two
aircraft variants primarily arise from two sources. First, the lower
pressure recovery of the four engine embedded variant impacts
Eq. �1�. Second, the minimum climb angle during takeoff required
for engine-out situations impacts the flyover thrust requirement in
Eq. �2�. Both these factors lead to a higher fan pressure ratio for
the same noise level being achievable with the four-engine em-
bedded variant at takeoff. This leads to a higher top of climb and
cruise fan pressure ratio.

Even for the embedded engine variant, the top of climb fan
pressure ratio is very low at the required noise limit and therefore
a variable cycle design must be employed as discussed by Hall
and Crichton to reduce installation size, weight, and drag �7�. A
variable area nozzle approach is developed here as, in addition to
enabling low noise during takeoff, it can be used to minimize fuel
burn during cruise and increase the surge margin. Opening the
nozzle during takeoff reduces jet noise by moving the fan operat-
ing point to higher capacity and a lower fan pressure ratio. Figure
5 shows the increase in the nozzle area required relative to top of
climb values to meet the design fan pressure ratio and takeoff jet
noise levels.

As the required top of climb fan pressure ratio is increased, a
larger variable area nozzle ratio is required to meet the same noise
level at takeoff. In determining what the top of climb fan pressure
ratio should be, a range of factors needs to be considered. For
non-noise critical aircraft minimizing mission fuel burn is the pri-
mary driver but, for an ultralow noise aircraft, the impact on the
takeoff fan source and jet noise is also critical. Therefore, in order
to select the top of climb fan pressure ratio and other fan design
parameters, an understanding of fan source noise generation
mechanisms and mitigation is required. The impact on cruise fuel
burn when selecting a fan pressure ratio for a silent aircraft is
considered in more detail by Hall and Crichton �21�.

Low Noise Fan Design
At a conceptual level, designing for low fan source noise is

considerably more complicated than designing for low jet noise.
Jet noise prediction is relatively accurate and limited variables
drive one toward low jet velocity. When designing for a specified
noise level, as is the case with the silent aircraft, a specified jet
noise requirement translates directly into a specified jet area dur-
ing takeoff. This is not the case with fan source noise. Multiple
generation mechanisms exist, both tonal and broadband, including
self noise, rotor-stator interaction, and multiple pure tone
�buzzsaw� generation. A complex propagation path, the use of
liners for attenuation and, for the current silent aircraft design,

Fig. 4 FPR for a fixed nozzle engine at key operating points
for a 250 pax, 4000 nm aircraft. Four-engine embedded variant
�solid black lines, two-engine podded variant�dashed grey
lines. „This distinction between the two aircraft variants is fol-
lowed in the remaining plots.…

Fig. 5 Required nozzle variation to meet both top of climb FPR
and takeoff jet noise requirements for two aircraft variants
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shielding of forward propagating noise from the airframe, further
complicate the problem. Publicly available noise prediction capa-
bilities are less mature, especially in relation to broadband noise
making designing for an absolute noise level hard. This is espe-
cially true for an engine using a variable area nozzle as the fan
operating line during takeoff is markedly different from conven-
tional civil engines on which current correlations are based.

For a preliminary fan design, the authors have therefore used
available results, predictions, and correlations to guide the process
and have not attempted to design for a specified noise level at this
stage. Complementary work on the tradeoffs in liner length and
inlet design for embedded engines is currently being undertaken
within the silent aircraft project. Once the result of this work is
available, state of the art methods to predict source noise and
resulting noise on the ground will be used. While in the current
work only rotor design is performed, the impact of this design on
stator generated noise is considered.

Previous research has shown that increased nozzle area can lead
to reduced fan noise for a given thrust. In the 1970s Woodward
and Lucas �22� tested a 1.25 pressure ratio fan with area increases
up to 20% of the design area. Reductions in noise level at all
operating speeds were witnessed alongside increases in efficiency.
Ginder and Newby �23� developed a broadband noise prediction
model based on this and other work that correlated fan noise to
inflow incidence. More recently, Hughes et al. �24� have shown
that small increases in nozzle area �up to 12.9%� can give thrust
increases and reduced broadband noise with modern wide chord
fan designs. Work on the same rig �25� with two rotor designs has
shown, at subsonic fan tip speeds, a link between noise generation
and wake severity.

Correlations such as those based on the work of Heidmann
�26�, although not suitable for the direct application to engines
working well away from normal working lines, provide further
insight into suitable approaches to noise reduction. The ESDU fan
and compressor prediction code �27� based on Heidmann presents
broadband and tonal noise sources in the form of Eq. �4� with
some variation for the different sources. RSS is the rotor-stator
spacing and BPF the blade passing frequency.

SPL�f� = 20 log10��T0� + 10 log10�ṁ� + F1�Mrel� + F2�RSS�

+ F3��� + F4�f/BPF� + C �4�

In terms of cycle and fan rotor preliminary design, the variables
that can be targeted are the temperature rise across the fan, the
mass flow rate, and the relative flow Mach number. With fan
pressure ratio and mass flow rate set by the requirement for low
jet noise, high fan efficiency is required to minimize the tempera-
ture rise. This correlates well with the work of Ginder and Newby
as efficiency is closely linked to the incidence angle onto the rotor
and, for a normal engine working line during takeoff, reduced
incidence equals increased efficiency.

While the traditional 50 log�tip speed� correlation, used in �23�
for example, would suggest reducing fan tip speed to reduce
noise, this is not always the case. A second fan design as part of
the NASA Advance Subsonic Technology project was found to be
louder than its predecessor, despite having a reduced tip speed.
Topol et al. �28� found this to be primarily due to increased broad-
band noise from increased fan tip turbulence impacting the stator.
Included within this work is a simple formulation covering broad-
band noise generation �Eq. �5�� in which C is the absolute velocity
onto the stator, V0 is the turbulent velocity, and NV is the number
of Outlet Guide Vanes �OGVs�.

Sound Power � 10 log�C3V0
2NV� �5�

Reducing rotor loading and the absolute flow velocity onto the
OGVs, especially at the tip, is therefore required during takeoff.
While increasing, the nozzle area will increase fan tip speed for
the same thrust; the high cruise altitude and low design point fan
pressure ratio lead to excess thrust at a low flight speed �reducing
the fan pressure ratio increases the cruise ram drag more than the

takeoff ram drag�. In addition a four-engine design requires a
reduced climb angle compared to a two-engine design. The fan
can therefore operate at part speed during takeoff, resulting in low
rotor loading at the tip and lower flow velocity onto the OGVs.

With the rapid onset of multiple pure tone noise at supersonic
relative tip Mach numbers, maintaining subsonic tip velocity at all
times during takeoff is desirable. As discussed later, achieving this
for the entire takeoff leads to reduced cruise performance and
therefore alternative mitigation strategies must be considered. As
the nozzle area is increased the fan backpressure is reduced, and,
for a fan operating with supersonic relative inlet flow, the primary
shock structure is ingested into the blade passage, leading to chok-
ing. A weaker bow shock detached from the leading edge still
propagates upstream, but a considerable reduction in MPT noise is
predicted for this situation �29�. For fans working with a fixed
nozzle area, this effect is generally only seen at high fan speed,
where the shock is just ingested at the tip for peak efficiency. This
may explain the more rapid than expected reduction in MPT noise
at higher Mach numbers seen by Prasad and Prasad �30�, who
compared their results to the analysis of Morfey and Fisher �31�.
In their analysis, Morfey and Fisher modeled the flow as having
detached normal shocks for all conditions.

To summarize, for low fan source noise while maintaining low
jet noise, high efficiency and low tip loading is required during the
entire takeoff procedure. To minimize multiple pure tone genera-
tion, when the flow onto the rotor tip is supersonic the primary
shock structure should be ingested into the blade passage. These
requirements are now considered in the selection of fan rotor de-
sign parameters.

Selection of Fan Rotor Design Parameters
A variable area nozzle enables the fan to be operated at any

position on its characteristic for a specified thrust. During cruise
the nozzle can be set for minimum fuel burn, for hot and high
operations the nozzle can be closed to increase available thrust
and, during takeoff the nozzle can be set to minimize noise.

With the nozzle setting impacting both fan and jet noise the
same nozzle position needs to meet the requirements of both
sources. This requires the fan pressure ratio being at a specified
level for low jet noise and the fan operating at an efficient position
for low fan noise. The aircraft is as close as it gets to ground
outside the airport boundary at the flyover position and, as jet
noise reduces more rapidly than fan noise when the engine is
throttled back, this position is critical. As discussed later in this
section, the relative tip flow can be set to below unity Mach num-
ber at this position and therefore high fan efficiency is the main
requirement. At the sideline position the subsonic tip Mach num-
ber cannot be maintained and therefore while high efficiency is
still important, any primary shock structures must be ingested to
minimize MPT noise. This requires operating near the shoulder of
the fan characteristic.

For a typical fan design, a locus of constant flow coefficient, �,
tracks peak efficiency well, so ensuring both the cruise and fly-
over points are at the same flow coefficient will ensure they are
both at, or close to, peak efficiency. If the nozzle is operated at a
fixed area during takeoff �as is assumed in the current takeoff
optimization work�, the sideline point on the fan characteristic is
at a higher flow coefficient than flyover and on a higher thrust
line. Setting the flyover flow coefficient to match cruise will also
therefore place the sideline point near the fan shoulder. Perform-
ing this calculation requires the use of a sample characteristic
because the flow coefficient is a function of blade speed �see Eq.
�6��. If a realistic fan map is not available, similar results can be
obtained by fixing the stage loading divided by the flow coeffi-
cient squared, � /�2. This is independent of blade speed but di-
verges from peak efficiency at higher Mach numbers �Eq. �7��.
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To reduce the fan diameter and installed weight, the mass av-
eraged fan face Mach number should be as high as possible with-
out leading to excessive shock losses. A design value of 0.66 for
the top of climb conditions is representative of modern designs. In
choosing the top of climb fan pressure ratio the following proce-
dure has therefore been followed:

�i� Set the top of climb and start of cruise fan face Mach
numbers to meet specified capacity;

�ii� place the flyover operating point at the same flow coeffi-
cient, �, as the start of cruise operating point for high
efficiency at takeoff;

�iii� set the flyover fan pressure ratio to the level required for
an ultralow noise takeoff.

This approach is demonstrated on the fan characteristic in Fig.
6. Fan face area is fixed by matching jet and fan face mass flow
rates �Eq. �8�� and meeting thrust requirements at both the flyover
and cruise positions. This gives a unique fan pressure ratio at the
top of climb condition.
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Figure 7 shows the result of matching the flow coefficient at
flyover and cruise for the two aircraft engine variants previously
discussed. As fan efficiency plateaus near peak values, especially
at part speed, there is some tolerance in the flow coefficient at
flyover while still maintaining high efficiency. Figure 7 shows
bounds of FPR at �flyover= �1±0.05��cruise with a reduced flow
coefficient at flyover leading to a reduced fan pressure ratio at top
of climb. This tolerance can be utilized to assist in ensuring any
shock structures formed on the blade tip at or around the sideline
position are ingested. The fan characteristic shown in Fig. 6,
which is representative of a high bypass ratio low pressure ratio
transonic design, has been used in the creation of this plot to track
the flow coefficient.

From Fig. 7 it can be seen that to meet the target jet noise level
of the silent aircraft and operate at the same flow coefficient dur-
ing flyover and cruise requires a top of climb fan pressure ratio of
approximately 1.45 and an increase in nozzle area of 39% be-

tween top of climb and flyover. The equivalent numbers for the
podded engine variant are a fan pressure ratio at the top of climb
of approximately 1.3 and a nozzle area increase of 33%. With the
fan pressure ratio now selected, tip speed at the design point needs
to be specified.

As previously discussed, by ensuring subsonic relative flow
onto the fan tip during takeoff, multiple pure tone �buzzsaw� noise
can be removed. The resulting design point blade speed can be
calculated by setting the flyover or sideline relative tip Mach num-
ber to one to get the flyover/sideline blade speed �Eq. �9��. A
representative fan characteristic can then be used to find the de-
sign point tip speed.
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2
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Figure 8 shows the maximum top of climb blade speed possible
for �flyover=�cruise to meet subsonic relative flow for the whole
take-off �where the sideline point is the limiting condition� or for
just the flyover position.

To ensure subsonic relative tip flow during the entire takeoff
leads to a requirement for a very low tip speed if the fan face
Mach number is maintained. With a hub-tip ratio of 0.25, the
four-engine variant gives a design point stage loading close to
0.75 at equal area radius. This would require increased rotor so-
lidity for the same diffusion factor �32�, impact efficiency, and
possibly increase broadband noise �28�. For the current fan de-
sign, tip speed at top of climb conditions �40 000 ft ISA+10 K�

Fig. 6 Top of climb FPR uniquely defined by specifying flyover
FPR, fan capacity, and matching flow coefficient at flyover and
cruise Fig. 7 Required top of climb FPR and nozzle opening at take-

off relative to top of climb to match � at flyover and cruise
conditions for two aircraft variants

Fig. 8 Required top of climb fan blade speed to meet Mrel@tip
=1 at specified conditions for two aircraft variants
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has been set to 350 m/s �1150 ft/ s�, which is equivalent to a
corrected speed of 371 m/s. This is low enough to comfortably
ensure subsonic tip flow at flyover, where the aircraft is closest to
the ground but not at the sideline position. The stage loading is
reduced to 0.48 for a hub-tip ratio of 0.25, in line with current
trends. Fan aerodynamic design is now required, using a 20 blade
rotor, to confirm that flyover is at or close to peak efficiency and
to see if the tip shock is ingested at the sideline position.

Fan Rotor Aerodynamic Design
The fan aerodynamic design was performed using MULTIP, a

highly developed three-dimensional viscous solver widely used in
industry and described in more detail by Denton and Xu �33�. Tip
clearance was set to a constant value of 0.25% of span. Blade
sections were stacked through their centroid without sweep or
lean. Table 2 presents key details of the blade geometry and the
inlet relative Mach number at the top of climb condition.

When predicting performance at off-design conditions untwist
due to centrifugal and pressure forces was accounted for. Blades
were modeled as solid titanium Ti6Al4V and deformation pre-
dicted for different rotational speeds. Pressure distribution at ap-
proximate peak efficiency for the speed in question was used and
the deformation assumed constant for a given speed. Generation
of the solid blade mesh from the CFD mesh was performed in
Patran and Abaqus was used for finite element modeling. The
resulting deformation at a given speed was translated to a rotation
about a fixed point for each of the design stream surfaces and used
as input to the CFD code. At design speed two degrees of untwist
at the tip �included within the values shown in Table 2� was pre-
dicted.

Figure 9 shows the resulting fan rotor only characteristic with
contours of polytropic efficiency. Key design points are marked
on the figure. No attempt has been made to specify the exact
position of the surge/stall line.

Figure 10 shows the radial variation of fan pressure ratio and
flow coefficient for key operating points. Blade loading is biased
slightly toward the hub giving an approximate constant pressure
rise at the start of cruise point. This leads to reduced tip loading
during takeoff, which is required for low fan source noise. The
flyover flow coefficient is very close to the cruise flow coefficient
as designed, with sideline at higher and the top of climb at lower
values as expected.

Figure 11 shows contours of relative Mach number at 95% and
75% span when operating at the sideline position. As required for
low MPT noise the primary shock is ingested into the blade pas-
sage at the tip leaving a bow shock that is rapidly weakened by
expansion waves from the rotor suction surface. At lower span
positions the shock remains ingested until the inlet relative Mach
number drops low enough for it to disappear completely. If this
had not been the case then the design could have been repeated
with a flyover position set to a slightly higher flow coefficient
leading to a small increase in top of climb fan pressure ratio.
Alternatively, the nozzle area can be temporarily opened a little as
the sideline point is approached to move the operating line down
and ensure the tip shock structure is ingested at all times.

Table 2 Fan rotor design point values

r1 �1 �2 � M1,rel@DP

Hub 0.276 m 25.0 deg −26.0 deg 3.26 0.63
Mid 0.689 m 45.0 deg 26.0 deg 1.45 1.01
Tip 1.103 m 59.0 deg 56.5 deg 1.13 1.28

Fig. 9 Fan characteristic showing lines of fan speed relative to
the design point and contours of rotor only polytropic
efficiency

Fig. 10 Radial variations in fan pressure ratio and inlet flow
coefficient for key operating conditions

Fig. 11 Contours of the relative Mach number at 95% and 75%
span when operating at the sideline position
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Velocity and Incidence on to OGVS
While a variable area nozzle can be used to optimize the inci-

dence onto the fan rotor at off-design conditions, the incidence
onto the exit guide vanes moves away from optimum. Opening
the nozzle increases the axial velocity and reduces the loading,
especially at the tip, resulting in reduced swirl onto the stator, as
shown in Fig. 12. To cover conditions from top of climb to fly-
over, the stator needs to support approximately 18 deg of swirl
angle variation in the tip region with low loss. This range of
required incidence is challenging, but, with a low Mach number at
the tip �see Fig. 12�, just within limits of the useful incidence
range for controlled diffusion airfoils �34�. Variable pitch stators
could be employed to support the operating range but this would
be at the expense of additional weight and complexity.

Conclusions and Further Work
A functionally silent aircraft requires considerable jet noise re-

duction relative to conventional designs leading to a large increase
in required jet area at takeoff, even when the departure profile is
optimized for low noise. This leads to a low fan pressure ratio
during takeoff and, to avoid low FPR at cruise that would lead to
higher than optimum fuel burn, a variable area nozzle is em-
ployed.

This variable area nozzle, in addition to delivering the required
FPR at cruise and takeoff, must also deliver high efficiency at
both conditions. This is because high efficiency at takeoff equates
with low fan source noise through reduced self noise and minimal
wake severity onto the fan OGVs. Ingesting the primary shock
structure is required to minimize MPT noise when operating with
supersonic flow onto the fan tips. These requirements are achieved
by matching the flow coefficient at flyover to that at cruise. This
maximizes flyover efficiency and places the sideline position,
where the relative tip Mach number exceeds unity, close to the
shoulder of the fan characteristic. For a given capacity, the fan
design parameters are then fully constrained and top of climb and
cruise fan pressure ratios fixed.

For the current 4-engine, 250 pax, 4000 nm silent aircraft con-
cept, this process sets the design top of climb FPR to 1.45, requir-
ing a 39% increase in nozzle area at takeoff. The FPR selected is
expected to give low fuel burn, as shown in �7� and �21�.

A 20 blade fan rotor with a hub tip ratio of 0.25 had been
designed with the required top of climb FPR and a design blade
tip speed of 350 m/s. Rotor alone efficiency is high during take-
off, especially at flyover and, as required for low MPT noise, the
primary shock structure on the blades is ingested at the sideline
position. The fan rotor tip is lightly loaded during takeoff, which
is desirable for low fan source noise.

The change in incidence onto the OGVs between top of climb
and flyover is considerable, especially at the tip. While literature
indicates that this is within the range of useful incidence for the
flow Mach number, future work is required in this area. The OGV
design will need to ensure low fan-stator interaction noise at take-
off without impacting cruise efficiency.

Allowing the nozzle area to vary during the noise critical por-
tion of the takeoff may further assist in meeting the design re-
quirements and requires further investigation. This will require the
noise optimized takeoff profile development to be linked to a
specified fan operating line rather than a specified jet area. This
operating line can be designed to minimize incidence variation
onto the OGVs and to ensure that any shock structures on the
blades during takeoff are ingested.

Finally, to support the ingestion and reenergizing of airframe
boundary layer airflow, further research on the design of low pres-
sure ratio fans to support steady inlet distortion both from an
aerodynamic and noise perspective is required.
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Nomenclature

Latin
a 	 speed of sound
A 	 area

dB 	 decibels
dBA 	 a-weighted decibels
DNL 	 day night level
EPN 	 effective perceived noise

h 	 enthalpy
M 	 Mach number
ṁ 	 mass flow rate
p 	 pressure

PR 	 pressure recovery
r 	 radius
T 	 temperature

TN 	 net thrust
U 	 blade speed
V 	 velocity

Greek
� 	 ratio of specific heat capacities
� 	 fan efficiency
� 	 temperature correction, T0/T0ref

 	 solidity
� 	 flow coefficient
� 	 metal angle
� 	 stage loading

Subscripts
0 	 stagnation conditions
1 	 rotor leading edge
2 	 rotor trailing edge
ff 	 fan face
in 	 inlet �free stream to fan face�
jet 	 fully expanded jet

noz 	 nozzle
out 	 exhaust �fan exit to fully expanded�

p 	 polytropic
ref 	 reference	ISA sea level

x 	 axial
� 	 freestream

Fig. 12 Swirl and absolute Mach number onto OGVs at key
operating points
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